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ABSTRACT
This thesis is in two parts. Part I is a 
phonetic study of the sounds of the Karanga dialect of 
Shona, prefaced by a review of some of the major works on 
Shona phonetics. The review, written from the point of 
view of current scientific theory, isolates those areas 
of the subject in which the present author hopes to 
make a contribution.
In order to bring some order to the analysis 
and classification of the sounds of the dialect, a brief 
outline of the phoneme theory as set out by the post'
Bloomfieldians is given in the first chapter. The review 
is thus set against the background of that theory and 
it is argued that the work of Doke (1931) and Fortune (1955, 
1968) would have benefitted if it had been conducted within 
the framework of an explicit theory such as that propounded 
by the American structuralist phonemicists.
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are a phonetic study of the 
sounds of Karanga: the distinctive segments of the dialect 
are grouped into classes using articulatory criteria. Then 
each class is described with a view to pin-pointing some 
of the outstanding acoustic features"*'which characterise it 
and such features are compared with those reported for 
the sounds of other languages in articles and books by 
other phoneticians.
The outstanding phonetic features described 
in Part I are used as the basis for an inventory of distinct­
ive features used in Part II. In the latter part, in
1. All the instrumental material is contained in Vol.II 
of the thesis.
particular in Chapter 7, the distinction between phonology 
and grammar has become very narrow indeed. That Chapter 
(Chapter 6 is on segmental phonological processes) is on 
the tonal processes caused by the affixation of certain 
grammatical prefixes on to nominal stems, e.g. what have 
been called the prefixes of "association" and "similarity", 
/na-/, "with" or "in the company of..", and /sa-/, "like" 
or "resembling", respectively.
The nouns of Shona fall into a number of classes 
each of which is made up of items with a variety of tone 
patterns. The study reported in that chapter is interesting 
in that the rules which one can posit to account for these 
tonal processes are, to a large extent, similar, in spite 
of the fact that the prefixes perform diverse grammatical 
functions.
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Rhodesia is divided, for administrative purposes, 
into two main regions, Mashonaland and Matabeleland. The 
main vernacular of the latter region is Ndebele. The 
inhabitants of this part of the country are historically 
related to the Zulus of South Africa, having come to the 
country in the 19th Century under the leadership of 
Mzilikazi and Lobengula, runaway chiefs previously under 
the warrior King Chaka of the Zulus.
Compared to Shona, Ndebele is a fairly homogeneous 
language in that there is no radical dialectal variation 
from area to area. Shona, on the other hand, is an amalgam 
of dialects and sub-dialects. It is a recent creation of 
the government and the Church designed to facilitate admin­
istration and educational planning. Following Doke’s Report 
on the Unification of the Shona Dialects presented to the
tar^ rg u i'imnnumj, n    , .       . . — — — . . .  -   ......---  — *■
Legislative Assembly of Southern Rhodesia in 1931> and 
subsequent language committees, a standard language called 
"Shona’1 based mainly on Zezuru dialect features, but also 
on Karanga, Manyika and Korekore, has been developed and 
taught in schools. The University of Rhodesia’s Department 
of African Languages does extensive research on all the 
dialects: two M.Phil. theses written in the last eight 
years are on the Korekore Dialect (Dembetembe, 1969) and 
the Ndau Dialect (Mkanganwi, 1973)> and Dembetembe’s (1976) 
Ph.D. thesis called The syntax of sentential complements in 
Shona is based mainly on the Zezuru dialect.
The neat picture of a homogeneous standard language
presented in school textbooks has no resemblance to the 
speech of people in different areas of the country.
Children learn Zezuru-based standard Shona at school but 
speak to their parents and friends in the local dialect - 
see N.C. Dembetembe (1974)1.
The language picture Is further complicated by 
the fact that each dialect comprises a number of sub­
dialects. Thus, the present author speaks Karanga, but 
specifically the Mhari sub-dialect of Karanga. There are 
certain phonetic features in his speech which other Karanga 
speakers from different areas find peculiar. The main 
unifying features among the dialects of Shona are
(a) their use of lexical tone, i.e. they are tone "languages"
- see chapter 6.
(b) they have a two-tone system, [+HIGH] and [-HIGH].
Since these relative tones are capable of bringing 
about semantic differences between forms otherwise 
composed of the same segmental units, they have phonemic 
status and are sometimes symbolised as /H/,/L/.
(c) they share a considerable percentage of their vocabularies, 
making mutual Intelligibility maximal. Their geographic 
proximity, enhanced by population mobility resulting
from industrialization and urbanization, tend to Increase 
rather than diminish inter-dialectal communication.
The accompanying map (page 14) is adapted from 
Hannan’s (1974) Standard Shona Dictionary. It shows the 
locations of the various dialects in the Mashonaland area,
1. Dembetembe, N.C. (1974) "Three Korekore Dialects" African 
Language Studies, XV.
DISTRIBUTION OF THE DIALECTS OF SHONA
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with the relevant sub-dialects indicated only for the 
Karanga dialect. This thesis is essentially an analysis 
of the author’s speech. As a product of the post­
industrial African enlightenment, he does not claim to 
have had no contact with people from other dialects.
Many of his school-mates were from the Zezuru, Manyika 
and Ndau areas and he is now married to a Manyika. He 
has therefore listened to Zezuru, Ndau and Manyika parlance. 
But the examples used in this thesis are Mhari Karanga.
While the' phonetic study is as comprehensive as 
space and time- permitted, the phonological one is not at 
all exhaustive of the processes found in the dialect. The* 
latter study is merely illustrative of the lines that a 
more extended treatment of Karanga phonology might follow.
The author considers the contribution of this 
study to Shona linguistics to be of two kinds; theoretical 
and practical. The phoneme theory has been applied to the 
analysis and classification of the sounds of the Karanga 
dialect; and In the phonology section an attempt has been 
made to formalise some of the phonological processes in 
Karanga within the generative phonology model. In the 
event, It was found that the set of distinctive features 
proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968), though meant to 
apply to all languages, are quite inadequate to handle the 
contrasts in the Karanga sound system.
Secondly, the phonetics laboratory facilities at 
SOAS have provided ample opportunity for the author to 
isolate some of the informative acoustic cues for the 
perception of the sounds of various classes In Karanga.
In particular the locus theory has provided some fairly
constant acoustic correlates to the physiological, i.e.
articulatory, parameter of place of articulation - although
it was found less helpful in distinguishing between
adjacent places of articulation, e.g, bilabial from labio­
dental.
Finally, I would like to express my deep felt 
gratitude to Professor Jack Carnochan, who has, by his 
example taught me to cultivate a healthy eclecticism In 
research, and encouraged me throughout. Mr. A.W. Stone, 
the Phonetics Laboratory's Chief Technician, worked 
extremely hard, especially on the Palatograms and Spectro­
grams, many of which were rejected before we selected those 
used in the thesis. I am very grateful to him. Dr. H.J. 
Carter discussed a number of issues relating to tonal 
phonology with me and provided much valuable literature on 
the subject. My thanks are also due to Dr. J.C. Wells (U.C.L) 
Dr. D.C. Bennett and Dr. R.J. Hayward (S.O.A.S) for reading 
parts of this thesis and making many helpful suggestions.
While acknowledging my debt to all these people, I accept 
full responsibility for any shortcomings In this thesis.
I am also grateful to the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office for nominating me for a Commonwealth Scholarship 
which enabled me to study Phonetics at University College, 
London, (1972-74) and Linguistics at Leeds (1974-75). The 
M.O.D. awarded me a grant for doing research for this thesis 
at SOAS. To them and all my British Council Programme 
Organisers, my thanks are due.
Clapham North. 
October > 1977 *
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PART I
A PHONETIC STUDY OF THE 
SOUNDS OF THE KARANGA DIALECT
CHAPTER 1
1.0 A REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE ON SHONA PHONETICS
1.1 INTRODUCTION
C.M. Doke1s (1931)^ A Comparative Study in 
Shona Phonetics, the object of this part of the review, 
"covers the more technical and scientific phonetic 
findings of my year’s work.11 (preface). His equipment 
in the field comprised "field Instruments, precluding 
many of the more delicate experiments which can today 
(1929) be made In a phonetic laboratory" (preface). 
Specifically he used palatography, which "was limited by 
expense and time", factors which "prevented more than one 
subject from each dialect being used" (preface). He also 
made use of the Kymograph, and the camera.
In order to assess Doke’s achievement, I think 
we must place him in his Intellectual milieu. What were 
the current attitudes towards scientific work on language? 
And what was their attitude towards science? How did 
Doke differ from other linguists, and why?
This chapter will be concerned with:-
(i) the brief exposition of the nature of scientific theory
(ii) the assessment of American Structuralist phonemics.
The American theory of the phoneme will be assessed in 
terms of what seem to be the most valuable aspects of (I)
1. Doke, C.M. (1931) A Comparative Study in Shona
Phonetics, University of the Witwatersand Press.
for linguistic work.
(iii) The last part of this section will be something
of a practical criticism of A Comparative Study in Shona
Phonetics against the background of what has been said
in the preceding sections.
It is the vi'fcw of the present author that
every researcher must be aware of work that has been
done by others In his field of specialization. By being
constantly aware of the work of one’s predecessors as
well as that of contemporaries, one is indirectly engaging
In debate with them. This view is expressed by Popper
(1959, pp.16-17):2
"If we ignore what other people are 
thinking, or have thought in the 
past, then rational discussion must 
come to an end, though each of us 
may go on happily talking to himself.
Some philosophers have made a virtue 
of talking to themselves; perhaps 
because they felt that there was 
nobody else worth talking to. I 
fear that the practice of philosoph­
ising on this somewhat exalted plane 
may be a symptom of the decline of 
rational discussion."
1.2 On the nature of scientific theories
There are two main branches of scientific enquiry: 
the empirical and the non-empirical. The empirical 
sciences explore, describe and attempt to explain and to 
predict occurences in the world we live In. Their statements 
are checked against the facts of our experience and are
2. Popper, K.R. (1959) The Logic of Scientific Discovery 
Hutchinson of London', bt'h Impression Oct. 1975 *
acceptable only if they are supported by empirical 
evidence, which Is obtained by systematic observation, 
experimentation, interviews and (some would add) intro­
spection.
The perennial task of science Is the search 
for natural laws. An important distinction has to be 
made between natural law on the one hand, and the laws 
of society on the other. Natural law describes what 
happens in the universe. Man cannot add to or refine 
that law. The laws of society, however, are prescriptive, 
and as such can either be obeyed or broken.
The method which scientists have traditionally 
adopted in their search for natural laws has the following 
stages. First, the scientist experiments and observes.
The aim of his experiments Is to make carefully controlled 
and meticulously measured observations. His area of 
research is that twilight zone between our knowledge, so- 
called, and our ignorance. He systematically records his 
findings, and may even publish them. He and other workers 
in the field gather a lot of data. When general patterns 
begin to emerge, the scientist then formulates a hypothesis 
concerning his data. The next step Is for him to look for 
evidence which supports the hypothesis. This goes on for 
a considerable time, until the scientist feels he has 
"proved" the "truth" of his hypothesis, which now assumes 
the status of a law - which is what the scientist originally 
set out to discover. The new law is made use of wherever 
the scientists feel it will be useful. The scientist is 
said to have added to man’s knowledge of the universe: he
has pushed back the frontiers of our ignorance.
The method of basing general statements on 
patterns which permeate accumulated data Is called 
induction , and it is this that, traditional scientists 
claim, distinguishes science from other disciplines, 
which base their statements on such intangibles as 
prejudice, habit, speculation, tradition, authority, etc.
Ara alternative theoretical stance and method­
ological procedure arise from a negative answer to the 
following common sense question: Just because on one
occasion event A occurs with event B, does it follow, 
logically and inexorably, that this will always be the 
case on all future occasions? Is there a mutual and 
incontrovertible dependence between A and B? It would 
not make a difference even If the researcher recorded a 
million occasions on which A and B were observed as 
concomitants. It is true that we would be psychologically 
disposed to expect A and B to co-occur. But to conclude 
from this that such a co-occurrence is an unalterable law 
of nature would be erroneous. Bryan Magee (1973j p.20), 
writing in the same vein, maintains that "... It cannot be 
established by logical argument that because all past 
futures have resembled past pasts.... all future futures 
will resemble future pasts."
The name Karl Raimund Popper (especially Popper 
(1959 )^ has been closely associated with this alternative
3. Magee, B. (1973) Popper, Fontana
4. Popper, K.R. (1959) op.cit.
approach to the problem. He points out the diametric
difference between the verification of a hypothesis on
the one hand, and its falsification,on the other, and
expresses his preference for the latter to the former.
"Now it is far from obvious, from a 
logical point of view, that we are 
justified in inferring universal 
statements from singular ones, no 
matter how numerous; for any conclusion 
drawn in this way may always turn out 
to be false: no matter how many instances
of white swans we may have observed, this 
does not justify the conclusion that all 
swans are white." (1959,p*27)*
Merely because we have recorded thousands of statements
which report the sightings of white swans we can, inductively,
proceed to claim that "All swans are white". On the other
hand, the observation of only one black swan as opposed to a
million white ones empowers us, deductively, to conclude
that "Not all swans are white".
The inductive hypothesis after the observation
of one black swan as opposed to a million white ones would
be "Swans are either white or black". The essential
difference between this hypothesis and the deductivist "Not
all swans are white" is that the latter allows for the
future appearance of a green, yellow or even a multi-coloured
swan, whereas the former does not. This is a dogmatist versus
pragmatist confrontation.
"All swans are white" is an empirical statement 
based on the observation of facts, an essentially limited 
(see Hempel below) number of facts. Although this claim 
cannot be proved, it is falsifiable, potentially: the
scientist can go out into the field to look for a black
5
swan. He holds on to his hypothesis concerning the 
colour of swans only provisionally.
The narrow inductivist conception of scientific 
inquiry, whereby the scientist observes and records all 
the facts, and then analyses and classifies them, is 
altogether untenable. These first two steps, observing 
and recording all the facts, and then analysing and 
classifying them, are supposed to make no use of any guesses 
or hypothesis as regards the possible relationships among 
the facts. This seems to be a restriction imposed in order 
to rule out bias and the consequent jeopardisation of 
scientific objectivity. This attitude is not too far 
removed from that of the American structuralists in 
insisting on keeping the levels of linguistic analysis 
distinct. Hempel (1966, p.11)^ points out that the first 
step, namely the recording of all the facts, could never 
be carried out: a collection of all the facts would have
to wait for the end of the world.
Popper also makes a clear distinction between 
what he calls the logic of the situation, and the implied 
methodology. On the logic-of-the-situation level, where 
we are concerned with the relationships between statements, 
a scientific hypothesis can be easily and conclusively 
falsified. The statement "All swans are white" is false 
if there is another statement "I admire black swans", 
and if the latter actually exist.
5. Later on in this thesis when counter-examples to a 
writer's conclusions are found, we shall call such 
examples "black swans".
6. Hempel, C. (1966) Philosophy of Natural Science. 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice Hall.
The methodology level, on the other hand, 
presents a problem. It is possible to doubt a statement. 
There may be an error In the reported observation, we say.
And, because the bird is black, we may therefore decide 
that it is not a swan. In other words, conclusive 
falsification Is difficult to attain on the methodological 
level. So Popper suggests that the researcher keep these 
points in mind:
1. He must not evade the refutation of his hypothesis, 
whether by introducing ad hoc hypotheses or by ad hoc 
definitions, or by always refusing to accept the 
reliability of inconvenient experimental results-
2. On the contrary, he ought to formulate his theories 
clearly and unambiguously so that they can be exposed 
to refutation or modification In the light of new data.
3. Although the hunt for falsifying evidence is the 
Popperian rule of thumb, the scientist must not 
abandon his theories lightly. Doing so would betray 
an uncritical approach to tests. So a distinction 
has to be made between the readiness with which Popper 
accepts a refutation on the logic-of-the-situation level 
on the one hand, and the rigorous and highly critical 
attitude he adopts towards refutation on the method­
ological level.
The Popperian approach to research may be 
illustrated by considering the claim often made in some 
science textbooks, namely that "water boils at 106°Cn.
It is useless to go about looking for confirming evidence, 
(which is what Inductivists would do) because the truth 
of that statement cannot be proved. Instead, this
hypothesis can be tested by attempting to falsify it.
And we soon find that water does not boil at 100°C in 
closed vessels.
In one stroke, we have destroyed the validity of 
the original hypothesis which our accumulated confirmations 
might have persuaded us to regard as a law of nature, a 
universal truth. (In reviewing a work of such monumental 
importance as A Comparative Study in Shona Phonetics, 
setting out to produce "black swans" may, at first sight, 
seem to be a particularly negative and foolhardy business. 
But since the review of the work on Shona phonetics is 
intended to place my own research into perspective and to 
point out those areas in which I believe I can make a 
contribution, this approach seems to be the most feasible 
and potentially productive. The merits of the work under 
review will not be glossed over.)
After falsifying the hypothesis in this way, 
Popper says, we should not reformulate it in order to 
accommodate the newly discovered discrepancy. Rather we 
should ask ourselves the all-important question "why does 
water not boil at 100°C in closed vessels?" In attempting 
to answer this question we are bound to come up with a . 
more powerful hypothesis. The new hypothesis will explain 
both why water boils at 100°C in open vessels and why it 
does not in closed ones.
Our next step is to falsify the new hypothesis. 
In Popperian deductive science, this is the permanent next 
step. The traditional, inductive method of accumulating 
billions of confirming evidence poses no problems, and 
could increase the probability of the hypothesis being
accepted as the definitive truth. This would be mislead­
ing. The criterion of demarcation between science and 
non-science is, for Popper, falsifiability, not verifia­
bility.
In linguistics the theory that seems to approx­
imate to Popperian deductivism most closely is that assoc­
iated with Noam Chomsky (1957, 1965, 1976)7 and with
o
Chomsky and Halle (1968) and others of the same school.
The transformational generative grammarians maintain that 
observation must be preceded by model-construction, i.e. 
hypothesitation; for example the so-called L.A.D. (Language 
Acquisition Device). Since the number of possible sentences 
in any human language is infinite, theory must be based on 
a limited set of data from the language under investigation, 
but it (the theory) must both explain such data and be 
powerful enough to predict regularities which are likely 
to be found in hitherto unrecorded data from the same langu­
age .
"The critical problem for grammatical 
theory today is not a paucity of evidence 
but rather the inadequacy of present 
theories of language to account for masses 
of evidence that are hardly open to serious 
question ... the problem for one concerned 
with operational procedures is to develop 
tests that give the correct results and 
make relevant distinctions." (Chomsky, 1965,
pp. 19-20).
7* Chomsky, N. (1957) Syntactic Structures, The Hague, Mouton
  (1965) Aspects of the Theory of Syntax,
Cambridge, Mass: M.I.T. Press.
  (1976) Reflections on Language, Temple Smith
8. Chomsky, N. and Halle M, (1968) The Sound Pattern of
English, New York.
9In one of the most recent extended expositions
of Firthian-linguistics it is suggested that the most
viable theoretical and methodological stance would be a
marriage between induction and deduction.
"Insistence on a basically inductive 
approach to analysis should not of 
course, be thought to preclude theoret­
ical expectations and the need for pre­
dictive power in the classes and cate­
gories recognised in analysis. One can 
never be wholly inductive or exclusively 
deductive but it is possible at a given 
time to be more bne. than the other...'1 (p.7).
The cautiousness and pragmatism expressed by Mitchell 
here are shared by this author.
From Popper's point of view, that the history 
of science is as much one of revealed truths as of dis­
carded hypotheses would seem to be a fair statement.
Arthur Koestler expressed the same view in an address to 
the Conference of the PEN Worldwide Association of Writers. 
In his address^ The Vision that Links the Poet, the Painter 
and the Scientist, he said,
"... the same experimental data can in 
most cases be Interpreted in more than 
one way - which is why the history of 
science echoes with as many venomous 
controversies as the history of literary 
criticism.... In fact the progress of 
science is strewn, like an ancient desert 
trail, with the bleached skeletons of 
discarded theories which once seemed to 
possess eternal life."
These upheavals have characterised linguistics no less
than other fields of research.
9. Mitchell, T.F. (1976) Principles of Firthian Linguist­
ics , Longmans.
10. Koestler, A. (1976) The Vision that links the Poet,
the Painter and the Scientist. In The Times newspaper, 
Wednesday, August 25th, 1976•
I am in agreement with what Mitchell (1976, p.7) 
says about the relationship between deduction and induction 
in the field of linguistics. The bone of contention seems 
to be whether, after formulating a hypothesis, further 
research should be aimed at proving or falsifying such a 
hypothesis. Either way, it seems that people from both 
schools are engaged in testing their hypothesis, the only 
difference being that those who set out to disprove their 
own hypotheses are more pragmatic in their approach.
Both the American Structuralists and the Trans­
formationalists seem to be deductivists to the extent that 
they insist on the scientist formulating his theoretical 
expectations prior to investigating a language. Hockett's 
(19^2) ^  article begins thus
"Linguistics is a classificatory science.
The starting point of such a science Is 
to define (1) the universe of discourse 
and (2) the criteria which are used In 
making the classifications. Selection 
and preliminary ordering of data determine 
the range of analysis; the choice of 
criteria fixes the level of analysis."
Two points emerge from this: that Hockett is
one with the deductivists in (a) requiring that the field
and scope of Investigation be delimited; (b) in finding
criteria for handling data. But he differs fundamentally
from the transformational grammarians in restricting
linguistic description to a mere classificatory science.
12
Chomsky demands that linguistic descriptions should have
11. Hockett, C.F. (19^2) "A System of Descriptive Phonology" 
In Language, 18, pp.3-21. Also in Makkai (ed) Phonol­
ogical Theory: Evolution and Current Practice, pp.99- 
112, 1972.
12. Chomsky, N. (1966) "The current scene in Linguistics: 
present directions." In Reibel and Schane (eds)
Modern Studies in English.
explanatory power. He writes
"It is hardly open to question that 
the natural sciences are concerned 
precisely with the problem of 
explaining phenomena, and have little 
use for accurate description that is 
unrelated to problems of explanation."
This is his answer to those who criticised universal 
grammar on the grounds that it was misguided in seeking 
explanations, which the natural sciences allegedly did 
not do. Transformational-generative grammarians also 
require their hypotheses to have predictive power, that 
is, to account not only for the data under study, but 
also to explain that which may be collected later from 
the same language. This is not provided for in HockettTs 
remarks, nor, indeed, in those belonging to the same so- 
called taxonomist school.
Linguists who have applied the epithet "scientif­
ic" to their discipline have been at pains to emphasise the 
importance of the relationship between theory and data.
iq
John Lyons (1962) maintains that
"The history of science is full of 
examples to support the opinion that 
the actual cannot be properly described, 
perhaps not even recognised, except in 
the framework of what has been previously 
envisaged as possible. At the same time,
.... the sphere of what is thought as 
possible is being constantly revised under 
the impact of discoveries made in the 
description of actual languages."
The mutual dependence of theory and data is underlined.
Fry (1960) ^  acknowledges the importance of this mutual
13. Lyons, J. (19&2) "Phonemic and Non-phonemic Phonology: 
Some typological reflections." In Laver and Jones (eds) 
Phonetics in Linguistics: A book of Readings, Longmans, 
1973.
14. Fry, D.B. (i960) "Linguistic Theory and Experimental 
Research" In Jones and Laver, 1973 (eds.) op.cit.
depehdence and cross-fertilization between theory and 
data, regretting, however, the bias towards theory at 
the expense of data in current linguistic research and 
writing.
"The general tendency has been to 
begin operations with a modicum of 
phonetic observation, construct a 
system of categories on the basis 
of such observations, and thereafter 
to devise theories, to modify them 
or discard them because of inter­
relations within the theory rather 
than because of relations between 
theory and observations of behaviour."
I conclude this section by recalling a dichotomy
which I referred to at the beginning: that the field of
scientific enquiry falls into two sub-categories, the
empirical and the non-empirical. Along with Lyons and
Fry, I believe that linguistics will fall into the one
category rather than the other depending on the extent of
the cross-fertilization between theory and data. The
farther away from data our theories of language become,
the less empirical will our discipline be.
1.3 The American Structuralists and Phonemic Analysis
Contrary to what this uniform label might suggest, 
the linguists whose work is subsumed thereunder do not form 
a homogeneous group.
Bloch, Trager, Wells and Hockett typify Bloomfields’ 
theories and practice in their work. From 1935 to 1965 
Bernard Bloch was the editor of Language, the leading 
linguistics periodical in the United States. In collaboration
with Trager (1941)*^ he published an analysis of the 
English phoneme system and the following year wrote their 
classic of structuralist linguistic analysis. They 
followed Bloomfield closely but gave more detailed 
directions concerning the establishment of phoneme 
inventories. And they also insisted on the allophones 
of the same phoneme meeting the requirement of phonetic 
similarity, something which other writers, e.g. Morris
Swadesh (1934, 1935 > 1936)^ had not found in Bloomfield.
17Bloch (1948) published an article dealing with the 
problem of segmentation, among other things.
The other school of thought is the one associated 
with K.L. Pike and his students. They are the least typical 
post-Bloomfieldians. The principal aim of Bloomfield and 
his successors was to arrive at an exact scientific 
description of linguistic structure using so-called dis­
covery procedures. Pike is also interested in theory, but
15. Bloch and Trager, (1941) "The Syllabic Phonemes of 
English"
(1942) An Outline of Linguistic
Analysis 3 Baltimore.
16. Swadesh, M. (1934) "The Phonemic Principle" Language; 
10, pp.117-29. Also in Makkai (ed) op.cit., pp.32-39*
____________ (1935) "Twaddell on Defining the Phoneme"
In Makkai (ed.) op.cit., pp.41-44.
___________  (1936) "The Phonemic Interpretation of
Long Consonants" In Makkai (ed.) op.cit., pp.51-57*
17. Bloch, B. (1948) "A Set of Postulates for Phonemic 
Analysis" In Language, 24, pp.3-46.
his linguistic work has a direct practical purpose.
Apart from being a Professor of Phonetics at Michigan,
Pike is a missionary, leader and organiser of a number 
of courses in linguistics for missionaries at the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics. After their linguistic 
training these missionaries are sent to South and Central 
America, New Guinea and other places where they learn 
the local language, describe it scientifically, set up 
an alphabet, teach the natives to read and then translate 
the Bible Into the language In question.
According to Pike, as also according to Daniel 
Jones, the phonological analysis of a language is meant 
to form the basis of an orthography which must be acceptable 
to the native speaker. In 19^7 Pike published Phonemics, 
significantly sub-titled a technique for reducing languages 
to writing. One of the main purposes for which research 
for A Comparative Study in Shona Phonetics was commissioned 
by the Government of Southern Rhodesia was to find a way 
of devising a uniform orthography for the dialects of Shona. 
This is why I think a comparison of the work of these 
American linguists with that of C.M. Doke on Shona could 
be informative.
This practical approach to language study 
probably explains why Pike was less dogmatic than the 
hard-core post-Bloomfieldians. He differs from them on 
a number of points. He is not afraid to Include meaning 
in phonemic analysis; he does not insist on keeping 
grammar and phonology separate (on these two points, Doke 
and Fortune agree, in practice, with Pike) and wants not
18. Pike, K.L. (19^7) Phonemics: a technique for reducing
languages to writing. Ann Arbor. Univ. of Michigan Pre;
only to describe language, but also a number of other 
human activities according to the same methods.^ Pike 
was attacked by one of the hard-core post-Bloomfieldians 
for-not keeping the levels separate.
2 0In his review of Phonemics, Trager (1950)
observed
nIf one has a good phonetic frame of 
observation, one gets phonemic solutions 
that hold together. But one cannot alter 
these solutions to fit one's preconceptions, 
one cannot mix up several levels of analysis 
and get anything but a mess.”
In as far as Pike is concerned, language consists of
three mutually dependent hierarchies: the phonological,
the lexical and the grammatical, corresponding to three
minimal units of analysis: the phoneme, the morpheme
and the tagmeme. A derivation from the latter term,
"Tagmemics”, is used as a general designation of Pike's
theory of language.
These two schools of post-Bloomfieldian American
linguistic thought accepted certain common tenets regarding
the structure of language. They both accepted that:
(a) language has an underlying sound pattern beyond the 
overt stream of speech;
(b) this system consists of a small number of segmental 
units, "phonemes”;
(c) this pattern could be discovered by applying to data 
a procedure consisting of the following criteria:
(i) free variation; (ii) complementary distribution;
19* Pike, K.L. (1967) Language in Relation to a Unified
Theory of the Structure of Human Behaviour, Mouton & Co.
The Hague.
20. Trager, G.L. (1950) Review of Pike’s Phonemics in 
Language, 26, p.157*
(ill) contrast; (iv) phonetic similarity and (v) pattern 
symmetry/congruity.
The differences between these two schools arose 
from their attempts to define, and apply these criteria 
to data in order to discover the phoneme Inventory of a 
language. Pike, as I have already said, used meaning 
in his definitions of these criteria, whereas the other 
linguists did not. These differences reflected their 
respective attitudes towards the current behaviourist 
philosophy of science. Pike made use of both the observ­
able (phonetic phenomena) and the unobservable (meaning).
As for Hockett (19*42)^ and others,
"There must be no circularity; 
phonological analysis is assumed for 
grammatical analysis, and so must not 
assume any part of the latter. The 
line of demarcation between the two 
must be sharp."
Hockett1s and his colleagues1 suspicion of intangibles
such as meaning, Is responsible for the decline of Interest
in semantics during this period.
Pike defines the criteria (i) - (v) as follows:
if two sounds occur In the same environment In a word without
changing the meaning of the word, they are in free variation,
and belong to the same phoneme. For example, in English
+ — +the exploded [k ] and the unexploded [k ] in [p^ e k ] and
[p2£ k ] "pack" are in free variation, since their occurr­
ence does not entail a meaning difference between the two 
utterances. Complementary distribution or mutual 
exclusivity is defined as follows by Pike (19*47, P*92)22:
21. Hockett, C.F. (19*12), op.cit.
22. Pike, K.L. (19*47), op.cit.
nA set of three phonetically similar 
segments are mutually exclusive when 
the following can be said about them:
’The first segment occurs only in 
such and such positions, but the second 
and third segments never occur in these 
positions; the second segment occurs 
only In a different list of such and 
such positions, but the first and third 
segments never occur in this second list 
of positions; the third segment occurs 
only In positions not previously listed, 
whereas the first and second segments 
never occur in these positions.1"
Such a set of segments are allophones of the same phoneme.
Sounds which occur in the same environment In
words which mean different things are said to be in
contrastive distribution and belong to different phonemes.
Pattern symmetry is a criterion adduced when
none of the criteria above can help the linguist decide
whether or not some segments belong to the same phoneme.
For example, if in the analysis of a language L we f{£nd
that /p,b/ and /t,d/ are pairs of phonemes, but there are
no minimal pairs or any other evidence to suggest that
/k,g/ is another pair of phonemes (although they occur
randomly In the words of the language) we can invoke this
criterion and posit them as another pair of phonemes in
the language. This conclusion would be based on the grounds
that /k,g/ have the same phonetic relationship that holds
between /t/ and /d/, and /p/ and /b/, namely the voiceless/
voiced opposition as well as sharing the same place of
articulation.
Phonetic similarity demands that segments which
we classify In one phoneme must be related somehow in terms
of their phonetic features, that Is, articulatorily,
auditorily and acoustically. For example, in English [9]
and [h] cannot be members of the same phoneme merely
because they are in complementary distribution: 
§h -
-9#
-
(where * = an unacceptable form, and § = word 
or syllable boundary).
In terms of the deductive stance in scientific theory 
outlined above, every hypothesis about phenomena in the 
outside world makes specific claims and predictions about 
such phenomena. Pike’s brand of structuralist phonemics 
is no exception. But it, like other theories, holds water 
to the extent that it gives an accurate account of the 
facts and no further. This theory has some fairly obvious 
merits. But there are some black swans.
claim: that phonemic differences correlate with meaning
differences. This is not always the case as can be seen 
from the following examples from English:
between /±/ and /$/ does not entail a difference of meaning. 
Secondly, by claiming that phonemic differences correspond 
to meaning differences, Pike is also predicting that, 
conversely, meaning differences correspond to phonemic 
differences. But English has the following counter examples:
Pike’s definition of contrast above makes this
"the apple", /3i - /
"the book", /^fa - /, where the phonemic difference
(a) (i) "way!
(ii) "weigh"
/wet/
(b) (i) "rain"
(ii) ’’reigr
/rein/
In other words, his theory does not cater for homophony. 
It cannot handle polysemy either. For example, Shona 
has the following example:
The major claim of this theory, as of that espoused by 
the other school of thought in American Structuralism, 
is that these criteria will give a phonemic analysis for 
any language. But these criteria do not solve the follow­
ing problem from English:
The examples (1) and (ii) give us the phonemes /p/ and 
/b/, by the criterion of contrastive distribution. However, 
the [p] in /spit/ resembles that in /pit/ in being voice­
less; it resembles [b] in /bit/ in being unaspirated. Like 
both, it is a bilabial, pulmonic egressive plosive. To 
which phoneme, and using which criteria, are we to assign 
the [p] in /spit/? This is not a just a black swan for 
Pike’s theory, but a failure which exposes the limitations 
of phonemic analysis of whatever orientation. Assigning 
this sound to the same phoneme as the [p] of /pin/, as 
is commonly done, is an act of faith.
Trager, Hockett and others, reflects more closely the
behaviourist approach to scientific theory than the first.
These linguists attempted to establish the phonemes of a
language by what Bloch called ’’distributional analysis”.
All reference to meaning or other aspects of grammar was to
2 3CJu
be kept out of the whole business. Hockett defines
-bone” 
j ealousy
(i) /pit/ (ii) /bit/ (iii) /spit/
The second theory, that championed by Bloch
23^ Hockett, C.P. (19^2) , op.cit. 33 -ftp
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the criteria of contrast and complementary distribution
as follows: '
"If a and b occur in corresponding 
positions In utterances of different 
■equivalence classes, they are members 
of different phonemes; if a and b... 
occur in mutually exclusive positions, 
they may be ... members of the same 
phoneme."
Thus, they operate with "utterance”, rather 
than "word" or "phrase", in order to keep phonemics and 
grammar apart; with "equivalence classes" rather than 
"meaning", for the same reason. Items In mutually exclus­
ive positions "may be" members of the same phoneme: the
"may be" being a safety valve against the inclusion of
segments such as English [g] and [h] in one phoneme.
? t
Bloomfield (1933* P*139) thought that the study of meaning 
should wait until the natural sciences had attained such 
sophistication as would enable them to attach a scientific 
label to every item in the lexicon, for example "salt" =
NaCl.
The problem that immediately confronts us in 
applying these criteria to language data without reference 
to meaning or words and phrases is this: how do we tell 
whether we are dealing with contrast or free variation?
And how do we define ’environment’ (or ’positions’) 
precisely without referring to units such as word, phrase
PR .
or sentence? Because Bloch defines free variation as 
phonetically different sounds with the same "environment". 
And contrast is when sounds have some, but not all, their
2 k . Bloomfield, L. (1933) Language, Henry Holt and Co., 
New York.
25. Bloch,B. (1948), op.cit.
"environments" in common. "Environment" remains 
essentially vague without reference to word, phrase or 
sentence *
Behaviourist empiricism demanded that only the 
observable be relied on in scientific research. Reference 
to meaning was to be excluded because that would be 
mentalistic. And the mind was the villain of the piece 
because of its "un-get-at-ability”. The informant could 
be asked questions merely to elicit data* but his opinion 
about the data was unacceptable. The linguist’s- gospel 
comprises every word that proceeds from his informant’s 
mouth - which cannot, by definition, be wrong; but as a 
matter of principle, whatever the informant volunteers 
about his language (as opposed to in it) must be assumed 
to be wrong.
The approach to language analysis advocated by 
these structuralists was strictly procedural. The linguist 
recorded and analysed data as follows:
5. Semantics A
4. Syntax 
3. Morphology 
2. Phonemics 
1. Phonetics
Each level presupposes a knowledge of the previous one and
must not anticipate the one above. The linguist must start
from the dark and work his way up, following the so-called
2 6"canons" of science as set out by Trager (1950) , among
others ; "... observe, formulate preliminary hypotheses, 
observe further, classify, test, formulate conclusions."
26. Trager, G.L. (1950), op.cit.
But when all Is said and done, we have to ask 
why all these doubtlessly able, devoted and well-meaning 
linguists formulated their theories in this way and adopted 
their respective stances in relation to science. Their 
reasons immediately identify them with linguists who were 
operating in Africa during the same era. The Americans 
were, like, for example, C.M. Doke, trying to record and 
analyse some hitherto unwritten languages - the Americans 
the Ameri-Indian languages, and Doke, the Bantu languages 
of the African Sub-continent. They all espoused theories 
and methods which they thought best suited for their 
respective tasks.
27The purpose of Doke*s (1931* Preface) ' work in
Southern Rhodesia was
"the settlement of the language problems 
involving the unification of the dialects 
into literary form for official and 
educational purposes, and a standardisation 
of a uniform orthography over the whole area."
The recommendations presented to the Legislative Assembly
2 8of Southern Rhodesia by Doke (1931) do not concern us here.
A Comparative Study in Shona Phonetics-is 
addressed to academics. In it, Doke reports his technical 
and scientific findings after two years' work in the field.
No one who has not followed a course of training in Phonetics
would need to be told that the work is technical: they would 
find it difficult to follow.
In conclusion, I think this is a good point at 
which to attempt a justification of the approach to the 
review adopted here: namely the prefacing of the review
27- Doke, C.M. (1931) , op.cit.
28. Doke, C.M. (1931) Report on the Unification of the
Shona Dialects, Stephen Austin and Sons•Ltd.
with a brief exposition of the American phoneme theory
and practice, assessed in terms of some tene.ts\> of
scientific theory. It Is not intended to suggest that
Doke was, or should have been Influenced by the Americans.
The American phoneme theory is merely a vantage point from
which to assess Doke1s work since, as we have said already,
he was engaged in similar research to that of the Americans.
My standards in this appraisal are first, native speaker
intuitions (i.e. my own), secondly, American phoneme theory
and, lastly, the relevant tenets of scientific theory as
outlined above.
Doke has been widely acclaimed, not' undeservedly?
by generations of Bantu scholars for devising a new theory
.  .29of language suitable for Bantu. Thus Cole (1971)
"In The Phonetics of the Zulu Language, 
presented as a doctoral thesis' In 1924, 
and published in 1926, C.M. Doke gave a 
preview of a new model for.Bantu lingu­
istic analysis and description... We 
have no information to suggest that Doke 
had any contact with or was influenced by 
the writings of Franz Boas, Edward Sapir,
Leonard Bloomfield or other American 
linguists, who,..-, were and had been 
grappling with the problems presented in 
particular by Ameri-Indian languages."
The thrust of this quotation is that Doke's
departure from common practice was in his grammatical
description of the Bantu languages. Otherwise he was
engaged in recording, analysing and classifying the
sounds of strange languages, just as much as the Americans
were. I see more scope for comparison on the level of
phonetics and phonemics.
The strengths and shortcomings of the theories
29. Cole, D.T. (1971) "The History of African Linguistics 
to 19*15" In T.A. Sebeok (ed.) Current Trends in 
Linguistics, Vol. 7> PP-1-29* Moutori.
within which African and American linguists were working 
in their respective areas can emerge in a comparative 
review such as this. Doke is thus being assessed by 
American standards as much as the Americans themselves 
are being assessed by Dokean standards: and both are being
measured up against the relevant tenets of scientific 
theory, since they claim that their research practice 
was "sclentific".
O Q
Fortune, especially Fortune (1968) , is a
different matter altogether. He is torn between American 
Structuralist taxonomic linguistics and Dokean "Bantu
81grammar for Bantu languages." As H.A. Gleason, Jr. (1956) 
puts it, Fortune's phonetics "leans heavily on Doke’s 
previous work" , while he (Fortune, 1968, p.5)a quotes 
Bloch and Trager (19*12) , the hard-core post-Bloomfieldian
behaviourists, with approval.
A Comparative Study in Shona Phonetics
From what we have said in (i) above about the 
nature of scientific theories and practice, we can draw 
the following conclusions about any study that claims 
to be scientific: first, that two things are necessary, 
namely suitable material for study, and the adoption of 
the methods of science. The latter can be summarised
30. Fortune, G. (1968) Shona Grammatical Constructions, 
unpublished student notes, Vols.I and II.
31. Gleason, H .A.,Jr.(1956), Review of Fortune's An 
Analytical Grammar of Shona, Longmans, 1955 * in 
Language, 32,3.
*
32. Bloch and Trager, (19*12), op.cit.
as, observation (if we are inductivist), the devising 
of categories for the observed facts, the construction 
of hypotheses, the testing of these hypotheses by renewed 
observation, and, finally, the formulation of a theory 
accounting for the observed facts. The deductive school 
of thought would insist on a formulation of theoretical 
expectations prior to observation.
If this is taken as the definitive statement 
of the nature of scientific method, then I would submit 
that given the following circumstances,
(a) that Doke was not a native speaker of Shona;
(b) that he had one year in which to do field work;
(c) that Shona has so many dialects and sub-dialects,
(d) spread over a country three times the size of England; 
and,
(e) that Shona, like most Bantu languages, has so much 
phonetic wealth,
very few people could have equalled, let alone surpassed, 
Doke’s achievement. A Comparative Study in Shona Phonetics 
is the work of someone with special gifts. The achievement 
consists in Doke’s accurate observation, recording, analysis 
and description of masses of data. There was no work on 
the Phonetics of "Shona" worth the name, that could have 
served as the starting point. In fact one of the aims 
of Doke’s research was to unify the various dialects into 
one written language. The name of "Shona" is Doke's coinage.
A Comparative Study in Shona Phonetics is best 
discussed in two stages. There is the purely observational, 
analytical part of the work^that is^  the phonetic description 
of the sounds of the dialects. Then there is the
phonological/morphological part, dealing with such 
processes as "nasalization", "velarization" and,v,vocalizatIon".
In the first part of the study, Doke describes 
"the phonal elements of speech sounds", and, briefly, 
"tonetics", "dynamics" that is, "stress"/"prominence"; 
"duretics", that is, "the length or duration of phones 
or syllables", (1931, p.18). In this thesis, duration and 
length will not be used interchangeably as Doke seems to 
do. For me, duration is, like pitch, a phonetic feature, 
with a definite or absolute measurement on the appropriate 
scale. Length, on the other hand, is a more abstract, 
phonological feature, like the phoneme, made up of a 
potentially large number of allophones which are environ­
mentally conditioned. I shall also use the term "speech 
sound" in a very specific way, such as that defined by 
O ’Connor (1973, P» 6 5 ) ^ ,  MA speech sound is a perceptually 
distinct segment produced by a characteristic combination 
of organic actions." These clarifications are essential 
if ambiguity is to be avoided.
Doke divides the consonants of Central Shona Into 
two groups; (a) Plain consonants, that is, those "composed 
of one phone element or a homorganic combination of elements", 
(a combination of homorganic elements perhaps?);
(b) Yelarised consonants, that is, "non-homorganic 
combinations which are due to the action of 'w*, usually 
with bilabials,"
(a) Plain Consonants. Doke points out the distinction 
made in Shona between implosives and explosives (1931,p.**8)
33. O ’Connor, J.D. (1973) Phonetics, Pelican original.
and describes the so-called whistling fricatives /§/ and
/  (1931, pp.86, 87). Doke was qualified to make the
remark (1931, pp. 3*^-5) that Shona has more distinctive
phone features than any other Bantu cluster, given his
extensive and intensive research and publications on the
languages of the Sub-continent,
"... the wealth of Bantu phonetics lies 
In the consonants, In their multiplicity 
of forms, their permutations and the 
limits and rules governing their 
combinations", (1931, p.36).
It is not necessary for me to reproduce here
what Doke had to say about the articulatory and auditory
features of individual sounds in Shona; except to mention
that wherever possible and necessary, Doke’s description
of particular sounds was supplemented by
(i) Kymograph records;
(ii) Palatograms and diagrams showing places of 
articulation;
(iii)Photographs of native speakers showing lip positions 
during the articulation of, for example, the lip
rounded whistling fricatives singly and In 
combinations with other sounds.
I would, however, have preferred to use actual words as 
examples for palatography instead of the syllables used by 
Doke. One is more likely to get a more natural and faithful 
wipe using actual words, carefully selected so as to avoid 
articulatory overlapping in the palatal and alveolar regions 
of the mouth. Further, I would much rather have these 
palatograms and other instrumental evidence in the middle 
of the book instead of in the Appendices, where they are 
less accessible.
(b) Compound Consonants. After mentioning that the
explosive consonants of Shona are produced at three points
- the bilabial* alveolar/dental and velar* Doke (1931, P-37)
says of 'p* that it is used in the "velarised compounds"
"px" "pk" etc and in the affricate "pf". In my pronunciation
of [-pxapa], "crush", [p] and [x] are in sequence. To
call [-px-] an example of velarization implies that the
two consonants are produced simultaneously* which is not
the case. In this thesis, secondary articulatory phonomena
such as velarization and nasalization will be symbolised by
diacritics, as is the usual practice in the literature.
In my vocabulary I have the following items:
\
/mux e/, "a crack", (n.3)
/muy e/, "on to" or "against a rock", (adv.)
In the pronunciation of the consonant 'cluster' at the 
beginning of the second syllable of each utterance, lip- 
rounding takes place at the same time as velar friction, 
accompanied by voicelessness in the first, and by breathy- 
voice in the second example. This gives me two sounds 
which are produced between the back of the tongue and the 
velum, with simultaneous lip-rounding, [x^] and [Jto]•
This is an example of bilabialization of velar sounds - and 
not velarization. And since there are many other consonants 
which have this characteristic it seems reasonable to treat 
/x1^/ and n°t as allophones of /x/ and /^/, but as
phonemes In their own right. They cannot be regarded as 
allophonic variants of /x a^ / because they occur in identical 
environments* with their non-lat&alised counterparts: e.g. 
before /a/: /x^ndk/; "basket" vs. /x/r£ni/* "thread for 
sewing"
A a  x'Jl/, "fat" (n.s) vs. /muxaceu/, "greed", 
before /o/: /^wow£/ "mushroom" vs. /jjoni/ "deliberate malice" 
(The matter is discussed at length in Chapter 5, PP .325'-533) .
In the language we also have the following minimal
pair:
/-kar^/, "be greedy", "desire meat"
/-para/, "scratch", 
and therefore the phonemes /k/ and /p/. There is a word 
/-pkajia./, Zezuru for "crush". As we noted above, Doke 
calls "-pk-" an example of the velarization of /p/ For me, 
and for most people, "velarisation" is not synonymous with 
"combination with a velar". The latter is certainly the 
case In the complex -pk-. "Velarisation", "nasalization", 
"palatalization" etc. mean the superimposition of a 
secondary articulatory feature .on to a primary. "Velarisatior 
in particular, means the raising of the back of the tongue 
towards the soft palate at the same time as articulatory 
activity essential for the production of an otherwise 
independent sound is taking place. And the latter sound 
occurs without such modification in the sound system of 
the language. If the raising of the tongue goes beyond 
a certain point we produce a fricative /x/ or fff/\ and 
If it is more radical still, we produce a plosive, /k/ or 
/g/. In such circumstances, vie get clusters with the 
velar consonants as the second elements. In my dialect 
I can therefore find no phonetic plausibility for an 
analysis which treats [k] and [x], and [g] and [^] as 
allophones of /w/, since I have the following minimal pairs: 
/ku-wor^/, "to decompose" - /w/ 
vs .
/ku-kor£/, "to become fat" - /k/
vs.
\ \ \
/ku-xor£/, "to earn, be paid" - /x/
X  ^
/wa.r&/, "temerity" - /w/ 
vs .
/-g<\ra/, "sit" - /g/ 
vs .
/r^r2/, "dirt" - /r/
/-row^./, "bewitch" - /r/ 
vs.
/^^ow/l/, "mushroom" /g^/
• •  V  ^  >1
/^oni/, "deliberate malice" - /ft/
CJ .1 \ \
In my pronunciation [j ow£] and [YowAj are free variants.
In his description of the voiced alveolar/dental 
pldsive, Doke (1931, P - 4 2 )  says "The common ’d’ of Shona is 
implosive, and the exploded ’ d T occurs more commonly in 
compounds." This seems to suggest that Doke is positing 
one ’ d ! consonant with variants !cf! occurring singly and 
more commonly, and !d* occurring mainly in compounds.
This is an unsatisfactory solution. Fortune (1968, pp.12-14) 
also makes the same mistake. Since Fortune extends the 
same Interpretation to the bilabial plosives, I shall set' 
out my arguments against this solution when I discuss 
Fortune (1968). Here I shall only mention the fact that 
the following data from Karanga (and the other dialects) 
does not support Doke’s and Fortune’s interpretation:
/-dfacf#/, "be insolent" - /£/ 
vs.
34. Fortune, G. (1968), op.cit.
/dada/, "duck" (n.5) - /d/
/cTaka/, irreconcilable hatred and desire for 
revenge
vs.
/daka/, "mud"
/~<fura/, "confess"
Vb* - / \ \
/tja-rdura/, "it has been expensive"
Since /<£./ and /#d/ occur in the same phonetic environments,
there Is no sense in regarding one as an allophone of
the other. Indeed, at a later stage (1931, p.51) Doke,
in spite of what he says In the quotation above, admits
that /d/ and /<£/ are "semantically distinct"; In our
terms, they are independent phonemes.
After describing the four nasal "consonants"
In Shona, "m, n,ji, rj" (1931, pp.54-61), Doke adds,
"Apart from the four regular nasal 
consonants there is a fifth, the 
alveolar labialised nrip 1 , which, 
however, is not found apart from the 
voiced fricative
Two- points have to be made here. Firstly, all the nasals
above are labialised when they are next to rounded vowels:
/munda/, a field
/-rjura/, tear off meat from bone 
/ x ///nom e/, seven 
/~pura^, drown
There is therefore no reason why should be singled out
and be called the "fifth nasal". Secondly, since /m, n,ji 
£)/ are phonemes in the language, calling the * of 
the fifth nasal is likely to cause confusion by suggesting 
that it is also a phoneme. Doke does not seem to make 
any distinction between plain voice and breathy-voice: he
calls both /cf/ and /d/, and /^/ voiced, although It 
Is only /cf/ which has plain - voice, while the others are 
breathy-voiced.
The widespread reference to "depressor" 
consonants in Shona linguistics literature
$ 1968,35 Fivaz, 1970,-^ Ladefoged, 1971*^), 
p T 1 W  v £)cfcfeisrealization that although in the ortho­
graphy 'm' is combined with ’h T in such words as "mhanya", 
"run", "mhuri", "family", in phonetic and phonological 
terms, this sequence of symbols represents one organic 
unit, the murmured or breathy-voiced [gi] . To Doke’s ears 
this sounded like a sequence of !m f and 'hT. While detail­
ing the distribution of the bilabial nasal /m/, Doke (1931, 
p.55) says it is found "before vowels, in mb, mv, succeeded 
by the voiced glottal fricative in mh, and in more or less 
velarised compounds varying from mr} to mw."
Since /13/ has been established as a phoneme (a 
"consonant" in Doke’s terms), I cannot accept that /mrj/ 
in.some sub’dialects of Karanga /mgana/, "child", for 
example, is an instance of velarised /m/. It is a sequence 
of nasals, just as *-pk-' above is a sequence of orals, 
one bilabial, the other velar.
The five criticisms made of DokeTs analysis and 
classification of the sounds of Shona so far:
(a) his treatment of /x/ and /^/ as allophones or variants
35* Fortune, G. (1968), op.cit.
36. Fivaz, D. (1970) Shona Morphophonemics and Morphosyntax 
University of the Witwatersrand Press, Johannesburg.
37* Ladefoged, P. (1971) Preliminaries to Linguistic 
Phonetics, Chicago.
of A7;
(b) his classification pf M-pk~" as velarised "p";
(c) his description of /cf/ as an allophone of /d/, 
while contradictorily admitting later that the 
two are semantically distinct;
(d) his positing of the- labialised "n" in "n^" as the
fifth nasal, thereby, indirectly giving it phonemic
.status, and finally,
(e) his failure to realise that /m/ is one organic unit 
rather than a sequence of ’m* and ’fi’,
spring from one fundamental weakness of Doke’s phonetics 
as presented in A Comparative Study in Shona Phonetics: 
his failure to back up largely accurate observation with 
an explicitly articulated phoneme theory such as that 
of his American and British contemporaries.
He merely divides the sounds of Shona into the 
two broad traditional categories - "consonants" and "vowels". 
Having recognised "the multiplicity of forms" of the Shona 
sound system from the beginning (Doke, 1931s p. 36), Doke 
should have found or devised some categories capable of 
bringing some order to this otherwise tantalising multiplicit 
And it is my firm belief that the phoneme theory, modified 
to be accommodated within the Dokean Bantu grammar for 
Bantu languages if need be, would have done just that. This 
shortcoming on Doke1s part was pointed out by H.A. Gleason, 
Jr. (1956)^ in his review of Doke’s Southern Bantu 
Languages;
"... the Doke pattern has serious 
limitations... the first is its weak 
development of phonemics. The phoneme 
concept is not explicit anywhere in the 
book..."
38' I!'!!'30" ’ H-A- J r \ ( 1956) Review of Doke's Southern
Bantu Languages, in Language, 32,3.
As a matter of fact, E. Fischer-J/rgensen (1975, p.71)39 
counts H.A. Gleason,Jr. among the more dogmatic struct­
uralists. The point I wish to establish, however, is 
that Doke!s exclusion of the phoneme theory from his 
work on Shona seems to have been deliberate. If he did 
not know about the work of Bloomfield and his successors 
when he wrote A Comparative Study in Shona Phonetics in 
1931, he most surely did when he wrote Southern Bantu 
Languages in the 1950Ts in which, according to Gleason, 
the phoneme concept exerted no influence. The question 
is, why? My criticisms above show that Doke paid a big 
price by not benefitting from his intellectual milieu.
In the same review, Gleason gives Doke credit 
for breaking away from the European tradition and for 
devising categories more suitable for Bantu languages.
This does not seem to be the case in Doke's phonetic work.
He seems, in that field, to have starved himself of the 
best achievements of the American and European traditions. 
Avoiding all reference to the phoneme concept, he deals 
instead with "consonants" and "vowels" in both the phonetic 
and the phonological parts of the book without any indication 
as to whether these labels are articulatory or phonological. 
Other linguists, for example Pike (19*1*1)^ would make the 
following crucial distinctions: vocoids and contoids are
phonetic labels, referring exclusively to the articulatory, 
auditory and acoustic features of segments; while vowel 
phoneme and consonant phoneme are phonological labels,
39* Fischer-Jorgensen, E. (1975) Trends in Phonological 
Theory: a historical Introduction, Copenhagen, 
Akademik.
*10. Pike, K.L. (19*1*1) Phonetics, Ann Arbor, University of 
Michigan Press.
referring to the role played by the respective segment
types in the structure of the larger units of linguistic
analysis, e.g. the syllable or morpheme. Since Shona
(all the dialects) has a CV syllable structure, the
most primitive and simplest, these categories would
come in handy in a phonemic analysis.
New categories and terminology devised to handle
phenomena _ peculiar to African languages are, of course,
welcome. But using terms such as "velarisation", already
well established in European and American linguistic theory,
giving them local specialised definitions (or no definitions
at all), ckn only result in confusion and unnecessary
complication. Since in recent years the sharing of ideas
between Euro-American and African linguists has reached
unprecedented proportions - many volumes of the series
*41Current Trends in Linguistics are devoted to language
groups in Africa - it would be useful if researchers did
not give local overtones to terminology which is already
widely used in general linguistic theory.
The most important suprasegmental feature in all
the dialects of Shona is tone. As we have seen, DokeTs work
on the segmentals was supplemented by field instruments.
But he does not seem to have had any instruments or technique
for handling tonal and pitch phenomena. This explains the
rather unsatisfactory tone marking scattered in the book.
u p
And I must agree with Gleason (1956) who says that
"... Doke’s tone markings are certainly 
the least satisfactory part of his phonetics.
*41. Sebeok, T.A. (ed.)(1971) Current Trends in Linguistics, 
Mouton.
*42. Gleason, H.A. (1956), op . cit.
This is true not only for the linguist 
but also for the native speaker...
Lacking a technique for handing pitch 
phenomena, Doke must omit them or pass 
over them incidentally and impression­
istically, to the detriment of his 
morphology... there are many places 
where an overtly phonemic analysis would 
make for greater clarity, greater complete­
ness, or both.'1
Although Gleason was writing about Doke’s work on Bantu
languages generally, these remarks are particularly apposite
to Doke’s performance in A Comparative Study in Shona
Phonetics.
Doke is correct to say that stress is fiokb
emphasis in Shona. But I must disagree with everything
else he has to say on the matter (Doke, 1931,p.205):
"Stress is the word builder. The stressed 
syllable gathers around itself the 
unstressed syllables, and unites them 
into one word."
He writes this although in the immediately preceding
paragraph he has given examples of four Shona sentences,
showing how this language has to use different word order 
and to introduce fresh lexical items to translate four English 
sentences which merely differ in the placement of emphatic stress. 
Whatever elB8 stress does in Skona, it most certainly does 
not build up words in the manner suggested by Doke.
Incidentally, the rendition of the English sentences 
(!931,pp.2o4-5) given by Doke(1931,p.2o5) will
amaze not only every native speaker of Shona, but all 
those who otherwise correctly acclaim Doke for pioneering 
Bantu grammar for Bantu languages:
English Shona
(i) ^We want you to speak (i) isu tinodk, kuti utaure
(ii) We Twant you to speak (ii) (tmoda vokwadi kuti utaure.
(iii) We want ’you to speak (iii) tinoda kuti iwe utaure
(iv) We want you to ’speak (iv) tinocfe kuti utaure nokutiur# 
Shona people do not speak like this. These sentences are
not Shona^let alone Karanga.
The processes which Doke calls "nasalization”
(1931, pp.62-71) and"vocalization" (1931, pp.125-135),
that is, the phonological part of the book, will not be
h o
discussed here. Fortune (1955, 1968) J discusses similar
phenomena but does not depart too radically from Doke.
These processes are discussed at great length in chapter
6 (pp. 335-38^ ) where I am proposing an alternative analysis
to the taxonomic approach adopted by both Doke and Fortune.
Here, I think I ought to defend Doke against H.A.
Gleason’s other criticisms set out in his review of Doke's
Southern Bantu Languages. Gleason notes that no distinction
is made between phonology and morphology by Doke.
"Doke’s model also fails to make a 
distinction between phonologic and 
morphologic levels of structure."
But, remembering what he has already said about the lack
of any phonemic awareness on Doke’s part, Gleason qualifies
this remark:
"It is open to question whether in 
the absence of rigorous phonemics it 
is worthwhile to insist on thorough 
separation of levels."
3^• Fortune, G. (1955) An Analytical Grammar of Shona. 
Longmans. “
 _______ (1968), op.cit.
We are not told in what way, if Doke had utilised the 
phonemic principle, his description of Bantu would have 
benefitted by thorough "separation of levels."
The American Structuralists" insistence on 
this kind of separation of levels is based on two views 
of language structure ; one is that language is actually 
organised in levels the other is that these levels are 
levels of analysis, that is, they are creations of the 
linguist designed to facilitate the reporting and 
description of language data. Otherwise, according to 
this latter view, the object of study, language, is unitary. 
If Gleason is criticising Doke for not holding the first 
of these two views, then Doke must be congratulated for 
not falling into that post-Bloomfieldian trap. As Trager 
(1950) has said In his review of Pike’s Phonemics, the 
post-Bloomfieldian phonemicists believed that "... one 
cannot mix-up several levels of analysis and get anything 
but a mess."
If Doke's A Comparative Study in Shona Phonetics, 
and the section on phonology-cum-morphology in particular, 
is a mess (and this would be an exaggeration), it is so 
for reasons other than that he mixed-up levels of analysis. 
I can only regret that Doke seems to have been too theory- 
shy to declare his position on these matters.
Conclusion
What has been said about A Comparative Study in 
Shona Phonetics suggests that we include Doke among 
linguists who, when doing phonetic analysis, ask of every
feature, wCan it be related to the grammar?’ rather 
than among those who ask, ’How can we keep the grammar 
out?’
The following are some of the points that 
can be made about C.M. Doke's work on Shona in relation 
to what we have said about
(a) scientific theories:
(i) he made accurate observations and records of 
data in the field;
(ii) the majority of his conclusions are based on 
these data;
(iii) there are instances where he fails to Interpret 
or classify facts because he has no well-defined 
theoretical framework;
(iv) the juxtaposition of his claim about the function 
of stress in Shona with data that contradicts 
this claim is the most disturbing "black swan"
In this part of the book.
(b) American phoneme theory:
(I) he used meaning in the phonetic analysis and 
classification;
(ii) he made no distinction between levels of analysis;
(iii) this did not lead to a mess, contrary to Trager(;195C
(iv) the unsatisfactoriness of his description of 
certain processes hinges on his fundamental 
failure to declare his theoretical orientation 
in A Comparative Study and to stick to it,
Doke lies in the twilight zone between the dogmatic 
structuralists, and the pragmatic ones led by Pike. 
Consequently he does not seem to be exclusively inductive
or deductive.
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1.4.1.An Analytical Grammar of Shona.
4 SAlthough, as Gleason ^ says in his review of 
44Fortune (1955) Fortune’s phonetics and phonology 
chapters "lean heavily on Doke’s previous work", there 
are a number of points made by Fortune which are worth 
commenting on. The two linguists’approach is, however, 
generally the same in that Fortune, leaning heavily on 
Doke, does not work within a well-developed phoneme 
theory. He uses the terms ’consonants’ and Jvowels' in 
much the same way that Doke does. ’Velarization’ is also 
used to mean 'combination with a velar’.
It is important to note that Fortune’s grammar 
Is based mainly on the Zezuru dialect, although he 
frequently refers to "Central Shona", a term used by 
C.M. Doke (1931)^ to refer to the Korekore, Manyika, 
Karanga and Zezuru dialects together.
On his "chart of plain consonants" Fortune 
( 1 9 5 5 a  P*6) has a number of symbols in. brackets, for 
example, ""itsd,^^" with a footnote reading "consonants 
in brackets are found only in combination with other 
sounds." The terms ’consonant’ andrsound'are being used 
synonymously. This, as I have already said, is rather 
confusing and will be avoided in this thesis. The semi-
44. Fortune, G. (1955) } op.cit.
45. Gleason, H.A. Jr., (1956), op.cit.
46. Doke, C.M. (1931)a op.cit.
independent status given to these bracketed 'sounds’ 
recalls Doke’s treatment of the so-called labialised 
fifth nasal fry in /njj/* The same objections may be 
raised here. For example, why does Fortune not put [s] 
in brackets since it has lip-rounding in /-sumuk£/,
"stand up"? The phonetic relationship between [t] in 
a J /, for example, and [t] in /-tftmb#/, "play1' is 
obscured if we express it in Fortune's terms.
Working within a theory such as the phoneme 
theory, we can establish a phoneme /t/ and say that the 
two types of [t] above are allophones of this phoneme.
Once this is established there will be no need to include 
the diacriticised [-t] on the chart - even in brackets - 
which, I presume, is a list of the distinctive segments 
of the language and not of the numerous conditional 
variants.
Finally, it does not make sense to say that the 
"consonants in brackets are found only in combination 
with other sounds" since all the segments of a language 
must combine "with other sounds" to form words and phrases 
a segment has no worth except in its relation to other 
segments in the same system.
Fortune also divides the consonants of Central 
Shona into two sets - the plain and the compound. The
plain consonants are "those of single articulation", and 
the compound ones "those with double articulation" or 
whose production takes place "at more than one point" 
(Fortune 1955, PP•6, 10). For example /p,b/ are plain, 
and are compound consonants. The former are plain
because they have bilabial closure only, whereas /£/, for
example, has friction in the alveolar area as well as 
lip-rounding. By the same token, one would expect /w/ 
to be called a compound consonant or semi-vowel. This, 
however, is not the case. In fact /w/ is not Included 
on the two charts of plain or compound consonants. This 
•is my first criticism of the plain vs. compound consonant 
dichotomy; that it Is not consistently made.
The second criticism is more serious. This 
dichotomy has no phonetic plausibility. For example, it
is simply not true to say that the 'consonant’ /b/ has
"single articulation". If, in addition to the bilabial 
closure, there were no velic closure to cut off nasal 
resonance_ and no vocal fold vibration and no egressive 
air stream mechanism, there would be no /b/. Fortune 
should give us some reasons for his apparent belief that 
lip-rounding for /£/ is more important than the velic 
closure for /p/ or /b/, for example. All consonants have 
activity at more than one point, in the speech tract.
The sound [V], in "become", is not a
fricative for me and other Karanga speakers, contrary to
Fortune (1955j p.8), but a frictionless continuant.
In his recent writings, for example Shona Grammat-
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ical Constructions (1968, p.l6) , Fortune no longer regards
the syllable onset In "mhanya", > "run", as a sequence
of m and h phonetically, which he did in this grammar (1955 * 
p.12), no doubt following Doke. He treats it as one 
breathy-voiced phoneme.
Doke's rather clumsy handling of tonal phenomena 
in Shona was, retrospectively, a gallant attempt to explain
47. Fortune, G. (1968), op.cit.
what must have been a puzzling aspect of the- language
structure. Fortune, on the other hand, not only omits
all mention of tone, but he does not mark it on any one
of the thousands of examples he gives. And yet H.A.
4 8Gleason, Jr. (1956) was convinced in i^is review of
this book that
’’Fortune wrote on Shona not as 
a linguist who has done intensive 
short-term field work with a grammar 
as his immediate and perhaps final 
goal, but as one who speaks the 
language and has used it extensively...
Fortune knows Shona."
This is an extravagant claim to make for Fortune. It
is inconceivable that anyone can write even a tolerable
grammar - analytical or not - of a tone language without
mentioning^let alone positing some rules accounting for,
the tonal processes that are an integral part of such a
language.
Unlike Doke, Fortune (1955) divides the PHONETICS 
section of his book into Phonetics and Phonology. My 
comments above were directed at what Fortune says in the 
Phonetics section. In the Phonology section Fortune deals 
with processes involving the commutation of phonetic features 
leading to the formation of new words belonging to various 
classes. For example
verbs -------v" nouns
nouns (class x)  y nouns (class y)
adjectives nouns
Of the processes which Fortune discusses under the heading 
of phonology, I wish to draw attention to the following:
48. Gleason, H.A. Jr. (1956), op.cit.
Voicing (1955* P*^l) - defined as "the voicing of a 
non-voiced sound". We are told that "p, t, k, t , ts 
and, rarely pf become voiced when they occur initially 
in the stems of class 5 nouns or adjectives."
I should point out that in the case of the first two 
examples, it is not enough to say that [p] and [t] have 
become voiced: they have also become imptosivised, in the 
derivation of their respective class 5 nouns. Fortune 
does not give the stems from which these class 5 nouns are 
derived. He, however, draws attention to the plurals and 
says the voiceless consonants become voiced. Doke (1931* 
pp.126-130) gives the stems. For example, for
}and so on.
The before the voiceless consonant-commencing stems
indicates that a prefix has been omitted, in these cases
plural of class 5 nouns.
When this process ("voicing" for Fortune and 
"vocalization" for Doke) is described as one whereby class 5 
nouns or adjectives are derived, the implication is, 
therefore, that this is a process whereby singulars (class 5) 
are derived from plurals (class 6). This raises a theoretical 
as well as a practical problem.
The theoretical problem is whether we should set 
up the plural stems of words as the basic form from which
e.g. 6/ng«L 'knife the plurals
dfemo ' axe '
/ \
db^ incbi 'chief's son1
t i t
Ipspiaer
\ V
bveni 'baboon'
\ / /
milp^ Qg^ .
\ / /
m^.temo
m^tfind#
s
V  / f t
% * m&pfeni
Pilnga
/mk"/• This is the class 6 noun prefix, i.e. the numerical
other items in the formal scatter are derived. Fortune 
and Doke appear to have decided that the plural stems 
should be basic. This is both counter-intuitive for 
me and contrary to common practice in linguistics. . The 
usual thing is to have a rule whereby plurals are formed 
from singulars, and not vice versa. If we reverse the 
processes described by Doke and Fortune, that is, instead 
of "vocalizing” or "voicing” to form singulars from plural 
stems, we devocalize to derive plurals from singular basic 
forms, and I am suggesting that we do: 
e.g. instead of
-paQga (pi*)---- y  feyt}ga
-tj\nda(pl.)---- y  cgindg,
we have
f / 1 , X f /bagga (sing.) — y -R^rjga
cigduic^Csing.)  y -tjinda
we are not going to have a simpler, or even a more complicated
rule, since both formulations involve the commutation of
the same number of phonetic features. But what we shall
gain is the satisfaction of native speaker intuitions.
ii q
Dr. N.C. Dembetembe ^has drawn my attention to the formal 
scatters:
/ 1 \ / t
“P^gga:/mapagaa/’knive s1
v / '
/rupai]ga/thin knife
/k^.pHrjg£/short knife
Of \ \ S' i ^
~t\indju/utl ind^/being a chief’s representative
^  r /  \
/mutj ind$./a chief’s representative 
/ir$tjind$/chief ’ s representative
*19. Dr. Dembetembe, N.C. of Department of African Languages, 
Un. of Rhodesia - Personal communication.
and suggested that the grammar would seem to be made 
simpler by positing the forms which commence with voice­
less segments as basic forms. This, however, does 
not seem to be the case, although the relatedness of 
the forms in each formal scatter is brought out more 
clearly thereby.
The second criticism relates to the practical 
problem posed by Fortune’s and Doke’s solution. The 
strongest argument against setting up these voiceless 
forms as basic is that being plural stems, they are not 
the ones entered into the lexicon. I propose that we have 
the singular forms in the lexicon of Shona, leaving out 
the plurals, which can be derived, from the singulars 
after lexical insertion, by rules of the phonological 
component of transformational generative grammar.
"Assimilation" (1955, p.26) is defined by 
Fortune as a process whereby "a sound is made similar to 
a neighbouring sound." He discusses a particular type of 
assimilation called "bilabialization", i.e. when "the nasal 
consonant of the prefix of classes 9 and 10 is bilabialised 
when joined to stems commencing in a bilabial or labio-dental 
consonant" (Fortune, 1955, p.36):
A. N+T?on&a "see" ^  mboni, "pupil of eye";
N+puk# -- mhuka . "animal";
N+~6erek&"beget" mbereki "parent";
N+-vut^- "blow" -- ^ mvuto "bellows".
Another, apparently different, type of assimilation discussed 
is called "supradentalization". "The nasal consonant of 
the prefixes of classes 9 and 10 is supradentalised when 
joined to stems commencing in supradentals or alveolars" 
(Fortune, 1955, p.36):
B. N+-tem& "cut”  ->nhemo "chisel"
N+-(fiki "small" — ndiki "small"
N+~refu "long"  >ndefu "long"
Yet another process is discussed, called 
"frication" - "the turning of a non-fricative consonant 
into a fricative" (Fortune, 1955, p.42). This is, 
apparently, not another type of assimilation. "The 
consonants p, t and k, when occurring as initial phones 
of stems of classes 9 and 10, are changed into the voiced 
glottal fricative R.":
C. ru-puk^_ "thin animal"  y mhuk^, "animal"
-tern "cut" nhemo "chisel"
Ru-k&.m^ "relationship  V  R^ma "relative
The underlined example in A above is essentially the same 
as the one in C, also underlined. This is confirmed 
by the fact that the same word "mRuka."» "animal", is 
derived from the examples. But the process involved in 
this derivation is called "bilabialization" in A, a type 
of assimilation, while it is called "frication" in C.
Similarly, in B above, (a type of assimilation called
"supradentalization") we are given the example
N+~tem2V  y  nfiemo
as an example of assimilation, while the same example is 
given in C as an example of frication. Also in A, we are 
given, as an example of assimilative bilabialization,
N+-6erek£i 'y mbereki
while in B,
N+-cfiki  y ndiki
is given as an example of supradentalization. These two
sets of examples demonstrate, for me, the same process, 
since In each case an implosive + homorganic nasal becomes • 
the explosive preceded by a homorganic nasal.
The criticism I am making (and will elaborate 
in chapter 6 below, (pp. 335-84- )) is a fairly serious 
one: Fortune misses many opportunities for making useful
generalizations which would simplify his grammar consider­
ably. As Matthews (1974, p.119)^° says,
"The aim of morphological analysis, as 
of all linguistic analysis in general, 
is to bring out the relationships which 
are systematic in the given language."
In his review of An Analytical Grammar of Shona, Gleason
cr *i
(1956)^Sxpressed the view that the definitions which
preface almost every section in the book were a "ritual".
"The reader should regard his definitions 
as a ritual and disregard them. Nothing 
is changed because they are wholly external 
to the fabric of his description."
This is rather difficult to do since the processes so 
defined lead to what seem to be false dichotomies among 
what are essentially the same phenomena.
"In some cases", continues Gleason, "it is 
clear that a more scientific method would have avoided ser­
ious defects". I could not agree more.
"But it might also have destroyed some of 
the real values of the book if it had 
been used with the same artless rigidity 
that some scientific linguists have 
cultivated."
There is no doubt that the ritualistic definitions
50. Matthews, P.H. (1974) Morphology: An introduction to 
the theory of word-structure, London, Cambridge Univ. 
Press.
51. Gleason, H.A. Jr. (1956), op.cit.
in Fortune's grammar contribute something to the artistry 
which Gleason thus acclaims. If being artistic can be 
reconciled with being scientific, there would be no 
objection from me. But Fortune gives three such definitions 
- of bilabialization, supradentalization and frication - 
for what Is essentially the same process without even 
indicating that he is aware of the underlying common 
system.
Finally, yet another type of assimilation, 
"supradentalization and alveolarization" (1955* P*37) is 
said to take place "in the formation of short causatives".
There is no indication as to how short such causatives are 
but ‘all the examples given by Fortune are disyllabic:
-mukA "rise" T-ya  > -mutsg. "rouse"
-rirR "cry" +~y^  > -ricfei^ l "sound"
-ip£L "be bad" +-ya---->  "make bad"
-refill "be long" +-ya---->  -red^ #. "lengthen"
The formation of causatives, whether or not we can call 
it "supradentalization and alveolarization", occurs with 
examples of three syllables:
/~rumm£*/"wean" ------ >■ /rumudz#/"cause to wean"
/-Berek^i/"carry on back" /berets5/"make to carry on
back"
and with examples of four syllables:
/ / / \ / / ' \
/~nanajira/"move slowly" >/nanaj i^z#,/"cause to walk slowly
/~Jiir}gurukU/"be frustrated" — ^  /-JuQgurudza/"cause
frustration" or "disappointment"
/ / / \ / / / s ‘
/-pxititikR/ rise (of smoke or dust)  >  /-pxititidz£/
"cause smoke to rise".
by
5 21.4.2 Shona Grammatical Constructions.
Shona Grammatical Constructions was first 
circulated by the Department of African Languages,
University College of Rhodesia, in 1968-9. The 
Phonetics and Phonology parts of this work represent 
a fundamental departure from An Analytical Grammar 
of Shona in one important respect: there is a
deliberate attempt to develop a phoneme theory and to 
work within such a theory. Although Dokers shadow is 
still all too obvious (Doke (1931) is quoted with 
approval four times within the first thirty pages), the 
section devoted to the segmental sound units of Central 
Shona is phonemically orientated.
This is to be commended, not simply because 
it is a phonemic analysis, but because those who read it 
will find it easier to agree or disagree with the author 
within this particular theory of language structure.
This is conducive to the development of a brand of phonemics 
suitable to the language in question and to the language 
group as a whole.
There are two sections on the first page, headed 
Morphemes (1.1) and Phonemes (1.2) respectively. The main 
thrust of his definitions of these units is that whereas 
morphemes are meaningful, phonemes and syllables, of 
which morphemes are made, have no meaning. I have nothing 
to add to Fortune’s characterization of the morpheme.
But while it is the case, for Shona at least, that a
52. Fortune, G. (1968) Shona Grammatical Constructions
Unpublished student notes. Dept, of African Languages 
Univ. of Rhodesia.
phoneme per se has no meaning, I think we ought to
mention the important fact that it has the capability
of bringing about a change of meaning. For example,
if the phoneme /m/ in
/munu/, "person"
is replaced by the phoneme /t/, we get an entirely new word
/tunu/, "things''.
Section 1.5*1 is devoted to Egressive and ingressive air
streams (1968, p.5)* Fortune writes,
"In Shona most consonants are egressive 
but the voiced stops are ingressive 
or implosive, i.e. released inwardly on 
an ingressive air~stream."
Since at this stage he has not mentioned depressor, or,
(more appropriately at this phonetic level), murmured/
breathy-voiced stops, the reader is likely to be confused
by that statement. In Shona we make a distinction between
plain-voiced and breathy-voiced sounds. It is to the
former that Fortune is referring, and to the two implosives
(he thinks there are three) in particular,
Section-1,5 *2.1 (1968, pp.5-6) is on Voice,
voicelessness and murmur.
"Voice is always produced at a certain 
pitch depending, mainly, on the tension 
at which the vocal cords are held while 
vibrating."
Fortune does not say what other factors there are which 
help determine voice pitch. But in addition to their 
tension, their length, thickness and the amount of lung 
air passing between them, are all contributory factors 
and have a bearing on the fundamental frequency of the 
sound wave produced by the vocal folds. The situation 
may be represented schematically as follows:
thick vocal folds! the same length dlower pitch
L the same tension J
thin vocal folds J the same lung air 1 higher pitch
pressure
15 o
Ladefoged (1971,P.7) agrees with me in thinking that 
more than one factor plays an essential role in determining 
pitch:
"The rate of vibration during a voiced 
sound depends on two factors: the
tension of the vocal cords, and the 
pressure drop across them."
In the same section (1968, p.6) Fortune writes,
"In this study, sounds of which murmur or
’breathy voice* is a component, are
called voiced depressor."
There are two points to be made here. The first is
terminological: Shona does not have voiceless depressor
consonants. So Fortune's epithet ’voiced* before ’depressor’
is redundant. The second point is related to levels of
analysis and their appropriate terminology.
These consonants are called "depressor" because
they have the general tendency to lower syllable pitch.
It follows that since the syllable is a phonological unit,
the term depressor cannot be used to describe individual
segments in isolation. Murmur or breathy-voice, on the
other hand, describes the sound segment and is therefore
the appropriate phonetic label. This is one instance in
which we can insist on a separation of levels, and
terminology and achieve something positive: clarity of
description.
53. Ladefoged, P. (1971, op.cit.
 ___   (1975, p. 224). "Altering the tension
of the vocal cords is the normal way of producing 
most pitch variations that occur in speech."
Fortune groups the nasal phonemes and the
c i
plosives in one category, the stops. He, however,, 
characterises stops in section 1.5.2.3 (1968, p.7) as 
follows,
’’The articulator's may come into 
complete contact and thus stop the 
air which is then released,"
something which does not happen when nasals are
pronounced. He then makes a distinction between "radical"
or "aspirated" stops on the one hand, and "unaspirated"
stops on the other.. In section 1.6.4 (1968, p.l4),
The nasal stops, Fortune does not say anything about the
manner of release of these so-called stops, nor does he
say anything about aspiration.
My point is, the grouping of plosives and nasals
in one segment category stops has no obvious phonetic
motivation. In section 1.6.10 where Fortune discusses
The Consonant Clusters (I968,p.l9), affricates are defined
as "consisting of stop and spirant, both voiceless and
voiced depressor, viz./pf, ts, tg, tf, bv, dz , d^ and /.
FortuneTs "nasal stops" are conspicuous by their absence
from this list of Shona affricates, in spite of the fact
that some of them combine with identi&al "spirants":
/mv^\y bv, nz'^/dz, ^  /. If both nasals and plosives
are stops, why does Fortune not list all their combinations
54. I am aware of the fact that these two classes of
segments are grouped together by Generative Phonolog- 
ists, and in particular by Chomsky and Halle in 
The Sound Pattern of English^where both are said to 
be [-continuantTl! But since at this stage we are 
concerned to identify the phonetic characteristics 
of the respective sound classes, I think my 
objections are in order.
with spirants as affricates? He instead places the 
nasal + spirant clusters in a different category 
called ’’nasal spirant clusters, voiced depressor”
(1968, p.20). There is no feed-back between Fortune's 
phonetics and phonology.
In spite of the articulatory and phonotactic 
evidence against the classification of nasals and 
plosives together as stops, Fortune (1968, p.2M)
characterises the nasals as stops on his consonant
charts. And the fricatives which combine with the nasals
- see his Clustered Consonantal Chart - are called "nasal 
spirants". The most these fricatives, could be is nasal­
ised. And I have mingographic records in the section 
on naso-oral consonants In chapter 5 (pp J 98-333 ) where 
these fricatives share none of the nasality of the 
adjacent nasals.
Fortune defines the fricatives by saying that 
they "differ from stops in that the flow of air, though 
impeded, is continuous .... (for nasals the air is
channelled via the nose and flows continuously I)". The
sentence in brackets comes rather discordantly after the 
classification of nasals as stops. But he continues,
"Another type of continuant, to which 
Ladefoged has given the useful term 
approximant, involves an articulation 
in which the articulators approach each 
other yet without producing a turbulent 
air stream."
The examples given are the semi-vowels [w,j] and the
a 55
bilabial frictionless continuant i'K ]. In the production
55. In this thesis I shall use the symbol ['IP] for the 
labio-dental frictionless continuant, which I 
consistently use and hear from my Karanga interloc­
utors, Instead of the bilabial frictionless continuan
[£].
of vowel sounds the articulators also approach each 
other in the manner described by Fortune* There are 
some phoneticians who use the term "appr.Qximant" to 
refer to all frictionless continuants, which includes 
vowels.
But, as I shall elaborate in the next chapter,
I propose to use the term as follows: both frictionless
and fricative continuants are appr&ximants, in the sense 
that the articulators approach each other without forming 
a closure. The difference between them is this: for 
fricative continuants, the articulators attain a narrow 
degree of approximation, hence the friction; whereas for 
frictionless continuants, the articulators, though 
approaching each other, retain a wide degree of approxim­
ation, causing no friction. In both cases the stricture 
is maintained for an appreciable stretch of time.
This way of viewing the sounds seems to be backed 
up by acoustic evidence since on the spectrograms there 
is continuous energy on the spectrum for both sound types, 
the difference being that whereas the frictionless continu­
ants have their energy arranged in formants, the fricatives 
have a random spectrum, especially in the higher frequencies.
Semi-vowels are very transitory and should not,
strictly speaking, be included among continuants. Thus
Gimson (1962) "A semi-vowel is a rapid vocalic glide on to
a syllabic sound of greater steady duration." And, "Compared.
with /r, 1/, the steady state of the semi-vowels is very
56
short, e.g. of the order of 30 msecs,"(1962 , p.213).
56. Gimson, A.C. (1962) An Introduction to the pronunciation 
of English, Edward Arnold, 2nd Edn. 1970.
Fortune’s failure to distinguish between 
semi-vowels and continuants on the grounds of duration 
leads to his inclusion of flaps among the continuants,
"A final group of continuants includes the lateral, 
flapped and rolled consonants,” (1968, p.19).
Section 1 . 5 is on Double Articulation. This 
is defined by Fortune as follows, "It is possible for 
two articulations to take place at different places 
at the same time.” In this exercise, for an articulation 
to be characterised as "double”, it must meet one pre­
requisite: there must be two strictures of equal import- 
57ance. . For example, in the pronunciation of a click, 
there,are two closures at different points In the oral 
cavity. The examples given by Fortune do not meet this 
requirement. He mentions the whistling fricatives of 
Shona, as examples of "double articulation”.
These segments have a degree of narrow approximation at 
the alveolar ridge, where friction Is produced, and a 
degree of wide approximation between the lips, producing 
no friction. They are, therefore, labialised alveolar 
fricatives, the correct term used by Fortune (1968, p.24) 
on his consonant chart, without, apparently, grasping 
the full theoretical implications of it. "Labialization” 
"velarization", palatalization", are, as I have already 
said earlier, secondary modifications of primary articulatory
p* Q
phenomena.
57* This will be explained in the next chapter, where an 
extended elaboration of terminology to be used In the 
ensuing phonetic descriptions is systematically set out 
(pp&2»1lB )
58. Incidentally, the fricatives and the implosives
/6 ,df/ are here not grouped in a class of their own as the 
compound consonants so-called, which they were in An Anal 
ytical Grammar of Shona. Since Fortune gave a reason ther
for separating these sounds from the others I rather 
expected him to explain here why he has changed his 
classification.
Another point to make is that these fricatives, 
are not distinguished from /s, 2/ merely by 
the former having lip-rounding and the latter not, as 
Fortune claims (1968, p.9). They differ also in their 
places of articulation and in the size of the central 
passage for the lung air to pass through at the points 
of articulation. In my own Palatograms (Palatograms (i)
~ (iv)j [s5z] are much farther forward, closer to the 
teeth ridge than [ £,:£]; and the latter have a wider air 
passage than the former. On the acoustic spectrum, 
have a lower energy limit on the frequency scale than [s,z]. 
All these factors contribute to the perceptual distance 
between the two pairs of fricatives.
Finally, I think the term "double articulation" 
should be avoided since it has become well-established in 
linguistics literature, especially in continental Europe, 
for describing an entirely different set of phenomenona.
The French linguist, A. Martinet (i960, pp.22-24, 46-47)^, 
uses "double articulation" to refer to the double segment­
ation of the continuum of speech into a series of units of 
grammar or meaning, that is, "morphemes" or, to use 
Martinet’s terminology, "monemes" - this is the first 
articulation. Monemes are themselves capable of being 
divided Into a series of units of sound, that is, phonemes - 
this is the second articulation. This double articulation 
accounts for the fact that human language requires only a 
small number of phonemes to form an Infinite number of 
meaningful utterances. I am suggesting, therefore, that
59. Martinet, A. (i960) Elements of General Linguistics
Translated from French by E. Palmer, Faber, London,1966
"double articulation" be reserved for this Important
characteristic of language, and the term "co-articulation"
be used to refer to the articulatory phenomenon represented
by the secondary cardinal vowels, for example.
Section 1.6.1 (1968, p.10) is on Individual
variation in speech. Fortune writes,
"If we compare men and women, boys 
and girls, the old and the young, 
speaking the same language, we find 
members of these groups and individuals 
of each group, articulating the phonemes 
in different ways."
Strictly speaking, however, people do not articulate 
phonemes, but speech sounds. And the latter are environ­
mentally conditioned, that is, their physical essence 
reflects the phonetic environment. And although speech 
sounds differ from person to person, and from occasion 
to occasion, for intelligibility, the systematic differ­
ence between them must be constant.
Phonemes, on the other hand, are abstract 
constructs intended by the linguist to enable him to 
handle the multitudes of actual sounds occurring in 
speech. As Fortune later says in the same section, the 
linguist is concerned with describing these systematic 
differences. Speech sounds must be "placed" in relation 
to other sounds in the same system. Edward Sapir (1925)^ 
puts it in this way,
"A sound that is not unconsciously felt 
as ’placed’ with reference to other 
sounds is no more a true element of speech 
than a lifting of the foot Is a dance step 
unless it can be ’placed’ with reference to 
other movements that help to define the 
dance."
60. Sapir, E. (1925) "Sound Patterns in Language"
Language, 1, pp.37-51• Reproduced in Makkai (ed.) 
op.cit. , pp.13-21
1.4.2.1. Fortune*s Phonemic analysis of the stops.
The oral stops are discussed In section 1.6.3*
His analysis and classification of these phonemes calls 
for comment. For Fortune, (1968, pp.12-24), Central 
Shona has three "depressor" (for me "'breathy-voiced") 
stop phonemes, namely:
/£> S* §/•
Their distribution is as follows:
/b/ has the following allophones:- 
(1) [b^ > ^ he single syllable onset;
(ii) [b]j> the second element i‘n the cluster [mb]; -
(iii) [b], the first element ih the cluster [by].
/d/ has the following allophones:-
(i) [d], the single syllable onset;
(ii) [cl], the first element in the affricates [dz, d| , dj ]
(iii) [d], the second element in the cluster [nd].
/g/ has the following allophones:- «*
(i) [g]j the single syllable onset;
< c
(ii) [g], the second element in the cluster [^ jg]*
This covers the breathy-voiced set. Fortune also recognise 
three plain-voiced stop phonemes:
/b, d, g/, with the following distribution:
(i) [6 , f, g*] , i.e. the implosives, occurring as single 
syllable onsets;
(ii) [b, d, g], occurring as the second element 
respectively in [mb, nd, rjg].
Fortune's interpretation gives us three breathy-voiced 
phonemes, and three plain-voiced ones, a total of six.
However, it is this last claim that I cannot
agree with: that [<T], an implosive, and [d], an explosive,
are allophones of the same phoneme /d/ - which, strangely
enough, never occurs as a single syllable onset. The
same interpretation is also extended to the bilabial and
velar plain-voiced stops.
Fortune agrees with Bloch ahd Trager (19*12 ,p . 42) ,
among others,who insist on the criterion of phonetic
similarity being met before two sounds can be treated as
allophones of the same phoneme. To quote Bloch and Trager,
"If two or more sounds are so distributed 
among the forms of a language that none 
of them ever occurs in exactly the same 
position as any of the others, and if all 
the sounds in question are phonetically 
sirailar in the sense of sharing a feature 
of articulation absent from all other 
sounds, then they are to be classified 
together as allophones of the same phoneme,’1 
(my own emphasis).
As it happens, the explosive stops of Central Shona, both
breathy- and plain-voiced, share more phonetic and phono-
tactic characteristics with each other than either of them
with the homorganic implosive stop. It is because I think
Fortune, in classifying the plain-voiced implosive and
explosive In the same phoneme is, among other things,
violating the criterion of phonetic similarity as defined
by the American structuralists, that I am proposing an
alternative phonemic interpretation.
6 21.4.2.2 . An Alternative Phonemic Analysis of the Stops.
I think the following analysis meets the condition
61 . Bloch, B. and Trager, G.L. (19*12), op.cit.
62. This interpretation is elaborated in the section on 
the stop phonemes in chapter 5, (pp* 235I2A0 ) .
of phonetic similarity and is more intuitively 
satisfactory than Fortune’s. I accept that there 
are three breathy-voiced phonemes in Central Shona:
/b, d, g/, with the following distributional allophones
(i) [b, d, g] , functioning singly as syllable onsets;
•  •  t o .
I
(ii) Cnib, nd, gg] , i.e. combining with the homorganic 
nasals in the so-called naso-oral complexes with 
breathy-voice;
(iii) [mb, nd, ng], i.e. in combination with the homorganic, 
plain-voiced nasals in naso-oral complexes;
(iv) [by, dz, 3 i.e. in af fricative clusters with 
homorganic or semi-homorganic fricatives.
Finally, this interpretation recognises two implosive 
phonemes:
/6 , <f/, previously treated, by Fortune, as allophones 
of the plain-voiced "phonemes”
/b, d/.
These two implosive phonemes do not occur In clusters with 
any other consonants but act as single syllable onsets before 
all vowels. There is no velar implosive in Central Shona, 
contrary to Fortune. Altogether, this alternative inter­
pretation gives us three breathy-voiced explosive phonemes, 
and two plain-voiced implosive phonemes. Together with 
the three undisputed voiceless phonemes, this gives us 
eight plosive phonemes as opposed to Fortune’s nine.
The second Interpretation is therefore more economical.
In chapter 5 I shall argue that besides the fact 
that /6 / and /b/, and /<f/ and /d/ are in contrastice 
distribution;
(a) /£$./, ideophone of suddenly catching sight of
vs
/hk/, ideophone of finishing food or of hitting 
something.
(b) /-dkcfo/, "be insolent", 
vs
/dad^/, "duch" (n.5)*
and should therefore be two independent phonemes,
implosives and explosives are go phonetically dissimilar
that they should not be classified in the same phoneme.
Their dissimilarity consists in the speech mechanism
employing different airstreams - ingressive and egressive -
to produce the two sound types. As I have already noted
above, after all the other criteria have been satisfied,
in English [rj] and [h] are assigned to different phonemes
because they are phonetically dissimilar. This criterion
is the acid test.
In 1.6.6., where Fortune describes the glottal
fricative /fj/^  he says something which could have helped
him In his analysis and classification of the oral stops.
"/R/ should clearly not be classified 
with the voiced depressor spirants.
It Is very different from then in its 
mode of production and it does not enter 
into clusters as they do," (1968, p.l6).
This is a good argument for not classifying implosives in
the same phonemes with explosives and also for separating
nasals from plosives - although I do not agree that /fj/
should be isolated from.other fricatives.
In 1.6.7 (1968, p.18) Fortune writes,
"The articulation of /v/ differs from
that of /y/ ... /%/ is a spirant and
its point of articulation is the meeting 
of the inner surface of the lower lip 
and the upper teeth,"
that is, it is also labio-dental, although he says
they differ in "place and manner of articulation". I
agree that they differ in manner of articulation, because
one is a fricative while the other is a frictionless
continuant. In my pronunciation both are labio-dental
articulations. They differ In their duration too.
Whereas /v/ can be prolonged indefinitely, /v/, which I
shall symbolise as /\p/ , has a duration similar to that
of the semi-vowels, very short. The second part of the
chapter on semi-vowels is devoted to /iP/ because of
these articulatory and consequently, acoustic similarities
between these segments.
Section 1.6.10.1 (1968, pp.20-21) is on "CW clusters
by which Fortune means combinations of other consonants with
the semi-vowel /w/.
"The phoneme /w/ has a large number 
of allophones due to the fact that 
/w/ is assimilated to the preceding 
consonant. The allophone is determined 
by the preceding consonant. If the 
preceding consonant is a labial, the 
allophone of /w/ will be a velar 
consonant; if alveolar or prepalatal, 
the allophone will be a velar consonant 
+[w]..."
This is very confusing. In Fortune (1955? P<2fc ) 
assimilation is defined as a process whereby a sound 
becomes similar to a neighbouring sound. Fortune does 
not give a different definition in the present book.
So it is strange that he should regard a combination 
of a labial and a velar, for example:
/px, b^ -/, in /px/re/^children'1 and /tf^ e/ "stone" 
as evidence that /w/ has become assimilated to /p/ and /tb/, 
or that a sequence of an alveolar and a velar +/w/ is 
also an Instance of the assimilation of /w/ to the
alveolar, for example:
txw, in /txw^_n&/, "little children" (Zezuru).
We are also told that "the extent of the 
raising of the back of the tongue varies dialectically"!
The so-called allophones of /w/ after labials are listed as
"In this interpretation we find the 
following as allophonestof /w/: [kvx,
Kw-votw, gwo^w, QW> g w J w] . . .
Thisumeans that features which 
differentiate phonemes elsewhere cease 
to do so in this environment... here
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I do not see why Fortune speaks of this particular 
environment like that.
The second point to make is related to his claim
that features which differentiate phonemes elsewhere in 
the system cease to do so here. Fortune gives a number 
of examples to support this rather strange claim, 
unwittingly including a pair of contrasting examples:
In other words these two words are distinguished from
each other by what Fortune has just listed as allophones
of /w/, namely [k] and [g]. But as we know, allophones
» *
of one phoneme do not occur in the same phonetic 
environment. There are more counter-examples which go 
to disprove that certain phonemes, as it were, suspend 
their constrastiveness here:
(i) /-dzipx^/, "be choked" vs. /dzib^^/, "mucus" or "a cold
(ii) /-re^x^/, as in [par^sx40#] , "an impropriety has been
[k, g, q , x,g ] .
environment and are not in f contrast . "<
But allophones are always environmentally conditioned.
\ ’
/idgga/, "eat!"
committed".
u J
vs
/ as (the baby) has been
comforted".
((ii) as in the Gutu Karanga area).
(iii) /-k^iril/, "climb, ride" vs. /-xix>ir<2/, "pound in..." 
or "for ..." .
The last example is particularly damaging to Fortune's
analysis; [k] and [x] are both velar and voiceless, and
are adjacent to / % / 9 i.e. have the same environment.
How can this happen if they are allophones of the same
phoneme /w/? And what is the conditioning factor by
which we get [k] in one instance and [x] in another?
This interpretation simply will not do.
Fortune concludes this section by conceding,
"The fact that there is so much 
assimilation (I have argued that 
there is no assimilatifeh) gradation 
and free variation (I^ Jiave demonstrated 
that there is contract) between the 
realizations of /w/ is an argument for 
the interpretation offered here"
(Fortune, 1968, pp.22-23)*
There is really no argument. Then, "The treatment of
clusters, of which five types have been given, is frankly
inconsistent," which is an understatement.
By the time I come to discussing the so-called
/Cw/ clusters at the end of chapter 5? I shall have
established that all the segments listed by Fortune as
allophones of /w/ are phonemes in their own right, that
is /k, x, g,^’, rj, rj/* that section I shall argue
that the complexes which are symbolised as /kw, gw, ^w,
gw, mw etc/ in Doke’s and Fortune's phonetics and
phonology, and treated by them as sequences of /C/ and /w/,
are not sequences at all. This is how they are symbolised
in the ordinary orthography, and this is what they are
describing - the orthography. No Shona speaker pro--
/
nounces these complexes as sequences. For example, 
in [~kwir^], "climb", the velar closure for [k], and 
lip-rounding, occur simultaneously and?auditorily, one 
does not hear [k-w], i.e. a sequence, but [k^] , i.e., a 
labialised voiceless velar stop. I shall, therefore, 
from now on, treat all so-called clusters of /Cw/ as 
instances of the labialization of the /C/ in question. 
Therefore I shall recognise a set of phonemes to be 
symbolised /Cw>/, not /Clj/ .
My interpretion, which at first was based on my 
kinaesthetic and auditory impressions, has the backing of 
acoustic evidence. The speech segmentation does not have 
a separate portion for the /w/; spectrograms and mingo- 
grams have no separate tracings for /w/.
Finally, all combinations of C and so-called 
allophones of /w/; / px, pk, tx, dgg, etc/ will be
treated as sequences of independent phonemes, which they 
are auditorily, kinaesthetically.
1.4.2.3* Fortune's analysis of Suprasegmental phenomena.
The phonemic analysis of the segmentals just
discussed was also extended to the suprasegmental phenomena
of tone and length. Fortune's analysis of tone and length
is decidedly better than that of the segmental phonemes.
"Pitch and duration are used in Shona 
phonology to provide constrasts. The 
phonemes of length and tone are supra­
segmental because they are carried by the 
syllable composed of segmental phonemes 
(so-called because they follow one another 
in regular patterns of alternation and can 
be distinguished from one another in their 
sequences," (1968, p.27)*
Fortunefs definition of the domain of the supra­
segmental phoneme, is faultless within the framework of 
phonemic analysis. Generative phonologists, as we 
shall see later, assign tone to the [+syllabic] segment 
rather than to the syllable as a whole.
What I would like to question is what Fortune 
says about the serial order of segmental phonemes, in 
parenthesis above. Segmental phonemes follow one another 
in the manner described by Fortune only in transcription 
and orthography. In actual speech there is a continuity. 
Gimson (1962, p.290)  ^ speaks of the "mutual Influence
which contiguous elements have on each othe-r", while
4
Dwight Bolinger (1968/ p.43) declares that
"phonemes are affected by the company 
they keep, that is, they do not keep 
their identities like a row of bullets 
laid end to end."
65Edward.Sapir (1933) refers to the "intricate mathematics 
of significant relationships" between sounds in different 
phonetic contexts. One only needs to listen to people 
speaking or to look at acoustic records of speech on 
spectrograms and mingograms to appreciate what these authors 
are saying and what Fortune has missed: that speech Is
63. Gimson, A.C. 1962, op.cit. "If, therefore, the utterance 
is analysed in terms of a sequence of phonemes, account 
must be taken of the phonetic continuity and merging of 
qualities by describing the mutual Influence which cont­
iguous elements exert upon each other- in other words, 
tendencies towards ’assimilation’ have to be noted."
64. Bolinger, D. 1968, Aspects of Language, Harcourt, Brace 
add World Inc.
65. Sapir, E. 1933, "Language" In Enyclopaedia of the Social 
Sciences, Vol.9, pp.155-169, New York^ Macmillan Co.
Also In D.G. Mandelbaum (ed.) Edward Sapir: Culture 
Language and Personality: Selected Essays, pp.1-44. 
University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles 
1970.
on-going.
In section 1.7.2 Fortune discusses Phonemes of
tone. The phonemes of tone "cannot be identified save
in contrast. This contrast is supplied normally by
the succession of high and low tones:
/nesadz#-/ Twith porridge’
✓  ^  ^s ./nemvur^/ ’with water’ .
The identity of every tone is maintained by that tone
being kept distinct from other tones in the neighbourhood
in words. But to establish the systematic tones in a
language under investigation using contrast we need to
use minimal pairs. This works very well for Central
Shona. In such pairs the tones enter into paradigmatic
relationships:
/ /
/guru/ "huge" (adj. cl.5)*•*
vs
/guru/ "3nd stomach of ruminant".
I  **
The meaning difference between the two words can be
related to the tone of the initial syllable of each, i.e.
[+HIGH] for the first and [-HIGH] for the second. These
are the two systematic tonal phonemes of the language.
v  / \
In the examples given by Fortune, i.e. /nesadt3l/ and 
/ \ \
/nemvur^/, the tones are in syntagmatic relationships.
What we can see there are the phonatactic possibilities 
of these tones. This is not how tones are discovered: 
the difference between one tone and the next may be the 
result of conditioning by different consonants. So how 
can /nesacjzk/ help us to discover that Shona has only two 
contrastive tones?
In section 1.7.2.2. (1968, p.30) Fortune discusses 
tonal Assimilation and Dissimilation.
In this^ review I shall comment only on one of the
points made by Fortune. "Assimilation occurs in
sequences of substantives in substantive phrases (save
that demonstratives are not affected)..." He also
adds that "Assimilation does not occur after a pause."
And to illustrate this last point he gives the sentence
(which I transcribe using I.P.A. symbols): waggu
>■ / A*ti$f \ f , /
"on this stool", is not assimilated and that it comes after 
a pause. But Fortune has already said that assimilation 
does not occur in demonstratives "save that demonstratives
phrase. This fact makes this particular phrase an unlikely 
choice for illustrating the claim that tonal assimilation 
does not occur after a pause.
In conclusion to this section, Fortune gives a 
number of phrases exemplifying assimilation and dissimilation:
I must disagree with his rendition of the second example. 
The phrase as it stands could not be a Shona utterance.
To convey the English meaning "the men are tall" the
66. Tone is discussed in chapter 7 (pp3$5“V5jJ below, where I 
have made some comments on Doke's and Fortune's handling 
of tone in Shona.
67. "My uncle ate a lot of meat and drank a lot beer (sitting 
on this stool."
p^tj'igaro itji ]^(Fortune uses ^ to indicate a pause).
\ s
Then he says "In this example [pflma.] is assimilated as 
C j i A m a ] , but [pktjigaro itj*i] is not changed," (1968, p.30).
\ s .  'v P''k
First of all, it -is true both that [patj i^ garo itj i]
and '[ptttj'igaroitj'i] is a demonstrative
v / / / v p t
/IPHrume 79&.re;|- u /, "tall men"
/tyftrume 'ISStre: M  /, "the men are tall" 
(the second word has underlying
phrase must have the following form;
\ / / / \ /
/■^arume ^atj^o T^ areifu /, that is, to make
the phrase definite, "the men", one must introduce a
particle.
In section 1.7*3 Fortune discusses Phonemes 
of Length. There being no minimal pair of Shona words 
distinguished by corresponding syllables having 
different degrees of length, I find "phonemes of length" 
strange. There is, indeed, length on penultimate syllables 
in words, especially at the end of a phrase or clause, 
and Fortune gives a number of examples (1968, p.31).
But nowhere does he give examples of words distinguished 
by syllable length, as
/guru/ "large" (adj. 5)
it
and
/gurif/ "3rd stomach of ruminant" (n.5) are 8 %
distinguished by the tonemes /+high/ and /-high/ on the 
Initial syllables, or, as
/~tambc[/, "play" (v.I.) 
and
/Kamba/', "tortoise" (n.9/10) are distinguished 
by /t/ and /k/, their respective initial segmental 
phonemes.
In section 1.7*3*2 Fortune discusses Length 
patterns in words. He gives the example
/ae^nda/, as an example of penultimate syllable 
lengthening, rendering it as English
"he went", that is, the past tense. This, 
however, is not the correct rendition. The tone pattern 
would have to be different, and the segmental structure
of the form altered:
/akae^.nda/, "he went". As it stands,
Fortune’s example Is a relative clause:
"he who has gone".
I am aware of the fact that Fortune is here concerned 
mainly with the suprasegmental length. However, I 
think he is creating problems for the grammar in his 
phonology by giving incorrect renditions to certain 
constructions In this section.
Conclusion
The preceding remarks on Fortune's phonetics
and phonology - and there are more such remarks in a
later chapter - must be seen in their proper perspective.
Fortune is not a phonetician. And I believe he would
like to be remembered as a syntactician and semanticist.
This raises the question why he finds it necessary to
preface his grammars with chapters on phonetics and
phonology - always referring his readers to .
C.M. Doke (1931) for more detailed discussion.
I think part of the reason is that Fortune
knows the importance of an accurate phonetic analysis
of a tone language such as Shona before a tolerable
69grammar can be written. Henry Sweet (1891) p wrote "It 
is now generally recognised, except in hopelessly
68. Doke, C.M. (1931), op.cit.
69. Sweet, Henry (1891) A New English Grammar, Excerpts 
in E.J.A. Henderson Ted.) The Indispensable Found- 
ation: A selection of the writings of Henry Sweet,
O.U.P. 1971.
obscurantist circles that phonology is the indispensable
foundation of all linguistic study..." And Edward Sapir 
70
(1929) echoed these views when he referred to phonetics 
as "... a necessary prerequisite for all exact work in 
linguistics. ."
This means that the criticisms that I have 
made of Doke’s and Fortunefs phonetic studies of Shona 
have serious implications for the grammar which such 
studies are intended to support. The last criticism above, 
about Fortune’s incorrect rendering of some Shona tense 
formatives, is a case in point* If these formatives are 
wrongly rendered in the phonology, and then treated 
differently in the grammar, the resulting grammar will 
lack cohesion. It is true that all grammars leak, but 
they leak for different reasons; Fortune’s grammar 
probably because of inadequate phonetics. Doke explained 
the limitations of his study as having resulted from
(a) a shortage of time to conduct extensive enough research
(b) limited financial resources;
(c) a lack of sophisticated research equipment. That
was In 1929* And Fortune has been quoting Doke (1931)
as the definitive work on Shona phonetics since the mid-
50s. There has been no alternative. However, credit
71will always be due to Doke, Fortune and Hannan the 
lexicographer, for introducing Shona linguistic studies 
to the international scene during a period of intense
70. Sapir, E. (1929) ”The Status of Linguistics as a
science", in D.G. Mandelbaum (ed.), op.cit., pp.65-77*
71* Hannan, M . , S.J. (197*0 Standard Shona Dictionary, 
Rhodesia Literature Bureau.
and extensive debate and research.
The ensuing study of the phonetics and 
part of the phonology of the Karanga will, I hope, 
tackle some of the problems faced by Doke and Fortune 
and serve as an example of the way a more extensive 
study of all the dialects using modern laboratory 
and field techniques and theories can be conducted.
CHAPTER 2
.0 PHONETIC ANALYSIS AND CLASSIFICATION: A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Before attempting a detailed description and 
classification of the distinctive sounds of the Karanga 
dialect, it Is necessary to give an outline of what 
seems to be a reasonable and rigorous enough general 
phonetic framework to serve as a guide in the exercise. 
This outline Is placed here so that when, later on, 
certain terms are used and judgments made, the reader 
will have already familiarised himself with the theoret­
ical \>asis from which they derive.
2.1 On the "Speech Chain"
In order to facilitate description, the speech
chain has been divided into a number of phases:
*
(i) the physiological phase:- (a) the initiatory stage;
(b) the articulatory stage;
(c) the auditory stage.
(ii) the acoustic phase.
There is another phase, called the "linguistic 
level" by Denes and Pinson (1963)^; But I have left that 
out because it concerns the mental processes which 
precede, Indeed underlie, speech. These activities*
1. I have b e n e f i t ^  from the lectures on "Phonetic 
Analysis and Classification" given In the period 
1972-197^ by members of staff In the Department of 
Phonetics and Linguistics (Phonetics Section), 
University College, London.
2. Denes, P.B. and Pinson, E.N. (1963) The Speech Chain, 
Bell Laboratories.
important though they are, lie outside the scope of 
this thesis.
’Physiology’ refers to the study of what 
the muscles and bones of the body do, as opposed to 
their structure, which falls in the domain of ’anatomy'.
In the discussion of the articulatory stage of speech 
production, the emphasis will be on what the muscles 
and bone structures of the speech tract do, their 
function in the production of sound waves.
2.2 The Physiological Phase 
Initiation.
One of the functions of the cavities involved
in speech-production is to provide an air-stream, that
is, Initiate an airflow. Following J.C. Catford (1970)^;
I shall discuss this under two sub-headings, namely
location and the direction of the initiatory activity.
Under direction there are two contrastive possibilities: 
egressive and ingressive. An egresslve air-stream flows 
from the vocal tract, whereas an ingressive air-stream 
flows Into the vocal tract.
There are three major locations of initiatory 
activity: the lungs, the larynx and the oral cavity. 
Initiation that begins in the lungs is called ’pulmonic’, 
while that in the larynx is called ’glottalic', (some 
call It 'pharyngal’). Initiation in the mouth takes 
place at the velum and is consequently called ’velaric*.
3. Catford, J.C. (197)) "The articulatory possibilities 
of man" In Malmberg (ed.) Manual of Phonetics, 
North-Holland.
2.2.1 The major Initiation Types
Direction and Location
(a) Pulmonic egressive. The volume of the lungs 
is decreased, and the air In the lungs Is pushed 
outwards through the trachea, the larynx, the pharynx 
and out through the mouth or nose or both. This 
initiation type Is used In the majority of the languages 
of the world, and for most of them it is the only one 
used.
(b) Pulmonic ingressive. This Initiatory type Is the
opposite of pulmonic egressive. The volume of the lungs 
is increased, thereby producing rarefaction of the 
enclosed air. This results in a potential or actual 
flow of air Into the vocal tract through the mouth or 
nose or both.
(c) Glottalic egressive. In this initiation type
the glottis Is closed and a stricture of some degree is 
made in one of the supra-glottal cavities. The larynx 
moves upwards, generating positive air pressure In the 
pharynx and mouth, and a potential outward flow of air. 
Glottalic egressive initiation Is reported In the Ndau
ii
dialect of Shona by Mkanganwi (1973) • The sounds 
produced using this air-stream are generally known as 
’ejectives’. Catford £1939)^ calls them ’glottalic 
pressure stops’.
Mkanganwi, K.G. (1973) An Outline of the Morphology 
of Substantives in Ndau, with a preliminary note on 
Ndau Phonology. Unpublished M.Phil. thesis, 
University of London.
5, Catford, J.C. (1939) "On the Classification of Stop 
Consonants" In Jones and Laver (eds.) op.cit.
Diagram 1. showing (a) ,. Glottalic (b) . Glottalic
egressive initiation. ingressive initiation.
W  Glottalic ingressive. The vocal folds are held 
loosely together and the larynx as a whole moves down­
wards, generating negative air pressure, that is, 
rarefaction in the pharynx and mouth, and a potential 
or actual inward flow of air. Shona has sounds produced 
by this mechanism. They are usually called "implosives", 
Beach (1938)^ called them "Kaffir [b, d, g] ,u while 
Catford (1939) called them "glottalic suction stops". 
Both auditorily and articulatorily, ’implosive’ seems 
to be the most satisfactory descriptive term.
(e) Velarlc egressive. The initiatory stricture here 
is made by the back of the tongue coming into firm 
contact with the velum. In addition to this stricture,
6. Beach, D.M. (1938) The Phonetics of the Hottentot 
Language, Cambridge; Heffer.
there is an articulatory stricture farther forward 
in the mouth* A forward and upward movement of the 
central part of the tongue produces positive air 
pressure behind the second stricture. This is the 
spitting mechanism, so-called. It is also sometimes 
known as the reverse click.
Diagram 2. (a) and (b)
showing (a) the velaric and (b) the velaric ingressive
egressive air-stream air-stream mechanism
(f) Velaric ingressive. As in the velaric egressive 
airstream above, there is a firm closure between the 
back of the tongue and the velum, and a second stricture 
farther forward in the mouth. There is, however, a 
downward and backward movement of the central part of 
the tongue, which creates negative pressure, i.e. rare­
faction, behind the articulatory stricture. The speech 
sounds so produced are called Clicks', widely used in 
the Ngunl group of Bantu, and randomly in the Selukwe,
Gwelo and Que Que varieties of the Karanga dialect:
/mu^j-iro/, "a whip" (n.3)
/-^juba/, "rinse mouth"
\  N /
/ma^-irobi/, Edible caterpillars" ? using the 
alveolar or dental click.
2.3 The articulatory stage.
There are four cavities which play an important 
role in the production of speech sounds. As Diagram 3 
shows, these are:
1. the oral cavity;
2. the nasal cavity;
3. the pharyngal cavity; and
4. the pulmonic cavity.
n a s a l
ORAL
PHARYNGAL
Diagram 3. The cavities used in speech production.
These cavities are divided into two general
categories: (a) the sub-glottal, and (b) the supra- 
glottal cavities. With the exception of the pulmonic 
cavity, which is sub-glottal, all the other cavities 
are supra-glottal.
(a) Functions of the cavities. The general functions 
of these cavities are of two kinds: (i) to provide an 
air-stream. The pulmonic cavity provides the air-stream 
used in the production of the majority of the sounds 
of speech. The range of sounds produced using the air- 
stream provided by the other cavities is by far smaller.
The nasal cavity is a rigid structure and is therefore 
unable to act as an initiator.
(ii) To produce sounds: The size and shape of these
cavities can be modified, producing many different sound 
qualities. This is an exclusive function of the supra- 
glottal cavities, particularly the oral cavity, which 
houses these very flexible organs: the tongue, lips, and 
the uvula. Although the larynx acts as an initiator of 
the glottalic egressive and ingressive air-streams, its 
primary function is phonatory in conjunction with the 
pulmonic and glottalic alrstreams, both egressive and 
ingressive. In Shona there are three distinct possibilities 
regarding the phonatory function of the larynx: it can be 
wide open, for voiceless sounds; the vocal folds may be 
held loosely together throughout their entire length for 
plain-voice; or, the arytenoid cartilages may be held 
apart, while the ligamental yocal cords are vibrating ,
for breathy-voice or murmur.^
Although the nasal cavity acts primarily 
as a resonator, there Is likely to be some nasal 
friction for voiceless or devoiced nasals: [m, n].O o
In the description of speech sounds, it is 
necessary to arrange these cavities in some order of 
importance using phonetic criteria. There are some 
sounds which utilise more than one cavity simultaneously. 
For example, which descriptive label should be given 
to the articulation represented by the symbol [&]?
Is it an oralised nasal or nasalised oral? If we give 
It the latter label, we*are Implying that the oral cavity 
plays a more decisive role In the articulation of the 
vowel than the nasal; and conversely, if we choose the 
former label. In either case, our choice of label must 
of necessity have phonetic plausibility: it must be based 
on an accurate observation of the activities involved 
in the production of the sound in question.
2.3.1 The condition of the cavity.
We can try to resolve the problem posed above 
by referring to what the air-stream does in the cavities 
involved in the articulation of the sound in question.
We use three terms, all referring to the condition of 
the cavity. The cavity can be in any one of the following 
conditions :
(a) Active: this refers to a cavity into which the air
7. Ladefoged, P. (1971)> op.cit., pp.6,8.
used in an articulation enters and passes through;
(b) Semi-active: this refers to a cavity into which
air enters but does not pass through during the 
articulation of a sound;
(c) Inactive: an inactive cavity is one into which
air does not enter during the pronunciation of a
sound.
The oral cavity is active during the pronunc­
iation of all oral and nasalised oral sounds; semi­
active during the pronunciation of all nasal sounds 
except //V/, ‘the uvular nasal - during which it Is 
inactive; and inactive during the hold stage of the 
glottal stop. The nasal cavity is always either active 
or inactive: active during all nasal or nasalised oral
sounds; and Inactive during the pronunciation of all 
non-nasalised oral sounds. The pharyngal cavity Is 
almost always active. It is semi-active during the 
hold stage of the two uvular stops > and Inactive
during the hold stage of the glottal stop [2]
These distinctions are useful and important 
because they can be used as well to determine the relative 
Importance of these cavities for purposes of describing 
an articulation, as for dividing speech sounds generally 
into the two broad categories:
(a) continuant
(b) non-continuant. During the pronunciation of continu­
ants either the oral cavity or the nasal cavity or both 
are active, whereas during non-continuants the nasal 
cavity is inactive and the oral, semi-active for a period 
of time.
During the pronunciation of any speech 
sound, a cavity will rank high, depending on whether 
It is active, semi-active or Inactive, in that order.
That is to say, in describing a sound we shall use 
the term ’oral' if that cavity is active while the 
nasal Is inactive. And the label ’nasal1 will be used 
if the nasal cavity is active while the oral is semi- 
active or inactive during the pronunciation of a 
particular nasal sound.
So one of the criteria that will be used for 
arranging these cavities In an order of importance for 
descriptive purposes is that of condition.
2.3*2 The Degree of stricture
The second criterion used may be termed degree 
of stricture. During the pronunciation of a sound, the 
organs of speech may assume any one of three"posturesM :
(a) complete closure, that is, there is at some point 
in the speech tract firm contact between two organs 
of speech, cutting off the air-stream;
(b) narrow approximation, that is, two organs of speech 
come very close to each other, but without actually 
making contact, thus allowing air to go through 
fricatively;
(c) wide approximation, that is, the organs of speech
are wide apart, and air flows unimpeded from the lungs, 
there being no ingressive continuants.
The two degrees of approximation (b) and (c) are 
established by auditory means. The stricture of narrow
approximation ranks higher than that of wide approxim­
ation because it results in audible friction, whereas 
some of the articulations involving wide approximation 
are Inaudible. With the exception of lip closure during 
quiet breathing, closure between organs of speech ranks 
as the highest stricture because It represents the most 
radical departure from their position of rest.
The strictures of narrow and wide approximation 
apply to the category continuant, fricative, and friction- 
less continuant respectively; whereas complete closure 
applies to the category non-continuant.
The criteria adduced so far for determining 
the relative importance of the four cavities do not help 
us to resolve the problem posed above, namely, whether 
to characterise the articulation [a] as an oralised nasal 
or nasalised oral. This is so because during the 
articulation of [a] both the oral cavity and the nasal 
cavity are active, and they have the same degree of approxim­
ation, that is, wide approximation.
2.3*3* Articulatory Potential
When two cavities both playing a part in the 
production of a sound have the same degrees of stricture 
and are in the same condition, we rank one of them as being 
higher than the other because of the criterion known as 
articulatory potential, our third criterion. We decide 
this by asking the question, which one of the two compet­
ing cavities is capable of producing a wider range of 
speech sounds than the other? In this case the oral cavity
will have to be ranked higher than the nasal, so 
that [a] will now be characterised as a nasalised oral.
2.4 Modes of egress.
Having described both the conditions of the
cavities involved in speech production and the strictures 
which the organs of speech assume in the various cavities, 
what remains now is to specify the ways in which the 
air-stream leaves the vocal tract. The phrase "mode 
of egress" refers to the direction and path followed 
by the outgoing air Involved in the production of speech 
sounds. Thus the vowel sound [e] has an oral mode of 
egress, whereas the consonant [n] has a nasal mode of 
egress.
two possibilities: (a) median or lateral egress, and
(b) if median, slit or grooved egress. The air can issue 
via the midline of the oral cavity, with or without 
friction. For example, Shona [z] has a median fricative 
mode of egress; whereas [a] also has a median, but 
frictionless mode of egress. Similarly, air can also 
issue at the sides of the mouth, i.e. laterally. For 
some languages lateral egress may be either frictionless 
or fricative, e.g. Ndebele^ /l/ In /ukulamba/, "to starve", 
M  / in /uku4ajia/, "to be mad". But laterality in Karanga 
has only the fricative possibility:
/4/ in /KifiaV, "to fear"
Air that escapes through the oral cavity has
8. Bantu language of Rhodesia, belonging to the Nguni 
cluster.
The difference between median and lateral 
modes of egress arises from the absence of median 
obstruction of the oral cavity in the former and its 
presence in the latter.
The slit-versus-grooved dichotomy Is applicable 
only to the stricture of narrow approximation. In a 
slit mode of egress, the tongue Is flat across from side 
to side, for example in English [0]. In a grooved mode 
of egress, the tongue Is furrowed along the centre, as 
in the Shona fricative Cs].^ This difference in the 
shape of the tongue accounts for the stridency of [s], 
which Is missing in [0]. If we assume that there Is 
equal air pressure during the pronunciation of the one 
sound as during that of the other, a grooved stricture 
will result In a more strident sound than will a slit 
stricture.
2.5 (a) Minor Articulatory Features
These articulations take place in conjunction 
with major articulatory features. Since the two types 
occur simultaneously, the points of articulation are 
at different locations in the speech tract. Major and 
minor articulatory features are of two kinds. First, 
we can have the two strictures in the same cavity, one 
ranking higher than the other In terms of the criteria 
established above.
9. See the first Falatogram In Vol. II.
Diagram 4. Articulatory ’postures1 for [30.
For example, both strictures for [d/] are in the oral 
cavity, as shown in Diagram 4. The articulation is 
called a yelarised alveolar lateral because the stricture 
at the alveolar ridge, a complete closure, ranks higher 
than that between the back of the tongue and the soft 
palate, a stricture of wide approximation.
Secondly, we may have the same degree of 
stricture in two cavities which are also in the same 
condition, that is, active, semi-active or inactive.
But one of the cavities will rank higher by the criterion 
of articulatory potential. The articulation [*a], discussed 
aboye, is a case in point.
There is a problem with regard, to [t7 ] , often 
called the ’glottalised' alveolar elective, a character­
ization which J.C. Catford (1970)^ objects to. This is 
because he regards the stricture at the glottis as 
articulatory. Calling [t* ] - see Diagram 5 - ’glottalised1
10. Catford, J.C. (1970) op.cit., p.31^ in Malmberg (ed.)
obscures this distinction for Catford, and I agree 
with him, because the activity at the glottis is thereby 
being identified in kind with that of the front of the 
tongue in sounds which are correctly described as "palatal 
isedf, or that of the soft palate in sounds described as 
'nasalised1, for example. I agree that "glottalised" is 
gratuitous and misleading in this case, but I have not 
come across this usage; nor does Catford say where he 
has encountered it.
Diagram 5» The ejective [t* ],
(b) Coarticulations. These are articulations of equal 
value and they are different from the major and minor 
combinations just discussed. The articulations involve 
two equal degrees of stricture in the oral cavity.
This is the case in the pronunciation of the first 
secondary cardinal vowel [y>], where we have two equal 
degrees of stricture: one at the lips, which are rounded
i.e. have a degree of wide approximation; and the other 
between the palate and the raised front of the tongue,
also a stricture of wide approximation.
2.6 The Auditory Stage.
Auditory phenomena are produced by the various 
ways In which the organs of speech modify the mode of 
flow of air Into, and out of, the speech tract. There 
are major and minor auditory phenomena.
2.6.1. Major auditory phenomena.
Plosion. Plosion is a noise that results from the 
balancing up of two unequal pressures of two bodies of 
air separated by a closure. There are two types of 
plosion: explosion and implosion. In the former case, 
air is released and expelled out of the speech tract 
(mainly) through the mouth. For Implosion, there is an 
outer closure (In the case of Karanga, the closure is 
either bilabial or alveolar) and the vocal cords are 
positioned for producing voice. A sudden depression 
of the larynx, by enlarging the supraglottal cavities, 
rarefies the imprisoned air, so that a hollow sound Is 
heard when the outer closure is released.
Plosion is a feature of the category of sounds 
designated by the term "non-continuant."
(ii) Friction. Friction results from air flowing at a 
sufficient rate through a narrow passage. Its Ingredients 
are, first, a stricture of narrow approximation; and, 
secondly, a volume of air passing through.
There are two types of friction: supraglottal 
and glottal friction. Supraglottal friction occurs either
in the oral ([s]), nasal (Cg]) or pharyngal ([£])
cavity. Glottal friction is found in the production
of whispered sounds, which, according to Ladefoged (1971 
11pp.6,8) are produced with "the vocal cords together 
or narrowed except between the arytenoids." Breathy- 
voiced sounds, e.g. [z], also have glottal friction.
(iii) Voice. Voice results from the periodic vibration 
of the vocal cords. The rate at which the vocal cords 
vibrate in this way determines the pitch of the sound 
produced; the size of the aperture between the vocal 
cords for any one cycle of vibration determines the 
loudness of the sound perceived.
2.6.2. Minor auditory phenomena.
Minor auditory phenomena are those which cannot 
exist without the major ones.
Nasality. This must be distinguished from "nasal­
ization", an articulatory phenomena. To nasalise a sound 
is to open the nasal cavity so that air from the lungs 
may leave the speech tract through the mouth and the 
nose simultaneously. What we hear while air is passing 
through the nasal chamber is nasality: the nasality of 
the bilabial nasal [m] is always accompanied by the major 
auditory feature voice; while that of the unvoiced [m] 
is also always accompanied by another major auditory 
feature, friction.
(ii) Percussion. To produce percussion, two organs of 
speech, at least one of them flexible, come together and
11. Ladefoged, P. (1971)> op.cit.
part rapidly. In the case of re-iterative percussion, 
a loose organ of speech hangs in the way of an air- 
stream, and then "flaps in the breeze", to use Pikels 
(19^4)^ words.
2.7.0. Continuant and Non-Continuant.
These are two broad categories which are useful 
in the classification of speech sounds. In the category 
"continuant", either the oral or nasal cavity, (or both) 
is active.
2.7.1. Continuants.
Continuant sounds can be either fricative or 
frictionless; oral or nasal.
(i) Frictionless Continuants. In the case of frictionless 
continuants, there must be no audible friction either
in the supraglottal cavities or at the glottis; they may 
be accompanied by plain or creaky voice, since the latter 
does not entail glottal friction. All this means that 
there must be no stricture of narrow approximation any­
where in the speech tract, and, finally, the air-stream 
passing through any stricture must not be as strong as 
that for the comparable fricative.
Oral frictionless continuants have either a 
median or lateral mode of egress. The dichotomy slit or 
grooved is not applicable to this class of sounds.
(ii) Fricative Continuants. Like the frictionless
12. Pike, K.L. (1944), op.cit.
continuants, the fricatives may have a median or a 
lateral mode of egress, for example, [s, z] and [4, 
respectively, from Karanga. As I have said earlier, 
the dichotomy slit/grooved applies only to the fricative 
continuants with a median mode of egress. Thus English 
[©j 'SDj the voiceless and voiced dental fricatives, ■ 
are slit, whereas [s, z], the voiceless and voiced 
alveolar fricatives, are grooved. Grooved fricatives 
produce more, higher frequency random noise on spectrograms 
than slit ones.
2.7.2. Non-continuants.
These articulations are defined negatively 
as follows: for an appreciable stretch of time, neither
the oral nor the nasal cavity Is active. These sounds 
can be divided Into two categories: longer and shorter
non-continuants. The auditory correlative of longer non­
continuants is plosion. Shorter non-continuants, on 
the other hand, may consist of either a single percussive 
tap or what we have called re-iterative percussion. 
Examples are [ J l ] ,  the flapped r- sound, and [r], the 
rolled r- sound respectively.
(1) Plosives. These sounds fall within the category 
of longer non-continuants. There are four different
13stages to the articulation and perception of a plosive.
The first stage Is articulatory, that Is, it 
involves the deliberate adjustment of part of the speech 
tract. In addition to the yelic closure which cuts off
13. Arnold, G.F. (1966) "Concerning the theory of plosives 
in Jones and Laver (eds.), op.cit.
the nasal cavity, there is an articulatory closure 
either at the glottis for the glottal stop, or else­
where in the oral cavity for other plosives. The 
auditory correlative of the closure stage is this: 
if the stop is Immediately preceded by a continuant 
especially in the same syllable, the closure 1 chops* 
off that continuant.
The second stage Is the stop period. This 
involves the passage of time. Pressure builds up 
behind the articulatory closure until it becomes higher 
than atmospheric (in the case of Implosives, the enclosed 
body of air Is rarefied so that its pressure becomes 
lower than that of atmospheric air). For 'explosives', 
this is the compression stage and the vocal folds are 
either wide apart, if the plosive concerned is unvoiced, 
or vibrating, if the sound is voiced, for example. The 
spectra1** of these sounds show that for unvoiced plosives, 
there Is a period of several centi-seconds when there 
is a blank on the 'voice-bar' at about 250Hz: for voiced 
plosives, in the case of Karanga, breathy-voiced plosives, 
there are some striations at that frequency, most clearly 
visible on narrow band spectrograms.
The third stage Is the release stage. This, 
like the first stage, Is also an articulatory stage:
It Involves the removal of one or both of the closures 
made during the first stage. The release can be to a 
wide or a narrow degree of approximation stricture between 
the organs which have been in articulatory contact. If
14. See Chapter 5, the section on the plosive phonemes 
o f Karanga.
the release Is to a wide degree, the following segment 
will be characterised by any auditory feature but 
homorganic friction; and if to a narrow degree, then 
homorganic friction will be heard. In the latter case, 
an affricate Is produced. In the case of unvoiced 
stops, there may be a time lag between release of 
closure and the beginning of voicing for the following 
vowel. This time lag Is called "voice onset time" 
in the phonetics literature.
The fourth and final stage is plosion. This 
is an auditory phenomenon, something we hear. Some 
continuant segment follows the plosion.- Depending on 
the phonetic environment, there may be-no plosion heard 
after release. For example, plosives in utterance 
final position in some varieties of English are not 
exploded. But, in spite of the widespread references 
to "unreleased stops", all stops are released. Otherwise 
how would it be possible to pronounce the vowel in [bae-nd] 
of [f hae t ’b^end] if the tongue is not released at some 
stage from its alveolar closure for [t], for example?
This seems to be a strong argument against the usual 
practice of telescoping the third and fourth stages 
above: if we can have release without plosion, then 
the two must be separate phonetic phenomena.
2.8.0. A Note on Tone
Shona is a tone language in the sense that the 
same segmental phonemic sequence can have two different 
lexical meanings if it has two different tone patterns.
Because tone performs this lexical function, the 
tones used In the language, and /+rflGjH/,
have been set up as distinct phonemes, along with the 
segmental phonemes, although In phonemic analysis tones 
are associated with the syllable.
I shall in this thesis maintain a distinction 
between pitch and tone, following Carnochan (1962)1 T 
"The pitches are many, but the tones are few". 'Pitch1 
as I have said in the previous chapter, refers to an 
absolute measurement in Hertz, whereas 'tone' is a 
classificatory term. Pitch depends on the phonetic 
environment and other variables mentioned earlier. And 
a number of different absolute pitches may belong to 
one tone - or /-Hl§H/.
Carnochan (1964)1"* relates the regular modif­
ications the tone pattern of Isolate words or phrases 
to the grammatical functions performed by these structures 
In particular linguistic contexts. The practice of 
referring phonological phenomena to varying grammatical 
functions is illuminating. It represents the total 
repudiation of the fiction of independent levels of 
analysis advocated by the structuralists of the earlier 
part of this century, the post-Bloomfieldians. It was 
Pike's (1947)^ view that
"When phonological and grammatical facts 
are mutually dependent, the treatment of 
phonology without reference to grammar is 
a concealment of part of a most important
15. Carnochan, J. (1962) "Pitch, Tone and Intonation in Igbo,
(1964) "Pitch, Tone and Intonation in 
Yoruba." In Abercrombie et al (eds) In Honour of Daniel 
Jones, London: Longmans.
16. Pike, K.L. (1947) "Grammatical Prerequisites to
Phonemic Analysis." In E.C. Fudge (ed.) Phonology, 
Penguin, 1973.
set of structural facts pertinent to 
phonology... An artificial distinction 
based upon different approaches to a 
single set of data may result In a 
sharp artificial dichotomy which has 
no reality."
And Palmer (1970, p.XV)1*^ says "Phonology is the bridge
18between phonetics and grammar."
I should explain that In describing speech 
events, we all behave as though the organs of speech 
assumed discrete postures during speech production.
This is a necessary fiction created to facilitate the 
description of what would otherwise be a perplexing 
complexity. Speech is a continuum, and involves a 
multitude of complex movements precisely, though largely 
unconsciously, synchronised, by the brain through the 
medium of the central nervous system. This role of the 
nerves in speech production prompted Leonard Bloomfield 
(1933* p .26) ^  to call speech a means of connecting 
discontinuous nervous systems: "The gap between the 
bodies of the speaker and hearer - the discontinuity 
of the two nervous systems - is bridged by the sound 
waves."
2.9.0. The Acoustic Phase
Speech travels from the mouth of the speaker 
to the ear of the listener through the air, In the form
17. Palmer, F.R. (ed)(1970) his Introduction to 
Prosodic Analysis, London, Oxford University Press.
18. In Chapter 7, I have tried to explain the modifications 
of lexical tone in terms of the syntagmatic relation­
ships holding between Items In sentences.
19. Bloomfield, L. (1933), op.cit.
of sound waves. The acoustic study of speech events 
Is concerned with specifying the physical characteristics 
of such sound waves. A number of acoustic concepts 
are used in such studies. Here I shall give at least 
a working definition of some of these concepts. In 
the actual description of the sounds of the Karanga 
dialect In the following chapters, a relationship 
will always be sought between the articulatory facts 
and the acoustic features of any one sound or class of 
sounds.
2.9*1. Some Acoustic concepts
(a) Frequency. The frequency of a sound wave is
usually given as the number of complete repetitions (cycles) 
of variations in pressure occurring in one second. The 
unit of frequency measurement used In this thesis is the 
Hertz. If the vocal folds open and close at the rate 
of one hundred times In one second during the pronunciation 
of a sound, the frequency of such a sound is 100Hz.
Frequency Is a physical phenomenon.
(b) Pitch. The pitch of a sound is the perceptual 
property of the sound that enables a listener to place 
the sound on a scale from low to high, without considering 
the acoustic properties. Generally speaking, when a
sound goes up In frequency it also goes up in pitch.
2 O
But, as Ladefoged (1975, p.163) says, there is not a 
one-to-one relationship between increase in frequency 
and increase In pitch.
20. Ladefoged, P. (1975) A Course in Phonetics, Harcourt, 
Brave & Jovanovich Int.
(c) Intensity. Intensity is the amount of energy 
being transmitted through the air at a particular point, 
e.g. the ear-drum or the microphone. Intensity Is 
related to the amplitude of vibration. If the amplitude 
of a sound is doubled, the Intensity will increase four 
times; if trebled, the intensity will be Increased 
nine times. So intensity is proportional to the square
of the amplitude. O'Connor (1973, p.82)21 says "Intensity 
is a physical measurement and is not to be directly 
equated with loudness: the latter is a perceptual matter, 
like pitch, a matter of hearing and judging what we hear." 
Intensity is measured in decibels.
(d) Loudness. Loudness depends on the size of 
variation in air pressure. Just as frequency is the 
acoustic measurement most directly corresponding to pitch, 
so acoustic intensity is the appropriate measurement 
corresponding to loudness.
(e) Formant. The sound spectrograph 'analyses' sounds 
along three dimensions: the duration of a sound is 
represented along the horizontal axis, and is here 
measured in centi-seconds.
The intensity is represented by the darkness 
of the marks made by the stylus: the darker the marks, 
the more intense the sound. The frequency is represented 
along the vertical axis. For voiced sounds, especially 
the non-constrictive sounds such as the vowels, there 
are some areas of the spectrograms where there are 
considerable neatly spaced bands of energy. Such energy
21. O'Connor, J.D. (1973) op.cit.
concentrations are characteristic of the sound In 
question. They are called formants and are related 
to the shape and size of the resonating supra-glottal 
cavities involved in the pronunciation of the sound. 
Formants are specified in terms of their intensities 
and centre frequencies.
(f) Transition. Transitions are movements in formant 
frequency corresponding to the change in the configuration 
of the vocal tract. But they are not merely the Incident­
al accompaniments of the movements that a speaker makes 
when moving from one sound to the next. Rather, they
are perceptual cues for various consonants. Thus the 
class of labial consonants will be characterised by 
formant transitions pointing towards a low frequency 
area, whereas alveolars will have transitions pointing 
towards high frequencies,
(g) Locus. The locus theory, to quote Delattre (1968,
p.201)22
"describes the direction which a given 
formant transition must take in order 
to contribute to the perception of a 
given consonantal distinctive feature.
In this theory, a locus is the frequency 
point toward which all the transitions 
that are related to the perception of 
the same consonantal distinctive feature 
converge, regardless of the vowel that 
precedes or follows."
(h) Resonance♦ Resonance is the phenomenon whereby one 
body, which has a natural tendency to vibrate at a 
certain frequency, will build up vibrations with a 
comparatively large amplitude when it is set in motion
by another body which Is vibrating at a similar frequency.
22.. Delattre, P. (1968) "From Acoustic Cues to Distinctive 
Features". Phonetica 18, pp.198-230.
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The amplitude of the vibrations will Increase as 
the frequency of the driving system more nearly
2*3approaches the natural frequency of the resonator.
In the description of vowels, for example, 
the resonators - the bodies being Induced to vibrate - 
are the supra-glottal cavities. The air In these 
cavities, having its own resonant frequency, will be 
set Into vibration by the complex periodic waves pro­
duced by the vocal cords. These sound waves are the 
input to the resonators, and the vowel quality we per­
ceive Is the output.
2.9.2, Conclusion.
The scope of this outline theoretical framework 
is essentially very limited. It was not, in any case, 
Intended to be exhaustive of the "articulatory possibilities 
of man". But it may have raised a number of questions 
which it is not possible to answer at this stage.
It is a declaration of intent. In it, there 
may be some finer distinctions than one needs, or even 
finds possible, to make when confronted with raw linguistic 
data. But if any concepts are still not clear, their 
application to such data In the following pages will, I 
hope, cast more light on them.
23. Ladefoged, P. (1962) Elements of Acoustic Phonetics, 
pp.55-70* University of Chicago Press, Chicago and 
London.
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CHAPTER 3
3.0 DESCRIPTION a n d  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  v o w e l s  o f k a r a n g a
The description and classification of vowels 
is traditionally done using four parameters:-- 
(1) the part of the tongue that Is raised: front,
central or back;
(ii) the degree of raising: low, mid or high;
(iii) the position of the lips: spread, rounded;
(iv) the position of the soft palate: raised to cut
of nasal resonance, or lowered.
On the phonetic level, that is, the acoustic 
and articulatory level, vowels differ from individual 
to Individual within the same language. Thus Ladefoged
9 Jl
(1967, p p.75-76) ,
" I have never yet met any group of 
potential subjects who normally pro­
nounced a set of words containing a 
number of phonologically different 
vowels in such a way that competent 
phoneticians consider that all the 
vowels in the corresponding lexical 
items have the same quality.’*
In other words, the practice of some writers whereby a
vowel is said to be "the same as that occurring in the
English word two*1, for example, Is extremely unhelpful.
Consequently, the only feasible way out of the
problem is to postulate a set of vowel sounds whose
quality does not change from speaker to speaker, and
to use such vowels as reference points in the description
of the vowels of particular languages. Such a set Is the
2*4. Ladefoged, P. (1967) Three Areas of Experimental 
Phonetics, O.U.P.
Cardinal Vowel System devised by Daniel Jones (1956, p.34 
par. 1 4 0 ) .
I propose to use the term "Cardinal Vowels'1
p (Z
in a technical sense, following Ladefoged (1967, p.76) ,
"Whenever the term occurs without 
further qualification It is Intended 
to designate any sound(s) produced 
by Daniel Jones and stated by him to 
be cardinal vowel(s), or any sound(s)
produced by any other speaker which are
considered by competent observers to be 
equivalent In phonetic quality to the 
corresponding cardinal vowel(s) 
produced by Daniel Jones..."
0
And Daniel Jones (1956) maintains that "The
cardinal vowels cannot be learnt from written description
they should be learnt by oral instruction from a teacher
who knows them." The cardinal vowel system consists of
eight primary cardinal vowels and ten secondary, cardinal
27vowels. Cardinal vowel No.l, [i] ' "is the sound in 
which the raising of the tongue is as far forward as 
possible and as high as possible, consistently with its 
being a vowel, the lips being spread." Cardinal vowel 
No.5 [a], "is a sound in which the back of the tongue 
is lowered as far as possible and retracted as far as 
possible consistently with the sound being a vowel, and 
In which the lips are not rounded."
Beginning from No.l, three auditorily equi­
distant vowel qualities were established (Daniel Jones 
says they are acoustically equidistant) by gradually 
lowering the tongue, with the lips remaining spread and
25. Jones, D. (1956a) An Outline of English Phonetics, 
Heffer & Sons Ltd. 9th Print," 1969.
26. Ladefoged, P. (1967) op.cit.
27. Jones, D. (1956a) op.cit., pp.31-32.
the soft palate raised to cut off nasal resonance.
The symbols [e,£ , a] were assigned to this front 
series of vowels, numbered 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
Then the back of the tongue was raised gradually and 
another three vowel qualities established in which 
the lips progressively became more and more closely 
rounded. The symbols [o, o , u] were assigned to the 
new vowel qualities, numbered respectively 6, 7 and 8.
The soft palate also remained in a raised position 
throughout.
A secondary series of cardinal vowels was 
set up by reversing the lip positions of the eight 
primary cardinal vowels. This second series was 
designated by the symbols [y, jzJ, ce, c£, T ,  W  1, and
numbered 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 respectively. 
In addition to this set a pair of cardinal vowels has 
been added, for which the centre of the tongue-has the 
highest degree of raising. The symbols Dt] and [ur] were 
used to represent these two vowel qualities, the former 
of which has lip-spreading, while the latter has lip- 
rounding. This set of eighteen cardinal vowels thus 
comprises two sub-categories:
the rounded: [y, 0 , a * D > o , u , u-] , and
the unrounded: [I ,e , £ , a, <a, A > X
It is also common practice in classifying 
vowels to refer to those in which the front of the 
tongue has the highest degree of raising as the FRONT 
vowels: [i, e,£ a, y, 0,ce>c£l, and those In which the 
back of the tongue has the highest degree of raising 
as the BACK vowels: £a,o , o, and,
finally, those in which the centre of the tongue is 
raised as the CENTRAL vowels: , -tt]. All these
parameters are relevant to the classification of the 
vowels of Karanga* But since there are no back 
unrounded or front rounded vowels in the language, the 
secondary cardinal vowels are omitted on Figure 1.
Fig. 1* The Primary Cardinal Vowels.
Karanga (and Central Shona generally) has a 
total of five vowel phonemes, namely /l, e, a, o, u / . 
Figure 2 shows the areas in which these vowels are 
found relative to the eight primary cardinal vowels, 
indicated thereon by the numbers 1 through 8.
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Fig. 2, Vowels of Karanga.
Vowel /!/ is a close front vowel. But 
it is not as close as Cardinal vowel No.l. It lies in 
an area between cardinal vowels 1 and 2, being closer 
to the former than to the latter. The lips are spread 
and the nasal cavity is Inactive throughout, the soft 
palate being raised.
Vowel /e/ Is a front vowel, lying between 
cardinals 2 and 3. It Is nearer to the former in 
quality than to the latter. This is the so-called MID 
vowel, as opposed to /I/, which Is HIGH, and /a/, which 
is LOW, for example. The parameters High, Mid, Low 
refer to the degree of tongue raising.
For /£/, as for all these vowels, nasal 
resonance is excluded by a velic closure.
Vowel /a/ Is neither fully front nor fully 
back. It lies between cardinal vowels 4 and 5, being
closer to the former than to the latter. The lips 
are wide open for this vowel. Karanga back vowel /o/ 
lies between cardinal vowels 6 and 7, but Is closer 
to 7 than to 6. The lips are rounded, but not as 
closely as they are for the back high vowel /u/, which 
lies between cardinal vowels 7 and 8. Vowel /u/ Is 
closer to cardinal vowel 8 than to 7 in quality.
As Table II below shows - In column 7 - all 
these vowels have a long allophone when they occur In a 
penultimate syllable In an utterance, especially in 
declarative statements and commands and, more generally,
In narrative speech. These vowels can occur after almost 
all the consonants in the language. In the Karanga 
dialect 1 cannot find examples of the naso-oral lateral 
/ nj^  / followed by the back, close rounded vowel /u/, 
for example.
3.1. The Vowels of Karanga in Isolation.
According to O'Connor (1973, p.88)^®, "In order 
to characterise vowels in acoustic terms, all we need do 
is to specify the frequencies and relative Intensities of 
F(ormant) 1, F(ormant) 2, and F(ormant)3»” The formant 
frequencies of the five vowels of Karanga pronounced in 
isolation by me are shown in Table I(a)^. FI of the vowel
[i] has much greater intensity than F 2 , while F3 has fairly
28. O'Connor, J.D. (1973) op.cit.
29. These observations are based on the features on 
spectrograms l[i] to 5[u].
strong intensity for about three quarters of its 
duration. The intensity of F3 dies away during the 
last quarter of the duration of the vowel.
FI of [e], Spectrogram 2 (Vol.II ), has
great intensity throughout Its duration, while F2 has
strong intensity In its middle portion and is weak on 
either side. F3 is the weakest In Intensity.
The FI of [a] has much more intensity than F2 
and F3, which get progressively weaker, that is, F3 
is the weakest. FI and F2 of [o] seem to have equal 
Intensity, while F3 is very weak. Intensity falls 
progressively from FI through F3 for [u].
Apart from these observations there are some
"general patterns among the formant frequencies of these
vowels. For example the first formant (Fl)'s frequency 
seems to be closely related to vowel height. Table 1(a)
(p -134 ) shows that FI Increases In frequency as one
moves from vowel [i], the front close vowel, to [a], the 
open low vowel. This formant frequency then starts 
falling after [a], and is lowest for [u], the back close 
vowel. The unrounded versus rounded dichotomy between
[I] and [u], as well as the front versus back one between 
the same vowels, seem to have nothing to do with this 
correlation between vowel height and FI frequency. The 
frequency of FI is therefore Inversely proportional to 
vowel height.
The second point Is that the frequency of F2 
decreases as one moves from the front close vowel [i] to 
the back close vowel [u]. Ladefoged (1975> p.1 7 3 ) ^  found
30. Ladefoged, P. (1975) op.cit.
that this correlation between the frequency of F2 
and the degree of vowel backness was rather unreliable 
in his analysis of some eight vowels of American English. 
F2 frequency continued to decrease through the vowels 
[&>Oj £3 > u] even though some of them are not fully back. 
This problem does not arise with the vowels which are 
W i n g  analysed here. The frequency of F2 does continue 
to fall as one moves from the front vowels [I, e] to 
the non-front [a, o, u]. The fall in F2 frequency 
between [e], 2.25 KHz, and [a], 1.500 KHz, that is, a 
difference of 7 50 Hz, Is not as abrupt and steep as 
that between [a], 1.500 KHz, and [o],1.00$iz, that Is, 
a difference of 500 Hz. Obviously [ail is ’not a front 
vowel in Karanga, but it is certainly closer to the 
front series than to the back.
There Is a third generalization to be made 
about these formant frequencies, derived from what has 
been said above. The distance between the first two 
formants is greater In the front vowels than It is in 
back vowels: the more front a vowel is, the greater the
distance between FI and F2 frequency. This evidence 
corroborates the traditional practice whereby some 
vowels are shown on the vowel chart as more front than 
others, even among the so-called front series.
These relationships between formant frequency 
and vowel height or backness are, of course, not peculiar 
to Karanga, or for that matter to Central Shona. They 
are the acoustic correlates of physiological phenomena: 
the degree of tongue raising, whether back or front, 
has a direct bearing on the shape and size of the supra- 
glottal cavities contributing to the quality of the vowel
sound produced through resonance. In an article 
published In Word, Delattre et al. (1952, p p .195-210) 
reported the results of an experiment in which they 
synthesised sixteen vowels which they called "cardinal 
vowels", though not in the technical sense adopted
here. They seem to think that the phonetic quality
/
of the cardinal vowels will differ depending on the 
native language of the speaker. A vowel that varies 
in that way is, for us, not a cardinal vowel.
However, the point of Interest to emerge 
from their investigation is that the correlations between 
formant frequency and degree of vowel backness and vowel 
height (their Fig. 1, p.199) are confirmed by their 
synthetic sounds. They also conclude that only the first 
two formants are, apparently, essential for the identific­
ation of Individual vowel qualities, while the higher 
formants seem to serve as cues for identifying particular 
speakers. O'Connor (1973s P«87) concurs.
As for the accuracy of the observations based 
on the spectrograms in this chapter and others following, 
one need only repeat what other people have said about 
the Interpretation of spectrograms. Within reasonable 
limits, there are differences of emphasis from one 
researcher to another, a fact which, to quote Ladefoged 
(1975) ^  makes the reading of spectrograms "more an art
31. Delattre, LIberman, Cooper and Gerstman (1952), 
"Experimental Study of the Acoustic Determinants of 
Vowel Color." Word, 8.
32. O'Connor, J.D. (1973) op.cit.
33. Ladefoged, P. (1975) op.cit.
than a pure science." What various acoustic phoneticians 
will, it is claimed, confirm are the correlations which 
I have observed in the vowels above. The exact values 
of the formant frequencies in Hertz, if slightly 
different, need not detract from the importance of 
these general features. Such differences are minimised 
by pronouncing the examples used several times and at 
different pitches in order to see the average general 
tendency.
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Pant (1970) remarks, "The number of segments 
found in a spectrogram of an utterance will vary 
according to the investigator’s ambitions."
3.2. The complexes
As we have seen in the first chapter, "depression" 
or "depressor" is a term derived from the lowering effect 
which breathy-voiced or murmured consonants have on the 
pitch of the syllable in which they occur as the initial 
segment. The exact nature of the vocal fold configuration 
during the production of these consonants has eluded many 
researchers. But in this thesis I shall assume that 
Ladefoged (1971, pp.6 , 8 ) ^  is a fair analysis of the 
phenomenon. Ladefoged has done some work using Shona 
informants and others from the Bantu area, as reported 
in that book.
34. Pant, G (1970) "Analysis and Synthesis of Speech
Processes" In Malmberg (ed.) op.cit.
35. Ladefoged, P. (1971) op.cit.
The glottal fricative /&/ is the "depressor"
p*
(here the "breathy-voiced") consonant par excellence.
It is customary for some writers to say that breathy- 
voiced consonants have an fi-quality^meaning that 
there is a guttural quality about such consonants.
This glottal fricative has no plain-voiced or voiceless 
counterpart in Karanga. But it combines only with 
the vowels of the dialect - also of Central Shona - in 
what I have here called the fjy-complexes , where [V] 
stands for any of the five vowel sounds discussed above.
The ensuing analysis of the fiy-complexes 
Is expected to throw some light on the nature of the 
relationship between the vowel and its breathy-voiced 
glottal onset. All the examples were recorded pronounced 
by me at the same pitch and then analysed using the 
sound spectrograph - Kay Elemetrics model - on a broad 
band filter (Spectrograms 6 through 10). And amplitude 
sections were made at points at which it seemed that 
the articulating and phonating organs had attained 
their steady state for and for -V.
The notation fiy is intended to reflect the 
fact that the fricative and the vowel are being regarded 
as a sequence. The sections show two different profiles 
for each of these segments. However, when we come to 
the so-called breathy-voiced consonants, a different 
relationship will be postulated between the consonant 
and this breathy quality. From an auditory point of 
view, the breathiness and the consonant are simultaneous. 
This Is a phonetic judgment. There might be grounds for 
a sequential analysis of [b] as [m] as [mR] for
example, from a phonological point of view, even 
though phonetically the two are co-extensive.
However, a number of interesting similarities 
and differences stand out on the By spectrograms, 
summarised on Table 1(b);
(i) the formant structure of vowels has, on the whole, 
bolder outlines here than when the vowels are In 
isolation;
(ii) their formant frequencies largely conform to 
those of the vowels in Isolation.
(ill) [B] has a clear formant structure, not radically 
different from that of the associated vowel, 
especially for the first three formants;
(iv) [R] has very little energy above 3 KHz;
The following differences between [fi] and [v3 
are also apparent:
(i) the striations of [B] are concentrated In the veryr i
low frequencies and to about three quarters of the 
latter part of the segment. During the first part 
of the segment the vocal cords presumably have not 
attained their steady state for the fricative.
(II) The striations are farther apart for [B] than for 
the adjacent vowels, which means
(iii) [ft] will have lower pitch than the vowel.
(iv) The centre frequencies of the formants of [ft] are
lower than those of the ensuing vowel. Consequently,
(v) There are some very short formant transitions
separating [fi] from [V]. These transitions are«• tr
36. Fig. 3, p. 3^5.. is a graph on which FI and F2 of the 
vowels have been plotted against FI and F2 of [y3 *
negligible compared to those between the two 
elements of a vowel sequence (see Spectrograms 11 
through 29 and the next section). The close 
resemblance between the amplitude sections of [fi] 
and that of [V] means that the vocal tract 
configuration for the one is not too different 
from that for the other.
(vi) In all the five examples, the vowel has greater 
duration than [ft]: the boundary between the twoit
being taken to be the point at which striations, 
wide apart for h, begin to be close together. The 
formant transitions, infinitesimal"though they are, 
also help to show the location of this divide.
(vii) The vowel has higher amplitude peaks than the 
fricative, although
(viii) These amplitude peaks occur at corresponding 
points along the horizontal frequency axis for [ft] 
and for [V].
Now, the extent to which the sound waves from 
the periodically vibrating vocal cords are amplified 
by the supra-glottal resonance chambers depends on how 
nearly the harmonics of these sound waves - including the 
fundamental - approximate to the resonant frequency of 
the chambers. The shape and size of these chambers are 
different for different vowels, hence the differently 
shaped vowel spectra and the diverse qualities of 
the vowels perceived. So the spectral similarity between 
[fi] and [Vi suggests, as we have said, that the two 
have close to identical vocal tract configurations.
Since they differ mainly in the size of their amplitude
peaks, I conclude that they must have different 
fundamental frequencies and different harmonic 
compositions.
The fundamental frequency of £(Qmust be lower 
than that of the vowel, a conclusion corroborated 
by the greater distance between the striations of •
This difference between the fundamental frequency of 
the two segments also, logically, corresponds to a 
pitch difference between them.
That[h) , the Voiceless glottal fricative, orjjiJ,
its breathy-voiced counterpart, is merely the onset of
the ensuing vowel, its voiceless o^*breathy-voiced version
may be what these spectrograms and amplitxide sections are
37
confirming. C.M. Doke (1931jP*92)
says the Shona
"might be described as a strong throat- 
roughening of the vowel, ’h a 1 differing 
from ’a' in that roughening, for the effect 
of the voiced throat friction is observable 
throughout the duration of the vowel."
I agree with Doke to the extent that the first part 
of this quotation suggests that isl is a modification 
or version, ("a throat-roughening") of the ensuing vowel. 
There is evidence on the spectrograms 6 through 10 to 
suggest that affects [vl qualitatively, and pitch-
wise: fel being on a lower pitch than j^ vj , there is
an upward pitch movement from the end of to the
steady-state of h i  . That the first part of has
lower pitch than its centre is an assimilatory matter, 
after the lower pitched glottal fricative.
37* Doke, C.M. (1 9 3 1 )  o p . c i t .
What seems to be beyond doubt is that the
complex [fj-V] is, auditorily and acoustically, like
/
two juxposed allophones of the same vowel, recognised 
as the "same" by their spectral similarity. J.D. 
O ’Connor (1973, pp. 78 - 7 9 ) ^  says that "The same vowel 
may be said at different pitches, that is, with 
different fundamentals. Consequently, the harmonic 
structure will be different."
[On Table 1(a) formants 4 and 5 were given 
in the hope that they might throw some lignt on the 
acoustic character of the vowels. In the event, 
the first 3 formants were found to have all the 
Information required in this exercise.
The graph below (Fig. 3) is Interesting for 
a number of reasons: (a) it shows the close correspond' 
ence between instrumentally based descriptions and 
traditional plottings on the vowel quadrilateral which 
are based on articulatory perceptual criteria, here 
for both plain and breathy-voiced vowels; (b) the 
centre frequency of the P2 and F3 contex^
of the glottal fricative^ consistently lower than that
of the formants of the plain vowels. ]
38. O'Connor, J.D. (1973) op.cit.
Interpretation of Vowel Spectrograms 
The vowels In Isolation
TABLE 1(a)
Vowel Duration 
in centi- 
seconds
PI F2 F3 F4 F5
1 . 1 56 225Hz 2.5K 3.5K 4. 7K 5.50K
2. e 56 400Hz 2.25K 3K 3.5K 5.50K
3. a 56 725Hz 1.5K 2.5K 3.50K 5.00K
4. 0 60 350Hz IK 2K 2.5K 6.00K
5 * u 60 250Hz 725Hz 2.25K 3.5K -
TABLE 1(b) Spetrograms of M  -complexes.
i Duration FX(fi) | F2(jj) F3(fi)
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For example:
Vowel Fundamental 2nd Harmonic 3rd Harmonic
[a]
175 Hz
100 Hz 200 Hz
350 Hz
300 Hz
525 Hz
O'Connor continues,
"The vowel will be recognised as the same 
in both cases because the general shapes 
of the two spectra will be the same, i.e., 
the harmonics with the greatest amplitude 
will be at the same frequency in both, 
regardless of what number the harmonics 
have in the structure. The general shape 
of the spectrum characterises a particular 
vowel, rather than the actual number and 
frequencies of individual harmonics."
The case described so clearly by O ’Connor
concerns the recognition of a vowel as vowel [x] when
it is pronounced at different pitches by different people
or by the same person on different occasions. Our [By]
complexes are like such a vowel, the only difference
being that here the two realizations are juxtaposed.
As in the case described by O ’Connor, there is no
difference in the vocal tract configuration for [B] and
for [V]: that seems to be identical. The difference
between the two seems to arise from the state of the
glottis for each: there is a change from its "posture"
for [B] to another for the vowel, with the latter more
ideal for voice production than the former. The short
formant transition from [B] to the vowel, in other words,
reflects more the increase in fundamental frequency
137
from 100 Hz for [fi] to 175 Hz for [V], for example, 
than a change In the shape and size of the supra- 
glottal cavity.
The relationship between the amplitude 
sections of [fi] and [V]» that is, having peaks of 
energy at the same points along the horizontal, fre­
quency axis, is paralleled by that which exists between 
the sections of homorganic, voiceless and braathy- 
voiced fricatives (see Spectrograms 63-75). In these 
examples, as we know, the supra-glottal cavity shape 
and size are identical for each pair; only the configuration 
of the vocal cords is different. The voiceless fricative 
has greater noise amplitude - since the wide-apart vocal 
cords allow a big volume of aperiodically vibrating air 
through - than its breathy-voiced counterpart, when the 
vocal cords are in the position described by Ladefoged
O Q
(1971> pp.6,8) for breathy-voice or murmur. In the
same i*;ay the vowel has greater voice amplitude, because 
the vocal cords are ideally positioned for voice production, 
than its counterpart, breathy-voiced [fi], or its deduced* 
pre-posed self.
3.2.1. The Vowel Sequences1
The five vowels of Karanga described above occur 
singly as syllable nuclei; or they can be found in 
sequences of two, sometimes three. The point of interest 
lies In the latter type of occurrence: how are such vowel 
sequences to be Interpreted? Do they constitute a single
39. Ladefoged, P. (1971) op.cit.
complex syllable nucleus or are they single nuclei of 
two (or three) abutting syllables? If the former is 
the case then we would have to recognise a series of 
diphthongal phonemes wuch as English /ai/ of /taim/,
"time11, for example.
What criteria are we going to use in reaching 
a decision one way or the other? Are there any phonetic 
features that can help us or are we going to use gramm­
atical criteria. I propose to deal with the problem as 
follows:
(a) to describe the sequences in phonetic, mainly acoustic,
terms and see if any answer will emerge"on that level.
i|0The point is, we already know the formant frequencies 
of the vowels Involved In the sequences, so we have an 
idea of the direction and extent of the' corresponding 
formant transitions’ between juxtaposed vowels;
(b) to consider the grammatical function of the vowels 
and see if the treatment suggested by such grammatical 
function coincides with our phonetic answer, if any,
I shall divide the vowel sequences into sub-systems as 
follows:
(1) those that can be divided into two syllables 
corresponding to two grammatical formatives;
(ii) those that can be divided into two syllables but 
are assignable to one grammatical/ lexical Item;
^0. That the formant frequencies of the vowels In
Spectrograms 11-29 (the sequences) turn out to be 
the same as those In which the vowels were pronounced 
in Isolation and at a different pitch is helpful.
The formant frequencies recorded on Tables 1(a) and 
1(b), and Tables II(a)-(c) are therefore the averages 
of several instances or pronunciations of the vowels.
(ill) those between which an optional j-glide can be 
inserted;
(iv) those between which an optional w-gllde can be 
Inserted;
(v) those between which no glide can be inserted at all.
3.2.2. Description of the Vowel Sequences
This description of the vowel sequences is 
supplemented by a summary of some of the outstanding 
acoustic features observable on the spectrograms of 
the vowel sequences - Table II, pp .1^0-1 A2
Utterances containing the vowel sequences were 
recorded In a sound proofed studio, pronounced by me.
Each utterance was then analysed using the sound spectro­
graph. The accompanying Table II (a)-(c) gives:
(i) the vowel sequence in question in column 1 ;
(ii) the formant relationships holding between the two 
vowels, in column 2 ;
(iii) an utterance In which the vowels occur, In column 3;
(iv) the duration, In centi-seconds, of the first vowel,
V-j^, in column 4; the duration, that is, of both the 
initial transition and the steady state of V^;
(v) the duration of the terminal transition (F2) of V‘1, 
i.e. the formant frequency movement before reaching 
the steady-state of the second vowel, Vg> in column 5;
(vi) the duration of the transition in (v) above and the 
duration of the steady-state of V2, In column 6 ; (see
pp. 168-169 for explanation);
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(vii) the duration of the vowel preceding the last 
vowel in the utterance is given in column 7* In a 
number of these examples the vowel preceding the last 
vowel of the utterance is also the second vowel, > 
of the sequence. In such examples the duration of V£ 
is identical to that of the vowel in utterance penulti­
mate position, i.e. - CY#.
This last column gives information relevant 
to the phenomenon in Shona phonology, whereby the vowel 
in the penultimate syllable is lengthened. The utter­
ances used in this analysis comprise declarative state­
ments, interrogatives, noun phrases as well as commands.
If V2 in our sequences does belong to a separate syllable, 
then column 7 will have provided useful phonological 
Information about penultimate syllable lengthening, 
information that will be used as evidence for the 
argument that the two members of a vowel sequence belong 
to different vowels and are not a diphthdng.
3.2.3. Interpretation of the Spectrograms of the Vowel 
Sequences
As I have explained above, formant transitions 
are the acoustic correlates of the changes in the vocal 
tract configuration (changes) made by the organs of 
speech moving from one articulatory "posture" to the next. 
The vowel sequences under consideration here comprise 
vowels of different qualities, and consequently the 
transitions between the vowels are generally very 
pronounced. Here I shall concentrate on the vowel
formants In so far as they give information about the 
sequences. Information given by initial and terminal 
transitions about preceding or following consonants, 
although valuable in another context, will be noted 
only In passing.
Spectrogram 11 Is of the utterance [taenda]
"we have gone". There is an initial F2 transition of 
the vowel [a] after the consonant [t]. This transition 
has a locus at about 1.8 KHz. It reaches the steady- 
state of [a] at about 1.25 KHz. Both the transition 
and the steady-state of F2 have a duration of about 15 
centi-seconds. After this, there is a fairly -steep 
transition, without a break intervening, involving both 
PI and F2 of [a] and lasting for 10 centi-seconds. FI 
falls in frequency to reach the steady-state of the 
corresponding formant of V2 > [e]; while F2 of [a] rises 
to reach the steady-state of the corresponding formant 
of V2, [e]. This second vowel has a steady-state duration 
of 30 centi-seconds which, together with the terminal 
transition of [a], makes a total duration of 40 centi- 
seconds .
This second vowel [e] has the greatest duration 
of all the segments in the utterance; it Is also the 
penultimate vowel.
Spectrogram 12 [taimba], "we have sung", also 
has some interesting features. The initial F2 transition 
of the vowel [a] has much the same locus as in the 
previous example, since the vowel is here preceded by 
the same consonant [t]. The duration of [a] is also the 
same as before. But the terminal transitions from the
steady-state of both FI and F2 of [a] to the steady-
state of the corresponding formants of , namely
[i], are steeper and go farther,compared to example 11,
F2 rises while FI falls In frequency to reach the steady- 
state of the appropriate formants of . The transition 
lasts for 12 centi-seconds; the steady-state of fi], 
which is also the penultimate vowel of the utterance, 
lasts for 25 centi-seconds which, together with the 
terminal transition of [a], makes a total duration of 
37 centi-seconds. There Is again no break on the 
spectrogram corresponding to the boundary between the 
two elements of this sequence.
Spectrogram 13 is of the utterance [tao^a],
"we have seen". The initial F2 transition Is also 
similar to that of the two examples above. The duration 
of both this transition and the steady-state of the vowel 
[a] is 13 centi-seconds. In this example, as the table 
showing formant relationships suggests (p.1^6), both FI 
and F2 of [a] fall in frequency to reach the steady-state 
of the corresponding formants of V^, here [o]. The 
transition has a duration of 9 centi-seconds, and, added 
to the duration of the steady-state of , [o], (25 centi- 
seconds) , gives a total duration of 3^  centi-seconds. The 
V2 here is also the penultimate vowel of the utterance.
Spectrogram 14 is of the utterance [taura], 
"speak!" The initial F2 transition of [a] after [t] is 
again similar to that in previous examples. The terminal 
transitions of FI and F2 of this vowel fall in frequency 
to an even lower level than in the example 13 above.
This is to be expected since [u], our V2 here, has lower 
centre frequencies for FI and F2 (250 Hz and 725 Hz
respectively) than V2 above, [o], ( 350 Hz and .1.00 K 
respectively).
The vowel [a] has a duration of 15 centi- 
seconds, including its initial F2 transition; while [u] 
including the terminal transition of [a], has a duration 
of 37 centi-seconds. The latter vowel is also the 
penultimate vowel of the utterance, and has the greatest 
duration of all the segments in the utterance. On this 
spectrogram its higher formants, F3 and F4, have very 
little energy.
Spectrogram 15 is of the utterance [sei] "how" 
or "why"? The fricative [s] has its noise component 
in the high frequencies above 4*5 KHz. To that extent 
it is similar to [t], whose noise burst is also concentrated 
in these high frequencies. But the F2 transition of the 
vowel [e] after [s] points towards a lower locus than 
did the transition of the corresponding formant of [a] 
after [t]. Here the locus is as low as 1.00 KHz. This 
suggests a difference in place of articulation between 
[t] and [s].1*1
However, the vowel [e] has the greatest duration 
of all the segments in the utterance, 28 centi-seconds.
Vowel [i], the V2 » has a duration of 18 centi-seconds.
The former vowel has its striations closer together than 
those of [i]; which is to be expected: [e] is on a high 
tone (and therefore has higher pitch) while [i] bears low 
tone and is in utterance final position.
41. This is in fact the case, as a comparison of
Palatograms (i) a and b and Palatograms (ix) a and 
b shows; [t] is an alveolar sound, whereas [sT is 
dental.
Generally speaking, this gives us perceptually 
different allophones of the same vowel depending on 
whether they are the nuclei of a high tone or a low tone 
syllable, and also on whether the syllable occurs in 
the middle or at the end of an utterance.
Spectrogram 16 is of the utterance [seura], 
"weed5} clear an area of grass". The noise component 
of [s] is in the same high frequencies as in 15 above.
The initial F2 and F3 frequency transitions of the 
vowel [e] also point towards low loci (compared to their 
loci after [t]) of between 1.00 KHz and 1.50 KHz. Both. 
F2 and F3 of this vowel seem to have a shorter duration, 
than FI, about 17 centi-seconds and 23 centi-seconds 
respectively.
Only F2 falls in frequency to reach the steady- 
state of the corresponding formant of , [u]. This 
transition is rather steep and lasts about 11 centi- 
seconds. The third formant of [e] rises in frequency 
to reach F3 of [u] at about 3*30 KHz. Apart from F3, 
which is only barely visible, [u] does not have higher 
frequency formants than F2 on this spectrogram. This 
vowel has a duration of 37 centi-seconds. The terminal 
transition of F2 of [u] before [r] points towards a locus 
of about 2 KHz.
On spectrogram 17, [seaijgu], "like mine" , class 
6, the initial F2 transition of [e] after [s] points 
towards a low locus, as in the previous two examples.
Both the second and third formants of [e] fall in 
frequency to reach the steady-state of the corresponding 
formants of [a]. But FI of [e] rises in frequency to
reach the steady-state of the first formant of [a].
The transitions last about 10 centi-seconds. 
And the steady-state of the penultimate vowel has a 
duration of 23 centi-seconds which, together with 
the transition from [e] comes to 33 centi-seconds*
The terminal transitions of FI and F2 of the vowel [a] 
before [ng] seem to point towards a common locus: 
a defining characteristic of all velar-consonant 
articulations.
/\ /
Spectrogram 18 [ndiani], "who is it?" is 
outstanding for the clearness of the initial frequency 
transitions of F2 and F3 of the vowel [i] preceded by 
the naso-oral alveolar complex [nd]. F2 of this vowel 
points towards a locus of about 1.80 KHz, suggesting 
that this naso-oral sound has the same place of articul­
ation as the voiceless plosive [t] discussed briefly 
above. This holds for all the naso-oral complexes in 
examples 18 through 22.
The transitions of these two formants are 
abrupt, and both F2 and F3 have a rather short steady- 
state. The vowel as a whole has a duration of 16 centi- 
seconds. The transition from [i] to [a] lasts 8 centi- 
seconds, and both F2 and F3 fall in frequency to reach 
the corresponding formants of [a]. The first formant 
of [i], like that of [e] in example 17 above, rises in 
frequency to reach the steady state of [a]. The latter 
vowel has a duration of 28 centi-seconds in its steady- 
state. Together with the on-glide from [i], the vowel 
has a duration of 36 centi-seconds.
Spectrogram 19 [ndie], "It’s him" or "heTs 
the one", is remarkably clear. The second formant of 
[1] points towards a locus of about 1.8 KHz after [nd].
The transition to the steady-state of [i] is accomplished 
very quickly, and this vowel, being in a penultimate 
position, has the greatest duration of all the segments 
in the utterance, 31 centi-seconds.
As in example 15 above, the final vowel in 
this example is on a low tone. Consequently, its 
striations are farther apart, showing allophony between 
[e] and [e], and between [i^ ] and [i].
11 \
Spectrogram 20 is of the utterance [ndione],
"let me see". The initial F2 and F3 frequency transitions 
of [i] preceded by [nd] are identical to those in examples 
18 and 19. The vowel has a duration of 11 centi-seconds. 
The second formant transition of [i] before [o], the 
second vowel, is abrupt, falling steeply in frequency in 
order to reach the corresponding formant in the second 
vowel. The transition lasts about 5 centi-seconds. There 
is no apparent change in frequency between the first 
formants of both vowels. The latter vowel [o] has clear 
F4 and F5, and a duration of 3^ centi-seconds, comprising 
the duration of its steady-state (26 centi-seconds) and 
that of the on- and off-glide (5 centi-seconds and 3 centi- 
seconds respectively).
Just as the initial second formant frequency
transition of [i] preceded by [nd] points towards a locus
at about 1.8 KHz, so does the second formant transition
of [o] before the nasal consonant [n].
/ / sSpectrogram 21 is of the utterance [ndiumbe],
-i- J  \J
"let me mould". There are no clear formant transitions 
between and V^. [i], has an initial F2 transition
with a locus of about 1.80 KHz. Initial F2 and F3 
transitions of [e] preceded by [mb] point towards low 
loci. The second formant transition points towards a
locus of 1.00 KHz, that is, the same locus as for the
fricative [s] in examples 15, 16 and 17 above.
The first vowel [i], has a duration of 13
centi-seconds; whereas the second vowel [u], which Is 
also the penultimate vowel, has a duration of 28 centi- 
seconds .
On Spectrogram 22, [toinda[> "we are going, 
about to go", the Initial transition of F2 after [t] is 
short and abrupt, only about 3 centi-seconds. The vowel
[o] as a whole has a duration of 11 centi-seconds.
The terminal F2 transition of [o] before the second 
vowel [I] is also very short, about 7 centi-seconds.
hoThe second vowel has a duration of 30 centi-seconds.
On Spectrogram 23 [toe^rera], "we are floating 
away", both the second and third formants of [o] have 
terminal transitions to the corresponding formants of 
[e], the second vowel. [o] has a duration of 10 centi- 
seconds, and the transition of F2 lasts about 5 centi- 
seconds. The second vowel in this sequence is not the 
penultimate vowel of the utterance and has a duration of 
27 centi-seconds; whereas the vowel [e] which is in
*12, On this spectrogram, because the naso-oral complex 
is in an intervocalic position, the nasal element 
has some very clear formants, with transitions before 
the [-d] which point towards the same loci as do 
those of the vowel [a] after [-d].
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penultimate position has a duration of 30 centi-seconds. 
The terminal F2 transition of the vowel [e] before [r] , 
the rolled consonant, points towards a 1.25 KHz locus.
I JT / ^
Spectrogram 24 is of the utterance [toatora], 
"we are going to take them", class 6. The most 
interesting feature of this spectrogram is the way in 
which the formants of the first vowel have paired up 
with the corresponding formants of the second vowel, 
forming a symmetrical pattern:
F2
FI
•Time in centi-seconds-
Fig. 4. The formant pattern of [~oa-]
As Figure 4 shows, this patterning arises from 
the continuity of the first into the second vowel, a 
fact which holds true for all this sequence. Both vowels 
in this particular sequence seem to have equal intensity 
for corresponding formants. The first vowel has a 
duration of 13 centi-seconds, while the second, which, 
as in example 23 above, is not the penultimate vowel, 
has a duration of 20 centi-seconds. The vowel in the 
penultimate syllable in this utterance has a duration 
of 27 centi-seconds.
On spectrogram 25 [toutora], "we are about 
to/going to take It", class the formants of the 
two juxtaposed vowels form a pattern similar to that 
of the pair in example 2^,
Time in centi-seconds
Fig. 5. Formant pattern of [-ou-]
The only difference is that on this example only F3 and 
F4 of each vowel display this symmetry clearly. The 
vowel [o], of the sequence, has a duration of 8 
centi-seconds. The formant transitions between [o] and 
[u] are infinitesimal. The second vowel, [u] has a 
duration of 18 centi-seconds, compared to 30 centi- 
seconds for the vowel in the penultimate syllable of 
the utterance.
On Spectrogram 26, [mui'mbe], "you (pi.) must 
sing", the second formant of [u] has a steep frequency 
transition to the corresponding formant of the following 
vowel, [i]. Since [i] is the penultimate vowel in the 
utterance, it has the greatest duration of all the 
segments in this utterance, 28 centi-seconds, including 
5 centi-seconds for the transition from the preceding
vowel.
Note that the last vowel In this utterance,
[e], has low tone and, consequently, the striations are 
farther apart than those of other vowels with high 
tone and, therefore, higher pitch. This particular 
vowel also dies away quite suddenly. The second nasal 
on this spectrogram has F2 and F3 frequency transitions 
pointing towards very low loci before C-b]: they have
the same low loci as the initial transitions of the 
corresponding formants of the last vowel, [e], preceded 
by the same sound [-b-].
On Spectrogram 27, [-muatore], "you (pi.) 
must take them" class 6, the vowel [u] seems to have 
very short duration, about 9 centi-seconds. The trans­
ition of its F2 to the corresponding formant of the 
second vowel lasts about 5 centi-seconds. Although FI 
of [a] and F2 of [u] seem to have the same centre fre­
quency, it is remarkable how the latter (F2 of [u]) by­
passes FI of [a] to connect with the corresponding formant 
of [a]. The latter vowel has a duration of 21 centi- 
seconds, compared to 29 centi-seconds for the vowel in the 
penultimate syllable of the utterance.
On Spectrogram 28, [mue'nde], "you (pi.) must go", 
the vowel [u] again seems to have a very short duration, 
about 6 centi-seconds. This is 2 centi-seconds shorter 
than the duration of the transition of its F2 to the 
corresponding formant of the second vowel, [e]. Again, 
although F2 of [u] is closer in frequency to FI of [e], it 
nevertheless by-passes the latter and rises in frequency 
to connect with the corresponding formant of [e]. This
also happens In examples 11, [ae]; 22, [oi]j and 27,[ua] 
above.
The second vowel In this sequence [e], has 
very clear formants and has a long duration, 38 centi- 
seconds, since it is in the penultimate position in 
the utterance*
Although the vowel [u] has very little energy 
on Spectrogram 29, [muonde], "fig-tree", it has fairly 
long duration, 15 centi-seconds. There are no clear 
formant transitions between the vowels [u] and [o], 
perhaps because the vocal tract configurations for 
these vowels are not too radically different.
This spectrogram displays the major acoustic 
features observed on all the examples above: there is
no break between the two vowels in the sequence; the 
vowel in the penultimate position in the utterance has
the longest duration, 24 centi-seconds. The final vowel
of the utterance, [e], is on a high tone and so its 
striations are closer together (for higher pitch) than 
those of the 'same1 vowel in example 28 above.
In all the examples described above, the
second vowel of the sequence has longer duration than 
the first. This is an important observation since it 
can be used as evidence in support of the argument that 
the vowels in the sequence in question belong to different 
syllables. Since in the language, the vowel in the 
penultimate syllable in an utterance has longer duration 
than other vowels, we can conclude that the second vowel 
in these sequences, where it is in a penultimate position, 
belongs to a separate vowel. In examples 11 through 22,
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and 26 through 29, the second vowel is, according to 
this reasoning, the nucleus of a separate, in this case, 
penultimate syllable.
However, in examples 23, 2*1 and 25, where 
the second vowel of the sequence is in an ante-penultimate 
position, it (the second vowel) is nevertheless longer 
in duration than the first vowel. The conclusion one 
can draw from this is that all these are "rising" 
vowel complexes since the speaker seems to dwell on the 
second vowel while giving minimal time to the steady-state 
of the first. The brief articulation (and our perception 
of a short) vowel immediately succeeded by a different 
vowel of longer duration may be a marker of internal 
j uncture.
The second important observation is the un­
interrupted continuity of the formants of the first vowel 
into the corresponding formants of the second, with 
transitions of greater or lesser duration depending on 
the qualitative distance between the elements of the 
sequence in question. This is as it should be, as a 
situation whereby the formants of the first vowel did 
not connect with their counterparts in the second would 
be impossible.
The final point to make is that there seem 
to be no limits on the combinability of the five vowels 
of Central Shona. This suggests that we are dealing 
with sequences rather than unit phonemes such as diphthings. 
In English, for example, there are far fewer combinations, 
which in itself suggests that the examples that do occur 
are unit phonemes. The twenty-nine examples described
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above are not exhaustive of the possibilities In the 
language,
3.2.M. The grammatical function of the vowels in the 
sequences.
By "grammatical function" is meant the assign­
ability of the vowel elements in a sequence to Independent 
lexical Items or other meaningful formatives. The first 
three examples described above:
11. [taenda], "we have gone"
12. [taimba], "we have sung"
13. [taona^, "we have seen"
are made up of elements assignable to different formatives
as follows: the first two segments In each utterance [t~]
and [-a] are the common denominators for the three examples.
The [t-] stands for the person, namely the first person
plural "we"; whereas [-a] indicates the tense of the verb 
in question, namely the immediate past "have". Therefore, 
taking the example 11 above, we can, Illustratively, 
form paradigms using different "persons" in contrast with 
the first person plural in the subject position;
/t-a-enda/ first person plural "we"
/nd-k-e'ndk/ first person singular "I"
/w-a-enda/ second person singular "(s)he" 
/iP-a~enda/ third person plural "theyT 
/m-a-e^da/ second person plural "you".
The vowel [-a-], the tense marker, can also enter into 
paradigms with other formatives marking different tenses.
For example the formative [-o-] can be placed In the
same slot as that occupied by [-a-] above to mark the
exclusive present indicative, translated "now I...":
* / \/t-o-enda/, "now we go".
/nd-oWnda/, "now I go".
The second parts of the examples 11-13 above:
11. [-enda]
12. [-imba/]
13. [-ona]
are the stems of the verbs to which the person-cum- 
tense markers have been added. This means that the 
second vowel of the sequences under discussion belongs 
to a different form, the stem of the verb. The two 
vowels therefore belong to different syllables.
The examples 22 through 25 can be analysed in 
much the same way as the examples above. The linking 
factor is that here the same person is used as in the 
examples just discussed, namely the first person plural, 
marked by [t~]:
22. [t-o-inda]^, "now we go"
23. [t-o/-e/rera], "now we float away"
2^. [t-o-a-tora], "now we take them" 
f \ / /
25. [t-o-u-tora], "now we take it".
The first vowel of the sequence [-o-], marks the exclusive
/ \
present indicative. In examples 22 and 23, [-inda] and 
[-erera],respectively, are the verb stems tonally inflected 
for tense. The lexical tone pattern is 
/-inda/
/-erera/.
\ \ ^ \
43. The forms /-enda/ and /-inda/ are free variants in my
_____ speech for "go" (v.i.).____
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Examples 2*1 and 25 call for elaboration since they 
Introduce a new element: their second vowels in the 
sequences do not belong to the stem of the verb In 
question. They are markers of object infixes.
In example 24 [t-o-a-toVa], the second vowel 
of jthe sequence translates as "them" in the rendition 
"now we take them". In other words, it marks the noun 
class of the object of the verb [-tora], "take". It 
indicates that the object is a noun belonging to class 
6, just [-u-] in example 25 [t-o-u-to^a] tells us 
that the object of the verb in this case belongs to 
noun -class 3. So both
24. [t-o-a-tora] 
and 25. [t-o-u-tora] 
are^subject + (Tense) + object + verb '’sentences of Karanga.
Our observations in examples 11 through 13, and 
22 through 25, show that the following vowel sequences 
are made up of vowels belonging to different syllables, 
and the syllables belong to different grammatical 
formatives: ~ae~, -a-, -ao-, -oe-, -oa-, -ou~.
The next set of vowel sequences to consider
are those in the following examples:
f \
19. [ndle], "it’s him/her
20. [ndione], "let me see"
21. [ndiumbe], "let me mould"
All these examples are made up of vowels which can enter 
into paradigms with different formatives resulting in 
meaning differences. Taking the second vowel of example
44. See Chapter 7 below.
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19 first, this can enter into the following contrasts:
/ndi-e/, "It’s him/her
. / / 
/ndi-ni/ "itf s me"
/ /
/ndi-mi/ "it’s you" (pi. )
/ndl-we7/ "it ’ s you" (sing.)
/ndi-tj’o/ "if s the one" (n.cl.7)
/ v
/ndi-'^o/ "they are the ones" (n.cl.8)
In this example, therefore, the second vowel stands 
for the third person singular in a deictic construction, 
and can enter into paradigms with other formatives in 
similar constructions but indicating different persons.
And the first vowel is not affected. The structure [ndi-] 
functions as one unit. Hannan (197*0 p. 440)^ cails it 
a "copulative formative". The two vowels of [ndie] are, 
therefore, nuclei of two syllables abutting but belonging 
to different formatives.
The examples 20 and 21 above fall into a sub­
class of their own. The formative [ndi-], when prefixed to 
the stems of verbs, refers to the first person singular 
"I" or "me". The forms [-umbe] 
and [-on'e]
are derived from the stems of the verbs 
/-umba//, "mould"
/-ona/, "see"
by rules of the phonological component whereby the final 
vowel of the stem /-a/ is changed to [-e]. The vowel 
change is syntactically conditioned and is made In order 
to express purpose or Intention with the verb almost
V, \
Invariably preceded by /Kuti/, "so that":
45. Hannan, M. S.J. (197*0 op.cit.
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/ndino/<fa/ Kut\ ndipo're tsamba/, "I want
to write a letter".
/ 46
The form [ndi-] , indicator of the first person 
singular, (as opposed to [ndi-], "itfs", the copulative 
formative) enters into paradigmatic relationships with 
other person markers as follows:
Kuti
/ / \
ndi-one (stem-ona) so that I may see
\ N
Kuti /vti-one 1) so that we may see
v \
Kuti ' s\mu-one ti so that you may see
\ \
Kuti 'tP a-one it so that they may see
Incidentally, there seems to be an interesting sy/nmetry 
in vowel quality associated with the forms for
(a) the first person singular on the one hand, and the 
first person plural on the other;
(b) the second person singular, and the second person 
plural;
(c) the third person singular, and the third person plural;
Singular Plural
First ; ndi-one "I" ti~one "we"
/ / X / f \
Second: u-one "you" mu-one "you"
Third: a-one "he" q9a~one "they"
For example, the vowel [i] Is found in the 
form for the first person singular and the first person 
plural; and, similarly, the vowel [u], for the second 
person, and [a] for the third person, also singular and 
plural. This suggests that the language does not have a 
first person singular morpheme, and a first person plural 
morpheme as such; but rather an underlying first person 
morpheme, realised on the phono-syntactic surface structure
46. See Hannan, M. S.J. (197*0 p.44o for the distinction.
l6l
\ s
as ,['ndi-] in the singular and [ti-] in the plural, 
and similarly for the second and third persons.
The examples just discussed, that .is, 19,
20 and 21, show that the following vowel sequences
are made up of elements belonging to different syllables
and formatives: -io-, -iu~ and -ie-.
There is another set of examples that are 
amenable to the same treatment as that applied to 
examples 20 and 21 above. They have a different set 
of vowel sequences:
26. [mu'-Imbe] "you (pi.) may sing"
27* [mu-a-tore] "You (pi.) may take them"
28. [mu~ende] "you (pi.) may go".
(These examples may also occur in command constructions: 
"you must.."). The common factors among the three 
examples are, first, that they all express purpose. , and 
secondly, they all have a second person plural form 
prefixed to the verb stem. In examples 26 and 28, 
therefore, we have the first vowel associated with the 
second person form, [mu-], "you" (pi.) and the second 
vowel is part of the verb stem.
Example 27 is slightly different in that the 
verb concerned is transitive. The form [-a-], coming 
between [mu-], the subject of the clause, and [-tore] 
the verb, is, in fact, the indicator of the noun class 
of the object, namely class 6. The clause [mu-a-toreJ Is
a construction of the form:
Subject + object + verb, 
the object slot being occupied by -a-, the pronominal
and concordial form of such nouns as
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v / /
/ma-pa^ga/ "knives1 
/ma~kumbo/ "legs"
This gives us another set of vowel sequences found 
in Shona speech within the same orthographic and 
phonetic form, but belonging to different syllables, 
which in turn belong to different grammatical formatives: 
-ui-, -ua-, -ue-.
Example 17, [s/-a-rjgu], "like mine", is 
similar to example 27 [mu-a-tore], "you may take them", 
in having [-a-] as the pronoun or grammatical concord.
In a sentence such as /makumbo ako akaita seangu/ "your 
feet are like mine", the /-a-/ refers back to /makumbo/, 
"feet" and serves as the marker of grammatical concord, 
binding the syntagm together. If the addressee in the 
above sentence were to respond, he would most likely not 
use the noun /mklcumbo/ but the formative /-a-/, as in 
/af-qgu makuru/ "mine are bigger".
The first vowel of the sequence in /seangu/ functions 
as a unit with the preceding fricative consonant in /s/~/, 
"like". So the two vowels are nuclei of separate syllables 
belonging to separate formatives.
Example 29, [rnuonde], "fig-tree", contains a 
sequence which can be separated as follows: the first 
vowel functions as a unit with the preceding nasal 
consonant in /mu-/: the noun prefix for class 3 nouns.
As such, /mu-/ contrasts with the prefix of the nouns 
of class 4, the numerical plural of class 3 nouns: 
/mu-onde/ "fig-tree"
/mi-ond^/ "fig-trees"
The second vowel [-o-] is the initial segment of the stem.
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The two vowels are, therefore, nuclei of separate 
syllables and formatives.
3.2.5. Sequences of Vowels within a single lexical item.
The preceding remarks account for fifteen 
only of the vowel sequences under discussion. The 
remaining four
14. [taura] "speak"
15. [sei], "how", "why"
16. [seura] "weedI"
18. [ndiani], "who is it?" 
require a different approach. The first three examples 
(14, 15 and 16) contain sequences of vowels that cannot 
be separated by using morphological segmentation as 
in all preceding examples. The sequences are integral 
to the stems of the lexical items concerned. There is, 
however, syntactic or phono-syntactic evidence for 
treating the vowels in these utterances as nuclei of 
two independent syllables. This evidence is derived 
from the phenomenon of penultimate syllable lengthening 
mentioned earlier. In the following sentences:
(a) /fiandicfi ^okutau:ra/, "I don’t want to talk"
(b) /gaita se^i/, "what’s the matter?"
(c) /usa sei/:ra/, "don’t weed!"
the second of the sequence of two vowels is lengthened. 
This means that it is the nucleus of the penultimate 
syllable. The other vowel in the sequence must therefore 
belong to a syllable of its own.
/ V  /Example 18 [ndiani] "who is it?", can be 
separated into two formatives [ndi-], the copulative
formative meaning "it is...", and [-ani], "who?"
The vowel sequences discussed in this chapter, 
therefore, fall into two broad categories: those made 
up of vowels which are assignable to the syllables of 
different formatives:
f—
I
1 —
1 -ae-
CM 
1—
1 -ai-
13. -ao- 17. -ea-
CO 
1—
I -ia- 19. -ie~
20. -io- 21. -iu-
CMCM -oi- 23. -oe-
25. -ou-
MDCM -ui-
27. -ua- 28. -ue-
and those sequences which must be treated as forming 
the nuclei of two abutting syllables within the same 
lexical item or grammatical formative:
14. -au- 15. -el­
and 16. -eu-
This division into two categories is not watertight: 
it holds true only for the actual examples used in 
this discussion and others like them. But examples in 
the second category could be found in the first if a 
different set of utterances amenable to the methods 
used here to isolate examples of the first category 
were analysed, and vice versa.
In the first category we have two syllable 
nuclei corresponding to two different grammatical 
formatives : whereas in the second category we have two 
syllable nuclei corresponding to one grammatical form­
ative or lexical item. In the former case we have 
both acoustic (formant transitions) and auditory and 
grammatical evidence for separating the vowels of each
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sequence Into two syllables belonging to two 
formatives; and in the latter case we have acoustic 
as well as auditory evidence (for the presence of 
two vowel qualities) for recognising two syllables, 
and grammatical or lexical reasons for assigning both 
syllables to one stem.
There is also the further evidence against 
positing unit phonemes here that the two vowels 
involved in each sequence makp their own independent 
selection of tone.
Doke 1 s (1931> pp.31-32, para 30)^ treatment 
of the vowel sequences in Central Shona leaves much to 
be desired. He says "investigation has shown that at
n o
least two diphthongs ou and ai occur in certain Shona 
dialects". The nature of the investigation is not 
reported. But, as examples of words in which these 
so-called diphthings occur, he quotes:
Zezuru:- mfiou, "ostrich", "cow"o 3 7
qz<5u, "elephant" 
and Zezuru and Manyika:- mai "mother"
Jai "evil spirit" 
fiai "stop it" - actually "No 
z£i "egg"
In the first place, the examples mhou, mai and zai are
also used in Karanga and Korekore.Manyika speakers use 
\ A/amai/ for "mother".
Doke adds, "In each of these cases the diphthong 
when used, has a falling tone". This is true only for
47. Doke, C.M. (1931) op.cit.
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some of the examples given by Doke, namely miiou, fiai 
and zai. The word /nzou/ has low level tone, so has 
/jai/; /mai/^has high level tone on each vowel.
In section 51* Doke gives examples of juxtaposed 
vowels, some of them with incorrect tone markings:
Doke Correction
t^ .ura "speak"
bgaira "wink" bjjaira
nanaira "toddle" nanaira
wauja " .came" wauja "he has come"
/  V X  /(The correct translation for Doke1s "he came" is wakauja; 
wauja, Doke’s example, translates "have you come?"),
V i f f
Kut^aira "to sweep"
Of all the examples above, only the first and last have
the correct tone marking.
However, the main point is that there is no
difference in my pronunciation of the vowel complexes in
mai "mother" (HH) (Doke's "diphthong") 
i f f
and bpaira "wink" 7
f fi x r (his "juxtaposed vowels")
nanaira "toddle"J.
It Is not clear on what basis he makes the distinction
diphthong versus juxtaposed vowels.
3.2.6. The distribution of glides among vowel sequences.
Introduction. In the articulation of a sequence 
of speech segments, the organs of speech move very 
rapidly from the place of articulation of one segment 
to that of the next, normally by the most direct route.
The distance between the places of articulation of any 
successive segments will determine the amount of time
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spent (see the duration of formant transitions,
Table II, pp. ^ A2 above) by the organs of speech
in the process. If the movement of the organs Is 
particularly rapid, their adjustment will not be 
audible; if slow, such movement will be audible.
But whether or not it Is audible, the "glide" exists 
since the organs move from one position to the next.
h Q
Henry Sweet (1877) says the glides are "implied" 
by the mere juxtaposition of any two sounds which 
are produced by different vocal tract configurations.
Thus in Karanga, the sequences of vowels 
within a form will either "Imply", or produce audibly 
a glide depending on
(a) the distance between the two successive positions,
(b) the speed with which the movement is made.
Karanga speakers Insert either a [j] or a [w] between 
the members of a vowel sequence. And since the syllable 
is always open in the language, the glide so inserted 
acts as the syllable onset of the second syllable.
The "choice" between [ j ] and [w] (distinct from the semi­
vowels of the next chapter) depends on the starting point 
of the tongue movement towards the next vowel quality, 
relative to two parameters: backness and height.
The glides in the following pairs of vowels 
are weak or inaudible because the distance between the 
vowels is short or there is no movement at all:
(a) slight movement: -ei-, -ie- ----^ [ j ] ; -ou-, -uo-
 > [W]
(b) no movement: -aa-, -ee-, -ii-, -oo-, -uu~.
48. Sweet, H. (1877) A Handbook of Phonetics, Excerpt in 
E.J.A. Henderson (ed.) op.cit. , p .152.
The rule for examples in (a) is
Rule 1
- syll / V - aCback 
low
0 ■> t-'* cons
cC back
V
1 2 3
Condition 1 ^ 3*
The sequences in (b) were not analysed above. But the 
members of these sequences can be assigned to different 
syllables by the methods used for separating the other 
examples.
3.2.7* (a) Examples that allow an optional [j] glide.
An optional [j] off-glide for the first, and
[j] on-glide for the second vowel may be inserted between 
the members of the following sequences:
-oe-j -oi~, -ue-, -ae-, -ai-, -ui-.
In all the cases, the movement is towards a front unrounded
mid or high tongue position.
(b) Examples that allow an optional [w] glide.
There may be a [w] off-glide for the first vowel and 
a [w] on-glide for the second vowel in the following sequences: 
-eo- , -eu-, -io- , -iu-, -uo-, -ao-, -au- and -ou-.
In all these cases, the movement is towards a back, mid 
or high tongue position accompanied by lip rounding.
The fact that the off-glide from the first vowel> 
which is the on-glide of the second vowel in a sequence
(in acoustic terms, the formant transition) has a 
quality very close to that of the second vowel, 
persuaded me, in section (a) above, Table II, to 
add the duration of the transition between the vowels to the 
duration of the steady-state of the second vowel.
3.2.8, Examples allowing the insertion of neither glide.
Among the examples discussed in this chapter 
I found three vowel sequences between which neither 
[^] nor [w] can be inserted: -ea-, -oa-, -ua-. But 
I have to make one qualification: -ea-, apparently, 
does not admit a glide only when the -a-, as in [se^k-rjgu] > 
’’like mine”, is the grammatical concord or pronominal 
form of class 6 nouns and not part of the stem of a 
lexical item. Otherwise it is permissible to insert 
a [^], as in the word borrowed from English:
/tfea/ and /tj'e^a/, "chair", being free 
variants in Karanga.
The common denominator among examples that 
do not admit either glide is that they all involve 
movement towards the open non-back, low tongue position, 
predominantly from the back, rounded, mid or high 
tongue position.
In view of the /-ea-/ exception just mentioned, 
the rule for glide insertion will be rewritten as:
Rule 2 ~ syll- / V
0 ---- > :^  cons / v
cC back / ^£back
1 2  3
Condition 1 / 3 *
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Whether they are audible or only slightly so, 
glides in these positions are not linguistically, or
even socially, significant. Thus
h * "what shall I do?"
✓ z' \ / >/ndoita sei/
and /ndo^ita sej\/
In other words, [^] here cannot be equated with /t/
in the same utterance. If the latter Is replaced by
/fe/» f°r example, the meaning is changed radically:
/ndoij^ a* sei/, "how shall I eat it."
But replace [j] by any consonant in the Karanga phoneme
inventory and the result is a nonsense form: conversely,
remove the glide and leave a 'blank1 and the meaning
is preserved. Its use has no social consequence either,
since the speaker who uses it or omits It is not a more
or less acceptable member of any group solely by that
J U
token. On the other hand, my [tawtm] as opposed to RP
I L
[taim] , "town" Is an index of my Shona background.
3*3* Conclusion
Diphthongs and juxtaposed vowels in Karanga.
Two types of argument can be adduced for the 
case against the positing of diphthongal phonemes in 
Central Shona: one phonological and the other syntactic
3.3.I. The phonological argument.
As already noted above, Doke reports that his 
investigations established that "there are at least two 
diphthongs in Shona ou and ai". This kind of interpretation 
would mean that the examples quoted by him, namely
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mai "mother", zai, "egg"
nzou "elephant”, etc. are monosyllabic words 
of the structure CV .
My first argument against this interpretation 
derives from what I have said above concerning the 
distribution of the glides [j ,W] among the vowel sequences, 
whether or not such sequences belong to one lexical item 
or to two formatives bound together in the spelling but 
having distinct functions. The [j] glide can be inserted 
between the vowels of
/ / N /\
mai J ai zai 
to give the equivalent forms
* A * C \ 4 ' / A \
■ maJ i , J aJ i &aJ i.
Similarly, it has been shown above that the vowel sequence 
"ou" belongs to a class of sequences between which the 
glide [w] can be inserted thus
mfiou mfiowu% % **
\ \ \ w  '
nzou nzo u, and so on.« % it ^
This means that these words are not monosyllables: if
they were, the option of inserting a consonantal glide
between the elements of the so-called diphthongs would 
not be there.
3.3*2. The Syntactic Argument.
This argument also derives from what has been 
said in a previous section: that in Central Shona, the 
vowel forming the nucleus of the penultimate syllable 
in an utterance (I find this particularly true of 
declarative statements) is longer in duration than all 
the other vowels in the same utterance. This fact of
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Central Shona phono-syntax has Important Implications 
for the problem under discussion.
Penultimate vowel lengthening means that in 
the sentence /ndawona j'umba/, "I have seen a lion” 
the vowel /u/ is marked for length:- /u:/. This vowel, 
is the nucleus of a penultimate syllable since there 
is no doubt about /fumba/, "lion", being disyllabic.
If, however, the word /Jumba/ were replaced 
by a monosyllabic word, the penultimate position would 
then be occupied by the last syllable of 
/ndawona/, "I have seen":
e.g. /ndawona: mb^a/, "I have seen a dog".
DokeT s interpretation treats/mai^, J'ai, and ^ai/as 
monosyllables with diphthongal nuclei. This would mean 
that if we place any one of these words in the same slot 
occupied by /mt^a/ in the frame
/ndawona--------  /^ the syllable /-na/ of
\ / /
/ndawona/ would retain its prominent length since it 
would still be In a penultimate position in the utterance. 
But this does not happen. In the sentence
\ /  V /'
/ndawona zai/, "I have seen an egg", 
penultimate lengthening passes on to the first vowel of 
/gai/, "egg". This means that in this statement, /-na/ 
is no longer the penultimate syllable: the syllable 
/za-/ Is penultimate, and /-i/ is the nucleus of a 
separate, in this case, the final, syllable. So /-ai-/ 
is not a diphthong, nor is /-ou-/: there are no diph­
thongs in Central Shona.
The frame used in this argument may be shown 
as follows - the tones marked are those of the nouns in 
isolation.
(a)
Subject-verb slot
ndawona
object slot
w ^ \rjg e :na'
' \
nu:nzi
(b)
\ / /
ndawona.1
[,{ma
za li1
(c)
\ / /
ndawona J
\ \
a : i
' ' 1nzo ;u
* t
/ ' 1mo :uV “r J
"lion"
"crocodile" 
"fly"
"leopard"
"house"
"kidney"
"soil"
"louse"
"sugar cane
"foot crack"
"mother"
"egg"
"evil spirit 
"elephant" 
"cow"
(1. In cases where the releasing consonant is breathy- 
voiced, it is only the first vowel of a sequence that 
shares some of the breathiness: both would be affected 
if they belonged to the same syllable.)
Observations.
(i) In (a) above, the vowel lengthened is that in the 
first syllable of the disyllabic object noun: this is
the penultimate syllable.
(ii) In (b), the last syllable of /ndawona/ is in the 
penultimate position since the object noun, the last
word of each sentence, is monosyllabic: therefore /-na/ 
is lengthened to /-na:/.
(iii) In (c), the syllable /-na/ is no longer in 
the penultimate position and therefore loses its 
extra length of the examples (b). The first vowel 
of the object item is lengthened, thereby behaving 
like that of the disyllabic object items in (a). The 
object items in (c) are, therefore, disyllabic.
CHAPTER 4
THE SEMI-VOWELS
^.0 Introduction.
The term "semi-vowel’1 Is used to refer to the 
phonemes of Karanga symbolished as /WjWj-iS^j/. Through­
out I shall reserve the term "glide" for the adventitious 
sounds produced by the organs of speech when moving 
from their "posture" for one speech sound to that 
for another. As I have said, in the previous chapter, 
such glides were discussed extensively by Sweet (l877)“*">
"It would clearly be impossible to 
symbolise all the infinitesimal inter­
mediate positions of which a glide is 
made up, nor is it ever necessary, the 
general principle being that in all 
cases of transition from one fixed 
position to another, the shortest 
way is taken".
And,
"Glides are sounds produced during 
the transition from one sound to 
another. Thus in kii, "key", we 
have the glide from the IC-position 
to the ii- position, which does not, 
howeverT^require to be written as It is 
implied by the positions of .K and y."
Semi-vowels, considered as consonantal phonemes,
are essentially radically different from these incidental
phonetic phenomena described by Sweet. Here I am not
discussing those glides which it is optional for a Karanga
1. Sweet, H. (1877) op.cit.
_________ (1891) op.cit., Excerpts in E.J.A. Henderson
U971)’ op. cit. , pp. 60-85 ,229 , respectively.
speaker to insert between juxtaposed vowels 
described in the previous chapter. Although semi­
vowels are themselves characteristically much 
shorter In duration than many other speech sounds
p
(GImson (1962. p . 212. ) says ,rA semi-vowel Is a rapid 
vocalic glide on to a syllabic sound of greater steady 
duration.") the most Important difference between 
them and glides is of duration: semi-vowels having
longer duration than these glides or transitions.
Note that Gimson uses the term "glide" to refer to 
the rapid movement of the organs of speech, and not to 
the sounds so produced. It is necessary to draw this 
distinction between these two types of sound since 
some writers use the terms ’glide1'and "semi-vowel" Inter­
changeably %
4.1. The Lablo-velar semi-vowels /w/ and /yj/
Pronunciation:
The first semi-vowel of Karanga, the labio-velar 
/w/, is produced by raising the back and root of the 
tongue towards the soft palate and by simultaneously 
rounding the lips closely. Air from the lungs passes 
through the glottis, causing the vocal folds to vibrate. 
There being a velic closure to cut off nasal resonance, 
this periodically vibrating air flows into the oral 
cavity and out of the speech tract through the mouth, 
using a median mode of egress.
Generally speaking, the velar stricture and the
2. Gimson, A.C. (1962) op.cit.
lip-rounding are narrower than those for other vocalic 
sounds produced in these places of articulation. For 
example the tongue raising towards the soft palate is 
slightly more radical than for the high back vowel /u/; 
and the lip-rounding is closer than for the same vowel. 
But the velar stricture for /w/ is not as narrow as 
that for the velar fricatives /x,^*/, or, for that 
matter,the velar plosives /k, g/.
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Diagram 7. /$/Diagram 6. /w,^/
The tip of the tongue remains in a position 
of rest behind the lower incisors (see Diagram 6).
4.2. The Palatal semi-vowel /J/
For the palatal semi-vowel /j/, the glottal and 
velic strictures are the same as for the labio-velar semi-
vowel /w/. The only difference is that the larynx 
is raised to a higher level since the front and blade 
of the tongue are raised towards the hard palate. This 
raising is to a closer degree than for the front 
unrounded vowel /i/. The lips are spread and the 
tip of the tongue remains in a position of rest behind 
the lower incisors. This stricture is also maintained 
only for a short time (see Diagram 7 ).
The foregoing might seem to suggest that 
there is a fixed degree of proximity (between the back 
of the tongue and the velum for /w/, and between the 
front of the.tongue and the hard palate for /j/)from 
which the organs of speech operate. But, as Gimson 
(1962, p.212)3 says, "The actual point at which the 
essential glide begins depends on the nature of the 
following sound." In English, for example, "the glide 
of /j/ to /I:/ in ’yeast* has a closer beginning than 
that of /j/ to /T>/ in ’yacht*..." In other words, the 
articulations assimilate somewhat to the ’place* of 
articulation of the following sound.
Although from a purely phonetic point of view, 
these sounds are generally vocalic, that is, they have 
no consonantal constriction and have a vowel-type formant 
structure, they are phonologically regarded as consonantal 
phonemes because of their function in the syllable: they 
are marginal rather than nuclear to the syllable. And 
on average, vowels have longer duration than semi-vowels.
3. Gimson, A.C. (1962) op.cit.
Distribution:
The following are some of the lexical items 
in which these phonemes occur. There is no restriction 
on the sequence of either semi-vowel with the vowels 
of the language.
Word initially Intervocalically
/w/:(i) /-woneka//'bid farewell (i) /mawara/, "temerity”
(ii) /-wona/, "see" (ii) /mawere/,"rapids"
(iii) /-wana/5"find" or "get (iii) /kuwajawaja/ /’kill time"
married to"
(iv) /-wombeka/^"baptise" (iv) /makuwa/,"rumours" or
"gossip"
(v) /-wirirana/, "get on well" (v) /makuwerere/"outstanding
spectacle."
/ j / : (i)
s. \ \
/-j amura/,"help"(v.t) (i)
/ / /
/-sijana/, "part company
with"
(ii)
/ / /
/-j anika/,"leave on sun 
to dry
(ii)
/ / / \
/-fejafej a/,"investigate
secretly"
(iii) \ \ \/-j ambuka/ /cross river" (iii) /mweja/,"air" or evil 
spirit"
(iv) /-j emura/,"show respect (iv) /mojo/3"heart" or
towards" "greed".
The fourth example of the occurrence for /V/ 
in an intervocalic position shows that there is a breathy- 
voiced labio-velar semi-vowel in Karanga. The breathy- 
voice is obviously not an environmentally conditioned 
feature since both /w/ and /w/ occur before the same 
vowels. The two phonemes are in contrastive distribution, 
as the following minimal pair demonstrates:
/kuwa/, "to fall" 
vs .
/k\iwa/, "to hear"
Other occurrences of /w/ are as follows:
♦ %
(i) /wi/, "voice" (n.5) (i) /guwa/, "rumour"
(ii) /wema/, "scent" (ii) /kuwiji/ra/, "to snatch"
(iii) /wena/,"edible root" (iii) /nuwa/,"to smell"(v.i.)*■ '• W
(iv) /wamanda/,"trumpet" (iv) /mawekwe/,"chance meeting
4.3*0. Acoustic Studies of Semi-vowels
P. Delattre (1968) studied French consonants 
with a view to finding a set of distinctive features 
based on acoustic cues. He lists a number of acoustic 
features which characterise semi-vowels, using the term 
"glide" for "semi-vowel".
The French phoneme /w/, along with other 
phonemes with a labial stricture, has an F2 transition 
with a locus at about 700 Hz. The defining difference 
between /w/ and other labials is that whereas the formant 
transitions for these other consonants merely point 
towards their loci, those for /w/ actually touch their 
loci.
The French palatal semi-vowel /j/ has an F2 
frequency transition with a locus at 3 KHz. And the F3 
frequency transition has a locus at about 3*5 KHz.
Adding that /j/ is the dorso-palatal consonant par 
excellence, Delattre says that this phoneme shares the 
F2 and F3 transition loci with /p/, "though they have 
different modes of articulation." And, finally, "The 
links of the glides are continuous, i.e. they
4. Delattre, P. (1968) "From Acoustic Cues to Distinctive 
Features". Phonetica 18, pp.198-230.
are in continuity with the formant transitions which
they join together without a break." This is reminiscent
of the formants of the juxtaposed vowels of Karanga
discussed in the last chapter.
The results of research reported by O ’Connor et 
5al.(1957) are of particular interest because synthetic
sounds were used in order to isolate those acoustic
features which demarcate semi-vowels from other sounds
and from one another. Since such sounds are not,
strictly speaking, inextricably associated with a
particular language, they can be safely used as objective
reference points, like cardinal vowels, in the description
of the sounds of particular languages. The authors
used synthetic speech because
"This provides a convenient method for 
making experimental modifications in 
various presumably important parts of the 
pattern and then evaluating the effects 
of these changes on the sound heard."
They worked exclusively with nonsense syllables of the
pattern CV. And they used seven vowels "corresponding
approximately to the cardinal vowels [i,e,£, a,0, u]".
Their paper is divided into two parts. Part I
consists of a summary of the results of the experiments
with synthetic speech. The authors themselves evaluate
the effect on the stimuli (the sounds perceived) of
changing certain acoustic features. In Part II, forty-
four naive listeners were asked to identify the sounds
5. O'Connor, J.D., Gerstman, L.J., Liberman, A.M. 
Delattre, P. and Cooper, F.S. (1957) "Acoustic 
Cues for the Perception of Initial /w,j,r,l/ in 
English" Word, 13, pp.24-43.
produced by the PPB (Pattern Play Back) as /w,j,r, or 1/.
This latter exercise was designed to test the conclusions 
which the authors had arrived at in Part I.
They first paid attention to formant 
transitions, and found that the second formant transition 
could be used to distinguish /w/: /r,l/: /j/. For /w/, 
the transition originates at a low frequency; for /r,l/ 
it starts near the middle of the frequency range 0-3 KHz, 
while /j/ requires that the transition start even higher.
In addition, it was found that at the beginning of each 
formant a relatively short steady-state was required and 
they called it "the steady-state onset". These Onsets 
represent consonant loci, and are the acoustic counter­
parts of the starting points of the consonant articulations. 
"It is of considerable Interest that the loci are explicit 
for /w,j,r,l/ because in this respect these four phonemes 
are different as a class from the stop and nasal consonants." 
For these other consonant classes, the authors found that 
the second formant transition does not begin at the locus 
but at a point somewhat delayed in time. The formant 
transitions for /w,j,r,l/ not only begin at the locus but 
spend from 30 to 50 msec there before proceeding to the 
steady-state positions of the vowels.
4.3.1. The number of Formants Needed (see Fig. 6 a p. *383 )
The difference between /w,j/ on the one hand, 
and /r,l/ on the other is that whereas the former can be 
synthesised satisfactorily with only two formants, the 
latter require three. In the case of /w,j/, this is to
be expected, bearing In mind the well-known possibility 
(see Chapter 3) of two formant vowel synthesis and the 
close articulatory and, therefore, acoustic resemblance 
between /i/ and /j/, and between /u/ and /w/.
4.3.2. Duration of Steady-state Onsets.
When O ’Connor et al* omitted the onset and 
began the transition immediately, the resulting stimulus 
appeared to have an explosive beginning. They found that 
a 30 msec duration for the onset gave ideal results for 
/w,j/.
4.3.3. The starting frequencies of the transitions 
(steady-state onset frequencies).
(i) First formant onset. This is not distinctive among 
/w,j/,'r,l/ since, for the same following vowel, its form 
Is unchanged throughout. The first formant onset for 
/w,j/ is In the neighbourhood of 240Hz, that is, near 
the first formant frequency for both [u] and [I].
(ii) Second Formant Onset. Omibus paribus, high 
frequencies in the region of 2.75 KHz give /j/, and 
low frequencies in the region of 600 Hz give /w/. The 
intermediate range gives either /r/ or /l/.
4.3.4. Transition Duration
It was found that the duration of the transitions 
does not differentiate these sounds among themselves, but 
distinguishes them from all other sounds. For example, 
very short transitions caused confusion with nasals and
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stops, while with transitions which occupy too much 
time in moving from the steady-state onsets to the 
steady-state vowel formants there was the danger of 
losing the consonant impression in favour of a vowel 
of changing quality.- A transition duration of 100msec 
was found to be suitable for the F2 and F3 transitions 
of all the four phonemes.
The paper just summarised has a lot of 
relevance to the study of the semi-vowels of Karanga. 
Whether the latter are similar to, or differ from, 
the sounds investigated by those scholars, the comparison 
will throw light on the phonemes I am describing. For 
example, how do the centre frequencies of the FI and F2 
of /j/ differ from those of the corresponding formants 
of /i/, and those of /w/ from those of /u/? Secondly, 
that the lower limit of the F2 onset for a synthetic 
and recognizable /j/ should have the same frequency, 
2.76KHZ, as the second formant of [i], as reported in 
that paper, means, in fact, that the F2 of /j/ is 
generally higher in frequency than the corresponding 
formant of the vowel.
If this is found to be the case with the 
natural-speech sounds of Karanga, the following would 
be a plausible physiological explanation: there is a 
narrower stricture between the front of the tongue and 
the hard palate during the articulation of /j/ than 
during that of /i/. This difference is obviously the 
cause of the different size and shape of the supra- 
glottal cavities for the respective sounds, leading to 
distinct resonance characteristics.
In the following analysis of the spectrograms 
of the semi-vowels of Karanga, a number of features will 
be specified: the formant structure of each semi­
vowel, e.g. the number and centre frequencies of such 
formants; the duration of the steady-state onsets (If 
they are visible) and the duration of the vowel formant 
transitions.
4.4.0. Acoustic Features of Karanga Semi-Vowels
Research for this section consisted in selecting 
a number of lexical items and grammatical constructions 
in which the semi-vowels /w/ and /j/ are flanked by allo- 
phones of the same vowel phoneme. In all the examples 
chosen the semi-vowels are in an intervocalic position: 
VCV. The examples selected were recorded,^ pronounced 
by me in controlled laboratory conditions.
For /j/, the following examples were used (the 
number against each example is the number of the spectro­
gram) :-
/ \
30. [tfiji], "what is it?"
31. [a^ambuka], "(s)he has crossed (the river)"
s \
32. [mojo], "heart" or "greed"for food
33. [mub>uju], "baobab tree"
3*1. [sejecfu], "like ours" c1.9•
6. Examples used throughout this thesis were recorded in 
an unechoic room. After each recording session they 
were played back so that a judgement could be made 
as to whether they were an acceptable sample of 
Karanga speech. Otherwise the examples were re-recorded.
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These utterances were analysed using the sound 
spectrograph. The spectrogram of utterance 30. shows 
that [j] has a clear formant structure, three formants 
being clearly visible: FI at 250Hz, F2 at 2.30KHz, and F3 
at 3-^0KHz. Compare these frequencies with the centre 
frequencies of the vowel [i] on Table I(a)p. 13/* :
whose FI is at 225Hz; F2 at 2.50KHz and F3 at 3.50KHz.
On spectrogram 30, the F2 of the second vowel [i] in 
fact falls fairly steeply to reach its own steady-state 
from the corresponding formant of the semi-vowel.
One point that emerges from inspecting this 
spectrogram is that it is easier to make the minute 
demarcations on the spectrum reported by O'Coranor et al. 
when working with synthetic, manipulable speech, than when 
one is analysing the spectrograms of natural speech.
For example, the steady-state onset, which those authors 
found to be so crucial for a successful synthesisation 
of the semi-vowel phonemes, cannot be detected on spectro­
gram 30. However, since I am at this point dealing with 
[j] in the environment of the front, high, spread vowel
[i], failure to identify this feature is perhaps under­
standable: the onset is, after all, the acoustic counter­
part of the starting point of the articulatory movement. 
The distance between [j] and [i] may not be long enough 
to produce an onset of a duration comparable to what 
O'Connor et al. found to be essential.
The duration of the steady-state of [j] seems 
to be about half that of the preceding vowel: 15 csecs 
and 30 csecs respectively. And the second and third 
formants of the vowels flanking [j] have a darker outline
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presumably due to their greater intensity. On 
Spectrogram 31 [ajambuka] "(s)he has crossed (the river)", 
the semi-vowel [j] is surrounded by two realizations 
of the vowel phoneme /a/. The difference in the vocal 
tract configurations for [a] and [j] is reflected in 
the clear and steep formant transitions between the two 
sounds. On all these spectrograms the formant transitions 
of the vowels surrounding [j] have high explicit loci, 
so that the overall spectrum of has the shape
of Figure 7,:.
F2
FI
r?: / ml
mxn
!?/ / / / / / n. 
TLunn
u r n  / 1 /
n  i i  i m
'Time in centi-seconds-
Figure 7- The formant transitions from [V^-] to [-j]
and from [J —] to [-V^].
7
As we have seen in the chapter on vowels, the 
first two formants of the vowel [a] have centre frequencies 
at 725Hz and 1.50KHz respectively. The first two formants 
of [j] on spectrogram 31> on the other hand, are much
7. The vowels used in chapter 3 were pronounced in
isolation, whereas the vowels surrounding the semi­
vowels In this chapter are part of whole utterances. ' 
And the two sets of examples were recorded at different 
times during the research for this thesis. For these 
two reasons, there are likely to be slight differences 
in the spectra of the vowels in spectrograms 1 through 
10 and those of the vowels In spectrograms 30 through *16 
this is allophony.
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farther apart than this: at 250 Hz and 2.5KHz 
respectively. So whereas the PI of [a] falls in 
frequency to reach the steady-state of the corres­
ponding formant of [j], its F2 rises in frequency 
to xeach the steady-state of the F2 of [j ] .
The duration of the formant transitions 
between the vowels and the palatal semi-vowel in all 
cases averages 6 centi-seconds. The vowel has greater 
steady-state duration than the semi-vowel: 12 centi- 
seconds and 10 centi-seconds respectively on spectrogram
31. The observations made with respect to spectrograms
30 and 31 also apply to spectrograms 32 through 34, the 
most consistent feature being that the vowel formant 
transitions touch their loci in all cases, at 2.5KHz for 
F2, and 3-5KHz for F3.
The following utterances were recorded and 
analysed using the sound spectrograph in order to find 
acoustic features which characterise the labio-velar 
semi-vowels /w,w/:
35* [iwis^],"make it_ fall I" (cl. 9).
36. [sewe],"like you". 37• [mawara], "temerity"
38. [muwuje], "you(pl.) ought to come".
39* [mowonelca] , "now you (pi.) bid farewell.1
40. [kuwa], "to fall". 4l. [kuwa], "to hear".
Acoustic features observed on the spectrograms of utter­
ances with [w], and their difference from those of [j], 
are related to the physiological activity which produces 
these two sounds. The first obvious feature distinguishing 
these two sounds is the centre frequency of the second 
and third formants. These formants have much lower centre
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frequencies at l.OOKHz and 2.50KHz, respectively for 
[w], than for [j] above. It would seem that the 
smaller oral cavity in front of the stricture for [j] 
is more conducive to the production of high frequency 
F2 (and F3) sounds than the larger oral cavity for [w] 
(although the latter cavity has a smaller aperture).
The first formant of [w] is, however, almost 
as low in frequency as that of [j]. This being the case, 
there is no visible formant transition between [i] (the 
vowel related acoustically to [j]) and [w], for this 
formant. The formant transitions of F2 and F3 of [i] both 
before and after [w], on the other hand, are quite steep 
on spectrogram 35. Both F2 and F3'of [i] before and 
after [w] in [iwise] fall from their steady-state frequency 
to touch their loci at l.OOKHz and 2.5KHz respectively. 
These transitions take about 9csecs to accomplish. The 
steady-state of [w], (F2 and F3)* is much shorter in 
duration than that of the surrounding vowels, and more 
especially the second vowel.
Spectrogram 36 [sewe^ ] shows much the same 
features as, but with bolder outlines than, spectrogram 
35 above:
FI
Time^in centi-seconds
like you”(sing.) , Spectrogram 36.
The second difference between spectrograms 35 and 36 
is that the formant transitions between the adjacent 
vowels and [w] are less steep and less rapid on 
spectrogram 36. But both F2 and F3 of [e] fall to 
touch their respective loci for [w] when preceding it, 
or rise from these loci to reach the steady-state 
of the vowel coming after, this semi-vowel. The 
transitions of the preceding vowel formants seem to 
take longer to accomplish than those of the following: 
their durations being 9 csecs and 6 csecs respectively.
On spectrogram 37 [mawara], where [w] is 
surrounded by allophones of /a/, the vowel formant 
transitions are even less steep and take less time to 
accomplish than in the preceding examples. This, no 
doubt, has something to do with the tongue positions for 
[w] and [a] not being so radically different. In this 
example the first formant of the vowel falls in frequency 
before [w] and rises after it, the vowel’s steady-state 
having a higher centre frequency than the corresponding 
formant of the semi-vowel.
On spectrograms 38 and 39s [muwuje] and [mowoneka] 
respectively, where [w] is surrounded by back, lip-rounded 
vowels, there are no clear formant demarcations between 
the vowels and the semi-vowel because there are no 
transitions. Spectrogram 39 is interesting mainly because 
of the terminal transitions of F2 and F3 of [e] before, 
and of the initial F2 and F3 transitions of [a] after, 
the voiceless velar plosive [k]. These transitions point 
towards a common locus at about 2.5KHz, a feature which
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has been found to distinguish velar consonantal 
articulations (see chapter 5, pp. 198-333 ).
Spectrograms AO [kuwa] and A l .  [k^wa] 
were obtained in order to study the acoustic differences 
between the plain-voiced semi-vowel [w] and its breathy- 
voiced counterpart [w]. The one outstanding difference 
between these two types of labio-velar sound is that 
the striations of [w] are closer together than those 
of [w]; this relates to the fact that, auditorily, 
the high tone on the second syllable of example A l  
is realised as a rising pitch, whereas that of the 
corresponding syllable on spectrogram A d  is high and level.
The difference in the distance between their 
striations, and the effect this has on the pitch of 
the syllable which they release, are the principal phonetic 
and phonological features distinguishing plain-voiced from 
breathy-voiced consonants - as I shall have occasion to 
elaborate in the following chapters.
All Shona words beginning with this breathy 
voiced semi-vowel are entered separately in Hannan's 
(197*0 Standard Shona Dictionary, where they are spelt 
"hw", while those beginning with plain-voiced /w/ are 
entered under "w-". This separation is both phonetically 
and phonologically acceptable to me.
A  . A  . 1. The Labio-dental Frictionless continuant, /\9/.
Pronunciation. The labio-dental stricture for the 
pronunciation of this sound is very similar to that for
8. Hannan, M. S.J. (197**) op.cit.
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/f,v/, the voicless and breathy-voiced labio-dental 
fricatives. The edge of the upper teeth, the incisors, 
articulates with the inside surface of the lower lip.
The main difference is that whereas this stricture is 
narrow enough to cause lung air to issue with friction 
for /f,v/, it is wide enough for the same volume of 
air to escape without friction for /d5/.
This latter sound does not have a voiceless 
or breathy-voiced counterpart. Throughout its pronunc­
iation, the soft palate is in a raised position, thereby 
cutting off the nasal chamber, and the vocal cords vibrate 
periodically, producing voice. The body of the tongue 
assumes its position for the adjacent, especially the 
following, vowel. The tip of the tongue remains in a 
position of rest behind the lower teeth.
Distribution
Like all the other consonantal phonemes in 
Karanga, the labio-dental frictionless continuant occurs 
in CV-syllables, where V stands for any one of the five 
vowel phonemes, /i,e,a,o,u/. The difference between 
this consonant and most other consonants in the language 
is that unlike the rest, it does not occur in consonant 
clusters.
This consonant is, in the speech of most people 
in the Karanga area in free variation with the bilabial 
frictionless continuant Thus, in the following
9* /$>/ is the symbol for the bilabial fricative with
voice. I am using the subscript hook to indicate 
a stricture of wide approximation, that is, 
frictionlessness.
contexts /ZP/ may be replaced by /{£/ with no semantic 
changes:
/-V q t b./ , "rot"(vii.); 
/-tfira/, "boll";
/ tJWu.no/ , "waist"
/-'i?a2?a/, "taste bitter*; 
/-^ererjg'a/, "read" or "count" 
/mai?oko/,"hands" or "arms"
Acoustic Features
A number of utterances containing the labio­
dental frictionless continuant were recorded and analysed 
using the sound spectrograph:
Among the acoustic features observed on the spectrograms 
of these utterances, there are three which link the labio­
dental sound with the semi-vowels /w, w, j/ discussed in 
the preceding sections, hence its inclusion in a chapter 
on these sounds. These three features are, first, the 
clear vowel-type formant structure of the sound; secondly, 
the continuity, with some transitions, of these formants 
without a break into the formants of adjacent vowels 
and, finally, the fact that the transitions of the 
formants of such vowels do not merely point towards, but 
actually touch, their respective loci: the transitions 
have "explicit" loci. The last feature, as we have 
observed above, marks off the semi-vowels as a class 
apart from all the other consonants.
The formant structure of the semi-vowel [i?] is 
clearly displayed on all the spectrograms 42 through 46.
42. [mulPiri], "body" (n. cl. 3) ; 
43* [se^enza], "work" (v.i.).
[ma^atuma] you(pl.) have sent them
[mu^uju], "baobab tree"
r- * J '
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On spectrogram M M ,  for example, three formants are 
clearly visible: PI at M O O  Hz; F2 at 1.25 KHz and 
F3 at 2 . M 0  KHz. There are other higher frequency 
formants on this spectrogram but they are weak In 
intensity.
The formants of the vowels surrounding [is»] 
have transitions touching their loci at the centre 
frequencies of the three formants of p?] above. The 
fact that the F2 and F3 transitions of the vowels 
have loci at 1 . 2 5  KHz and 2 . M 0  KHz is rather confusing 
since, [t?] being a labio-dental articulation, I had 
expected these loci to be lower in frequency.
Figure 9 is a diagrammatic representation 
of the formants of [-^ir-], the middle portion of 
spectrogram M2:
F2
^777777777/7 / ////////// ////
i  r
' Fig. 9. [-iir-] of [mu^iri ] ‘ T inle . irr centi-seconds ;
On that spectrogram, the initial F2 and F3 transitions
of the vowel [i] bend downwards to touch their loci
for ["*-?]. The second formant of the latter segment does
not have a long steady-state duration, but bends upwards
to meet the corresponding formant of [i] at about 
1.5 K H z .
All three acoustic features listed above 
are clearly visible on- spectrogram 3^* [-seWnza].
The second and third formant transitions of the vowel 
[e] both before and after [tf], touch their lf?ci at 
1.55 KHz and 2.50 KHz respectively, although I had 
expected them to be much lower, as in the case of [w], 
which also has a labial stricture. When F i g . b e l o w  
is compared with that of [w] in the context [e-ie](Fig. 8) 
it is clear that the loci of F2 and F3 transitions are 
higher in frequency for [1?]. This may be because in 
the latter case the tongue maintains its position for 
[e] during the pronunciation of [£?], whereas it has to 
move from the [e] position to that for [w] and back 
again in pronouncing [sewe].
ILLLf r n m n V  / / ' /  / /m
U jp j i  ij j h a
nun t m  uTrrm
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-Time in centi-seconds-
Fig. 10. Showing the first three ^ formants [~etfe-] as on 
Spectrogram 3^* [sei^nza].
I must underline one fact though: that the. 
frequencies of these transitional loci meet expectations 
in that they lie between those for [w] on the one hand, 
and those for [j] on the other. This corresponds to 
the labio-dental place of articulation being between 
the bilabial([w]) and the palatal ([j]). What seems 
a little strange is that the loci should be closer to 
those for [j] than those for [w]. This leaves the fact 
that the vowel formant transitions touch their loci as 
the major acoustic feature distinguishing [1?] from 
the alveolar nasal [n], for example.
CHAPTER 5 
THE CONSONANTAL PHONEMES OF KARANGA
5.0. Introduction
It is the usual practice in the Phonetics 
literature to describe speech sounds in groups belonging 
to particular natural classes andtas such, sharing a 
number of characteristic articulatory, auditory and 
acoustic features. In this study, as the preceding 
two chapters will have shown, I shall not depart from 
this ^ practice. Accordingly, each of the following 
consonant natural classes will have a separate section: 
Plosives, Fricatives, Nasals, Affricates, Naso-orals, 
Rolled /r/ and the labialised phonemes.
The description of each natural class will be 
prefaced by a brief summary of some of the relevant 
acoustic work that has been done by other workers in the 
field. The spectrograms and amplitude sections are then 
analysed, pointing out the similarities and differences 
between the consonants of Karanga and those of other 
languages.
A number of the consonants under study are 
lingual articulations, that is, they are pronounced by 
some part of the tongue coming into contact with the hard 
palate, the alveolar ridge or the dental ridge. For all 
these consonants some Palatograms were made using the 
indirect method of palatography. This is a method in 
which an artificial palate is made for the individual 
whose speech is to be investigated. Such an artificial
palate Is then covered with a marking medium and
the palate Inserted very carefully Into the mouth.
The utterance Is then pronounced.
The marking medium will be wiped off wherever
the tongue has made contact. -The artificial palate
is removed and a permanent photographic record is made.
The medium used in this study is French chalk, and the
author was the subject.
Instrumental techniques, such as palatography,
are a phonetician’s tools, whose function is to supplement
his natural tool, the ear. D.M. Beach^ realised as long
ago as 1938 that
"... a trained ear must always be 
the principal stock-in-trade of 
the phonetician... The ear method 
is certainly quicker and generally 
far more convenient than analysis 
by means of instruments. It may be 
■ called the backbone of phonetic 
research."
2
Henry Sweet (1911) was even more sceptical of
instrumental techniques:
"Instrumental phonetics is, strictly 
speaking, not phonetics at all.
It is only a help... The final 
arbiter In all phonetic questions 
is the trained ear of the practical 
phonetician."
o
However, I must agree with Ladefoged (1964, p.XVI)
"But for those of us who are not 
as skilled as Sweet, instrumental 
phonetics may be a powerful aid and 
a great use in providing objective 
records on the basis of which we
1. Beach, D.M. (1938) op.cit., p.11.
2. Sweet, Henry (1911) "Phonetics" in Encyclopaedia 
Britannlca, 11th Edn., Vol.21, pp.1910-1911•
3. Ladefoged, P. (1964) A Phonetic Study of West African 
Languages, Cambridge.
may verify or amend our subjective
impression."
And I shall interpret the palatograms in this study 
along the lines suggested by Firth (1957)^*
5.1. Choosing Examples for Palatography.
In order to establish the points of contact 
in the pronunciation of lingual consonants3 word 
palatography was used. Palatograms were made to show 
the effect of pronouncing a whole word as a complete 
utterance. And, as Firth (1957 , 'P.155) says, ''These 
word-palatograms do npt emphasise the sequence of sounds 
in the utterance of a word. They present features 
abstracted from the whole utterance."
For this exercise, I chose words containing 
the sounds in question in syllable initial position 
before high, front or back vowels. Such palatograms 
have some interference from the high tongue raising for 
the vowel and were made mainly to compare them with 
palatograms of the same sounds in words in which they 
preceded the low, central vowel [a]. Care was taken 
to see that each articulation would have only one wipe- 
off, for the articulation under investigation. So for 
each such sound there are two Palatograms, e.g. (i) a 
and b, a being the palatogram of the sound before a high 
vowel. All the examples chosen for the purpose were 
numbered consecutively from (i) through (xxv):
4. Firth, J.R. (1957) Papers in Linguistics, 193^-19513 
O.U.P.
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Number Word(a) English Word(b)
(i) simba "strength"
/ /
-pasa
(ii) zimba "mansion"
\ ^
-paza
(iii)
1 i
^imbo "knobkerry"
\ v
-sa^a
(iv) \ ^£ipo "gifts"
\ 'p v
jamaba
(v)
v
j^umba "lion"
\ V
-J* amb a
(vi) "ear(s)"
/ /
~^amba
(vii)
j ' /
-<^ iwa "be feared" a*! a
(viii) -feiwa "be eaten" as a
(ix)
/ /
-tema "cut" or
/ /
-t ama
(x)
(xi)
(xii)
(xiii)
(xiv)
( X V )
(xvi)
(xvli)
(xviii)
(xlx)
(xx)
(xxl)
(xxii)
(xxili)
(xxiv)
(xxv)
' s
diba
tfflma
ndipe
/ '-pona
N v
jiimo
nzlmbe
4 ¥
"hit with object”
"dip-tank" dada
"darkness” damba* 
of night
"give me..” manda 
/ /
"survive" or -pana 
"give birth"
"bambara 
groundnut"
sugar cane
-jiama
\ \
-wanza
n^imbo
/ \
t sime
dzjimba
"place"(n.9) nja
"greediness" njjarjga 
”well"(n.5) tsamlDa
n v»
-dzama"houses" 
"burn!"
id^ a" 
t^ ipo^  
mu d^irjga^
nd^f^a
N \
-rima
m^ -t sa
S , S
"stumble!" madja
"gift" tfapa*
/ /
"at the foot dga^a 
a hill or mountain
"dove" mandj^a
"farm" or marara
"Plough"(v.t.j i.)
English
"pass"(v.t.)
"destroy"
"dry" or "wilt"
"what you have 
stolen"
"wash"
"cry hysterica­
lly
"(s)he has 
panicked"
"(s)he has eaten
"move house"
"duck"(n.5) 
"fruit"
"animal fat"
"give to each 
other"
"meat"
"increase in 
quantity"
ideophone of 
carrying on 
shoulder.
"grain store"
"letter"
"be profound"
"new ones"cl.6.
"huge thighs"
"careless perso
"light brown" 
adj cl.5*
"applause!
"dirt" or 
"refuse".
5.2. The Palatogram Figure
Firth (1957 > PP•1^8-155)  ^ divided the Palatogram 
figure into a number of zones in order to make reference 
to vari.ous parts of the mouth where articulatory contact 
is made easy. His Palatogram figure is reproduced 
below as Fig. 11:
Zones
Left Right
Ath Molar line
..2nd Molar
3rd Molar
. . 1st Molar
2nd Molar line...
nd Pre-Molar
1st Molar
1st Pre-Molar
Lateral inc. line
Canine
Incisor Line. ..Lateral Incisor 
Frontal Incisor
6Fig. 11. The Palatogram Figure.
Table III shows the zones of the Palatogram
Figure :
5. Firth, J.R. (1957) op.cit.
6. The Palatogram Figure was reproduced on transparent 
paper by Mr. Stone of the Phonetics Laboratory, SOAS. 
To find out which part of the mouth a sound is 
produced in, the Palatogram grid is superposed on 
the appropriate Palatogram.
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The horizontal lines The Zones The grouped zones
1. Incisor line Dental 1 Dental
2. Lateral incisor line Denti-alveolar J
3. Canine line 
. First molar line
Alveolar
L Alveolar 
Post-alveolar T
5. Second molar line Pre-palatal "N
6. Third molar line Mid-palatal 7- Palatal
7. Fourth molar line Post-palatal
The vertical lines The vertical zones
The Median Line Right and left zones: to speaker's 
right and left of the median line.
The Right Line Right alveolar zone: to the right 
of the right line.
The Left Line Left alveolar zone: to the left 
of the left line.
Table III Zones of the Palatogram Figure.
This table explains the way the Palatogram figure 
above has been "zoned”. The zoning is based on the 
dentition plan. Firth (1957* pp.151-152) added "a natural 
median line and left and right lines parallel to the median 
line starting from the interstices between the front and 
lateral incisors."
5.3. The Plosive Phonemes, Introduction
To recapitulate what has been said in an earlier 
chapter (chapter 1, pp. 77-79 ), Karanga has a set of
eight plosive phonemes, six of them produced with a 
pulmonic egressive, and two with a glottalic ingressive, 
air-stream mechanism:-
pulmonic egressive: /p,b; t,d; k,g/.
glottalic ingressive: /B,cf/.
These plosives can be subdivided into three categories
depending on their characteristic vocal fold configuration
voiceless: /p,t,k/.
voiced: /6,<f/.
breathy-voiced: /b,d,g/.
 . —  •■■■ —    “     ** W
Also, depending on their place of articulation, these
plosives can further be divided into another three
categories:
Front : /p,b,6/, that is, the bilabials;
Central: /t,d,<f/, that is, the alveolars;
Back, /k,g/, that is, the velars.
— '■— *<
These three interlocking groupings are based on physiol­
ogical, that Is, articulatory, phonatory and auditory 
criteria alone. An important part of what follows will 
be devoted to isolating those acoustic features which 
correspond to these physiological phenomena.
As is apparent from the notation used, the 
plosives under discussion are distinct phonemes of 
Karanga: they are found in the words of the language 
which are semantically differentiated by having one 
of the plosives at a particular place instead of another. 
In Central Shona, this place is always the syllable 
initial, The following are some of the minimal pairs 
(as such contrastive words are called) in which these
plosives occur:
/ / / /
/-bara/ "write" vs. /-para-,"scrape":- /b/,/p/.
/~£ara/ , "write" vs. /-Bara/, "give birth":-/6/.
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/dada/,"duck” vs. /-dada/,"be snobbish" :-/d/,/cP/.
/ /  , /
/-tara/,"draw line" vs,/-kara/,"be greedy":-/t/,/k/.
/guru/,"big" adj.cl.5 vs./kuru/,"big"adj.cl.6:- /g/. * ■ %*
On a broader plane plosives belong to the general 
category of sounds which we have called NON-CONTINUANTS 
in Chapter 2, that is, sounds during the pronunciation 
of which air has no exit from the speech tract for an 
appreciable space of time. This interval of time 
corresponds to silence on the auditory level and a blank 
on the acoustic spectrum for voiceless sounds, and to 
voice, both auditory and acoustic, for the plain-voiced 
and breathy-voiced sounds (see Spectrograms ^7-62).
Research for this class of sounds was done as 
follows: each of the plosives under investigation was 
placed in an utterance in which it preceded each of 
the five vowel phonemes of Karanga. The utterances were 
then recorded and spectrograms obtained. In order to 
find out the acoustic correlates of the initiatory 
dichotomy implosive, [b,cf], versus explosive, [p,b; t,d, 
k,g], a number of these utterances was also analysed 
using the Electro-Aerometer. The focus of attention 
here was the behaviour of the stylus both during the 
hold stage of the plosive articulation, and on the 
release of the closure for implosives and explosives.
Only three of these plosives have 1 lingual1 or 
coronal articulation, namely, /t,d,cf/. The description 
of the articulation of these sounds is supplemented with 
some palatograms.
5.3.1 The Search for Acoustic Cues.
To put this study into the perspective of phonetic 
studies generally, I have found it necessary to preface 
the detailed description of the consonants in each 
natural class with a summary of the pertinent acoustic 
research which has been done by other scholars. Most 
such research has been concerned primarily with the 
sounds of Indo-European languages. The important 
differences between the acoustic features of these 
languages and those of Karanga will be noted, as will 
the similarities.
Halle, Hughes and Hadley (1957)*^  studied the 
acoustic characteristics of plosive consonants in some 
detail. They were concerned to find the most essential 
cues for the perception of plosives using synthetic 
speech. They prepared detailed energy density spectra 
of the noise bursts of plosives. And they also studied 
the formant transitions of the vowels adjacent to the 
plosives in a number of words. The efficacy of these 
two types of cue was assessed by perceptual tests in 
which isolated segments that contained either stop
7. Halle, M., Hughes, G.W., and Radley, J- P.A. (1957)
"Acoustic Properties of Stop Consonants" Journal of
The Acoustical Society of America, 29,1,PP.107-115.
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burst , or vowel formant transitions alone were present.
As for the cues for distinguishing [p,t,k] from 
[b,d,g], Halle, Hughes and Radley found that although 
in English these classes are sometimes distinguished 
by voice differences, voicing .is not a primary distinct­
ion. The two sets are distinguished more by aspiration, 
present in the voiceless set and not in the voiced; and 
by differences in the duration of the vowel preceding 
as well as in the spectra of the bursts of the two 
classes than by voicing.
In addition to the noise burst and vowel formant 
transition cues, silence was found to be important.
"The acoustic correlates of the complex 
movements involved in the production of 
stops are rapid changes in the short-term 
energy spectrum preceded or followed by a 
fairly long period (of the order of 
several centiseconds) during which there 
is no energy in the bands above the 
voicing component (above 300Hz).11'
8. I am aware of Fant’s (19735pp•111-113) disagreement 
with this "terminology of the classical Haskins’ 
synthesis" which treats what he calls "transient", 
"friction" and "aspiration" as a single segment 
called the "burst". "A fully developed unvoiced 
stop in stressed, initial position can be decomposed 
into five successive segments... These are
(i) occlusion, voiced or silent.
(ii) transient. This is the response of the 
vocal tract to the pressure release exclusive 
of any turbulence effects.
(iii) Fricative segment. This is characterised by 
noise produced at the consonantal constriction 
as in a homorganic fricative.
(iv) Aspirative segment. This Is characterised by 
an ’h-like’ noise originating from a random 
source at the glottis or from a supra-glottal 
source at a relatively wide constriction exciting 
all formants.
(v) The initial part of a following voiced sound to 
the extent that it is influenced by coarticulation 
with the stop."
Fant,G (1973) Speech Sounds and Features, M.I.T.Press.
I shall be content to use the term "burst", subsuming 
Fant's segments (ii)-(iv) above, noting them individually 
if they are prominent.
If this acoustic "silence" is filled in with any 
other type of sound except voice, then a stop will 
not be perceived. When a stop is adjacent to a 
vowel all three cues are operative:
Silence 1
burst V- if the stop consonant is initial in
transition j a CV-syllable.
and
transition 1
silence L if the stop consonant is In a post-
burst J vocalic position, i.e., -VC.
In Karanga, with an open syllable structure, we shall
focus attention on CV-syllables since this will be
more Informative.
Of these three cues, only "silence", say Halle,
Hughes and Radley, is an essential cue - the silence
with either transition or noise burst, is a sufficient
cue for identifying a stop:
(“transition}
silence + J I  --- -> plosive
burst j
Thus, for example, In the English word "task", the 
identification of the final plosive must be attributed 
to the spectral properties of the burst and "silence": 
since a fricative intervnnes between the vowel and 
the plosive, the vowel transitions cannot help. The 
silence tells us there is a stop,.and the spectral 
properties of the burst tell us which stop.
On the other hand, in the ordinary pronunciation 
of "tact", there Is only one "silence" followed by a 
single burst, although two plosives, [k] and [t] are 
perceived. The cue for [k] lies in the formant transitions
from the preceding vowel; whereas that for [t] is 
in the acoustic character of the noise burst.
When they examined the spectra of the noise 
bursts of the various plosives, Halle, Hughes and Radley 
found that the three classes of plosives associated 
with the different places of articulation differed 
from each other in the following manner:
(I) [Pjb], the labial plosives had a primary concentration 
of energy In the low frequencies: 500Hz - 1.5KHz;
(ii) [t,d], the post-dental plosives, had either a flat 
spectrum or one in which the higher frequencies 
above 4KHz predominated, aside from an energy 
concentration in the region of 500Hz;
(iii) [k,g], the palatal or velar plosives (depending on 
whether the following vowel Is front or back) showed 
strong concentrations of energy in the intermediate 
frequency range, 1.5KHz - 4KHz.
According to O ’Connor (1973 9 PP*89~90)^, the time factor 
has to be taken Into account in characterising the sounds 
of speech in general, but it is crucial in the specification 
of plosives in particular because
(a) the plosion of a stop corresponds to a burst of noise 
similar to the noise in fricatives, but short in duration. 
Because the noise is short, we hear it as plosion; if 
Its duration is extended, we hear it more and more as a 
fricative. Duration, then^is an essential differentiator 
between a fricative and a homorganic plosive. Fant (I960,
9. O ’Connor, J.D. (1973) op.cit.
10p.207) explains the duration of the noise burst 
thus, "In a prevocalic position, the duration of the 
noise interval may be defined genetically as the 
distance in time from the break of contact to the 
onset of the vocal cord vibration."
(b) the time between the burst and the onset of the 
following sound is important. After the burst and 
before the vowel is fully established, a change takes 
place: the vowel formants bend, that is, they increase 
or decrease in frequency. This change (formant trans­
ition) corresponds to the movement of the speech organs 
from the stop position to the open position for the vowel.
Ladefoged (1975, pp.177-8)^  makes two interesting 
points. First, the apparent point of origin of the formant 
transition for each place of articulation, the locus,
Is not fixed in frequency; this depends on the adjacent 
vowel: because the position of the part of the tongue 
not involved in the pronunciation of the plosive is that 
for the adjacent vowel (see above).
Secondly, the coming together of F2 and F3 vowel 
transitions is a distinguishing feature of velar 
articulations (see Spectrogram 39, [mowoneka]; and my 
remarks on pp191-2 above). He also claims that the 
formant transitions of vowels in the vicinity of velars 
take longer to accomplish than elsewhere. Presumably 
this means that the back of the tongue moves less rapidly
10. Fant, G (i960) Acoustic Theory of Speech Production, 
The Hague: Mouton.
11. Ladefoged, P. (1975) op.cit.
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than the lips or the tip and front of the tongue.
The main thrust of these studies seems to be
12that a satisfactory specification of plosive consonants 
should include information on:
(i) the spectral properties of the noise burst: intensity, 
duration, and its location on the frequency axis;
(ii) the vowel formant transitions as indicators of place 
(F2, F3) of articulation;
(iii) the duration of the acoustic "silence" and whether 
or not there is voice during the "silence".
In the following description, information will 
also be sought concerning the articulatory and auditory 
correlates of the acoustic features observed:
(i) the place of articulation, with palatograms where 
appropriate;
(ii) the air-stream used: whether it is egressive or 
Ingressive, and where initiated;
(iii) the laryngal strictures for voicelessness, plain- 
voice and breathy-voice.
5.3.2. The plosive phonemes.
To obtain acoustic information on the sounds 
under investigation a number of words were recorded, and 
analysed using the sound spectrograph. For each of the
12. For a consonant study to be complete, It is 
sometimes necessary to describe the formant 
transitions of all the vowels in the language 
in the environment of each consonant. In this 
study, however, it has been found that enough 
information Is obtained by investigating the 
spectra of each consonant in combination with at 
least one front vowel and one back vowel.
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six explosive sounds two spectrograms were obtained, 
one using a narrow band filter and the other a broad 
band one. The narrow band filter is helpful in that 
it is easy to see where the vowel beginsby the clear 
harmonics on the spectrogram. In addition to the two 
spectrograms an amplitude section of the noise burst 
was also made on a narrow band filter spectrogram for 
each plosive. The second advantage provided by the 
narrow band spectrogram is that it makes it easy to 
distinguish between those plosives which have voice 
during the acoustic silence (there are harmonics on 
the "voice-bar") and those which have voicelessness 
(there is a complete blank at the base of the spectrum 
around 250Hz).
On the list of examples below the amplitude 
section of each sound bears the same number as the 
narrow band spectrogram since the same utterance was 
used for both:
Spectrogram before [i] No. of Section Spectrogram of sound
before [i] before rounded vowel.
\ v.
47. [biza],"horse" 47 48.[bodoro],"bottle"
49. [*-pisa] ,"burn"(v.t. i.) 49 50.[-pura],"thrash"(v.i
51. [diba],"dip-tank" 51 ’ 52.[doroba],"town"
,"lay do' 
burden"
53. [-tiga],"escape"(v.i.) 53 54.[-tura],"l wn
55. [gija],"boast"(v.i) 55 56.[guru],"big"(adj.
cl.5)
57. [kitsi], "cat" 57 58.[-kura],"grow up".
Since the implosives do not have a noise burst on the 
spectrum, no amplitude sections are provided for them:
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only two spectrograms for each, one before a front, 
and the other before a back, vowel,
59. [-6isa], "remove" 60. [~6ura],"remove pot
from fire"
61. [-cfisa], "like very much" 62. [-dura] confess" .
In order to observe the difference between implosives 
and explosives more, Mingograms were made for the 
following utterances:
1. [doroba], "town"; 2. [6ani], "plain, flat country";
3. [cforo] , "beer".
5*3.3. The bilabial explosives, /p,fe/.
(a) Pronunciation (Diagram 8 p.217).
To produce these sounds, the two lips come 
together to form an air-tight closure. The soft palate 
is raised, cutting off the nasal cavity. Since the 
tongue is not involved in pronouncing these sounds, it 
assumes its position for the adjacent, most probably 
the following, vowel.
The bilabial closure is maintained for a period 
of time. During this passage of time, pulmonic air 
passes through the glottis into the supra-glottal 
cavities, except the nasal cavity. This air has two 
modes of flow in these cavities: aperiodic and periodic.
In the case of [p], the vocal folds are wide apart 
throughout their entire length, allowing a volume of 
aperiodically vibrating air Into the pharynx-mouth chamber. 
For the breathy-voiced [b] on the other hand, there is
simultaneously periodically and aperiodically vibrating 
air. According to Ladefoged (1971, pp.6,8)1  ^to 
produce breathy-voice or murmur, the arytenoids are 
held apart, while the ligamental vocal cords are 
vibrating. Overall, this stricture allows less air 
to enter the supra-glottal cavities than that for [p].
Since the labial and velic closures are complete, 
the air-flow into the pharynx and mouth chamber, 
whose capacity is finite, cannot go on beyond a certain 
point. The bilabial closure forces pulmonic air to be 
compressed until its pressure is higher than that of 
atmospheric air. There is an explosion when the two 
lips part suddenly and the two air pressures are balanced 
up. The release of the bilabial closure is always to a 
wide degree of approximation for plosives. This contrasts 
with the release for affricates, which is to a narrow 
degree of openness, producing homorganic friction.
The explosion has a sharp ring for [p], but 
is essentially dull and throaty for the breathy-voiced 
[b]. For both, pulmonic air has a median mode of egress 
from the speech tract.
(b) Acoustic Features
In order to compare the amplitude sections of 
the noise bursts of any two of these plosives, I made a 
tracing of the section of one on transparent paper and 
then superimposed the tracing on to the section of the 
second burst. For [p] and [Jd] in particular, the
13* Ladefoged, P. (1971) op.cit.
amplitude section of the voiceless sound has much 
more energy than that of the breathy-voiced one.
The overall amplitude profiles are, however, 
similar, with peaks of energy at the same points along 
the frequency axis - see amplitude sections 47 and 49.
The second difference between these amplitude sections 
Is that the voiceless plosive not only has higher 
amplitude peaks, but it also has an energy concentration 
In the high frequencies greater than that for the breathy- 
voiced sound. The noise burst of the voiceless sound 
starts virtually on the base line and extends as high 
as 5 KHz (spectrogram 49); but that of the breathy- 
voiced [b] has a short delay and begins at about 250Hz 
and is very faint - see spectrograms 47 and 48.
During the hold stage for the plosives, there 
Is a blank on the "voice-bar" (80~250Hz) for [p] both 
on spectrogram 4 9 and spectrogram 50. The breathy- 
voiced [b] has some striations on the voice-bar on the 
broad band spectrogram 48. These striations are rather 
far apart and are concentrated only in the first half 
of the hold stage. Both points are confirmed on spectro­
gram 47, the narrow band spectrogram. The striations 
which seem far apart on spectrogram 48 in fact represent 
only two low-intensity harmonics; and, secondly, there 
is a complete break between the two harmonics and the 
first two harmonics of the ensuing vowel. The noise 
burst which follows the release of the labial closure 
begins just above the first harmonic of the stop and 
the vowel.
The second formants of the vowels [o] and [u]
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preceded by [b] and [p] respectively on spectrograms 
48 and 50 have Initial transitions pointing towards 
a very low locus, probably at 600Hz.
There appear to be no dramatic differences 
generally, between the . sounds investigated by 
Halle, Hughes and Radley (1957) and the plosives [b] 
and [p], apart from the minimal voicing for [b] and its 
consequent guttural auditory impression. O ’Connor’s 
point about the difference between plosives and fricatives 
being partly attributable to the difference in the 
duration of the fricative portion of the two sound types 
is confirmed: the voiceless Karanga plosive [p] has a 
noise burst with a duration of about 5 centi-seconds 
and that of [b] is even shorter. Perhaps the greatest 
difference between Halle, Hughes and Radley’s bilabial 
sounds and those of Karanga lies in the upper limit, on 
the frequency axis, of the noise component: it seems 
to be considerably higher for Karanga plosives, whether 
a front or a back vowel is following. But, as we shall 
see in the next section, the amplitude of this noise 
burst is uniformly low compared to that for the alveolar 
plosives.
Finally, whereas for English plosives Halle, 
Hughes and Radley found the dichotomy voiced:voiceless 
less preferable to lax:tense, in. Karanga the dichotomy 
breathy-voiced:voiceless is operative even in utterance 
initial position.
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Diagram 8. The bilabial plosives [p,b].
5.3•^• The alveolar explosivesx /t,d/.
(a) Pronunciation
There are four Palatograms [(ix) a, b and (x) a, b] 
to be taken into account, two for each plosive: one before 
a front, high vowel and the other before a low vowel.
For purposes of comparison, the examples (x) a 
and b will be used, that is, [diba] and [daclk]. Both 
Palatograms show that these two explosives are alveolar 
articulations. There is firm contact between the sides 
of the tongue and the left and right alveolar zones.
The contact starts at the extreme back of the palate, 
behind the fourth molar line, and extends as far forward 
in the mouth as the canine line. The central area contact
is as wide as both the left and right central zones 
together. It starts from about the first molar 
line and stops just short of the lateral incisor line.
The difference between these two realisations 
of [d] lies in the width of the contact between the 
sides of the tongue and the left and right alveolar 
zones. This contact has a width which averages 16mm 
when the sound is followed by the front high vowel [i] 
In [diba]. When the "same" sound precedes the open, 
non-back and non-front vowel [a], the width of the 
contact between the sides of the tongue and left and 
right alveolar zones averages 11.5mm. The difference
between these two measurements is accounted for by the
Diagram 9 : The alveolar plosives [t,$].
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amount of Interference from the raised front of the 
tongue in anticipation of its position for the vowel
[i]. There is no such raising of the tongue in the 
pronunciation of [d] in Palatogram (x) b [da$a].
These features are comparable to those observed on 
Palatograms (ix) a and b, [te'ma] and [tama] respectively. 
Such small differences as may be noted will be due to 
the fact that the tongue is raised higher for [i] than
/ \ / f
for [e] in [giba] and [tema].
Throughout the pronunciation of [t], the vocal 
cords are held wide apart, allowing a strong current of 
aperiodically vibrating air to flow from the lungs into 
the supraglottal cavities. But for [d], the ligamental 
vocal cords vibrate periodically, while the arytenoids 
are kept wide open; as for breathy-voice or murmur (see 
Ladefoged (19715 P P * 6 , 8 ) ) .
The soft palate is kept raised to exclude the 
nasal chamber. Pulmonic air is thus channelled into 
the oral cavity, where it is compressed behind the 
alveolar closure. When this closure is suddenly released, 
plosion is heard as the compressed air from the speech 
tract balances up its pressure with that of atmospheric 
air.
(b) Acoustic Features
A comparison of the amplitude sections of the 
noise bursts of [d], 51> and [t], 53* shows three 
outstanding similarities: first, that the noise covers 
virtually the whole frequency range, beginning from the 
base line to over 8KHz; and, secondly, that the amplitude
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peaks are at corresponding points along the frequency 
axis, which shows that the two sounds have the same 
supra-glottal cavity configuration; and, lastly, although 
it starts in the very low frequencies, the noise burst 
for each sound has its highest amplitude in the high 
frequencies above *IKHz. This is a feature which, as 
Halle, Hughes and Radley (1957) say in their paper, 
distinguishes the alveolar plosives from the other two 
classes.
Spectrograms 52 and 5^ [doroba] and [-tura] 
respectively, were made using a broad band filter. The 
first spectrogram shows that there is some voicing during 
the hold stage for [d], although the striations are wide 
apart and die away towards the end of the hold stage, 
the acoustic "silence". The second spectrogram shows 
that [t] has no voicing during the hold stage, although 
the base line is not too clearly defined.
The narrow band spectrograms 51 and 53, [diba]
/ /
and [-tiza] respectively, on the other hand, show that 
the far-apart and low-intensity striations in the voice- 
bar of [d] correspond to three harmonics (spectrogram 51), 
and the ill-defined base line for [t] has a blank above it. 
On spectrogram 51, as on 53, the noise burst for both 
sounds seems to start on the base line: for [d] there is 
a very short interval between the end of voicing for the 
plosive and the noise burst.
The duration of the noise burst is more clearly 
visible on the narrow band spectrograms than on the broad 
band ones, mainly because it is easier to see where the 
random noise ends and the harmonics of the vowel begin:
the burst of [t] has a duration of about 6 centi- 
seconds; while that of [d] seems to be less than half 
of that, at the base line.
On all the four spectrograms of these sounds 
the second and third formants of the vowels adjacent 
to the plosives have transitions pointing towards higher 
loci than for the bilabials above. The utterance [doroba],
• • « t *
spectrogram 52, provides useful contrast between [d], 
the alveolar, and [b], the bilabial breathy-voiced stops: 
both are adjacent to the rounded vowel [o]. The alveolar 
sound precedes this vowel whose initial F2 transition 
bends upwards, pointing towards a high locus at about 
1.7KHz. The third formant of the same vowel points 
towards a locus which is slightly higher than that, at 
about 2KHz. By contrast the "same" vowel preceding [b] 
in the same utterance has terminal F2 and F3 transitions 
pointing towards much lower loci: in fact both these 
formants bend downwards towards the loci for [b] at about 
500Hz and 700Hz respectively. On spectrogram 5^  the loci 
of F2 and F3 of the transitions of vowel [u] preceded by 
[t] seem to be as high as those of [o] in the environment 
of [d] above.
The auditory correlates of these acoustic cues 
for [d,t] are the same as for [b,p] above: the breathy- 
voiced sound has a dull, throaty plosion, whereas the 
unvoiced counterpart has a clear-cut, sharp ring.
25*3*5* The velar explosives /k,g/.
. — ----------------------------------------------- *f
(a) Pronunciation.
To produce these sounds, the back of the tongue 
is raised until it makes firm contact with the soft 
palate. At the same time there is a velic closure, 
cutting off nasal resonance. The position of the lips 
depends on that of the adjacent, particularly the 
following, vowel. There isg by kinaesthetic judgement, 
a difference in the actual point of contact between the 
back of the tongue and the soft palate, depending on 
whether the following vowel is front or back or mid.
The point of contact is farther in the mouth, near 
to the hard palate, when the following vowel is front 
and high. As we shall see below, this allophony has a 
bearing on the acoustic features observed for [k] and
[g]*
During the pronunciation of [k], the voiceless 
sound, the vocal folds are wide apart, allowing 
aperiodically vibrating air to flow from the lungs into 
the pharynx-mouth chamber. Less, but largely periodically 
vibrating air is allowed through during the pronunciation
1 i
of the breathy-voiced [gj. Ladefoged ( 1 9 7 1  > P P « 1 3 " 1 4 )*4
says of the murmured or breathy-voiced sounds of African 
languages (including Shona) "... during the murmured 
sounds the vocal cords seem to me to be held slightly 
closer together than in the Indian languages, so that 
there is more voice and less breath escaping."
lA. Ladefoged, P. (1971) op.cit.
In both cases the break of the velar closure 
to release the compressed air is radical, that is, 
to a wide degree of openness, producing no audible 
homorganic friction. In Karanga (and Central Shona 
generally) there are no affricates involving these 
velar explosives. This means that the release of the 
velar closure is always followed by plosion, sharp 
and clear-cut for the unvoiced [k] and dull and throaty 
for the breathy-voiced [g].
Diagram 10 The velar explosives /k,g/.
•»
(b) Acoustic Features
The amplitude sections of the noise bursts of 
these sounds (see amplitude sections 55 and 57) have 
the following similarities: first, there is some energy 
spread from the lowest frequencies to the highest
frequencies; secondly, this energy has its highest
peaks in the middle of the frequency range, between
2.^KHz and 6KHz: the first two points mean that the
two amplitude sections have a similar overall profile.
$ '
The narrow band spectrograms 55 and 57 Cs^ja]
•«
\ /
and [kitsi] respectively show that this noise burst 
has longer duration on the latter spectrogram, that 
is, for [k]^than on the former: about 6 centi-seconds 
and 3 centi-seconds. But both are, as expected, shorter 
in duration than the fricative components of the hom- 
organic sounds [x,^].
On the broad band spectrograms 56 [guru] and 
58 [-kura], the vowels immediately following [g] and [k] 
have no energy above lKHz. But the first spectrogram 
shows that there is voicing during the hold stage of [g], 
indicated by the wide-apart striations. The unvoiced 
sound [k] has no such striations. On spectrogram 55 
the voicing for [g] is represented by three low-intensity 
harmonics.
Since the broad band spectrograms 56 and 58 do 
not provide any information concerning formant transitions 
of vowels adjacent to [g] and [k], we turn to spectrograms 
89 and 90, [-naka], "be nice or sweet" and [naka], 
"inheritance", respectively. On these spectrograms, the 
voiceless velar plosive [k] is flanked by two realizations 
of the "same" vowel [a]. It is remarkable how the F2 
and F3 transitions of the vowel bend towards a common 
locus, both before and after the sound [k] in both 
utterances. This locus is at about 1.9KHz, which is 
lower than that which the transitions have when [k], or.
for that matter [g] , is adjacent to a front high 
vowel: see the narrow band spectrograms 55 and 57> 
where the transitions of the formants of [i] seem to 
have a locus of at least' 2KHz. This finding corroborates
"I tr
what Delattre (1968) , among others, reports: the
point of contact for velar articulations shifts depending 
on whether the adjacent vowel is front or back. This 
means that here we have very close to palatal [k] and [g].
*r
And, what is more important, this accounts for the 
difference in the frequency range over which the noise 
burst of those sounds is concentrated on spectrograms 
55 and 57 (i.e. 2,kKKz to 6KHz) on the one hand, and on 
spectrograms 56 and 58 (i.e. 500Hz to 3KHz, where it is 
very weak indeed) on the other.
15. Delattre, P. (1968) op. ext.
5*3*6. The bilabial implosive, /£>/* 
(a.) Pronunciation.
Diagram l-i* /£>/.
As the diagram above shows, to produce this 
sound, the two lips come together, making firm contact 
as for the explosive [b]. Diagram 11 also shows that 
the soft palate is raised to make a velic closure, 
cutting off nasal resonance. The position of the tongue 
is that for the following vowel.
An ingressive air-stream mechanism is used in 
the pronunciation of this sound. The vocal cords are 
positioned for producing normal voice, and the larynx 
as a whole moves downwards - residual lung air making 
the vocal cords vibrate periodically. This downward 
movement of the larynx increases the capacity of the 
supra-glottal cavity, the pharynx-mouth cavity. This 
creates "negative" air pressure, to use Catford’s (1970)1^
16. Catford, J.C. (1970) op.cit.
term, that is, the air in the pharynx-mouth cavity 
is rarefied. Its pressure being lower than that of 
atmospheric air, a potential or actual inward flow 
of air into the speech tract is thus created.
The lip closure is then released, allowing 
atmospheric air to rush into the speech tract. This 
rush of air produces a hollow pop as the air pressures 
are balanced up.
(b) Acoustic Features
> / \ /
Spectrograms 59 [6isa] and 60 [6ura] show that
during the closure or acoustic "silence" stage for [6], 
there is vocal cord vibration - a low frequency voice- 
bar with its centre at about 250Hz, and with a duration 
of 15 centi-seconds on spectrogram 59* The striations 
which correspond to this voicing are weak at the 
beginning, before the vocal cords have attained a 
steady-state of vibration: but the latter part of the 
voice bar has striations with bolder outlines.
Unlike the explosives discussed above, [6] does 
not seem to have a noise burst - hardly likely since 
air is sucked into the vocal tract on the release of 
the bilabial closure. The acoustic correlate of the 
auditory "hollow pop" can be seen on a M$ngogram tracing 
(below).
The vowel [i] on spectrogram 59 has initial F2 
and F3 frequency transitions pointing towards low loci 
between 500Hz and lKHz. These transitions are very 
short and rapid, compared to the terminal transitions
of the same vowel before the dental fricative [s].
On spectrogram 60 [6ura], where [6] precedes the back 
rounded vowel [u], with a low second formant, there 
are no clear formant transitions.
So far, two acoustic (as opposed to auditory) 
differences have been noted between the explosive [b] 
and the implosive [6]: the presence of a noise burst on 
the spectrum of the former, missing on that of the latter; 
and the continuation of the voice-bar of [6] into that 
of the following vowel, whereas there is a break between 
that of [b] and the ensuing vowel.
The Mingograms of recorded utterances 59 [fiisa] 
and ^7 [blza] did not display any spectacular differences 
between [B] and [b] apart from the oscillations of the 
former sound being closer together than those of the latter.
So some utterances spoken directly into the 
Electro-Aerometer, thereby providing information on two 
additional dimensions - the oral and nasal tracings - 
were analysed in order to see if any more acoustic 
differences exist between the explosive sound and its 
implosive counterpart. Mingograms 1 [doroba], "town" 
and 3. [£>ani], "plain" where [b] and [6] both precede 
the "same" vowel, were obtained. Mingogram 3 shows that 
during the closure stage the mouth stylus draws a falling 
tracing for [6], corresponding to the falling pressure 
of the air in the pharynx-mouth chamber. During the 
corresponding stage for [b] on Mingogram 1, the stylus 
draws a fairly level tracing. When the closure is released 
the stylus catapults upwards for the explosive, and down­
wards for the implosive. Some voicing continues 
during the downward movement of the stylus for [Id], 
but for [b], the upward movement of the stylus is 
represented by a straight line: which corresponds 
to the break in the voice-bar between [b] and the 
following vowel on the spectrograms, not observed 
for [6]. On these Mingograms both the linear and the 
logarithmic intensity scales show that whereas intensity 
rises suddenly following the release of the bilabial 
closure for [b], it falls for [6].
5*3*7* The alveolar implosive /(f/.
(a) Pronunciation.
Diagram 12. The alveolar implosive /dT/.
The alveolar closure for this sound Is the 
same as that for Its explosive counterpart. Two 
Palatograms (xi) a and b were made for the alveolar 
implosive, one in the context of the high front vowel
[i] and the other in that of the open vowel [a] in the 
words [cfima] and [cfambci].
As Palatogram (xi) a shows, there is firm contact 
between the sides of the blade and front of the tongue 
and the left and right alveolar zones. The strange 
thing about this particular Palatogram is that although 
the alveolar implosive is here next to the front.high 
vowel[i], the closure on the sides is very narrow, much 
narrower than that made when the sound is followed by 
the open vowel [a] in Palatogram (xi) b.
The contact starts at the very back of the palate, 
behind the fourth molar line, extending as far forward 
in the mouth as the middle of the first pre-molar. The 
difference between the two examples can be seen more 
clearly when we examine the central area contact, the 
example a having wider contact than b, especially in 
areas 4 and 5 of the left central zone.
This central area contact extends as far forward 
in the mouth as the middle of the area 3, covering both 
the left and the right central zones, which is within 
the area covered by alveolar articulations.
The position of the lips is the same as that of 
the adjacent, especially the following9vowel. The soft 
palate is raised throughout this articulation, excluding 
nasal resonance. The same air-stream mechanism as that
used for producing the bilabial implosive is used 
here. After the body of air enclosed between the 
alveolar contact and the larynx has been rarefied by 
lowering the larynx, the alveolar contact is released.
This also results in a hollow plosive sound as the 
enclosed air balances up its pressure with that of 
atmospheric air.
The vocal cords vibrate periodically as the 
larynx is lowered through residual lung air.
(b) Acoustic Features.
Spectrograms 61 [cfisa] and 62 [dura] show that 
during the hold stage for [d] there is vocal cord vibration 
on the voice-bar at about 250Hz. This voicing has low- 
intensity and far-apart striations at the beginning.
In the latter part of the voice-bar the striations are 
closer together and have a bolder outline, continuing 
into the voice-bar (the PI) of the following vowel without 
a break. The release of the oral closure is not followed 
by a noise component as is that of the explosive alveolar 
above.
The vowel [I] has F2 and F3 initial frequency 
transitions pointing towards loci at about 1.7KHz and 2KHz 
respectively. The vowel [u] on Spectrogram 62 also has 
an initial F2 transition pointing towards the same high 
frequency area.
Compared to spectrogram 51 C^ lb^ a], the striations 
of [d] seem to be closer together than those of [d], the 
breathy-voiced explosive. The contrasts between the 
explosive and implosive bilabials observed above also show
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between the alveolars. Mingogram 1 [doroba] has the 
explosive alveolar in an utterance initial position.
This sound’s acoustic features are in contrast with 
those of [dT] on Mingogram 2 [doro] , "beer". During 
the hold stage for [d] both the linear and logarithmic 
intensity scales show a rise, as during that for [cf].
The mouth stylus, by contrast, shows a horizontal 
tracing for the hold stage of [d] , but a falling one for 
[<?]. When the mouth closure for these stops is released, 
the stylus shoots upwards in a straight line for [d], 
but plunges downwards for [cf], showing some oscillations.
And although both sounds are initial in a low 
tone syllable in their respective utterances, the 
oscillogram shows that the oscillations for the voicing 
of [<h are farther apart and lower in amplitude than those 
of [cf] - reflecting a lower and a higher frequency of 
vocal cord vibration respectively. Consequently, the 
pitch of the two syllables has different profiles: 
that of the [do-] is low and level; that of [do-] is 
high at the beginning and falls progressively until it 
levels with that of the breathy-voiced syllable.
5.3.8. The alveolar click ML-
In addition to these two implosive stops, a 
click made at the alveolar ridge is widely used by 
Karanga speakers in the Selukwe, Gwelo and Que Que 
areas of the country. This sound is symbolised by the 
International Phonetic Association by the symbol cl ] and
occurs in such words as:
v v \ ^
/mu^iro/,’’whip made of animal skin" <C^  Ndebele
/ku^uba/, "to rinse mouth" Ndebele
x rt\ /
/mafim^i/ > ’’edible caterpillars" <C^ Ndebele
These items are borrowed from Ndebele and, ultimately, 
from Zulu. The sound in question has not been replaced 
by one of the mainstream Karanga sounds, unlike the 
alveolar lateral frictionless continuant of the first 
example, /l/:
\ N \
/mu^ilo/, "whip....", which is regularly replaced 
by the alveolar rolled consonant /r/.
Pronunciation.
As shown in the diagram 2b Chapter 2 (p.96), 
firm contact is made between the tip-and-blade of the 
tongue and the alveolar ridge. There is also a second 
closure between the back of the tongue and the velum, in 
addition to the velic closure.
There is a downward and backward movement of 
the central part of the tongue. This creates negative 
air pressure (rarefaction) behind the alveolar (articulatory) 
closure. This creates an actual or potential flow of air 
into the oral cavity. The release of the alveolar contact 
is radical and results in a sharp, sucking sound. There 
is, of course, no voice during the production of m -
The number of words in which this sound occurs 
is very small indeed. And most people would not want 
to consider it as anything more than an adventitious 
sound, usually used by people who have a certain degree 
of competence in the source language, Ndebele.
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\  \  \  v-
/mu^iro/,"whip made of animal skin" Ndebele
/ku^ut3a/, "to rinse mouth" <C^  Ndebele
/mV^imtpi/,"edible caterpillars" Ndebele
These items are borrowed from Ndebele and, ultimately, 
from Zulu. The sound in question has not been replaced 
by one of the mainstream Karanga sounds, unlike the 
alveolar lateral frictionless continuant of the first 
example, /l/:
v X \
/mu^ilo/, "whip....", which is regularly replaced 
by the alveolar rolled consonant /r/.
Pronunciation.
As shown in the diagram 2b Chapter 2 (p.96), 
firm contact is made between the tip-and-blade of the 
tongue and the alveolar ridge. There is also a second 
closure between the back of the tongue and the velum, in 
addition to the velic closure.
There is a downward and backward movement of 
the central part of the tongue. This creates negative 
air pressure (rarefaction) behind the alveolar (articulatory) 
closure. This creates an actual or potential flow of air 
into the oral cavity. The release of the alveolar contact 
is radical and results in a sharp, sucking sound. There 
is, of course, no voice during the production of m -  
The number of words in which this sound occurs 
is very small indeed. And most people would not want 
to consider it as anything more than an adventitious 
sound, usually used by people who have a certain degree 
of competence in the source language, Ndebele.
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5-3-8. Conclusion
On the basis of the observations made above, 
the plosives of Karanga can be grouped into the 
following classes, previously determined on articulatory 
criteria alone (p.£0*0 :
Acoustic FeaturesArticulatory Features 
Front : [p ,Jj ,6]
Central: [t ,d ,<f]
(i) Both F2 and F3 transitions 
of adjacent vowels point 
towards low loci, between 
250Hz and 700Hz.
(ii) The diffuse spectrum of the
noise burst of [psb] originates 
from the very low frequencies 
to about 5KHz.
(i) Both F2 and F3 transitions of 
adjacent vowels have high loci, 
between 1.8KHz and 2KHz,
(ii) The energy of the noise burst
is concentrated in the frequency 
range ^KHz upwards. These two 
features are shared by the 
front allophones of [k,g].
(i) When followed by [a], the F2
and F3 transitions point towards 
a common locus at about l.SKHz.
(ii) The energy of the noise burst is 
concentrated in the frequency 
range 500Hz to 3KHz, that is, 
half-way between [t,£] and [p,J].
The distinction between voiceless, voiced and breathy-
voiced plosives in Karanga has a number of acoustic
correlate s:
Acoustic Features
Back:[k,g]
Phonatory Features 
Voiceless: [p,t,k] (i) The noise burst has about twice 
the duration of that of the 
corresponding breathy-voiced 
sound.
(ii) There are no striations on the 
"voice-bar".
(iii)The amplitude of the noise burst 
has higher peaks than that of the 
breathy-voiced counterpart.
Phonatory Features Acoustic Features
Breathy-voiced: [b,d,g] (i) The noise component has about
half the duration of that of 
the voiceless counterpart.
(ii) The "voice-bar" has some
striations which are rather 
far apart. On narrow band 
spectrograms this corresponds 
to about 2 harmonics.
Voiced : [6 ,(f] : (i) There is no noise burst after
the release of the oral closure.
(ii) The striations on the "voice-bar” 
are closer together than those 
of the breathy-voiced explosives. 
These striations continue into 
the FI of the following vowel 
without a break.
(iii) The dichotomy between implosive 
and explosive is shown on Mingo­
grams by the stylus of the mouth 
tracing catapulting upwards 
immediately the oral closure 
for an explosive is released, 
and plunging downwards for the 
implosive.
5.3.9. The Phonemic Interpretation of the Stop Consonants.
In A Comparative Study in Shona Phonetics, as 
I have already noted, Doke (1931)^  did not work within 
the framework of an explicit phonemic theory. I refer 
to his important publication here because, as we have 
seen (Doke, 1931, p.92) he regarded breathy-voiced sounds 
as a complex cluster of Consonant + h. This is one of
18the phonemic Interpretations advanced by Stevick (i960)
19to whom I shall pay more attention below. Fortune (1955)
17. Doke, C.M. (1931) op.cit.
18. Stevick, E.W. (i960) "The Implosive-Explosive Contrast 
in Manyika" African Studies, 1932,pp.88-95.
19. Fortune, G (1955) op.cit.
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leaning "heavily on Doke1s previous work", to use H.A. 
Gleason’s expression, also regarded breathy-voiced 
sounds as being sequences of C + h.
Although in Shona Grammatical Constructions 
Fortune (1968)' regards such sounds as one complex 
segment, each with breathy-voice as a component feature, 
he nevertheless offers no phonetic description of the 
phenomenon. He, however, presents a phonemic analysis 
(pp.77-78 above). This in itself represents a radical 
departure from the common practice in Shona phonetic 
studies. Stevick’s paper is .a study of the explosive- 
implosive dichotomy in the Manyika dialect.
Fortune’s phonemic analysis of the plosives of 
Shona, whereby implosives and explosives are treated as 
allophones of one phoneme, is only one of a number of 
possible analyses put forward by Stevick (i960). Stevick 
is pragmatic, where his predecessors in the study of 
Shona seem to be content to put forward one view, thereby 
implying that theirs is the only correct analysis.
On the phonetic level, Stevick recognises three 
"Ranges”:
(i) the voiced explosive sound with ft-quality, i.e. the 
breathy-voiced sound;
(ii) the plain voiced implosive;
(iii) the plain-voiced explosive. Like this author,
Stevick does not recognise velar implosives, which Fortune 
(1968,p.13) says exist in Shona.
The first phonemic interpretation considered by 
Stevick is one whereby Ranges (i) and (iii) above are 
grouped together as allophones of one explosive phoneme,
while Range (ii) is treated as one implosive phoneme:
(a) /b/, with allophones [J>] in CV and NCV 
and [b] in NCV.
(where N stands for a homorganic nasal with the same 
voice quality as C, the plosive phoneme).
(b) /6/, with allophones in CV,
(where V stands for any of the five vowel phonemes 
of Central Shona).
The same analysis is extended to the alveolar series, that 
is :
(a) /d/, with allophones [^] in gV and NCV 
and [d] in NCV
(b) /cf/, with allophones in CV.
This solution, as Stevick notes, is the usual 
solution in phonemic analysis. The solution entails 
giving the implosive-explosive dichotomy priority over 
the presence-absence of breathy-voice.
The second solution offered by Stevick is the 
same as the one presented by Fortune (1968,ppD2-2A ) 
i.e. pairing up (ii) and (iii) as members of one plain­
voiced phoneme, and leaving (i) as one h-quality phoneme.
"This second solution, assigning an 
explosive and implosive to a single 
phoneme, neither requires nor permits 
us to ignore the unquestionable 
difference which exists between these 
two types of sound,"
says Stevick. I have called Stevick's approach 'pragmatic1
because later on in his article he says not one of the
interpretations he offers "may be either defended or attacked
on the grounds of adequacy, since all three subsume exactly
the same phonetic data." But his comment on the second
phonemic analysis above is not just pragmatic: it is 
non-commital. It leaves unanswered the question as 
to the status to be given to "the unquestionable 
difference between these two types of sound."
The second solution, as Stevick himself admits, 
demotes the implosive-explosive dichotomy "from the 
status of distinctive feature" and re-enters it "into 
our description at a lower level - the level on which 
we describe the environmentally conditioned allophones 
of the phonological units." In short, the choice 
between the first solution and the second depends on 
what status we decide to give to the two dichotomies: 
plain-voice vs. breathy-voice on the one hand, and 
implosive vs. explosive on the other.
Stevick’s reference to environmental conditioning 
here reminds one of the situation in Shona phonetics 
whereby a plain-voiced bilabial or alveolar plosive In 
a C’V-syllable has to be implosive: that is, in C'V, if 
plain-voiced, then Implosive. But also, if C is breathy- 
voiced, then explosive. The latter agrees in voicing with 
the other consonantal phonemes with which it clusters. And 
since the language does not have clusters between a voiced 
or breathy-voiced sound with a voiceless one, the clusters 
in which a plosive occurs are either wholly plain-voiced 
or wholly breathy-voiced: [mb or mb, bv, d£, , nd, nd] ,
for example.
Therefore, the two dichotomies above seem to be 
ultimately environmentally conditioned, or conditioning.
The focus of the rest of this discussion will have to be on 
finding out whether there are any plausible theoretical
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grounds for regarding either dichotomy as comprising 
features which can also be treated as more intrinsic.
Left to myself, I would want to consider the 
implosiveness of [£,cf] as an intrinsic, distinctive 
feature of the sounds, and not one that is conditioned. 
Having been introduced to the discipline by way of the 
study of English structure, I can say that the situation 
in that language, whereby a voiced sound is partially 
devoiced in certain environments, e.g. /b/ in #CV- or 
-VC#, as opposed to VCV, can hardly be equated with what 
to me seems to be a more radical and fundamental change 
in Karanga: the choice in English between [b] in VCV and 
[j)] in //CV- or -VC# is allophonie, whereas that in 
Karanga between [S] an implosive and [b], an explosive, is 
phonemic. In the latter case two opposite air-stream 
mechanisms are involved, whereas in the former, there 
is a slight adjustment in the position of the vocal cords.
Another point worth noting is that among the 
languages of the world where more than one air-stream is 
used, and especially those of the African sub-continent 
(Ndebele, Zulu, Xhosa, etc) Shona would be the only one 
which treated one of those air-streams as being allophonie, 
that is, environmentally conditioned, rather than intrinsic 
and distinctive.
I am therefore persuaded to go along with what 
Stevick has called "the usual solution", that is, the 
pairing up of the explosive ranges as allophones of one 
phoneme, and the treating of the implosive range as a 
separate phoneme. This interpretation has a number of
things to recommend it. First, I maintain that by 
giving the implosive vs. explosive dichotomy priority 
over the plain-voiced vs. breathy-voiced one, this 
analysis satisfies the criterion of phonetic plaus­
ibility more than its counterpart. A change in the 
source and direction of an air-stream is more radical 
than one involving the configuration of the vocal cords 
and should be given distinctive feature status. This 
also satisfies my own intuitions. To regard the implosive 
vs. explosive dichotomy as being environmentally condit­
ioned would be counter-intuitive.
5.3*10.0. The Fricative Phonemes.
5*3*10.1. Introduction.
The number of fricative phonemes one uses in 
Shona depends on one’s linguistic background. In my 
speech, the Mhari sub-dialect of Karanga, there are 
thirteen fricatives, namely:
S X  * 5 ^  *
All these fricatives are produced with an egressive air-
stream and all, except /4 > have a median oral mode
of egress. But like the plosive phonemes above, the 
fricatives of Karanga can be divided into a number of 
sub-categories depending on articulatory and phonatory 
criteria. Taking the latter criterion first, there are 
two possibilities:
Voiceless : /f, s, , <\ , x/.
breathy-voiced: /v, z , j ^  , jg , J  , fi/.
Depending on their place of articulation, these 
fricatives can be divided into three further'categories: 
Front ; /f,v; s5z/
Central:
Back:
The fricatives /s,z; 5 / also form a class
of their own in articulatory terms since they are the 
so-called "lingual" articulations. The articulatory 
strictures for all these phonemes are made between parts 
of the roof of the mouth and those of the tongue, ranging 
from the tip of the tongue to the front of the tongue. 
Palatograms (i) through (viii)(see list on pp.2 ^| 
above) were made for these sounds.
In order to obtain acoustic information on 
these fricatives, thirteen utterances in which the 
fricative sounds were flanked by the same vowels, 
namely [a-u] were recorded are exceptions: [u-a],
and so are /x
Broad band spectrograms were obtained and 
amplitude sections made of the fricative component 
of each sound under investigation. Below is a numbered 
list of the examples used. The amplitude section bears 
the same number as the utterance in which the sound in 
question occurs :
Numbered Spectrogram English Number of Section, and 
sound.
63. [isa pamafudzij place. (it) on the 
shoulders.
63. Ef]
64. [panemavudzi] there's hair on... 64. [v]
r £ r y ' S \ / v -i65. [saramumasureJ stay behind 65. Us]
66. [pa'lfenamazui^ a] it's a few days since. 66. [z]
67. [t alPapakuJjja] we are now eating. 0s
!
1-
1
&
r 1_
1
68. [unopapakuH a] you(sing.)fear too 
much
68. H]
s* r . N W ^ ^ ^69. Ltam ama^u^uj we have drunk "soft 
drinks"
69. [£]
7 Q * I aguz^ a me s 0 J (s)he blushed 70. [^ ]
7f. [ a^alrimafurci] this is a bad omen 71. cf]
72. [ n d a w an amagumWj*] I have found 'fruit' 72. [§]
r \i ^ \ \ n73* [taxoranasi] we've been paid today 73. [x]
74. [ndinocfa ^owa] I like mushroom 74. [J]
75. [ndarumwa pajiuro] I've been bitten on 
the neck.
75. [fi]
In the following minimal pairs the fricatives 
under investigation are in contrastive distribution with
other consonantal phonemes in the Karanga system:
/  / / /
/-sara/, "stay here" vs. /-zara/, "be full".
/-^iwaVj "be feared" vs. /- feiwa/, "be eaten".
/-f/ra/, "rejoice" vs. /-para/, "scratch"
/-^ota/, "annoy" vs. /-rota/, "dream" (v.i.)
/-gara/, "give birth" vs. /-zara/, "be full".
/-xora/, "earn, be paid" vs. /-kora/, "be fat".
/vudzi/, "hair" vs. /rudzi/, "race" or "type"(n.cl.11)
/fiarjga/, "guinea fowl" vs. /Sarjga/, "knife".
/mwe^a/, "mouse run vs. /m^na/ , "hole in ground"
above ground"
<^3
5 * 3.10.2. The Search for Acoustic Cues.
Many interesting studies of the fricatives 
of a number of languages have been made with a view 
to isolating those acoustic features which most 
characterise these sounds. Only a few are summarised
below for purposes of comparison with those of Karanga.
2 0Liberman's (1957) paper is a summary of the 
work in acoustic phonetics done at the Haskins 
Laboratories in the previous twenty years. He cites 
three acoustic cues found to be important for the percept­
ion of fricative sounds.
First, the location, on the frequency scale, of 
the fricative noise, and in particular the lower frequency 
limit of this noise, was found to be an overriding cue 
for distinguishing American English [s] from As
we shall see below, this is also a crucial feature 
distinguishing [|] from [s], and each one of them from 
[$]. This variable, however, does not seem to contribute 
much to the perception of other, less intense fricatives 
such as [f] and [ 0].
The second cue reported by Liberman has to do 
with the formant transitions of vowels adjacent to the 
fricatives. These transitions, particularly F2 and F3 
transitions, give significant information regarding the 
place of articulation of the sound in question.
Finally, the American English group [s •S' Z)'5]
20. Liberman, A.M.(1957) "Some Results of Research on 
Speech Perception1', J . A . S . A. 29 31 3PP * 117-123 •
was found to be distinguished from [p, Q, by the
general intensity level.
21Strevens' (i960) paper is a detailed spectro- 
graphic analysis of what may be loosely called "cardinal 
consonants". As the title of the paper suggests, the 
fricatives studied were not from any one particular 
language. He described the fricatives with a view to 
specifying (i) the frequencies of the lower and upper 
limit of energy present;
(ii) the presence or absence of formant-like concentrations 
of energy;
(iii) the overall relative intensity of the sounds.
The sounds investigated, like the plosives of
2 2Halle, Hughes and Radley (1957) > fall into three groups:
Front: [J, f, 0]
Central: [s , f, <£]
Back:
He found the following acoustic features to be common to 
these classes of fricatives:
Front: (a) Long spectrum, with little patterning
of peaks of power.
(b) Relative intensity low.
Central: (a) Short spectrum, with main region of
energy at higher frequency than in the 
other two groups.
(b) Relative intensity high.
21. Strevens, P. (i960) "Spectra of Fricative Noise in 
Human Speech" Language and Speech, 3*1.
22. Halle, Hughes and Radley (195.7) op.cit.
2^5
Back: (a) Spectrum medium length.
(b) Exhibit a formant-like patterning of 
energy.
(c) Relative intensity is intermediate 
between the other groups.
Strevens makes two general points. The first is that the 
shape of the vocal tract has a direct bearing on the 
resulting sound - stressing the important interdependence 
of physiological and acoustic events. Change in this 
shape is probably the chief cause of perceptible differ­
ences in sound quality.
The second point made is that the pressure of 
expiratory air used in speech is operated on by two 
variables:
(a) affective variations of pressure: the pressure level
for shouting and other animated speech is higher than 
for normal speech.
(b) phonetic impedance of pressure: the air-stream above 
the larynx has two modes of flow, aperiodic and 
periodic, equivalent to breath and voice, respectively, 
with the former always at a higher rate.
In either mode of flow, the air may be free or impeded 
to a greater or lesser extent. Both the extent and 
duration of such obstruction vary from sound to sound.
The stops studied above have momentary but complete 
obstruction while fricatives have lower phonetic impedance 
of longer duration.
By taking general phonetic considerations into 
account, and by extrapolating his findings in the analysis 
of the voiceless fricatives above, Strevens made some
general remarks about voiced fricatives and other 
sound types, having a noise component. The voiced 
counterparts of the fricatives above, [^, v,3 , z0 j
were characterised by Strevens as consisting 
of two components: a component of hiss, and a component 
of ’vocal tone’. The acoustic characteristics of the 
hiss obviously correspond to those of the voiceless 
fricatives In most respects. The vocal tone corresponds 
to the ’voice-bar'.
The main difference between the two types of 
fricative is that in the articulation of a voiced fricative, 
for a given air-pressure the air-flow is less that for 
a corresponding voiceless fricative. The acoustic int­
ensity of the hiss component of voiced fricatives is 
inherently less than that of the voiceless.
Strevens makes one Important final point,
"The statements are an approximation and 
a normalization, and not absolute or 
final descriptions. Palatographic studies 
show that there are often large variations 
of shape and orifice and even of place of 
constriction, within the speech of an 
individual as well as between speakers ....
It is clear that there are available to 
the speaker, compensatory processes which 
enable him to produce an acceptable quality 
of voiceless fricative using quite a variety 
of different articulatory postures.”
The possibility of there being articulatory (and,
consequently, acoustic) differences, of greater or lesser
extent, between the realizations of what is judged by
native speakers and competent phoneticians as the "same",
acceptable sound, is clearly recognised by Strevens.
23. Compare the two Palatograms for each laminal sound 
studied in this thesis.
This has important implications for the spectrograms, 
palatograms and mingograms analysed in this thesis. 
Their absolute, etic values may differ from those of 
the sounds produced by another speaker of Karanga: 
but such differences do not violate the system, the 
emic value of the material which permits inter-personal 
and inter-group communication within the dialect.
5.3*10.3* The labio-dental fricatives /f,y/.
(a) Pronunciation.
As the diagram below shows, the articulatory 
stricture for both the fricatives is the same.
Diagram 1 3. /fax/*
There is a narrow degree of approximation between the 
upper incisors and the inside surface of the lower lip.
The soft palate Is raised, cutting off the nasal 
chamber. For the voiceless fricative [f], the vocal 
cords are wide apart, thereby allowing a big volume 
of aperiodically vibrating pulmonic air to flow into 
the pharynx-mouth cavity; Karanga [v] is a breathy- 
voiced fricative. During its pronunciation, the liga- 
mental vocal cords vibrate as for plain voice but the 
arytenoid cartilages are wide apart, producing both 
voice and breath. Throughout, the tongue assumes the 
position of the adjacent vowel.
For both sounds, air issues from the speech 
tract fricatively because of the narrow labio-dental 
stricture. The air has a median but slit mode of egress
(b) Acoustic Features.
Both [f] and [y] are typical fricatives in that 
they have no formant structure on their random-looking 
spectrograms 63 and 64. The voiceless fricative has 
greater intensity compared to its breathy-voiced counter 
part. For both sounds, the fricative noise is spread on 
the spectrograms from about 1.00 KHz, where it is very 
weak, to the very highest frequencies. Overall the 
intensity is rather low, as can be seen, for example, 
by comparing the amplitude sections of [s], 65 and of 
[f] on section 63. Although a number of utterances 
were used, only a very low amplitude section could be 
obtained for the breathy-voiced [v] - section 64, as 
in [panemayucjfi].
The vowel preceding both fricatives on these 
spectrograms is the same, [a]. It has a terminal F2
transition pointing towards a very low locus, at about 
700Hz, as does the initial F2 transitions of the vowel 
following each fricative in the respective utterances.
This low formant transition locus is characteristic 
of the Front series of consonant articulations generally.
Apart from the intensity difference between 
them, these two fricatives are also distinguished by 
the presence of a voice-bar for [v] at about 250 Hz, 
missing on the spectrogram of [f]. This voice-bar has 
striations with more energy next to the vowels on either 
side of the fricative, than at the centre of it. The 
vowel preceding [f] is about 14 centi-seconds in duration, 
while that preceding [v] is about 18 centi-seconds.
This is an approximation: it is easier to see the beginning 
of [f] than that of [v] because of the break in voicing 
between it and the preceding vowel.
5.3.10.4. The dental fricatives /s ,#/.
Pronunciation.
During the pronunciation of these two fricatives, 
the soft palate is raised to exclude nasal resonance. 
Pulmonic egressive air is impeded by the articulatory 
narrow stricture between the tip and blade of the tongue 
and the tooth ridge. For [s] the Palatograms (i) a and b 
show that the sides of the tongue make firm contact with 
the left and right alveolar zones. The surface of the 
tongue tip and blade is grooved and the air forces its
Diagram lb. /s,^/.
way along the groove and through the interstices of 
the upper incisors with a sharp hissing sound. Lip 
position depends on that of the adjacent vowel. For 
example, the lips will be spread in pronouncing the
S /
example for Palatogram (i) a [simba], whereas they 
will be open wide for the example (i) b [pas£].
The purpose of having two Palatograms is clearly 
demonstrated by comparing the area of side contact for 
[s] before a high front vowel and before an open one.
There is far more side contact especially between the
front of the tongue and the sides of the hard palate in
[sximb&] than in [pasi]. In other words, there is less
interference from the vowel in the latter example than 
in the former, although both varieties of [s] are 
classified as members of the same distinctive /s/ phoneme.
Much the same features may be observed on 
Palatograms (ii) a and b [zimba] and [paza], respectively, 
for the breathy-voiced dental fricative, except that 
this sound seems to have even wider contact between the 
sides of the front of the tongue and the area of the 
hard palate between the second molar line and fourth 
molar line than its voiceless counterpart before a front 
vowel.
(b) Acoustic Features,
As spectrograms 65. [sara mum'll sure] and 66.
[paW namagu't?,a] show, the noise component of these two 
fricatives is concentrated in the high frequency range, 
above 3*5 KHz. The voiceless sound has greater overall 
intensity than the breathy-voiced one.
The vowel preceding both fricatives, [a], and [u], 
the vowel following, both have a very low locus F2 
transition, at about 800 Hz, consumate with the articul­
ations being dental or denti-alveolar. The noise component 
is in the high frequencies mainly because they are grooved 
articulations, whereas which are produced in the
same area, are slit, for example.
There is also a difference in the duration of the
vowel preceding the voiceless [s], lM centi-seconds and
that preceding [z], about 19 centi-seconds. The other 
difference between these two sounds is that [z] has a 
voice-bar with low intensity and wide-apart striations, 
whereas [s] does not have a voice-bar at all.
While the overall profiles of the amplitude
sections 65 and 66 are similar, amplitude section 66, for
[z] has no energy near the middle frequency region, at 
points corresponding to those at which [s] has its 
lowest level of energy. This is to be expected since 
an open glottis allows more air to pass upwards from 
the lungs than when the vocal cords are vibrating.
Compared to [f,v], [s,z] have most of their 
energy in the high frequency region, whereas the former 
show no preferential concentration of such energy on 
the frequency axis: it is evenly spread all over, more 
or less.
5.3.10.5. The/labiallsed1alveolar fricatives ,g/.
Diagram 1 5. /£,£/.
(a) Pronunciation
For both sounds the soft palate is raised to 
cut off nasal resonance. For [^]3 the glottis is 
wide open, allowing aperiodically vibrating air to 
flow into the pharynx-mouth cavity 5 whereas for [i ] 
the glottis produces simultaneous breath and voice 
(see Ladefoged (1971) ,pp•6,8).
The narrow articulatory stricture for these 
sounds is made between the blade of the tongue and the 
alveolar ridge, as palatograms (iii) a and b and (iv) a 
and b show. There are two major differences between 
these palatograms and those for [s,z]. First, the 
passage for the pulmonic air is wider than that for 
[s,g]. Secondly, the closure between the sides of the 
tongue and the left and right alveolar zones extends 
as far forward in the mouth as the alveolar ridge for 
and fartherfor the dental fricatives.
When palatograms (iii) a and b are compared it 
is found that, as in their dental counterparts, the 
area of contact between the sides of the tongue and the 
left and right alveolar zones is wider when [§] is 
followed by a.,high vowel, as in [§imbo] , than when it is 
followed by an open vowel, as in [^a^a]. Overall, the 
contact between the sides of the tongue and the alveolar 
zones seems to extend farther forward in the mouth in 
[^i-] than in [§a-] , though remaining alveolar. This 
also holds for palatograms (iv) a and b, for [3 .3.
The third major difference between the alveolar 
pair and the dental one is the lip position during the 
pronunciation of these sounds. The alveolar sounds are
called "labialised" because during their pronunciation 
the lips are closely rounded, irrespective of which 
vowel(s) is adjacent, whereas [s,z] are accompanied by 
anticipatory lip-rounding only when the following vowel 
is [o] or [u], Lip-rounding for gives these
sounds that peculiar friction which has earned them 
the label "whistling fricatives".
(b) Acoustic Features.
The overall amplitude section profiles for the 
two sounds are similar, with energy peaks and minima at 
corresponding points along the frequency axis - see 
amplitude sections and ?.Q, for [*] and [^] respectively.
There is an energy peak at about 3*5 KHz, which 
declines progressively thereafter, more precipitately 
for [^ ] than for [^]. The former sound has no energy 
along the frequency axis at a point corresponding to that 
with the lowest energy concentration for [gj.
On spectrograms 69. [tamwa ma^ugu] and 70 ,
/ s s x /
[a;^ uz?a meso] the lower limit of noise for the two sounds 
on the frequency scale is at 2.5 KHz, compared to 3-5 KHz 
for [s,z], and, as we shall see below, at 2 KHz for
The vowel [a], preceding each of the two sounds 
in their respective utterances, has F2 and F3 frequency 
transitions having loci at slightly higher frequencies 
than for [s,g] above, that is, between 800 Hz and 1 KHz. 
The following vowel has a clear initial F2 transition 
pointing towards the same frequency area.
The two fricatives, [£.,£ ] are distinguished one 
from the other by the presence of a voice-bar on the
spectrogram for [^], but missing on that for [§].
The vowel [a] has a duration of 20 centi-seconds before 
ten compared to 16 centi-seconds before Eg].
5.3*10.6. The alveolar lateral fricatives ± 14 /.
(a) Pronunciation.
To produce these sounds, the soft palate is 
raised, cutting off nasal resonance. For [4] , the 
vocal cords are held wide apart, allowing aperiodically 
vibrating pulmonic air to flow into the pharynx-mouth 
cavity. During the pronunciation of on the other 
hand, there is simultaneous voice and breath, as for 
all breathy-voiced consonants.
The articulatory strictures for these fricatives 
are made in two different parts of the oral cavity, as 
palatograms (vii) [4iwa] and (viii) [^iwa] show.^ The 
forward closure is made between the blade of the tongue 
and alveolar ridge. The second stricture is a narrowing 
between the right side of the back of the tongue and 
that part of the right alveolar ridge behind the fourth 
molar. The alveolar closure is maintained, so that pulmonic 
air has a lateral egress out of the speech tract.
If we decide that the closure in the mouth, which 
makes these sounds lateral, is more important, then we
24. This Is the only pair of fricatives for which one set 
of palatograms (before a front vowel) has been made.
An inspection of all the other examples where a palatogram 
was -made.. in the environment of an open vowel will 
show that there Is a fairly general pattern and the 
features displayed thereon may be extrapolated ontp 
the lateral fricatives.
will have to call them alveolar sounds. But if, on 
the other hand, the stricture which produces friction 
(thereby making the sounds fricative) is chosen, then 
will be called back lateral fricatives. Our 
classificatory criteria, outlined in the second chapter, 
favour the former solution: a closure ranks higher 
than a narrowing; and there are more median oral 
strictures in speech than lateral, i.e. using the 
criterion of articulatory potential.
(b) Acoustic Features.
The problem outlined above is not resolved on 
the acoustic level since the features observed on the 
spectrograms are conflicting. As seen on spectrograms
Diagram l6. /4 >k /•
'6? a n d  681 . [taWapakufea] and [unojiajia k i 4 a ]  respectively,
like the back set of fricatives [x,^, ft], have 
a clear formant structure2 .^ They each have four
formants with centre frequencies at 250 Hz, 2.25 KHz, 
3*75 KHz and 5 KHz respectively. Especially for 
these formants correspond to four vowel-*-type peaks of 
energy on the amplitude sections 671 and 68.
are characterised by vowel formant transitions with a 
fairly high locus. Both [u] and [a], the vowels preceding 
and following the fricatives respectively, have F2 
frequency transitions pointing towards a locus of about 
1.9 KHz. So the two sounds have acoustic features which 
correspond to the two areas of the mouth in which the 
strictures which produce them are made.
by the following features:
(i) H 3 the voiceless fricative, has greater intensity 
than the breathy-voiced - compare the amplitude
sections -67 and 68,*
(ii has a low frequency voice-bar with wide-apart
striations, whereas [4 ] has none.
(iii) the vowel [u] has a duration of 20 centi-seconds
before compared to about 12 centi-seconds before [^  ].
5.3*10.7* The palato-alveolar fricatives, /Xg/v
(a) Pronunciation.
The soft palate is raised to cut off nasal resonance.
But like other central articulations, \_4
The sounds are distinguished one from the other
25. See P. Strevens (i960) op.cit.
For the vocal cords are held wide apart, thereby
allowing a large volume of aperiodically vibrating 
air into the supra-glottal cavities. For [3 ] , the vocal 
cords are positioned for producing breathy-voice.
Diagram 1 7.
As the palatograms (v) a and b, and (vi) a and 
b show, the sides of the tongue come into firm contact 
with the left and right alveolar zones. As in the 
previous examples, in the examples a, the fricative is 
followed by a close vowel, whereas the examples b have 
a low vowel which does not interfere with the pronunciat­
ion of the consonant. Taking the voiceless as an
example, it is clear that there are marked differences 
between the [J] in [Jumba] and that in [Jamba]. For
example, the air passage seems to be wider in example 
(v) b_ than in a. The area of contact between the 
sides of the front of the tongue and the left and right
example. This is perhaps due to the fact that [a], 
the following vowel is neither back nor front: though 
open, this vowel has tongue raising in about the same 
area as the palato-alveolar fricatives ■ W -  There 
is, therefore, some interference.
vowel have side contact which extends from behind the 
fourth molar line to as far forward in the mouth as the 
canine line, which is not as far forward as for the 
other fricatives above. And compared to them, that is
from the lungs to pass through, causing a less sharp 
hiss than in those fricatives. The lips are rounded, 
but not as closely as for •
(b) Acoustic Features.
The amplitude sections of [^] and c5 ] have a 
similar overall profile, with peaks of energy at 
corresponding points along the frequency axis. On 
average, amplitude section 71 s for tin has higher 
energy peaks than that of the breathy-voiced [5 ]. And 
the latter has no energy at all at the point correspondingt 
that where c n  has its lowest energy concentration.
lower than that of either [s,g], or The lower
limit of the noise component on the frequency scale for
alveolar zones is wider in [famba] than in the other
However, both examples with a high and a low
[B.». 9*], have a much wider groove for the air 
The relative intensity of these fricatives is
is at about 2 KHz.
On spectrograms 71 [^aari maj'ura] and 72. 
[ndawana magumwi], the vowel [a], preceding both 
fricatives in these utterances, has a fairly high 
terminal F2 transition locus at about 1.9 KHz, as 
does [u] after the fricatives.
The two sounds differ from each other in that 
[^ ] has a voice-bar whereas does not. The vowel
[a] has a duration of about 18 centi-seconds before
and of 14 centi-seconds before [.P
5.3*10.8. The velar fricatives
(a) Pronunciation.
The fricatives [x] and are unvoiced and
breathy-voiced respectively. In the case of [x], 
aperiodically vibrating air Is allowed to flow into the 
supra-glottal cavities through the open glottis. For 
the vocal cords are positioned for breathy-voice 
as described by Ladefoged (1971* pp.6 ,8).
The soft palate being raised to cut off nasal 
resonance (as shown in the diagram below), pulmonic 
air for both [x|] flows into the pharynx-mouth cavity 
producing friction as it forces its way through the 
narrow stricture between the back of the tongue and 
the soft palate. The position of the lips depends on 
that of the adjacent, especially the following, vowel. 
Pulmonic air has a median mode of egress.
Diagram 1 8. /x,j/.
(b) Acoustic Features.
The amplitude sections of both fricatives 
have lower level energy than all the other fricatives 
in the Karanga system except the labio-dentals [f,^]. 
Their overall amplitude profiles are similar, with 
vowel-type peaks of energy at corresponding points along 
the frequency axis. And the intensity difference between 
[x] and is minimal, with the former having slightly
higher peaks. The voiceless [x] has a low level energy 
concentration in the very high frequency region where 
the breathy-voiced has none - compare the amplitude
sections 73 and 7 »^
Spectrograms 73 [taxora nasi] and 7^ [ndinocfa 
^dwa] show that both fricatives, like above, have
a clear formant structure. Each one has a low 
frequency PI (725 Hz), a rather high F2 (3.5 KHz), 
and F3 (4.5 KHz) ..
Apart from having a formant structure like 
G4£l, there are no outstanding similarities between 
these two pairs of sounds. For one, the centre fre­
quencies of corresponding formants are different, those 
of [x eing higher than those of . Secondly,
the terminal F2 and F3 frequency transitions of [a] 
before [x] and [T||] point towards a common locus at 
about 1  KHz. This, according to Ladefoged (1975a P * 1 7 8 ) ,  
among others, is a defining characteristic of all velar 
articulations.
Between themselves, [x] and differ in that
the latter has a voice-bar for about the first quarter 
of its duration, whereas [x] has no striations at all.
The vowel preceding [x] has a duration of about 15 centi- 
seconds, whereas that preceding has a duration of
about 18 centi-seconds.
5.3.10.9* The glottal fricative /fi/.
(a) Pronunciation.
The Karanga glottal fricative is the breathy- 
voiced consonant par excellence. With the arytenoid 
cartilages open and the li^gamental vocal cords vibrating, 
the larynx produces a complex of both voice and aperiodic 
friction.
The soft palate being raised to exclude nasal
resonance, this lung air is channelled into the
pharynx-mouth cavity. The shape and size of these
supra-glottal cavities depends on the following vowel,
which means that there are as many ft-quality sounds
as there are vowels in the system (see chapter 3 above).
In that chapter a number of similarities were observed
between the amplitude sections of [ft] and that of the
associated vowel in the so-called Gv -sequences. This
2 6is why some writers prefer to regard the glottal 
fricative as the voiceless, or (in our case) the less 
voiced onset of the ensuing vowel.
Pulmonic air is expelled from the speech tract 
at high pressure, producing friction in all the supra- 
glottal cavities, except the nasal.
(b) Acoustic Features.
Amplitude section 10 shows that [ft] has a regular 
arrangement of vowel-type peaks of energy. On this 
particular section, where the fricative precedes the 
vowel [u] in the syllable [ftu], only the first two formants 
can be seen.
The amplitude section also shows that the fricative 
has its highest concentration of energy in the very low 
frequencies, like the first two formants of [u], up to 
about 700Hz. This energy decays rather rapidly above 
this frequency, more so on amplitude section 10 than on 75*
Spectrogram 75, shows that the vowel preceding
26. Doke, C .M. (1931 p.92) and GImson, A.C. (1962,p.l91)
op.cit.
[fi] in [ndarumwa pafturo] has very rapid terminal
formant transitions. But there are no transitions 
between the fricative and the ensuing vowel [u], 
confirming our articulatory claim that during [R], 
the supraglottal cavities are shaped as for the 
following vowel. The fricative itself has striations 
which are wider apart than those of the vowels on 
either side.
5.3•10•10. Conclusion.
the fricatives of Karanga were divided into three classes 
based on articulatory criteria, namely Front, Central 
and Back. The following are some of the more outstanding 
acoustic features which characterise these classes:
At the outset, and following Strevens (1960)2^
Articulatory Features Acoustic Features
Front:
Very low loci for the F2 and F3
vowel transitions, in the frequency 
range 250 Hz - 800 Hz.
Central:
.§.] Very high loci for F2 and F3 vowel 
transitions, from 1.5 KHz to 2 KHz.
27. Strevens, P. (i960) op.cit.
Back:
(i) Rather low frequency loci, for
F2 and F3 vowel formant transitions, 
between 500 Hz and 1 KHz.
(ii) Formant-like concentrations of 
energy.
Grooved articulations:
[s,z; no^se component is concentrated
in the high frequencies on the spectrum 
with that of [s,z] having the highest 
lower limit at 3-5KHz, that of 
the lowest at 2KHz.
Laterals:
Formant-like concentrations of 
energy, like the Back series.
The members of the Front class are distinguished 
among themselves by the low. intensity which characterises 
the labio-dentals [f,v], as opposed to that of [s,z], 
which is much higher. Members of the Central series are 
distinguished among themselves by having a formant
structure which [s5z have not got; and the latter by
the lower limit of the noise component of being
higher than that of
The Back series is made up of [x which have
F2 and F3 vowel transitions pointing towards a common 
locus, and which does not have vowel formant transitions
which are very clear since it is itself very similar to 
neighbouring vowels.
5.3.10.11. The Affricates of Karanga.
Introduction.
As I said In the section on plosives above,
the release of the mouth closure during the pronunciation
of a plosive sound is radical, that is, clear-cut. If,
however, the two organs Involved in this pronunciation
part slowly, we perceive homorganic friction, not
plosion. Such friction is aperiodic If there Is no
voicing during the closure period; and periodic If
there Is voice or (in the case of Karange) breathy-voice,
during the closure period.
Sounds produced In this way, that is, with
plosive-like closures followed by homorganic friction,
are called "affricates" . Gimson (1962, p. 171)"** says
nThe term 'affricate' denotes a concept 
which is primarily of phonetic Importance.
Any plosive, whose release stage is 
performed In such a way that considerable 
friction occurs approximately at the point 
where the plosive stop is made, may be 
called 'affricative'. The friction present 
in an affricate is of shorter duration than 
that which characterises a fricative proper."
2 8Later in the same chapter Gimson (1962,p.l72)
says that it is possible to regard English affricates
either as single phonemic entitles or as sequences of
two phonemes:
"If /t , d , tr, dr/ are treated as 
sequences of two phonemes, the realization 
of the second element will differ according 
to whether it occurs in the same syllable 
or morpheme as the stop...".
28. Gimson, A.C. (1962) op.cit.
I favour a unitary phonemic interpretation of affricates 
for Karanga (and Central Shona generally) where • 
consonantal phonemes do not occur in syllable final 
positions.
In terms of the definition of ’affricate’ given 
by Gimson above, Karanga has a set of eight affricates: 
pf, bv; ts,dg; t§, dg; ^/. In the section on
plosives, /p>b/ have been classified as bilabials, and 
/f,v/ as labio-dentals in the section on fricatives.
i*
The first two items in the list of Karanga affricates 
are therefore not made up of homorganic elements. But 
they nonetheless qualify for this classification since 
the two elements are not required to be strictly homo'- 
rganic: Gimson says "considerable friction occurs
approximately at the point where the plosive stop is made.
There are a number of distinguishing features 
peculiar to affricative sounds. For example, affricates 
combine in sequence some of the articulatory features 
of stops (e.g. momentary but complete closure of the air- 
stream) with other features characteristic of fricatives 
(e.g. partial obstruction of the air-stream).
In the following study, use will be made of 
spectrograms of utterances in which the affricates are 
surrounded by the same vowels thus: aAu, where "’A' stands 
for the affricate In question, and [a] and [u] are the 
vowels preceding and following the africate respectively:
76. [mapfumo awanda], "there are now many spears"
77. [ma^vura fiuku], "you(pl.) have singed a fowl"
78. [ndinocfa tsurjgVa] , "I want ’vegetables’".
79* [a6a dzur)gu] , M(s)he has stolen pea-nuts"*
80. [^inondat^uka], "I’m now light-skinned".
81. [ndlnocfa/ d^ iiku] , "I want the red one" (adj. cl. 5)*
82. [ndamupa tj*umi] , "I’ve given him/her ten shillings".
83. [nda^ama^uru], "I’ve eaten ants".
In addition, Palatograms were made for all these 
affricates except two, /pf, by/. As for all the other 
sounds produced in the palatal and alveolar areas, two 
Palatograms were made for each affricate, one using an 
utterance in which the affricate preceded a high vowel 
and the other in which the vowel was low. The palatograms 
so obtained were numbered (xviii) a and b through (xxiii) a and
5.3.10.12. The labio-dental affricates /pf,fry/.
Diagram 19* /pf,bv/.
(a) Pronunciation.
To produce these affricates, the soft palate is 
raised to cut off the nasal chamber. The obstacle to 
the pulmonic egressive air-stream Is a complete closure
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formed by the inner surface of the lower lip being 
pushed up against the upper incisors. Over and above 
this stricture the upper lip comes very close to, 
sometimes touches, the edge of the lower lip.
The tongue is not directly involved in the 
pronunciation of these affricates, and so its position 
will be that appropriate for the following vowel.
Lung air therefore builds up pressure behind the labio­
dental closure until this pressure exceeds that of 
atmospheric air. The closure is then released slowly, 
causing audible friction.
During both the stop and fricative stage, 
the vocal folds are wide apart for [pf], allowing a 
strong current of aperiodically vibrating air to flow 
into the supraglottal cavities. For [bv], on the other
hand, the vocal folds are positioned for producing
breathy-voice.
(b) Acoustic Features.
On spectrogram 7&* [mapfumo at^anda], there seems 
to be a distinct noise ’’burst" following the release 
of the closure stage, apart from the friction of [f].
The fact that such a noise"burst" is not seen on
spectrogram 77. [mabyurafiuku] , may be accounted for by
i
the pressure behind the closure being stronger for the 
voiceless [pf] than for the breathy-voiced [bv].
The most outstanding acoustic features are the 
F2 and F3 terminal transitions of the vowel [a] before 
these affricates in their respective utterances. The 
downward movement of the transitions of the F2 and F3 
of the vowels [a] is characteristic of transitions from 
the steady-state of the formants of vowels to a labial 
or dental or labio-dental consonant articulation. In 
this case these formant transitions point towards loci 
at about 200 Hz and 1.5 KHz respectively.
One of the interesting features on all the
spectrograms of affricates in this study is the behaviour
of the first formant of the vowel [a]: it has a transition
bending downwards before all the affricates irrespective
of their place of articulation. This seems to be some
2 9corroboration of Delattre’s (1968) 7 observation that 
whereas F2 and F3 transitions give information about 
the place of articulation of a consonantal sound, FI 
transitions give Information about the manner of 
articulation of such sounds. The downward movement of 
FI of the vowel preceding an affricate seems to be an und­
erlining feature of this class of sounds.
The other outstanding feature on these spectrograms 
is the diffuseness of the noise component of the affricates 
it is spread from the very low to the highest frequencies, 
being rather low in intensity.
29. Delattre, P. (1968) op.cit.
The two affricates differ from one another by 
[ bv ] having a voice-bar with far-apart striations while 
[pf] does not have any voice-bar. What seem to be 
striations at about 250Hz on the spectrogram of [pf] 
made me record more utterances and analyse them using 
the Speech Segmentator to find out if this sound has 
voice in intervocalic positions: those are not striations 
and [pf] has no voice in those positions.
5.3*10.13. The denti-alveolar affricates /ts, (}%/.
(a) Fronunciat ion.
Diagram 2 0 . As, <Jz/
The soft palate is raised to cut off nasal 
resonance. And, as Palatograms (xviii) a and b, 
and (xix) a and b show, there is firm contact between 
the sides of the tongue and the left and right - alveolar 
zones. This contact starts at the extreme back of the 
palate, behind the fourth molar line, and extends as far
forward in the mouth as the lateral incisor line for the
/ \ v /
examples a, that is, [tsime] and [dzimba], where the
affricates are followed by the front high vowel. In 
the examples b, on the other hand, that is, [tsamba] and 
[dzama], where these affricates precede a low vowel, 
the contact stops just short of the lateral incisor line.
This difference between the two sets of Palatograms 
is accounted for by the overlapping between the consonantal 
and the vowel articulations. But this particular Instance 
of interference is minor compared to that along the sides 
of the oral cavity. Here there are marked differences in 
the width of the area of contact between the sides of 
the tongue and the left and right alveolar zones in the 
context of the two vowel articulations. These differences 
are most marked in the areas on either side of zones 
6 and 7, where the contact has a width averaging 1*4 mm 
and 21 mm respectively, for examples a; and 12 mm and 13 nim 
in zones 6 and 7 respectively for the examples b.
For both examples, however, pulmonic egressive 
air builds up pressure behind the denti-alveolar closure, 
which pressure is higher for the voiceless [ts] than for 
the breathy-voiced [dz]. The closure is then released 
slowly in the centre but is maintained on the sides.
Homorganic friction is heard as the air escapes 
medially from the speech tract.
(b) Acoustic Features
As in the preceding examples} the PI of the 
vowel [a] has a falling terminal transition before 
the affricates [ts, dz] in the respective utterances 
- Spectrograms 78, [ndinocfa tsurjga], and 79* [aBadyuggu], 
The second and third formants of this vowel, on the 
other hand, point towards higher loci than those they 
did before 1.5 KHz and 2KHz respectively. Whereas the 
following vowel [u] did not have an F2 transition after 
[pfjbv] (hardly likely since its F2 has a low centre 
frequency, near the loci for front articulations), its 
second formant (F2) has a transition pointing upwards 
to a locus of about 1.5 KHz when preceded by [ts,dz].
The spectrograms of both affricates are similar 
in that their noise components have a much higher common 
frequency range, 2.5 KHz upwards, than [pf,by], and 
this noise has a greater intensity level than that of 
those labio-dentals.
The affricates differ from each other in that 
[ts] has no voice-bar (vocal cord vibration seems, 
however, to continue from the preceding vowel until 
the organs of speech have attained their steady-state 
for [ts]), whereas [dz] does have one, although the 
striations are wide apart and of low intensity.
5.3-10.14. The *labialised1alveolar affricates /t^,(fe/.
(a.) Pronunciation.
The soft palate is raised to cut off nasal 
resonance during the pronunciation of these affricates 
as shown in the diagram below.
Diagram 21. ^/-
And as the Palatograms (xx) a and b, [it^ ci] and [mat^a]
\ / s \
respectively, and (xxi) a and b, [id^a] and [mac^a]
respectively, show, the air from the. lungs is obstructed 
by a firm closure between the sides of the tongue and 
the left and right alveolar zones, continuous with one 
between the tip and blade of the tongue and the alveolar 
ridge.
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In both cases of example a, where the 
affricates are preceded by the front high vowel, 
the central area contact comes very close to the 
lateral incisor line. On the Palatograms of examples 
b on the other hand, the closure between the alveolar 
ridge and the tip and blade of the tongue is less 
advanced, exceeding the canine line only by a few 
millimetres. The extent of the interference of the 
front high vowel is again underlined. This is even 
more noticeable when the width of the side closure 
with a front vowel preceding is compared with that 
with an open vowel preceding the affricates.
This side contact is much wider when the high 
vowel is adjacent to the affricates than when an open 
vowel is involved. Overall, it seems that the contact 
between the sides of the tongue and the left and right 
alveolar zones is slightly wider on the left than on the 
right, irrespective of which vowel is adjacent to the 
consonantal articulation - and this applies to most 
Palatograms in this study.
In addition to the strictures described in the 
preceding paragraphs, these two affricates require close 
lip-rounding and a certain degree of lip-protrusion, 
which give the sounds their distinctive "whistling" 
noise, also a feature of the fricatives
During the closure period the vocal cords are 
wide apart, allowing aperiodically vibrating air to flow 
into the supraglottal cavities for [t§], whereas they 
are positioned for producing breathy-voice for [d^]. In 
either case, pulmonic air builds up pressure behind the
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oral closure until this pressure exceeds that of 
atmospheric air. The central closure is then 
released slowly, causing alveolar friction as the 
compressed air escapes from the speech tract.
(b) Acoustic Features
On spectrograms 80 Q^inondat|uka] and 8l.
[ndinocfa" d|\iku], the first formant of the vowel [a] 
before in their respective utterances, has a
falling terminal transition pointing towards a very 
low locus, as in. all the other examples. Although 
these affricate^ are alveolar articulations, the second 
formants of the vowels flanking them do not point 
towards as high a locus as one has come to associate 
with such sounds. This formant transition points towards 
a locus of about lKHz. This may be due to the close lip- 
rounding in the pronunciation of these affricates.
Also on both spectrograms, the noise component 
of the affricates is concentrated in the frequency range 
from 2 KHz upwards, though there is some energy below 
that limit. Although there are some striations on those 
portions of the affricate [d^] which are adjacent to 
the vowels surrounding it, they have a very low level 
of energy; and the middle portion is not much different 
to the whole of the closure and fricative portions of 
[t^], which have no voice.
5.3.10.15. The palato-alveolar affricates
(a) Pronunciation.
Nasal resonance is excluded by the raised soft 
palate, as shown in the diagram below.
And, as can be seen on the Palatogram (xxii) a and b,
contact between the sides of the tongue and the left 
and right alveolar zones. .This closure extends from 
behind the fourth molar and extends as far forward in 
the mouth as the canine line. Central area contact is 
between the palato-alveolar arch and the blade of the 
tongue. This central contact covers a wider area in the
Diagram 2 2*
[tjipo] and [tjapa] respectively, and (xxiii) a and b, 
[mucjjjLrjga] and [c^aVa] respectively, there is firm
examples a than the examples b. On Palatogram (xxil) 
a for example, this closure covers the area of the 
palate between the second molar line and the canine 
line. On Palatogram (xxii) b_ on the other hand, it 
lies between the first molar line and the canine line.
That is not the only difference between these 
two sets of Palatograms: the contact between the sides 
of the tongue and the alveolar zones is wider when 
the affricates are adjacent to high vowels than when 
they are not.
In addition to these strictures, there is a 
certain amount of lip-rounding and protrusion which 
occurs whether or not the affricates are followed by 
rounded vowels. But these lip modifications are minor 
compared to those characteristic of labialised affricates 
proper.
During the closure period, the vocal cords are 
wide apart for ctf], so that aperiodically vibrating air 
enters the mouth-pharynx cavity, whereas they are 
positioned for producing breathy-voice for [d^l* In 
both cases, lung air is compressed behind the palato- 
alveolar closure as for a plosive. Release of this 
closure is partial, that is, only the central area 
contact is slowly removed, while that along the sides 
is maintained. This produces palato-alveolar friction 
as the air escapes through the mid line of the ■ oral 
cavity .
(b) Acoustic Features
On Spectrograms 82. [ndamupa tJfumjL] and 83.
[ndal^ a mal^uru] the first formant of the vowel [a] 
has an initial transition pointing downwards, as in 
the other examples discussed above. The second and 
third formants of that vowel, on the other hand, have 
transitions pointing upwards to higher loci than in 
all preceding examples. The second formant has a 
locus of about 2.5 KHz, while the third one points 
towards one at about 3 KHz. The second vowel [u] has 
much the same loci for its corresponding formants.
The noise component of these affricates is 
concentrated in the frequency region above 1.5 KHz- 
although there is some energy below this limit, it is 
weak.
The breathy-voiced affricate has a voice-bar 
with wide-apart and low-intensity striations. The 
unvoiced [tf] has no voice-bar, although there are 
some striations at the beginning of its hold stage 
before the vocal cords have attained their steady-state 
for the affricate.
5.3*10.l6. The labio-velar "affricates" /px, IgyA
(a) Pronunciation.
In addition to the regular affricates described 
above, Karanga has two sounds which cannot be called 
affricates in terms of the definition given by Gimson 
(1962, pp.171-172) and quoted at the beginning of this 
section on affricates. In my pronunciation of these 
sounds [px, the plosives have a separate pronunciation
as they do in isolation, that is, closure, silence, 
release and plosion. The pronunciation of the 
fricative commences only after these stages have been 
completed: this assertion is supported by my Kinaesthetic
sensations and evidence from the Speech Segmentator.
The plosion of the stop is weakened by the 
narrow stricture formed between the back of the tongue 
and the soft palate for the fricatives [-x] and [ -an. 
pronounced immediately after the plosive is released.
These fricatives reduce the force of the air that was 
compressed behind the bilabial closure. The vocal cords 
are wide apart for the voiceless [px], while they are 
positioned for producing breathy-voice for [tj#'].
Throughout this pronunciation, there is a velic closure, 
so that nasal resonance is excluded.
(b) Acoustic Features.
These two articulations share, with the regular 
affricates discussed above, the feature of a falling 
terminal FI transition of the preceding vowel. This 
can be seen on Spectrograms 84. [kurapxsa] "to be cured", 
and 85. [gondobje], "a ram".
As before all labial articulations, the vowels 
next to these sounds have F2 and F3 transitions pointing 
towards low loci at about 600 Hz and 1 KHz respectively. 
But the vowels [a] and [e], which immediately follow 
[ x-, ] in their respective utterances, have different
transition patterns altogether. The second and third 
formants of [a] after [x] point towards a common locus
at about 1.8 KHz, while those of [e] after the breathy-
utterances is followed by a noise burst, with more 
energy after the voiceless than after the breathy- 
voiced plosive. This noise component is spread from 
the lowest to the highest frequencies, unlike that of 
the fricatives, which has its lower limit at about 1 KHz, 
and is arranged in formant-like patterns.
Finally, to illustrate the use of the breathy-voiced 
"affricate" above, consider the following tongue twister 
coined by speakers of other dialects to parody Karanga 
speech:
voiced [jJ] are not too clear.
The release of the bilabial closure in both
Diagram 2 3- /px ,
, S \ /  /  \ f  \ /  \  /  / \ \ /  t /  s 'j S  ^
[b^owa b'^ uja b^atakaj anika paruware b^ayeqganisiwa 
hhmadzib‘^ a e^ondod^e b^hkadzoka b^ oj'abjj'\b‘^ a / saka todjfira
fietfu t^igiri ], "that mushroom which we left in the 
sun to dry has been mixed with ram e i u c u s . As a result 
it has become rancid. So we have to eat sugar instead," 
This sentence also shows that the "affricate" [i$] may 
occur in the syllable before any of the five vowel 
phonemes of Karanga.
5.3*H«0* The nasal phonemes.
Introduction.
Karanga (and Central Shone as a whole) has a
set of four nasal consonants with what we have called
"plain voice": during their pronunciation, the vocal
cords are made to vibrate periodically throughout their
entire length. These articulations are produced at
four places in the speech tract; the bilabial, alveolar,
palatal and velar: /m,n ,^1,9/. They occur contrastively
with other phonemes in the dialect:
/-niara/, "scratch" vs. /-sara/, "stay behind" vs.
/ /
/~jiara/j "be shy".
/■gomb'e/ "cattle" vs. /romb'e/, "vagabond".
/mana/, "home area" vs. /-nama/, "plaster" (v.t.). 
In their pronunciation of these consonants the 
speech organs are lax, Kinaesthetically speaking, compared 
to the tension which characterises the pronunciation of 
the corresponding, breathy-voiced set of nasals:
/m,n,ji,g/. The phonemic status of some of 
these consonants may not be too transparent if we insist 
on finding minimal pairs in which the plain-voiced nasal 
contrasts with the breathy-voiced. But each one of
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these breathy-voiced nasals occurs contrastively with 
other phonemes in the system:
/manda/, "animal fat" vs. /raand^/, "fork in branch
of tree".
/marl/, "money" vs. /mari/, name of sub-dialect of 
Karanga and of ruling clan.
This gives us two bilabial nasal phonemes /m,m/. Each 
of these phonemes contrasts independently with other 
Karanga phonemes:
/manda/, "animal fat" vs. /-^anda/, "hide" (v-iO
vs. /manda/, "fork in branch of tree". And also,
s y \ //mari/ "money" vs. /man/ name of Karanga sub-dialect.
vs. /tjari/, "shawl*.
The alveolar nasal with plain voice contrasts with its 
breathy-voiced counterpart in the following minimal pairs:
/-naka/ "be nice" or "sweet" vs. /naka/, "inheritance"4* x
^ / y /
/noko/, "from your end" vs. /noko/, "goat droppings"; 
/-naVa/, "wilt" or "wither" vs. /nara/, "fibre woven
bag" .
As in the case of the bilabials above, these alveolar 
nasals enter into independent paradigms with other 
consonants in the system. Thus:
/-nat?a/ and /na^/ each contrast with 
/-razPa/, "read" or "count", while 
/noko/ and /noko/ each contrast with 
/ Joko7, "monkey".
Although the other two sets of nasals provide no 
minimal pairs as between a plain-voiced one versus its 
breathy-voiced counterpart, they nonetheless contrast 
with other consonantal phonemes in the system.
The palatal plain-voiced and breathy-voiced 
nasals occur in the following minimal pairs:
/-jiura/, "drown" vs. /-kura/, "grow up"
/-jiapa/, "overdo" vs. /-tsajih/, "fast" (v.i.). 
/ffejju/, "alive" (adj. cl. 9/10) vs. /memu/, 
invitation to baby to ride on mother's back.
/p^si7, "down" or "on the ground" vs. /ji'asi/, 
direction downwards.
/pxara/, "idiotic chap" vs. /pxajiia/> "crush" (v.t.). 
The velar pair also occurs in contrastive positions 
with other phonemes in the system:
/garjga/, "herbalist" vs. /tfarjga/, "scar" (n.5). 
/-qara/, "complain bitterly and demonstratively;1 
vs. /rara/j "dirt", (n.5).
/-rura/, "be vicious" vs. /-rurja/, "be tamed by
« v
punishment".
/-qora/, "become spiritually unclean" vs. /-xor'a/, 
"earn" or "be paid".
In view of the examples cited above, we may 
posit eight nasal phonemes for Karanga, using two 
parameters : place of articulation and phonation type:
Phonation type Place of articulation
(a) (b) (c) (d)
bilabial alveolar palatal velar
(a) plain-voiced: m n P D
(b) breathy-voiced: m n
4 * J}. 0*v
As in the previous sections, we can divide these 
articulations Into three sub-groups, calling the bilabials
the Front, the alveolars and palatals the Central, 
and the velars the Back series. The alveolars are 
grouped together with the palatals because they are 
the so-called 1larnlnalt articulations, I.e. the 
tongue makes a closure with the roof of the mouth in 
pronouncing them. Later we shall see that as a result 
of this, these two sets share some acoustic features 
not found in the other nasals.
5.3*11.1. Acoustic Studies of Nasals.
The one most obvious feature characterising the
spectra of nasal consonants, and one which many
researchers have remarked on, Is their vowel-type but
3 0low-intensity formant structure (see Fujimura [1962] ;
Fant [1970]^; Delattre [1968] ^  and Ladefoged [1975]^)* 
Fant (1970 says that a voiced nasal occlusive 
Is characterised by a spectrum in which F2 is weak or 
missing. And, more Importantly, a formant at approxim­
ately 250Hz generally extending into the adjacent vocalic 
segment "dominates" the spectrum.
Ladefoged (1975 jP*178)^ notes that /m,n,n/ have
30. Fujimura, 0. (1962) nAnalysis of Nasal Consonants !' 
Journal of the Acoustical Society, pp.1865-1875*
31. Fant, G. (1970) op.cit.
32. Delattre, P. (1968) op.cit.
33* Ladefoged, P. (1975) op.cit.
vowel-type albeit low-intensity, formants; that 
these formants lie in particular frequency locations 
that depend on the characteristic resonances of the 
nasal cavities. He speaks of "nasal cavities" because 
each nasal sound has a particular nasal cavity-cum- 
oral cavity combination.
Consequently, the centre frequencies of the 
formants of these nasals differ depending on the location 
of the oral occlusion for a particular nasal.
In specifying the nasals of Karanga, attention 
will be focused on the following acoustic features:
(a) the formant structure, i.e., the centre * frequencies 
of FI, and of F2 and F33 if present;
(b) the formant transitions of adjacent vowels, in 
particular F2 and F3 transitions;
(c) how the breathy-voiced vs. plain-voiced dichotomy 
is reflected on (i) spectrograms;
(ii) amplitude sections;
(iii) Mingograms.
5.3*11-2. The bilabial nasals
(a) Pronunciation
To produce these nasal sounds (as the diagram 
below shows) the lips come together, forming an air­
tight closure. The soft palate is lowered, coupling the
34oro-pharyngal chambers with the nasal. Since these are
34. For all nasal consonantal articulations, the oral 
cavity is semi-active, whereas the pharyngal and 
nasal cavities are active, since air from the lungs 
enters, but does not pass through the oral cavity, 
while it passes through the other two cavities.
not laminal articulations* the tongue assumes its 
position for the adjacent vowel.
Diagram 2k, /m*m/.
For the plain-voiced [m]* the vocal cords vibrate 
periodically whereas they produce murmur or breathy- 
voice for [m]. The auditory impression conveyed by 
these two sounds reflects the muscular tension during 
their production. The sound [m] * like all breathy- 
voiced sounds in the system* gives a rough* guttural 
auditory impression* whereas [m]* the Kinaesthetically 
lax sound* is higher and less throaty.
(b) Acoustic Features.
The following observations are based on spectro­
grams of utterances in which the sounds [m*$] are in 
syllable initial positions preceding different vowel
qualities:
86. [ t£ umi ] , "ten shillings",
87. [mandcl] , "animal fat"
88. [mand^i], "fork in branch of tree"
91. [mepu], "in your (pi),.."
92. [m&jiu], "alive" (adj. cl. 9/10).
On spectrogram 86. [tjumi], the bilabial nasal has 
a clear formant structure; and its formants may be 
described as having low intensity only in comparison 
with those of the vowels surrounding it in the utterance. 
The following formants are clearly visible: FI at about 
250 Hz; F2 at about 1.25KHz; F3 at 2.25 KHz and F4 at 3 KHz 
There is what may be termed an "anti-resonance" (Fant, 
i960, p. 143)^ from about 3*5KHz to 5KHz : there is no 
energy at all. Above that frequency range, energy is 
concentrated at 5-5KHz, 5*75KHz and 6.25KHz.
The vowel following [m] in this utterance, 
i.e. [i], has a fairly steep initial F2 transition 
pointing towards a very low locus at about 500Hz. The 
third formant also seems to have an abrupt transition 
pointing downwards.
We have two sets of spectrograms in which the 
plain-voiced nasal and its breathy-voiced counterpart 
are in comparable phonetic environments: 87 and 88, and 
91 and 92. Taking the latter two examples first, a 
number of differences between [m] and [m] can be observed:
(i) longer duration for [m] (about 18 centi-seconds) 
than for [m] (about 12 centi-seconds).
(ii) the striations on the formants of [m] are wider apart
35. Fant, G. (i960) op.cit.
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than those of [m].
(ill) the plain-voiced [m] has more energy in the higher
frequencies above the third formant than the breathy-
voiced [m] .*•
The second set of examples, 87 and 88, are, 
in fact, spectrograms-cum-amplitude sections of these 
two sounds. The aim in making these sections was to 
find out how the phonatory differences between [m] and 
[m] are reflected thereon. It is easier to see, withIf ?
the naked eye, differences in the sizes of amplitude 
peaks than the minute differences in the spacing of striations 
on spectrograms. The amplitude peaks of both nasals 
correspond to the number of formants visible on the 
spectrograms, but those of the plain-voiced nasal are 
higher - a tracing of one of the amplitude sections was 
made on transparent paper and superimposed on the other 
section for comparison.
*3
Further, Mingograms were made of the utterances 
4. [mandaj "animal fat", 5» Luanda] "fork in branch of tree". 
6. [minda] "plots of land", 7* [m’ind'o] "darkness" (of night). 
Oscillograms for the first two examples show that [m] 
has greater voice amplitude than [m], and that this low 
voice amplitude for [m] continues throughout the duration 
of the syllable. Not only are the oscillations (corresponding 
to striations on spectrograms) for [irp of lower amplitude
36. Care was taken to choose examples in which [m] and [m]
precede the "same" vowels in syllables bearing the 
same tone. In order to economise on space, the
Mingograms of the other nasals, i.e. alveolar,
palatal and velar, have been omitted. The features 
observed on them are the same as those of the 
bilabials.
but they are also farther apart than those of [m].
This means that the vocal folds are more ideally
positioned for voice production during the pronunciation
of [m] than that of [m]. This has some bearing on
* *
the pitch of the syllables of which these nasals are 
the initial segment, as can be seen by comparing the 
pitch tracings on Mingograms 4 and 5. In fact [rg] has 
virtually no pitch tracing on Ming. and although it
has on Ming.73 this is lower than that of its plain­
voiced counterpart. This is why breathy-voiced 
consonants are labelled "depressors" in Shona tonal 
phonology (see Chapter 7)*
5.3*11-3. The alveolar nasals, /n,n/.
(a) Pronunciation.
As the Palatograms (xiii) a and b show, there 
is firm contact between the sides of the blade and 
front of the tongue on the one hand, and the left and 
right alveolar zones on the other. There is not much 
difference in the width of this contact as between 
Palatogram (xiii) a [pona], and b [pana] along the sides 
There is, however, a difference in the size of the 
central area closure between the tip and blade of the 
tongue, and the alveolar ridge: that of the example a 
lies between the canine line and half-way between the 
first and second molar lines; whereas that of the exampl 
b_ is narrower, lying between the first molar line and 
the canine line.
Throughout the pronunciation of the alveolar 
nasals the soft palate is in a lowered position, 
coupling the oro-pharyngal cavity with the nasal. The 
vocal folds produce plain voice for [n] , and breathy- 
voice for [n], as pulmonic air flows between them.
The lips assume their position for the adjacent vowel 
since they are not directly involved in the pronunciation 
of [n,n] - see Diagram 25 below.
(b) Acoustic Features
The acoustic correlates of the phonatory 
contrasts between plain-voiced [n] and breathy-voiced [n] 
may be observed on spectrograms 89, [naka], and 90. [naka], 
"be nice" and "inheritance" respectively,
On each of these spectrograms, three vowel-type 
formants are clearly visible. Their centre frequencies 
are at 250Hz, 1.75KHz and 2.75KHz on both spectrograms.
But the second and third formants of the plain-voiced [n] 
have a much darker outline than the corresponding formants
of the breathy-voiced [n].
The other difference between these two nasals is 
that the striations of [n] are closer together than those 
of [n]. The.accompanying amplitude sections for these 
sounds are also informative: they each have three peaks 
of energy corresponding to the three formants visible on 
the spectrograms. When the tracing (on transparent paper)
of the amplitude section of [n] was superimposed on the
section of [n], the former was found to have higher peaks 
of energy than the latter. The voice amplitude difference 
between these two nasals is greater than that between the
bilabials, and the initial F2 transition of the 
vowel [a] on each spectrogram has a high locus at 
about 2.3KHz.
5.3*11 •■4* The palatal nasals, /p,o/.
(a) Pronunciation.
The Palatograms (xiv) a and b show that on 
average, the palatal nasal has the widest area of contact 
between the sides of the tongue and the left and fight 
alveolar zones of all the nasals, irrespective of 
what the adjacent vowel is. On Palatogram (xiv) a 
[jiimo], central area contact covers the central zones 
4 and 5* and small fractions of zones 3 and 6: on 
example b, on the other hand this area is smaller,
covering only central zone 4 and a small portion of 3,
since there is less overlapping from the vowel [a] of 
[pama].
On the whole, the differences between the palatal 
nasals [jijii] and their alveolar counterparts [n,n], 
auditory and acoustic, may be attributed more to the 
extent of the lateral closures than to the central area
closure being more or less advanced in the mouth. This
comes out clearly when the Palatograms of these two sub­
sets of the central nasals are compared.
During the pronunciation of the palatal nasals, 
the soft palate remains lowered, allowing pulmonic air 
to have a nasal egress. The lips assume their position 
for the following vowel. And the vocal cords produce 
plain voice for and breathy-voice for [p].
Diagram 25 . /n,n/. Diagram 26 /p,p/*
(b) Acoustic Features.
On spectrograms 91. [mepu] and 92. [mejiu] the 
two palatal nasals are followed by the "same1’ vowel in 
a high tone syllable. Both sounds have a formant pattern, 
although that of the plain-voiced [P ] has bolder outlines 
than that of its breathy-voiced counterpart.
The most outstanding feature on these spectrograms 
is the initial F2 and F3 transitions of the vowel [u].
These formant transitions have a common locus at about 
2.3KHz. The coming together of these two formant 
transitions, as we have seen in previous sections, is a 
characteristic feature of velar consonants. But on 
spectrogram 9*3. [jiimo] , where the plain-voiced [ji] precedes 
the front high vowel [i], these formants do not point
towards a common locus.
These observations lead to the conclusion that 
the palatal nasals are affected by the quality of
the following vowel: there is some assimilation between 
the vowel and the consonant articulation. These two 
sounds have re#tracted allophones before back vowels, 
and fronted ones before front vowels. This means that 
it may not be too easy to distinguish [p,ji] from the 
velars [g3ij] in the context of back vowels solely on 
acoustic (especially formant transition) evidence, 
although this is easily done using auditory and Kinaesthetic 
sensations.
5.3.11.5. The velar nasals, /r\ ,n/
(a) Pronunciation.
To produce these two sounds, the back of the 
tongue makes a closure with the velum, as in the pronunci­
ation of the velar plosives [k,g]. The difference between
»«
these two pairs of sounds in this respect is that whereas 
there is a velic closure for the plosives, there is a 
nasal passage for pulmonic air during the pronunciation 
of CtJ ,rj] - The position of the lips depends on the 
following vowel in an utterance.
As with the palatal nasals, pulmonic egressive air 
has two modes of flow past the glottis: the vocal folds 
vibrate periodically, producing plain voice for [rj]3 but 
are positioned for producing breathy-voice for [rj].
Diagram 2% /rj,rj/.
(b) Acoustic Features.
Two spectrograms, 9^ « [rjura] and 95* [rjora],
im
each with an amplitude section of the velar nasal in 
question, were made. There are some obvious common 
features between these spectrograms. For example 
each nasal has a formant structure comprising three 
low-intensity formants: FI at 350 Hz; F2 at 1.6KHz; 
and F3 at 2.75KHz.
These formants correspond to three peaks of 
energy on the amplitude sections. Equally, there are 
some differences between these sounds. For example, 
the voice-bar of the plain-voiced [1 3] has more energy 
than that of the breathy-voiced [1 3] ; the amplitude peaks
ft
of the former sound are higher than those of the latter 
nasal. On spectrogram 96 [qerjena] the initial F2 and F3 
transitions of the vowel [e] in the first syllable point
towards some fairly high loci at about 1.6KHz and 
2KHz respectively - although, this consonant [3] 
being a velar, I had expected the two transitions to 
have a common locus, as they do next to [k,^,x,J].
Conclusion
Taking the observations made in this section 
into account, the following seem to be some of the 
defining acoustic correlates of the articulatory criteria 
used in the general introduction to sub-classify the 
nasals of Karanga.
Acoustic Correlates:
Low frequency loci for both 
F2 and F3 vowel transitions - 
not exceeding 700Hz.
Loci of F2 and F3 of the vowel 
transitions as high as 2 KHz and 
2.3 KHz respectively.
Loci of F2 and F3 vowel trans­
itions are intermediate between 
the Front and Central series.
The retracted varieties of [p>J?,3 have a common locus 
for F2 and F3 transitions.
On the other hand, the phonatory dichotomy plain 
voiced versus breathy-voiced has the following acoustic 
correlates:
Articulatory Features: 
Front:
‘m J* 4.
Central:
31*
(before 
P j JAJ front
vowels)
Back:
Q * 31 (before 
ji, 41 \ back
vowels)
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Plain-voiced Breathy-voiced
Cm, n, ji, 3] [m, n, _p, rj]
(i) Striations close together (i) Striations farther apart
than for plain-voiced 
counterpart s.
(ii) Vowel following has striat- (ii) Part of vowel next to
ions close together nasal has wide apart
striations.
(iii) Does not seem to lower (iii) Causes gliding pitch from
syllable pitch. relative low to relative
high.
(iv) Amplitude sections have (iv) Amplitude sections have
higher peaks than for lower energy peaks,
breathy-voiced counterparts.
37In his Standard Shona Dictionary Hannan uses 
an orthographic convention whereby the distinction 
between breathy-voiced sounds on the one hand, and plain­
voiced ones on the other, is indicated by the presence 
or absence of the letter "h" after the nasal in a 
prevocalic position (nasals being taken as examples; 
this applies to all other sounds in the system). For 
example, the words used in this study are represented 
in that Dictionary as follows
Phonemic Representation Orthographic Representation
/mandaV manda, animal fat
/manda/ mhanda, fork in branch of tree
/minda/ minda, plots of land
37. Hannan, M.,S.J .(197^) op.cit.
Phonemic Representation Orthographic Representation 
mhindo, darkness (of night)/m\ndo/
/-naka/
/naka/
/mepi!/
/-rjura/ 
menyu, in your (pi.)*** 
*mhenyu, alive adj.9/10.
naka. be sweet, nice
nhaka. inheritance
n ’ura, remove meat from bone
using teeth.
/-rjora/ *n’ora, become spiritually
unclean.
This new orthography is a commendable attempt
to incorporate an important phonetic (and phonological) 
feature in the writing system. My only regret is that 
this has not been extended to all instances of breathy- 
voiced syllable onsets. For example, in my pronunciation 
the palatal nasal represented by "ny-” in the first 
asterisked example above is breathy-voiced and should 
therefore be written "nyh". Similarly the velar nasal repres­
ented by "n'" in the second asterisked example should also have 
an "h", thus "n’h..".
5*3*12.0 The Naso-Oral Phonemes.
Introduction.
The phenomenon which writers on Shona phonetics 
and phonology have described by the term "prenasalization1'
Is one whereby the breathy-voiced as well as the plain- 
voiced plosive consonants, the breathy-voiced fricatives 
(except /ft/) and the affricate /$%/» combine with the 
homorganic or semi-homorganic, appropriately voiced,
nasal. Such combinations have been treated, and I 
think correctly, as functional units, i.e. each as 
one complex consonantal onset to the syllable. The 
voiceless consonants do not combine with nasals in this 
way, as can be seen on the following list of so-called 
"prenasalised" consonant complexes: /mb, m p , mv, nd, n$,
W ’ qs and mb^/.
As I have pointed out in the first two chapters, 
terms such as "velarization", "palatalization", "labial­
ization" etc. are usually used in the phonetic literature 
to describe the. addition of a secondary articulatory 
feature to a primary articulatory feature: for example, 
the environmentally conditioned rounding of the lips 
for an otherwise lip-spread or neutral fricative such as 
[z] in [ z u " s u n "  or "day", where lip-rounding is a 
modifying feature caused by the following lip-rounded 
vowel [u].
It is because I use these terms in this way that 
I am unhappy with the term "prenasalization". According 
to the criteria outlined in the second chapter, a closure 
ranks higher than an opening of whatever degree if both 
strictures are made simultaneously during the pronunciation 
of a particular sound. In these so-called "pre-nasalised" 
complexes, when the soft palate is lowered for the nasal 
sound, there is simultaneously a closure In the mouth.
This is why nasals are called bilabial, alveolar, palatal 
or velar nasals: because that is where the articulatory 
oral closure is made. During such strictures, the nasal 
cavity is active (p.99-101 above), i.e. pulmonic air enters 
the cavity and leaves the speech tract that way; whereas
the oral cavity is semi-active.
To the extent that there is some oral resonance 
during the pronunciation of the nasal consonant, it may 
be phonetically plausible to speak of an oralised nasal 
- since the contribution of the nasal cavity to the 
quality of the resultant sound is superior to that of 
the oral. But the consonant complexes described as 
"prenasalizations" are an entirely different matter: 
because whereas the strictures for the nasal consonant 
are simultaneous, those for the nasal as a whole, and 
those for the oral sound with which the nasal combines, are 
in sequence.
So it does not seem reasonable, in the latter 
case, to talk of an oral sound which has been prenasalised. 
The resulting consonantal complex is best described as a 
combination of a nasal and an oral sound, and not a pre­
nasalised oral, which would imply that the nasal is merely 
a modification of the oral sound. In this study it has 
been found, on the contrary, that the nasal consonant 
in these complexes is almost Invariably longer in duration, 
has more voice amplitude, higher pitch and greater Intensity 
than the oral sound which it precedes in these combinations., 
henceforth to be called naso-oral sounds, plain- or breathy- 
voiced. There would seem, therefore, to be no acoustic 
or articulatory justification for describing the bilabial 
plain-voiced naso-oral sound [mb], for example, as a 
prenasalised oral plosive.
Research for this section consisted in choosing 
lexical items and grammatical constructions in which the 
naso-oral sounds occur in syllable initial position. Data 
from such examples was obtained using the Electro-Aerometer
such that information was recorded on Mingograms on 
a number of dimensions: mouth tracing; nasal tracing; 
larynx activity shown on oscillogram; pitch; and Intensity 
both on the linear and logarithmic scale.
These Mingograms are particularly useful in 
the description of these sounds because the relative 
durations of the elements of these complex sounds can be 
easily measured, and any vowel nasalization noted. And 
since the Electro-Aerometer was calibrated, the pitch 
at which the segments were produced can also be measured 
fairly accurately.
The mingograms used in this description are 
of the following words and phrases, bearing the same 
number as the actual mingograms:
8. [s\mba] , "power, strength" 9* [simpa] , "genet"
10.[myura], "water,rain" 11. [ndiro], "plate"(n.9/10).
/ \ . /
12.[nc^iro], "it’s the one" 13. [nzurjgu], "peanuts"
14. [n^Imbo] ,"place" (n. 9/10) qg . [n^i^a] , "dove"
35* Entire] , "trickster" 17. [rjguru^e] , "pig"
18. [^gubani] , "child’s intestinal disorder".
V / /
19• [zimbj'ende] , "very cowardly person".
In addition, a number of lexical items and 
grammatical constructions were also recorded and data 
obtained using the sound spectrograph. These are also 
useful because they provide acoustic evidence for what 
is felt Kinaesthetically to be a sequence rather than a 
simultaneity of naso-oral consonant articulations:
97. [simba], "power, strength". 98. [simba], "genet"
99* [ndinocfa mvura], "I need water"
/ / /  \
100. [ndiro], "plate". 101. [ndiro], "it’s the one".
102. [ketan^uma], "choose those (cattle) without horns".
103. [ndanartja], "I have licked...".
104. Crega^jo d^ako 3, "stop your greediness".
105. tjidipe man^ug^el,"give me ground crickets".
106. [ggiruzPe], "pig". 107. [ijpbanl], "child's
Intestinal disorder".
108. [mt^ fir empire] , "meal eaten dry".
Palatograms were made for those naso-oral 
sounds pronounced in the alveolar and post-alveolar 
regions of the mouth. Where the dichotomy applies, 
it was not found necessary to make separate Palatograms 
for the plain-voiced as well as for its breathy-voiced 
counterpart - since this is a distinction that applies 
to the phonatory rather than the articulatory strictures. 
Only the alveolar [nd] and [nd] are affected:
(xii) a [ndipe], "give me..."; b_ [manda], "animal, fat"
/  \ v ^
(xv) a [nzimbe], "sugar cane" b [wanja], "increase in
quantity".
\ \
(xvi) a [n^Lmbo], "place"(n. 9/10)
b [rogi], ideo. of carrying on shoulder.
(xvii) a Crj^ o], "greediness" b [n^agga], "grain store
, "do.ve" b [man(g\], "applause!"
5.3*12.1. The Labial naso-oral phonemes.
(a) The plain-voiced bilabial naso-oral phoneme, /mb/.
(i) Pronunciation
Both segments involved in this complex phoneme 
have a bilabial closure. During the pronunciation of
(xxiv) a [n/jA’tfa]
the first segment, the soft palate remains lowered, 
allowing pulmonic air to flow out of the speech tract 
through the nasal cavity. Some of this air enters the 
oral cavity prior to being diverted to the nasal, as 
during the pronunciation of the plain bilabial nasal [m].
The nasal cavity is then cut off by a velic 
closure for the second segment [b]. This results in all 
the lung air flowing into the oral cavity. With the 
bilabial closure being maintained, this air is compressed 
until its pressure is higher than that of atmospheric 
air. Throughout, the vocal cords are held close enough 
together to vibrate periodically when air from the lungs 
passes between them. But since the capacity of the 
supra-glottal cavities is limited, air can flow into 
them only for a short time. The bilabial closure is 
then released with plosion. The tongue assumes its 
position for the next vowel throughout.
(ii) Acoustic Features.
On Mingogram 8. [simba], there is, as expected, 
no mouth, nasal or larynx record for the fricative [s], 
whereas the vowel [i] has the highest amplitude on its 
mouth and larynx tracing of all the segments in the 
utterance. Towards the end of this vowel, there is 
nasality, which shows the anticipatory lowering of the 
soft palate for the nasal [m-]. The latter sound has 
the longest duration of all the segments, including [-b], 
which it proecedes in the naso-oral complex.
During the pronunciation of this nasal segment 
there is some periodic vibration of air in the mouth,
caused by pulmonic air which enters the oral cavity 
first before being diverted to the nasal chamber.
Since the pronunciation of the nasal and the oral
segments does not coincide in time, the [-b] does 
not share any of the nasality of [m-]. The final 
part of the vowel [a] has some very low amplitude 
nasal vibrations, probably the result of the anticip­
atory lowering of the soft palate to its position during
quiet breathing.
The nasal segment [m-], as we have seen in 
the section on nasals, has a vowel-type formant structure. 
On this Mingogram this segment carries pitch at 190Hz, 
whereas [-b] does not Have much of a pitch tracing.
Both the linear and the logarithmic intensity tracings 
are higher and level during the nasal, whereas they 
show a steep fall during the plosive, immediately 
followed by an equally steep rise when the bilabial 
closure is released.
On spectrogram 97 [s\mba], the terminal F2 and 
F3 transitions of the vowel [i] before [mb], as well as 
the initial F2 and F3 transitions of [a], the vowel after 
[mb], all point towards low loci between 80Hz and 600Hz. 
This is as it should be since the articulation involves 
a bilabial stricture. The first formant of [m-] has 
striations with more energy than those on the voice-bar 
of [-b]. The release of the bilabial closure for this 
naso-oral sound is followed by a noise burst, which 
appears on the spectrum as a thin dark vertical line, 
lying between the base line and the middle of the 
frequency range.
(b) The breathy-voiced bilabial naso-oral phoneme /mfc>/.
(i) Pronunciation.
The nature and sequence of the articulatory 
strictures for this complex are the same as those of 
its plain-voiced counterpart just described: a bilabial
closure, first with lowered soft palate for [m-], 
which is then raised to cut off nasal resonance during 
[-ft]* The difference between these two, i.e. the 
complexes in (a) and here in (b), is phonatory: the first 
is plain-voiced as we have seen, but the second is 
breathy-voiced.
(ii) Acoustic Features.
Unlike the corresponding vowel on Mingogram 8, 
the vowel [i] on Mingogram 9 [siniba], does not have 
anticipatory nasalisation before [-m^a], The nasal 
segment [m-] has much longer duration than the oral 
plosive which it precedes. On the oscillogram, the 
larynx tracing, the oscillations showing voice for [mb] 
are wider apart than those of the plain-voiced complex, 
showing that the vocal cords open and close more slowly 
during the breathy-voiced complex. This means that 
there will be some difference in the steady-state pitch 
for these two sound types: [m] has a 158Hz pitch, compared 
to 190Hz for [m], for example. The oscillations are also 
wide apart for the final vowel [a].
38. I continue to use this term as defined by Ladefoged 
(1971, pp.6,8), without further elaboration.
During the mouth closure for the nasal 
there is low amplitude vibration in the oral cavity 
caused by pulmonic air entering that semi-active 
cavity before flowing into the active nasal cavity.
On spectrogram 98 [simba] both terminal F2 
and F3 transitions of the vowel preceding, and F2 and F3 
transitions of the vowel following [m£>] point towards 
very low loci, as on spectrogram 97 above. The main 
differences between the plain-voiced naso-oral sound 
and its breathy-voiced counterpart are that the former 
has more energy than the latter; the release of the 
bilabial closure is followed by a weaker burst for [ipp] 
than [mb], and both the nasal and the final vowel have 
more energy in the higher frequencies on the plain­
voiced [mb] than on [51J)]. This suggests that breathy 
voice is a feature of the syllable, a suprasegmental 
feature.
(c) The labio-dental breathy-voiced naso-oral phoneme /mv/.
(i) Pronunciation.
Whereas the preceding naso-oral complexes are 
made up of segments with a bilabial closure, [njy] is 
not. The first segment usually has a bilabial closure, 
while the second has a labio-dental narrowing. The place 
of articulation of [mv] seems to be a compromise between 
the two.
The inside surface of the lower lip moves upwards 
against the upper incisors, making a very firm contact.
At the same time the upper lip touches the rim of the
lower lip. This stricture prevents lung air from 
escaping through the oral cavity.
The soft palate is lowered during the pronun­
ciation of the nasal sound. When this has been done, 
the labio-dental stricture is eased; the air from the • 
lungs is directed into the oral cavity a velic closure, 
issuing from the speech tract The tongue
retains its position for the following vowel throughout.
(ii) Acoustic Features.
On Mingogram 10. [mvura], the nasal segment 
has a steady-state pitch of about 135Hz, while the oral 
fricative has one of around 105Hz. The nasal has vocal 
cord vibration throughout its duration. As can be seen 
on the oscillogram, vocal fold wave forms die away during 
[-v] whereas they increase in amplitude during the nasal. 
These wave forms are wide apart for both segments and 
for that part of the vowel [u] immediately preceded by 
[ - V ] .
On spectrogram 99 [ndinoka mvura], both F2 and 
F3 transitions of the vowel [a] before [mv] point towards 
very low loci, at about 500 Hz and 600 Hz respectively.
The corresponding formants of the vowel [u] after [my] 
do not seem to have any dramatic frequency movement since 
their centre frequencies are close to the above approximate 
loci.
The nasal segment has vocal cord vibrations 
throughout its duration, though its striations are wide 
apart. After this nasal but before the steady-state of 
the fricative, there is a voiceless interval. The voicing
of [~y] is shown by wide-apart striations, which are 
restricted to the lower frequency region, not exceeding 
500 Hz, Above this frequency the friction of this 
segment is random and low in intensity compared to other 
fricatives (see [s] on spectrograms 97 and 98).
5.3*12.2. The alveolar naso-oral phonemes.
(a) The plain-voiced alveolar naso-oral phoneme /nd/.
Pronunciation.
As can be seen on Palatogram (xii) a and b, 
[ndipe] and [mandci] respectively, the oral stricture 
for this naso-oral sound is a closure between the sides 
of the tongue on the one hand, and the left and right 
alveolar zones on the other. There is not much difference 
between these two Palatograms in the width of this side 
contact, although a high vowel is involved in the first, 
and a low one in the second, example.
There is a difference in the area covered by the 
central closure, i.e. between the alveolar ridge and the 
tip and blade of the tongue. Both start at about the first 
molar line; but the contact in example a comes very close 
to the lateral incisor line, whereas that in b stops in 
the first quarter of the canine tooth. The front of the 
tongue therefore interferes with the pronunciation of [nd] 
in [ndipe].
The sequence of other strictures is the same 
as in the other naso-oral segments in the preceding pages, 
i.e. a lowered soft palate for the nasal, raised for the 
oral plosive; the pressure built behind the oral closure 
being then released explosively for [-d].
(ii) Acoustic Features.
On Mingogram 11. [ndiro], the nasal segment 
is nearly three times the oral plosive in duration,
The oscillogram shows that there is vocal cord vibration 
throughout the duration of [nd], although the wave forms 
have their lowest amplitude during the very last portion 
of the plosive element.
There are some very low amplitude vibrations 
in the mouth during the pronunciation of the nasal, caused 
by air from the lungs vibrating in sympathy with the air 
in the nasal chamber.
During the steady-state of the vocal cord
vibration for the two segments, the nasal has a maximum
pitch of 150Hz, compared to the 120Hz of the plosive.
Intensity, both on the linear and logarithmic scales,
rises progressively during the nasal segment, whereas it
plunges downwards during the plosive, and shoots upwards
immediately the alveolar contact is lost.
/ /
Spectrogram 100 [ndiro] shows that the description 
of this sound complex as alveo^r is well-founded: the 
initial F2 and F3 transitions of the vowel [i] after [nd] 
point towards loci at about 1.7KHz and 2,5KHz respectively, 
as for all alveolar sounds. The nasal itself has a clear 
three-formant structure, F2 having the least energy.
The release of the alveolar closure for the 
plosive is followed by a noise burst, appearing on the 
spectrum as a thin vertical concentration of energy in 
the frequency range 500 Hz and above. There is far more 
energy above 2 KHz, however. This is a feature observed 
on spectrograms of utterances containing the breathy-voiced
plosive [d] : the plain-voiced alveolar explosive Is an 
allophone of [£] occuring only with the nasal In [nd],
(b) The breathy-voiced alveolar naso-oral phoneme /nd/.
(i) Pronunciation.
The articulatory strictures for this sound 
are identical to those of the plain-voiced one above.
The difference between them has to do with their 
laryngal, i.e. phonatory stricture, Cnd] being breathy- 
voiced.
(ii) Acoustic Features.
The most outstanding feature on Mingogram 12, 
[ndiro], is that the nasal segment and the oral plosive 
have steady-state pitches of l^OHz and 130Hz respectively, 
compared to 150Hz and 120Hz for their plain-voiced 
counterparts. The nasal segment on this Mingogram has 
about three times the duration of the plosive.
During the alveolar closure for the nasal, 
pulmonic air flows into the oral cavity causing some 
low amplitude wave forms - as can be seen on the mouth 
tracing. Also during the pronunciation of the nasal 
segment intensity rises steadily both on the linear and 
logarithmic scale. But it falls (j&SS. rapidly on the 
linear than on the logarithmic scale) during the hold 
stage of the plosive, and rises immediately the alveolar 
closure is lost.
/ V
Spectrogram 101. [n^iro], also displays a 
clear three-formant vowel-type structure for the nasal 
segment, the second formant having the least amount of 
energy. The striations on the volce-bar of the plosive
[-d] have much weaker energy than those of the plain­
voiced sound. The release of the mouth closure for [d] 
is also followed by a burst concentrated in the same 
frequency range as that following [-d] In [nd]. But 
this burst (found on all naso-oral complexes but having 
no apparent linguistic significance) has less energy 
on the breathy-voiced sound than on the plain-voiced 
one.
The second and third formants of the vowel [i] 
on this spectrogram have initial transitions pointing 
towards much the same high loci as after [nd] above.
( c) The "affricative" breathy-voiced alveolar naso-oral 
phoneme A)z/.
(*) Pronunciation.
The articulatory stricture for this sound 
complex is a closure between the sides of the tongue and 
the left and right alveolar zones, beginning at the extreme 
back of the palate and reaching as far forward in the 
mouth as the canine line - see both Palatograms (xv) a and 
b, [n^imbe] and [wanza] respectively. Central area contact 
between the tip and blade of the tongue and the alveolar 
ridge, extends farther back in the mouth on example a than 
on b, covering the whole of left and right central zones 
touching the first molar line. On example b_ on the other 
hand, this closure is much narrower. On the whole, the 
width of the side closures is greater on example a than 
on b. These factors are accounted for by the nature of 
the vowels adjacent to [*}z] in the two examples. In 
example b we have less interference from the vowel than in
The fact that both segments of this complex 
have an alveolar place of articulation means that [-z], 
the dental fricative of Palatograms (ii) a and b, has 
been assimilated to [-n-], the alveolar nasal. There 
is, initially, an alveolar closure for the nasal, as 
well as a lowering of the soft palate. Pulmonic air 
thus flows out through the nose. But for the fricative, 
the alveolar stricture becomes one of narrow approximation, 
so that lung air, now prevented from flowing into the 
nasal chamber by a velic closure, issues fricatively by 
the mid line of the oral cavity - the closure along the 
sides being maintained.
Throughout, the vocal cords are positioned for 
producing breathy-voice.
(ii) Acoustic Features.
On mingogram 13. [nzurjgu] , "pea-nuts", the two 
segments of the naso-oral segment seem to be about equal 
in duration. At the same time as lung air is vibrating 
in the nasal chamber, that in the oral cavity also vibrates, 
as can be seen by the low-amplitude wave form.
When the vocal fold vibrations have attained a 
steady-state for both segments, the nasal sound has a 
pitch of l^OHz, compared to 120Hz for the fricative. The 
oscillogram also shows that although the wave form for the 
fricative has higher amplitude than that for the nasal, 
its components are farther apart, hence the difference in 
their steady-state pitch. As can be seen on Spectrogram 
102 [keta n^uma], the nasal segment has a formant structure 
and a voice-bar. The latter has striations that are closer
together than those of the voice-bar of the fricative 
segment. This fricative has an energy concentration 
In the very high frequency region above 3 KHz, as when 
it Is In isolation, i.e. without the nasal preceding.
The second and third formants of the vowels 
surrounding [ng] have transitions pointing towards high 
loci at about lKHz and 2KHz, which is higher than the 
loci for [z] without the alveolar nasal preceding it.
(d) The iip-£*ottnded/ flabialised; alveolar naso-oral 
phoneme /ra?/«
(i) Pronunciation.
The articulatory stricture for this sound complex 
is a firm closure between the sides of the tongue and the 
left and right alveolar zones, going as far back as beyond 
the fourth molar line - see Palatograms (xvi) a and b.
On both Palatograms central area contact - between the 
alveolar ridge and the tip and blade of the tongue - is 
narrow, covering about half of zones 3 and 4 on the right, 
and the whole of zone  ^ and part of zone 3 on the left 
central zone. There is again a marked difference in the 
width of side contact between the example a [n^\mbo] and 
example b Cnga] due to the front vowel following [n^] in a. 
Here the contact is much wider than in b.
The nasal is pronounced with the soft palate 
lowered, allowing lung air to flow into the nasal chamber. 
There is a velic closure during the pronunciation of the 
alveolar fricative, so that lung air flows into the oral 
cavity. The central closure In the mouth is reduced to a 
narrowing, so that air flows out of the mouth with 
friction.
Throughout the pronunciation of this complex 
sound two other strictures remain constant: the . 
bilabial, which is articulatory; and the laryngal, 
which is phonatory. The two lips are rounded closely 
and protruded, even during the pronunciation of the 
nasal. The vocal cords are positioned for producing 
breathy-voice.
(ii) Acoustic Features. The nasal segment on Mingogram
14. [n^Lmbo] has nearly twice the duration of the fricative. 
The former segment also has an oscillogram with a wave 
form of much higher amplitude, throughout its duration.
On the other hand, the wave form of the fricative is 
confined to the first half of its duration, with a 
progressively declining amplitude. When vocal cord 
vibration has attained a steady-state for the nasal, 
that sound has a maximum pitch of l40Hz, compared to 110Hz 
for the fricative at a corresponding point - which is about 
half-way through the duration of each segment.
On spectrogram 103 [ndanan^ct], the terminal 
transitions of the formants of the vowel [a], preceding 
[ng], and the initial transitions of the "same" vowel 
after this sound complex, point towards high loci. The 
second and third formants point towards loci at about 
1.30KHz and 2.25KHz respectively.
The nasal segment has a clear formant structure, 
with F2 having the lowest energy. The fricative has 
very weak striations on the voice-bar, mainly In Its 
latter part, next to the final vowel. The noise component
of this segment has a lower frequency limit at 2.5KHz, 
which is the same as when the segment is surrounded 
by vowels, without the nasal.
(e) The breathy-voiced alveolar lateral naso-oral
show that there is a firm closure along the sides of 
the mouth between the left and right alveolar zones 
and the sides of the tongue. In example a, where the 
naso-oral sound is followed by a back mid vowel, the side 
contact is much wider than in example b, where a low 
vowel is adjacent to this sound. Central area closure 
seems to reach slightly farther forward in the mouth on 
example b than on a, although in both cases the stricture 
is alveolar.
through the nasal chamber, with the soft palate in a 
lowered position. When it is raised for the pronunciation 
the oral fricative, all the lung air flows into the oral 
cavity. This air has a lateral egress through a narrowing 
between the tongue and part of the rear part of the palate 
- behind the fourth molar line - see Palatograms (vii) and 
(viii). On Palatogram (xvii) a the lateral narrowing 
seems to have been made during the pronunciation of the 
nasal, hence the break in the lateral closure on the 
right alveolar zone. The vocal cords produce breathy-voic 
throughout.
phoneme 
(i) Pronunciation.
Palatograms (xvii)
During the pronunciation of the nasal air issues
(ii) Acoustic Features.
On Mingogram 15 [n^ire], the nasal segment 
has about half the duration of the fricative. The 
oscillogram shows that the nasal has a wave form whose 
amplitude starts low, and increases progressively, ending 
on a level similar to that of the second half of the 
lateral fricative. In their steady-state, both segments 
have a maximum pitch of 140Hz.
Spectrogram 10^ 4 [rega^ nj^ o dzako] has two features 
of some interest. First, there seems to be minimal voicing 
for the lateral fricative: this is also reflected on the 
Mingogram above where the same segment has no wave form 
for about half of its duration. Secondly, the initial 
formant transitions of the vowel [o] preceded by [nfj] 
provides further evidence of the lateral egress for air 
during [-Ijj] being at the back of the oral cavity: the
second and third formants of that vowel have initial 
frequency transitions pointing towards a common locus at 
about 2 KHz. This, as we have seen earlier, is a defining 
characteristic of velar articulations. It could well be 
that in this particular utterance, the lateral narrowing 
is farther back in the mouth than elsewhere because of 
the back vowel following
The fricative element of [ i>] is concentrated 
in the frequency region 1.30 KHz to 6.50 KHz, the same 
range containing the noise burst of [g] and [k] in the 
same utterance.
The distribution of the complex phoneme /njj/ 
seems to be limited to those environments where it is 
followed by the four vowels /i, e, a, o/ In Karanga. I
have not come across an example in which this phoneme
"cattle melon".
5.3*12.3. The breathy-voiced palato-alveolar naso-oral 
phoneme 
(a) Pronunciation.
The Palatograms (xxiv) a and b show that there 
is a closure along the sides of the mouth between the 
left and right alveolar zones on the one hand, and the 
sides of the tongue on the other. This closure begins 
at the back of the mouth and extends as far forward as 
the canine line on example b_ [mandza]; and exceeds this
these Palatograms due to the nature of the vowel adjacent 
to the sound complex [ntg]. In the first place, lateral 
contact covers a much wider area on example a than on b. 
Secondly, central area closure is also wider on example 
a than on b: on the former example, it lies between the 
lateral Incisor line and half-way between the first molar 
line and the second molar line 5 whereas on the latter, It 
lies between the canine line and the first molar line.
The first segment of this sound complex is the 
breathy-voiced alveolar nasal [n], slightly retracted 
to assimilate to the place of articulation of the palato- 
alveolar affricate [$^3, the second segment. During the 
pronunciation of the nasal the soft palate is lowered, 
while the central and lateral closures in the mouth are
precedes the vowel /u/, although Zezuru
There are two outstanding differences between
maintained. Lung air thus has a nasal egress. This 
passage is blocked for the oral affricate. Lung air 
is thus compressed behind the palato-alveolar closure, 
and between the lateral closures. Lateral contact 
is retained while the central closure is eased slowly, 
so that the air in the speech tract escapes fricatlvely 
and centrally through the mouth.
Throughout, the vocal cords produce breathy- 
voice, and there is slight lip-rounding and protrusion.
(a) Acoustic Features.
Throughout the pronunciation of this sound 
complex the vocal cords vibrate producing breathy-voice, 
as can be seen by the wave form on Mingogram 16 [nctelwaj.
The larynx tracing shows that the components of that wave 
form are^wider apart for [n<Jy] than for all following 
segments in the same utterance.
The steady-state pitch of the nasal Is about 
145Hz, compared to 125Hz for the affricate. Vocal cord 
vibration attains a higher amplitude during the nasal than 
during the affricate. The nasal also has longer duration 
than the affricate.
The nasal segment has three low-intensity formants
^  \ V X
on Spectrogram 105 [ndipe man^ug e]. The affricate has 
some striations on the voice-bar, but these are more 
apparent towards the end of this sound, next to the 
following vowel, than in the middle. The noise component 
of the affricate has a lower frequency limit of about 2KHz. 
And the second formants of the vowels surrounding ]
have transitions pointing towards a high locus at about 2KHz.
5.3.12.4. The velar naso-oral phonemes.
(a) The plain-voiced velar naso-oral phoneme /pg/.
(I) Pronunciation.
Both segments of this naso-oral phoneme have 
their articulatory stricture at the back of the mouth.
The back of the tongue makes a firm closure with the 
velum. For the nasal segment the air passage through 
the nasal cavity Is open since there is no velic closure.
For the plosive, however, all the pulmonic air is 
channelled into the oral cavity behind the velar closure, 
the nasal cavity being cut off by a velic closure.
This air is then compressed until its pressure 
is higher than that of atmospheric air. Then it is released 
with plosion. The lips assume their position for the 
following vowel and the vocal cords vibrate periodically 
throughout.
(ii) Acoustic Features.
The nasal sound has about four times the 
duration of the plosive. But both segments have continuous 
voicing, the wave form of [g] having a higher amplitude 
than that of the nasal. These segments, as can be seen 
on Mingogram 17 [rjguruye] , have each got a steady-state 
pitch of l40Hz.
The "same" utterance was recorded and spectrogram 
106 obtained. On that spectrogram the nasal has three 
low Intensity formants, and its voice-bar is continuous 
with that of the plosive. The vowel following this naso- 
oral complex does not have much energy on its F2 and F3.
(b) The breathy-voiced velar naso-oral phoneme /gg/.
(i) Pronunciation.
The velar strictures described for the plain­
voiced naso-oral phoneme in the preceding section are 
identical to those required for this breathy-voiced 
counterpart. The only difference between these two 
phonemes, as their labels suggest, is phonatory: the 
vocal cords producing plain-voice for [r)g] and breathy-
voice for [gg].
* *
(ii) Acoustic Features.
On Mingogram 18 [ggub/ni], the nasal segment
has twice the duration of the plosive. Although the
oscillogram has a wave form throughout the nasal, there 
is a break in this wave form close to the end of the 
plosive. For both segments, the components of the wave 
form are wide apart, corresponding to a steady-state 
pitch of 130Hz and about 116 Hz for the nasal and the 
plosive respectively.
V /  /The utterance [ggubani] was also used to obtain 
the spectrogram 107. The striations on the formants of
the nasal are wide apart, as are the few that appear
on the voice-bar of the plosive. On this spectrogram 
the vowel [u] preceded by [ng] has even less energy
t*
above 500Hz than on spectrogram 106. This is almost 
always the case with vowels preceded by breathy-voiced 
consonants.
5.3*12.5. The labial-velar breathy-voiced naso-oral
phoneme /^by /.
(a) Pronunciation.
The pronunciation of this naso-oral sound is 
more involved than that of those just discussed above. 
Whereas all the other examples are made up of segments 
which are homorganic or semi-homorganic, this complex, 
as can be seen from the symbolization, has two bilabial 
segments followed by a velar. Auditorily and Kinaesth- 
etically, the elements of this complex come in a sequence 
although, like the others above, they function as one 
phonological unit.
The first two segments have the same place 
and manner of pronunciation as those of the naso-oral 
complex [mb], above, i.e. a bilabial closure which is 
maintained both while the soft palate is down for [m] and
At
up for [b]. During the latter segment, pulmonic air, 
which previously had a nasal egress, is compressed behind 
the bilabial closure, with the tongue probably anticipating 
its position for the velar fricative [3 ]- This is confirmed 
by the fact that the felease of the bilabial closure for
[b] sounds weaker than elsewhere. It seems the pressure 
build-up behind the oral closure is reduced by the 
narrowing between the back of the tongue and the soft 
palate. Instead of the explosive rush of compressed air 
which would follow the release of [b] In a prevocalic 
position, some of the air Is retained for velar friction.
All the segments in this complex have breathy-voice.
(b) Acoustic Features.
\ / /
On Mingogram 19. [zimb^ende] , "a cowardly
person", the nasal segment [m] has the longest duration 
of the elements of [mtgj'] . That segment also haSL.a 
steady-state pitch of 138 Hz, compared to 125Hz each 
for [bj and [jjj]. Throughout the duration of the whole 
naso-oral complex, the wave form on the oscillogram has 
components which are wide apart.
,the vowel [e] and followed by the vowel [i]. Whereas 
the first vowel has a second formant with a falling 
terminal transition before [mb-], the labials, the second 
vowel has a common, high locus for the initial transitions 
of F2 and F3 at about 2.4KHz. This locus shows that the 
velar fricative has assimilated to the front vowel 
following it, becoming pre-velar.
continuous with that of the plosive and the fricative.
Only on the first realization of [mb^] on this spectrogram 
does the weakening effect of the fricative on the
plosion of [b] have an acoustic correlate: the release of 
the bilabial closure for [b] produces a very low-intensity 
noise burst, appearing on the spectrum as a thin vertical 
concentration of energy. The release of the second [-b,-]
4
on this spectrogram results in a noise burst with more 
energy, but spread evenly over the whole frequency range.
This phoneme does not seem to occur before the 
back rounded vowels /o, u/. I cannot find any Karanga
Spectrogram 108 was obtained for the utterance
/ \ / s
[mb^iremb^ire] , ndry meal'1. This utterance shows the 
.features of the second realization
On this spectrogram the nasal has a voice-bar
examples, and Hannan (197*0 does not record any 
lexical items, with "mbwu" or "mbwo" at the beginning,
"mbw" being the orthographic representation of the 
sound complex [mbjp.
5.3•13■0. The rolled alveolar phoneme /r/.
(a) Pronunciation.
Palatograms (xxv) a and b, [rima] and [marara] , 
respectively, show that there is a firm closure between 
the sides of the front and blade of the tongue on the 
one hand, and the left and right alveolar zones on the 
other. This closure along the sides of the mouth extends 
from the back of the palate to about half-way between the 
first molar line and the canine line.
There is a big difference in the width of the 
side contact between these two Palatograms. In example a, 
the area of contact Is about twice as wide as that in 
example b_, And, as can be seen on the diagram below, 
the soft palate remains up, cutting off nasal resonance.
The lips retain their position for the following vowel.
Periodically vibrating lung air thus flows into 
the mouth-pharynx cavity. The tip of the tongue, which 
is held close to, but without touching, the alveolar ridge, 
is then made to flap several times against that ridge.
The side contact is maintained throughout. As can be 
seen on the Palatograms, there is no difference in the 
area of contact covered by the tip of the tongue on 
examples a and b: it is the narrowest central area contact 
of all the examples described in this chapter.
0^4
Diagram 28• /r/
(b) Acoustic Features.
Many examples used to obtain spectrographic 
data for this thesis contain the sound [r]. For 
example on spectrograms 65 [sara muma sure], 71-
majura], 7 3 *  [taxora nasi] and 7 5 *  Lndarum a panuro], 
the alveolar rolled sound is adjacent to all the vowel 
sounds of the language.
The first realization of [r] on spectrogram 65 
shows that the vowel [a], both before and after the sound, 
has F2 and F3 transitions touching fairly high loci, at 
about 1.25KHz and 2 KHz. The sound [r] itself is 
represented by a lighter concentration of energy on the 
spectrum with a very short duration, about 3 centi-seconds.
r \ / \£zaan
Spectrogram 71 is also Interesting in that it shows that 
the rolled [r] shares an important feature with the 
English r~sounds synthesised by O ’Connor et al. (1957): 
on both realizations of [r], the F2 and F3 of the 
surrounding vowels having transitions which touch their 
loci. This, as we have seen in chapter 3, is a feature 
shared by the semi-vowels [w, j] and the labio-dental 
frictionless continuant [a?].
Mingograms 1. [doroba] and 17 [rjguru^e] both 
have a larynx wave form showing that there is vocal fold 
vibration throughout the duration of [r], There are three 
falls in intensity (on both the logarithmic, and the linear 
scale) perhaps corresponding to the number' of closures, 
i.e. taps of the tip of the tongue against the alveolar 
ridge - see Mingogram 17. On Mingogram 1, however, there 
is only one fall. There would seem to be free variation 
in my speech between the rolled [r] and the single [£].
5.3.13*1. The Labialised phonemes of Karanga.
Introduction.
In an earlier chapter (Chapter jjpiSl)! made 
reference to the so-called Cw clusters of Shona.
According to Doke (1931 a PP • '309-12A) and Fortune (1968, 
1955) ^  the phoneme /w/ combines with nearly all the other 
consonantal phonemes of the language and is realised by
39. Doke, C.M. (1931) op.cit. 
0^. Fortune, G. (1968) op.cit.
(1955) op.cit.
various allophones, ranging from [x,jy] , to [k,g], 
depending on the phoneme which precedes it. I have 
argued that since in Karanga /x j^ j ^ > g/ are phonemes 
in their own right, the Doke-Fortune solution may not 
be the best one for the dialect. The occurrence of 
these phonemes in such combinations as /px, I would
like to suggest, has nothing to do with /w/. Indeed* 
these two examples have been described in the section on 
affricates where no features of [w] were observed.
It has been found that (using spectrographic 
Electro-Aerometer and Kinaesthetic evidence) these 
segments have separate, sequential articulations, and 
are therefore not velarizations in the usual sence of
ill
the term. In the following pages I shall use the 
phonetician’s primary (or primitive) tools to argue that 
"Cw clusters" are in fact Cw phonemes (where Cw = a 
sequence; Cw = a modification of C, a consonantal phoneme.) 
Cw phonemes are labializations of a special type : they 
are not environmentally conditioned. They are labialised 
phonemes in their own right, like the* labialised1 alveolar 
phonemes (pp £52-255). They are called
"labialised" because the lip-rounding (a stricture of 
wide approximation) is simultaneous with another stricture 
(a closure or a stricture of narrow approximation).
4l. "Phonetic labels ... are part of established phonetic 
vocabulary, and as such have exact and agreed 
definitions subscribed to by all trained phoneticians 
(in the ideal situation at least)." Laver, J. (197*0 
"Labels for voices" Journal of the International 
Phonetic Association, pp.62-75*
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Karanga has a number of these phonemes, which
■ W W W W W W . W  Wiare predominantly velar: /k , g , rj , rj , rjg , x , v , m /, 
"w"where is a diacritic for lip-rounding.
5.3*13*2. The labialised bilabial nasal /mW/.
(a) Pronunciation. In addition to the lip closure as 
for the plain bilabial nasal [m], there is also close lip- 
rounding and a certain amount of lip-protrusion. The soft 
palate is lowered, channelling periodically vibrating lung 
air into the nasal chamber. The sound so produced has a 
peculiar auditory effect because of the lip modification.
(b) Distribution.
This phoneme occurs in three types of environment:
(i) as the class prefix of vowel-commencing stems of noun 
classes 1 and 3:
Class 1: /mW-ana/, "child"; /mw-ei}ga/, "bride"
/mW-eni/, "a guest".
Class 3: /mw^ n a / 9 "burrow", /mw^edz£/, "moon" or "month"
/mw~'ega//, "ratTs path"; /mw-ando/, "wind".
(ii) as the passiviser with transitive verbs:
/-ruma/, "bite" /-rumwa/, "be bitten"
/-mema/, "survey" /-memWa/, "be surveyed"
/-terna*/, "hit with object" /-temwa/, "be hit" 
/-tJe'maV, "mourn" /-tjemwa/, "be mourned".
(iii) as non-derivative syllable onsets in nouns, verbs etc.:
/-tsamwa/, "be angry"; /ramwa,/refuse food in prote;
\. \ ^
/t$amwe/, "others"(cl.2) ; /^lmWe/perhapsw
/-mwa/, "drink".
(c) Acoustic Features
On spectrograms 6<f. [tamWa ma^u^u] , 72.
[nd^wana magumwi] and 75* [ndarumwa pafturo] a number
of features supporting the view that [mw] is an instance 
wof C rather than a Cw may be observed. In the first
place, there is only one segment, the nasal: only the
features associated with [m] are visible on the spectrum.
Spectrogram 72 in particular provides an ideal spectrum
for comparison: in [ndawana], the features of [w] are
the same as those described in chapter 4; these features
cannot be found in that part of the spectrum corresponding 
. x /
to [magum i]. On this latter part of the spectrum, the 
labialization of [m] as [mw] manifests itself by the 
abruptness of the transitions of the vowels surrounding it, 
three realizations of [mw] on spectrograms 69, 72,and 75 
have this feature,
\ \ w ^Finally, on mingogram 20, [kuti m ij, there
seems to be no evidence to suggest there are two segments
wafter the nasal, which would be the case if [m i] were 
pronounced and interpreted as a sequence of three segments 
[m-w-i].
5.3*13.3. The labialised velar phonemes.
5.3.13.4. The labialised velar plosives /kw , ^W/»
(i) Pronunciation .
The velar stricture for these sounds Is the 
same as for the plain plosives [k, g], i.e. a closure«l
between the back of the tongue and the soft palate, with
a velic closure. The lips, which assume their position
for the following vowel in [k,g], are closely rounded for< 0
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[kw , gw] irrespective of which vowel is following.
nwn
Because of that lip-rounding, there is a -like 
component to the plosion which follows the release of
r  W n  r  W nthe velar closures for [k J, the voiceless, and [g ], 
the breathy-voiced labialised velar plosives.
(ii) Distribution.
These two phonemes occur in two types of 
environment:
(1) as passivisers with transitive verbs:-
/kw/, /-iPaka/, "build" /-#akwa/, "be built".
/-t^aka/, "look for" /-ts'akwa/, "be hunted", 
/-koka/, "invite" /~kokwa/, "be invited"
/gW/j "hide" or "bury" /-^i^a/, "be buried/
hidden.
/-gur^/, "cut into two" /~gugwa/, "be cut..." 
/-gera/, "cut hair" /-gegwa/, "have hair-cut" 
/-riga/, "fell tall tree" /-rig a/, of tall
• c * *
person brought down in fight.
(2) as non-derivative consonantal onsets to syllables: 
/kw/, /kwe^a/, "allure"; /kwejia/, "scratch";
/~kwegura/, "grow old"; /mukwidza/, "steep part
of road.
/gW/, /~gWara/, "be ill"; /mugwagwa/, "road";
I I  t # » c
/tjigwa.gwa.gwa/, "machine gun" (n.7);
/gwenzi/, "a bush".«i e •
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5.3•13•5• The labialised velar nasals /gw , nW/»
(a) Pronunciation.
The velar strictures for these two sounds are 
the same as those for the plain nasals [rj, rj] : i.e.
M
a closure between the back of the tongue and the soft
palate with a velic opening. Air from the lungs thus
flows into the nasal chamber. The lips are closely
" w"rounded, giving -sound simultaneous with the nasality 
while the velar closure is maintained for both the plain-
-voiced *
(b) Distribution.
These two phonemes occur in two types of 
environment:
(i) as passivers with transitive verbs:
/rjw/, /-r^erja/ , "nibble" /rjer}W//, "be nibbled"
w/, "hurry for.." /i9agwa/, "be hurried for..'
(ii) as non-derivative syllable onsets:
/gw/ a /rjwadi/, "letter" Nguni; /jwara/s hill with
rich soil among rocks (n.5)*
/-rjwaudza/, "annoy by making loud noise" 
w ^  //rj iro:/, ideophone of being silent.
/nw/ , /c£oijW//} "drop of rain" or "water".
/raijwani/, "tall thin person" English "long one
* * / \
/pogweni/, name of a hill where ancestors grazed
t 9
cattle.
yT
voiced [n J and the breathy
(c) Acoustic Features
/ WN \
On Mingogram 21. [wan iwa]a "it (beer) has been
drunk1 the beginning and the end of the nasal segment
are clear. There is a nasal wave form which coincides
with an oral one: though the latter is of lower
amplitude than the nasal wave form, its amplitude is
higher than that of most oral wave forms which have
been observed on the mingograms of nasal sounds. This
could be due to the fact that the oral cavity has
different resonance characteristics during the pronunciation
of ordinary nasals than during the labialised ones. The
vowel [i] has assimilatory nasalization.
On this mingogram [rjW] has a steady-state pitch
of 200 Hz, compared to 130Hz for its breathy-voiced
v /
counterpart [rj ], on mingogram 22. [<forj e], "drop of rain"
K •«
or "water". The nasal wave form for this latter sound 
has a lower amplitude than that of its plain-voiced 
counterpart. The oral cavity wave form also has lower 
.amplitude and its components are wider apart than those 
of the plain-voiced sound. The final vowel [e] has 
some assimilatory nasalization.
5.3.13.6. The labialised velar naso-oral phoneme /jgw/.
(a) Pronunciat ion.
The articulatory stricture which distinguishes 
this sound from the plain naso-oral [*}g] is the secondary 
feature of labialization: the lips are closely rounded 
irrespective of which vowel is following.
Other strictures are the same for the two sound 
types: a velar closure accompanied by a velic opening for 
[13-] ; followed by a velic closure and the compression of
lung air behind the velar closure for [-g]. The plosion 
which follows the release of this closure has a labial 
quality because of the lip-rounding.
(b) Distribution.
This phoneme, which has no breathy-voiced 
counterpart, occurs in two types of environment:
(i) as the passiviser with transitive verbs:-
/-rarjga/, ’’discipline"(v.t.) /-rarjgwa/, "be disciplined"
/-kar)g^/, "fry" /fcar}gWa/, "be fried".
/-tjigga/, "deliver a baby" /tJ*irjgWa/5 "be helped to
deliver baby".
/-Uererjga/, "count" or "read" / -i?ererjgwa/, "be read" or
"counted".
(ii)as non-derivative syllable onsets:
/tjiQgwa/, "bread"; /m^ r|gwana/, "tomorrow";
/kuggwara/3 "to be clever" or "wise"; 
w\ \
/gg ena/, "crocodile".
5-3*13-7- The labialised velar fricatives /xw 3 yW/»
(a) Pronunciation.
There is a stricture of narrow approximation 
between the back of the tongue and the soft palate, as 
for [x > P - With the nasal cavity cut off by a velic 
closure, pulmonic air has two modes of flow into the 
pharynx-mouth cavity: aperiodic for [xw], and periodic
for ] , the breathy-voiced sound. For both, the 
lips are closely rounded.
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Whereas friction seems to be restricted to 
the velar region for the non-labialised [x,^], [xw , 
have cavity friction, with the velar narrowing acting 
as the source of the noise.
(b) Distribution.
These two phonemes also occur in two types 
of environment:
(i) as the passiviser with transitive verbs:
/xw/: /-Bata/* "touch1 or "catch" /-£axwa/, "be caught"
/^W/1 /-ro2?a/, "beat" /-roJwa/, "be beaten".
/-raiPa/, "read" /-ra^wa/, "be read".
(ii) as non-derivative syllable onsets:
/xw/ : /xwaxwa/, "fat" (n.5); /muxwaba/, piece of
meat";
/xwere/ 3 "young, immature people" (n.9/10). 
w / //-x ira/, "pound (grain) in or for...";
w s y
/-x iga/, help someone lift burden onto shoulder.
...................... "to glitter".
/ i^anana/, "little 
children".
/^wiro/, "grave"(n.14); /-^ereketa/, "talk" (v.i
/$ /: rock *5);
/^ery^eV, "depth of river";
PART II
A STUDY OF SOME 
SEGMENTAL AND SUPRASEGMENTAL 
PROCESSES IN KARANGA PHONOLOGY
6.0
CHAPTER 6 
THE SEGMENTAL PHONOLOGY OF KARANGA
6.1 Introduction.
In the study of the phonological structure of 
languages, the concern Is with those properties of their 
sound systems which speaker-hearers must Internalise in 
order to use their language meaningfully in interpersonal 
communication. The linguist’s attention is now no longer 
focused exclusively on the physical characteristics of the 
sounds, but also, and in a sense, mainly, on the grammatical 
function of those sounds.
6.1.1 Phonology and other levels of analysis.
The division of this thesis into two apparently 
distinct parts is a convenient descriptive strategy, and 
is not meant to suggest that language is actually divided 
and acquired in the same way. Children learning their 
mother tongue acquire the semantic, syntactic and phonetic 
aspects of their language simultaneously. Although linguists 
work with levels of analysis, their object of study is 
unitary.
There Is a mutual dependence relation between 
phonetics and phonology. Pike (19^7)^ wrote on this matter 
with vigour in the face of Hockett’s (19^2)^ view "There 
must be no circularity... the line of demarcation (between 
levels of analysis) must be sharp." Pike (19^7) asks, "If
1. Pike, K.L. (19^7) op.cit.
2. Hockett, C.F. (19^2) op.cit.
language actually works as a unit, 
with grammatical configurations 
affecting phonetic configurations, 
why should we not describe the 
language and analyse it in that 
way? If forced to do so, why 
pretend we are avoiding it?"
Ladefoged (1971,p.10^ seems to pass a value
judgement in the way he describes the relationship
between phonetics and phonology:
"Accounting for systematic 
phonetic contrasts is in itself 
a trivial and uninteresting task 
that can be done in many ways.
It becomes interesting only when 
we try to constrain our account 
. so that it fits in with the 
division of sounds into the 
, natural classes required in 
phonological rules."
Other writers, for example Allen and Van Buren (1971*
pp,69f)^ place equal importance on phonetic analysis
and other levels of grammar:
"Generative phonology is not an 
autonomous level of linguistic 
description but is dependent on 
information from other levels 
of the grammar, namely, surface 
structure and phonetics."
6.1.2 Dependence of phonology on syntax.
The morphemes of a language may be realised 
differently according to whether they appear in isolation
3. Ladefoged, P. (1971) op.cit.
Allen and Van Buren (eds.) 1971* Chomsky: Selected 
Readings, O.U.P.
5. This phonological study is conducted within the frame­
work of the generative phonology paradigm as set out in 
The Sound Pattern of English by Chomsky and Halle. Only 
a few of the concepts central to this paradigm will be 
explained in this introduction; otherwise references 
will be made to relevant sections of The Sound Pattern
of English, since the theory is fairly well known and 
my main concern here is to apply the theory to Karanga dat 
rather than appraise some of its controversial claims.
or as part of a sentence, a nominal phrase, or some other 
syntactic category. An example quoted by Allen and Van 
Buren (1971>PP•69-70) is the [f] of English /waif/, 
realised as [v] when combined with the plural morpheme
i. |
to form a plural noun phrase /(*/<! i: waivz/. Nor does /waif/ 
always change across morpheme boundaries. It does not 
change when functioning as part of a genitive noun phrase:
/mal *waifs *ha?ndjD^ £ g/. Similarly, the way the rules of 
the phonological component assign tone to the following 
Shona string will depend on its syntactic categorization:
/munu mutema/
As a declarative sentence : [munu mutema7] nthe person is black" 
as a relative clause: [munu mutema"] "a person who is black";M
and, finally, as a stabilization sentence:
[munu mutema] "it’s a black person", 
(Part of Chapter 7 is devoted to positing some rules whereby 
the lexical tone of nouns of various classes is modified in 
stabilization constructions.)
Languages show evidence of this dependence of 
sound structure on syntactic information. And it is for 
this reason that the rules of the phonological component 
operate on the output of the syntactic component of the 
grammar.
6.1.3 Dependence of phonology on phonetics.
Transformational generative linguistic theory 
captures this dependence by using terminology such as 
"phonological representations are abstractions from 
phonetic data." This underlines the so-called naturalness
relation between phonetics and phonology. Phonology 
is concerned only with the distinctive function of 
sounds, whereas phonetics specifies all the physical 
characteristics of sounds, i.e. articulatory, auditory 
and acoustic features, Including those features which 
are conditioned by the phonetic environment.
In order to show that phonological processes 
have a phonetic or natural motivation, we need to know 
a lot about the physical properties of the sounds involved. 
But if we meet problems in the specification of phonological 
processes, we turn to the phonetic theory. If the latter 
is found lacking, then research is conducted and reclass­
ifications of sounds made (if need be) so that the theory 
becomes sophisticated enough to answer such problems. In 
other words,
"Phonological rules must be expressed in 
terms of parameters established by phonetic 
theory but problems of description at the 
phonological level may lead In their turn 
to a modification of phonetic theory"
(Allen and Van Buren, 1971, p.75).
6.1.4 Levels of Sound Representation.
To characterise the relationship between the 
systematic phonemes of a language and its inventory of 
phonetic segments, two levels of sound representation are 
postulated, the phonological representation between slashes, 
/..../, and the phonetic representation shown between square 
brackets, [....], Since the phonological representation 
contains only the distinctive sound units and not the pre­
dictable redundant phonetic information, it Is regarded by
generative phonologists as the level that approximates 
to the mental representations which speakers have of 
the sounds in their language.
Phonetic representations, i.e. the pronunciation 
of sentences, are derived from phonological representations 
by rules of the phonological component. Such rules are 
valued more if they entail linguistically significant 
generalizations. The postulation of one underlying form 
at the systematic phonemic level from which surface 
alternants are derived is intended to account for the 
intuitive knowledge which native speakers have of general 
or systematic relationships.
6.1.5 Linguistically significant generalizations.
The question f,what is a linguistically significant 
generalization within transformational generative grammar?" 
breaks down into two major questions:
(a) What is a generalization within this theory?
(b) What conditions must a generalization meet to be 
"linguistically significant"?
In empirical science there are various types of 
generalizations which differ in function, form and content. 
Kaplan (1964 ,p.l05)^ draws a distinction between simple 
generalizations on the one hand, and theoretical general­
izations on the other. A simple generalization is defined 
by Kaplan as
"the product of a simple induction from 
some to all of an appropriately specified 
kind. A number of instances are known, and
6. Kaplan, A. (1964) The Conduct of Inquiry: Methodology 
for Behavioural Science, San Francisco, Chandler 
Publishing Co.
we generalise from them to all 
instances of what we are prepared to 
call ’the same kind’."
A theoretical generalization, on the other 
hand, is not the product of a simple, inductive abstraction 
from data. As suggested by the epithet ’theoretical’, 
such a generalization is conducted in terms of theoretical 
concepts that cannot be regarded as mere abstractions from 
the data. The distinguishing features of the generalizat­
ions encountered In transformational generative grammar 
are as follows (all page references are to The Sound 
Pattern of English) : these generalizations
(i) _ are "general statements" that "express regularities"
(pp.330,296) ;
(ii) are "compatible" or "consistent" with, the observed 
data (pp.330,331) ;
(iii) go beyond the data in scope in so far as they deal 
with "potential" data;
(iv) go beyond the data in depth in so far as they 
express "the facts that underlie the data" (p.330);
(v) are expressed in terms of formal devices, i.e. in 
terms of theoretical concepts, and notational 
conventions (p.330).
6.1.6 The structure of a transformational generative
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grammar. (Chomsky, 1965)*
Syntactic Component
Lexicon 
Lexical representations 
of lexical items
via lexical insertion rules and 
transformational component.-
t   _______
Syntactic surface structure' 
with lexical representations
^___________ I______________
Readjustment rules______
___________________________________yr_____________________-
Phonological surface
structures with
Phonological representations
Phonologi cal 
Component
Transformational and non-
transformational phonological rules
____________Y ___________
Phonetic representations
[....]
7. Chomsky, N. (1965) op.cit.
6,1.7 The function of the phonological component.
The basic function of the phonological component
is to relate the syntactic surface structure of each
sentence to its phonetic representation or pronunciation.
In the case of free variation more than one phonetic
representation will be assigned to one surface structure.
As distinct from the syntactic component of a grammar,
containing rewriting rules and transformational rules and
giving as its output terminal strings with structural
descriptions, the phonological component plays no part In
the formulation of new utterances: it merely assigns to
them a phonetic shape.
"Given the surface structure of a sentence, 
the phonological rules of the language 
interact with certain universal phonetic 
constraints to derive all the grammatically 
determined facts about the production and 
perception of this sentence," (Chomsky and 
Halle, 1968, p.293).
6.1.8 A set of distinctive features for the sounds of 
Karanga.
Although distinctive feature theory has been
incorporated In a specific way In generative phonology,
it existed prior to generative phonology and is independent
of it. But, as Allen and Van Buren (1971,P*76) note,
"The use of distinctive feature theory 
and the reinterpretation of the theory 
In order to permit the necessary 
abstractions made an important contrib­
ution to the development of generative 
phonology."
o
It is as well to note with Schane ( 1 9 7 3 > P ‘33)
8. Schane, S.A. (1973) Generative Phonology, Prentice-Hall.
that there is nothing sacrosanct about.the set of 
distinctive features presented by Chomsky and Halle 
in The Sound Pattern of English. Modifications of 
various types have been made in this thesis in order 
to arrive at a- set of distinctive features which can 
best serve to describe the phonological processes of the 
language under investigation. What such features will 
have in common with those of Chomsky and Halle is that 
they should meet certain criteria. The criteria required 
in choosing features are summarised by Schane (1973,PP»33- 
34) :
(i) The features have their foundation in phonetics. A 
feature may have primarily articulatory (e.g. [coronal]), 
acoustic (e.g. [sonorant]) or perceptual (e.g. [syllabic], 
[stress]) correlates: features must "hug the phonetic 
ground". ^Since the ensuing choice of features has been 
preceded by a description, from an auditory, acoustic and 
articulatory point of view, of the sounds of Karanga, the 
features will have a phonetic motivation, ^
(ii) The features must be adequate for characterising 
important phonetic differences between languages.
^This means that the features used in this study 
must reflect the following facts: (a) that Karanga has a 
three-way phonetic distinction relating to glottal 
stricture (voiced, breathy-voiced and voiceless), whereas 
English, for example, has a two-way distinction (voiced 
and voiceless); (b) that the so-called naso-oral complexes
function as one syllable onset in Karange, but form the 
boundary of abutting syllables in English, A-T).
(iii) The features must accommodate the principal allo- 
phones of a language. (As I observed in the section on 
nasals in Chapter 5, the palatal nasal /p/ has, as 
expected, a high locus, and the second and third formant 
transitions of vowels adjacent to it point to separate 
loci. This happens when /ji/ is adjacent to the non-back 
vowels /i,e,a/. In the environment of back rounded 
vowels, however, the transitions of the vowel formants 
point to a common lower locus, suggesting that /j\/ has 
become retracted in place of articulation, although it 
remains, perceptually, non-velar. In such circumstances, 
what this third cirtierion demands Is that the phonetic 
representation has to make use of a feature keeping the 
retracted /p/ distinct from the velar nasal A)/; A-T**)
(iv) Since features serve to categorise the contrasting 
segments (systematic phonemes) of a language, the features 
must accommodate all the necessary contrasts within the 
system.
(This condition has led to all the features being 
binary since a binary system allows one to state simply 
whether a segment has membership in a particular category. 
This requirement Is linked to lexical (classificatory 
features) and phonological (phonological features) repres­
entations ^ A - f O .
(v) Segments which share phonetic traits often undergo 
the same phonological processes. A set of features must 
provide the appropriate natural classes for stating these 
phonological changes.
The importance of the concept of natural class t-e
to generative phonology is underlined by Chomsky and Halle 
(1968, p . 335):
"No serious discussion of the phonology of 
a language has ever done without reference 
to classes such as vowels, stops or voiceless 
continuants... In view of this, if a theory 
of language failed to provide a mechanism for 
making distinctions between more or less 
natural classes of segments, this failure 
would be sufficient reason for rejecting 
the theory as being incapable of attaining 
the level of explanatory adequacy..."
6.2.0 The Distinctive Features of Chomsky and Halle.
The following features were proposed by Chomsky 
and Halle (1968,pp.298f) "to cover every inherent phonetic 
feature regardless of whether it plays a role in the 
phonetics of English." They divided the features into a 
number of classes.
(a) Major class features (p.302 in The Sound Pattern of 
English, passim)
(i) [ ^sonorant]: all sonorant sounds are produced 
with a vocal tract configuration in which 
spontaneous voicing is possible, e.g. vowels 
and semi-vowels.
(ii) [ ^vocalic]: vocalic sounds are produced with an 
oral cavity in which the most radical constriction 
does not exceed that found in the high vowels [i] 
and [u] and with vocal cords that are positioned 
so as to allow spontaneous voicing.
In producing non-vocalic sounds, one or both of 
these conditions is not satisfied,
(iii)[ -consonantal]: consonantal sounds are produced 
with a radical obstruction In the midsagittal
region of the vocal tract. Non-consonantal sounds 
do not have such an obstruction.
(b) Cavity features (pp.303ff).
(i) [ -coronal]: coronal sounds are produced with
the blade of the tongue raised from the neutral 
9
position , whereas non-coronal sounds are produced 
with the body of the tongue in its neutral position. 
Thus all alveolars, post-alveolars, palato-alveolars 
and palatals are [-fcoronal], whereas all other 
categories are [-coronal].
(ii) [ ^anterior]: anterior sounds are produced with an 
obstruction that is located in front of the palato- 
alveolar region of the mouth. Thus all alveolars, 
post-alveolars, dentals and labials are [+anterior].
(c) Features relating to the body of the tongue (p.304).
(i) [ ^high]: high sounds are produced by raising the
body of the tongue above its neutral position. 
Non-high sounds have no such raising.
i .
(ii) [ -low]: low sounds are produced by lowering the 
body of the tongue below its neutral position.
There is no such lowering for non-low sounds.
(iii) [ -back]: back sounds are produced by retracting 
the body of the tongue from the nefetral position.
(d) Secondary apertures (p.316).
4*(i) [ -nasal]: nasal sounds are produced with a lowered
velum which allows lung air to escape through the 
nose; while non-nasal sounds have a raised velum, 
so that air escapes through the mouth.
(ii) [ -lateral]: this feature is restricted to coronal 
consonantal sounds. Lateral sounds are produced
9. Chomsky and Halle (1968) op.cit., p.300.
by lowering the mid section of the tongue at 
both sides or at only one side while maintaining 
a central oral closure. Air is thus allowed to 
flow out of the mouth in the vicinity of the molar 
teeth.
e) Manner of articulation features (p.317)«
(i) [ ^continuant]: In the production of a continuant
sound, the primary constriction in the vowel tract 
Is not narrower than the point where the air flow 
past the constriction Is blocked. Chomsky and Halle 
(1968,p.318) point out that the trilled [r] Is "... 
a secondary effect of narrowing the cavity without 
actually blocking the flow of air. Consequently 
there Is good reason to view the trilled [r] as 
a continuant rather than as a stop", which I shall 
do here.
(ii) [ ^delayed release]: this feature applies only to 
sounds produced with a closure In the vocal tract.
The central oral closure is released while contact 
is maintained along the sides of the mouth.
Turbulence is generated in the vocal tract so that 
the release phase of affricates is acoustically 
very similar to the cognate fricatives.
(iii) [ Ttense]: "This feature relates to the manner 
in which the entire articulatory gesture of a 
sound is executed by the supraglottal musculature. 
Tense sounds are produced with a deliberate, accurate, 
maximally distinct gesture that involves considerable 
muscular effort; while non-tense sounds are produced 
rapidly and somewhat indistinctly," (p. 32*0 .
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(f) Source Features (p.326).
(i) [ ivolce] : voiced sounds are produced with the
vocal folds vibrating, whereas the vocal folds 
remain wide apart for unvoiced sounds.
(ii) [ Hstrident]: strident sounds are mar’ked
acoustically by greater noisiness than their 
non-strident counterparts.
(g) Other Features (pp.309, 312).
(i) [ grounded]: rounded sounds are produced with a 
narrowing of the lip orifice.
(ii) [ HDistributed]: distributed sounds are made with 
a relatively long constriction. Bilabial sounds 
are thus distinguished from labio-dentals, and 
tongue-blade articulations from tongue-tip ones.
And presumably our problematical retracted palatal 
nasal, tp], can be distinguished from the ’pure1 
velar nasal [rj] by this feature.
Chomsky and Halle do not have features characterising 
prosodic or suprasegmental phenomena: "Our investigation of
these features have not progressed to a point where a 
discussion in print would be useful" (p.329)* However, 
since I am investigating a tone language (Chapter 7), 1 
have to devise features for handling tonal phenomena. Since 
Shona uses a two-tone system, I am going to have a feature 
[HIGH] , written in capitals to avoid confusion with the 
feature relating to tongue height, namely [high]. I shall 
also have the feature [LONG] to describe the allophones of
vowels forming the nucleus of the penultimate syllables of
+ tutterances. These two features, [ -HIGH] and [ -LONG],
represent the first modifications of (or addition to) the
0^?
distinctive features of Chomsky and Halle in this discuss­
ion. The feature relating to vowel length is predictable 
and is therefore introduced by redundancy rules.
6.2.1 Problems relating to the consonantal phonemes of
Karanga.
Whereas the vowels of Karanga can be adequately 
classified using the set of features proposed by Chomsky 
and Halle, the consonantal phonemes present a number of 
problems. The problem areas in the system are of three 
types :
(i) glottal stricture.
(ii) naso-oral articulations.
(iii) the naso-lateral /^/.
In the first place, we recognised a three-way 
phonetic opposition in glottal stricture for the plosives: 
unvoiced [p,t,k], voiced [6cf] and breathy-voiced [b,d,g].
The distinctive features of Chomsky and Halle only cater 
for the first two categories. For the third Karanga set 
of sounds we need another binary feature [ ^breath], 
deriving from our classificatory label "breathy-voice".
This means that we shall now characterise the breathy- 
voiced segments as being [+breath,+voice]; the unvoiced 
ones as [-voice], and the implosives as [Ivoice,-breath].
It would be redundant to specify [p,t,k], In the classific­
atory matrices as [-voice,4-breath] since all sounds that 
are [-voice] are [+breath].
This solution will also be extended to all breathy- 
voiced segments In the system: nasals, fricatives, affricates, 
and naso-oral complexes.
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The naso-oral complexes present a problem of 
another kind: how to characterise their manner of art­
iculation. Complexes such as [mb, nd, rjg], where both 
elements are [-continuant] can be characterised by that 
feature. But we need a feature distinguishing them 
from the homorganic plosives and nasals. Another feature 
[ i naso-oral], together with the feature [ - continuant] 
would make the necessary distinction, But there is 
another class of naso-oral complexes where the second 
element is a fricative or affricate: [nz, , nj^ , n<g ].
Since the nasal is, according to the Chomsky 
and Halle system, [-continuant], and the fricative is 
[+continuant], there is here an obvious parallel with 
the affricates, the class of sounds which are [+delayed 
release]. There seems to be no reason why these naso-orals 
should not be regarded as [+delayed release] complexes, 
with the qualification that should be called a
[+naso-lateral] complex, to take account of the mode of 
egress of its second element.
The system also contains some rather awkward 
"affricates’' [px, bV  and the naso-oral [nib^j1], where the 
elements of the complexes are not homorganic. Our phonetic 
description of these sounds suggested that there is a 
sense in which the air held behind the bilabial closure 
for the stops is held back by the velar narrowing for 
the fricatives: the plosion is not as loud as it is in 
'plain' [p,b]. To that extent, these complexes may be 
classified together with the affricates as being [+del. 
rel.]. In addition to that feature, the specifications
[+anterior ,-fback] will be sufficient for characterising 
[px, bj , mtg ] as a class apart. The two breathy-voiced 
complexes [bjf , m ^  ] would be distinguished one from the 
other by the feature [ +naso-oral].
Finally, to characterise the class of segments 
which we have labelled as the labialised phonemes, namely, 
[mw ,kw ,gw ,xw ,gw ,ijw 3rjw ], we need a feature [+labialised], 
as distinct from [+rounded]. The latter feature charact­
erises the following segments [o,u,^,^, n ^ , t^ , cfcj 3 * where 
the lip-rounding is not, as in the series above, a second­
ary articulatory feature: it is integral to the production
of the segments. The labialised series is in contrast to 
homorganic, non-labialised counterparts: whereas the rounded 
sounds do not have non-rounded homorganic counterparts.
The two features [+labialised] and [grounded] are being 
used in this special sense to characterise these two 
articulatory distinctions.
On the following distinctive feature matrices 
a combination of Chomsky and Halle’s features and those 
proposed for some of the problematical segments of Karanga 
is used; and the feature [+vocalic] is replaced by [+syllabic] 
I shall also use a feature [explosive] to distinguish 
[6,cf] from [pb, td]. The matrices are fully specified.
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6.2.2 Some phonological processes in Karanga.
Fortune (1955, pp.19-^3)^ Is a study of some 
of the phonological processes that occur In Shona (mainly 
in the Zezuru dialect). Although he quotes from that 
dialect, the processes he describes occur in the other 
dialects as well. On page 19 paragraph ^5 Fortune sets 
out very clearly the form and content of the statements 
which he is about to make, and I quote with approval:
"In such a study (i.e. a phonological study)
we are concerned with three things:
1. the nature of the sounds that undergo 
change;
2. the nature of the sounds which are the 
products of the changes;
3. the conditions under which change takes 
place."
As a statement of the concerns of a traditional phonol­
ogical study Fortune’s words cannot be faulted: the only 
difference between the above and the transformational 
generative phonology formula for phonological processes 
is one of brevity:
A-------- >  B / X-----Y
SD SC ENV
This formula states that A, the structural description 
of a string, is realised as B, the structural change, in 
the environment X to the left, Y to the right, where X 
and Y are strings not affected by the change, and either 
may in fact be null. SD is the input, and SC the output 
of the rule.
The contribution of generative phonology in 
this respect is, however, more substantive than the prov­
ision of a semi-mathematical formula for old concepts.
10. Fortune, G. (1955) op.cit.
In a phonological study in generative terms SD is the 
explicit and unambiguous specification of the string 
undergoing change using distinctive features, the so- 
called "bundle" of simultaneous features. Similar SD’s 
are grouped together into natural classes since-they 
undergo similar processes. Similarly the SC has to be 
characterised by either a change in the feature compos­
ition or feature values of the string SD. The complete­
ness of such statements therefore depends on the extent 
to which our features are based on phonetics: phonological 
processes are natural. Thus Postal (1968, p .56
"... the categorization of lexical Items 
given by phonological structure, I.e.* 
required to represent morphemes in the 
dictionary, required to state morphophonemic 
and phonological rules, needed to state 
constraints on sequences of phonological 
elements ... is not, from the point of view 
of phonetic structure, an arbitrary code.
Rather, this representation is closely related 
to the representations needed to state the 
phonetic properties of the various sequences 
which represent individual lexical items..."
In other words, the features used in classificatory matrices
in the lexicon are related to those used in phonetic
representations: there is a naturalness condition between
phonological and phonetic representations, made explicit
in phonological rules.
6.2.3 The lexical representation of Karanga words.
The lexicon of a language is a list of the 
lexical items - words, grammatical and other lexical 
formatives ~ of the language concerned. Thus the lexicon
11. Postal, P.M.(1968) Aspects of Phonological Theory 
Harper and Row, New York.
of Karanga will contain semantic, syntactic and phonolog­
ical Information about each item.
Since this is a phonological study, we are
Interested mainly in the phonological characteristics of
items as represented on the classificatory lexical matrices.
When the term "lexical representation" is used again in
this discussion, it Is to be understood as referring only
12to the phonological properties of a formative.
13The views expressed by Derek Fivaz (1970) on 
the lexical representation of Shona words are generally 
the same as mine. The phonological representation of 
items incorporates Information about their tone'pattern.
The lexical tone pattern of nominal stems is unpredict­
able and each one has to be specified for tone - although 
all noun class prefixes are [-HIGH] and therefore do not 
need to be marked. Verb stem tones, on the other hand, 
are largely predictable (Fivaz 1970,pp.225-227; Fortune, 
1968,Vol.II,pp.7f)* The infinitive inflection is the 
most convenient to take as basic. This can be used as 
the Input to the phonological component, where the tone 
pattern required in other inflections may be derived by 
rules. Generally speaking, all verb stems with initial 
[-HIGH] tone have all their other syllables on [-HIGH].
12. Transformational phonological rules (Chomsky and Halle, 
1968, pp.l5,59f) take the syntactic categorization 
of an item into account before being applied. So 
information on the syntactic characteristics of items 
cannot be excluded completely In a phonological study.
13. Fivaz, D. (1970) Shona Morphophonemics and Morphosyntax 
University of t he “Wit watersrand Press”!
Those with an initial [+HIGH] tone, on the other hand, 
will have all but the fourth syllable on [+HIGH]:
"H1_H2“H3~HV  * * ”Hn
+H^+H2+H^-H^...-Hn
lii
Fivaz suggests that all that is needed is a simple 
indication of [+HIGH] or [-HIGH] for any particular verb 
stem In the lexicon. Redundancy rules (Chomsky and Halle, 
1968, pp.l71f; 380f) can then spread the tone to all the 
syllables of the stem In accordance with the constraints 
of the two stem types above. This sounds economical 
enough.
6.3.O Word Derivation Processes.
In this chapter our primary concern will be to 
posit some rules which, It is hypothesised, the speakers 
of the language use in order to augment the vocabulary of 
their language. The focus of attention will be on the 
commutation of phonological features in the derivation of 
words of one class from those of another.
Since the influence of the class 9/10 nasal 
prefix on consonants at the beginning of verbal, nominal 
and adjectival stems is one of the most widespread processes 
of word formation in which phonological features are 
commuted, a detailed description of it will be given,
Doke (193I3 pp.62-71) and Fortune (1955) concentrated in 
their study of the phenomenon, on nominal and adjectival 
stems.
14. Fivaz’s publication contains an extensive discussion 
of verbal tone in Shona in generative phonology terms 
(see his Appendix II pp.224-239). In this thesis we 
shall concentrate on nominal tonology.
This study of noun derivation will therefore
focus on those nouns of classes 9/10 and 5 which are
derived from verb stems. The division of Shona nouns
into classes is discussed at length by Fortune (1955*
pp.51-52) who defines a noun class thus,
"Taking the prefix and set of concords 
together as a criterion of classification, 
we may define a noun class as a group of 
nouns which do not differ in prefix and 
which govern the same concords."
Since the grammatical relationship holding
between nouns of certain consecutive classes is one of
a singular form and Its plural, we shall also posit some
rules to account for the derivation of the one from the
other. The singular form is the one that would be
represented in the lexicon, while the plural is derived
from it by rules of the phonological component. For
example, in the syntactic surface structure (Chomsky and
Halle, 1968, pp.9-11j 371-72) the nouns of class 5 will be
labelled + £PLURAL$, the grammatical formative JPLURAL$
having no phonological shape at that stage in the derivation
Thus HfiaQgaH ("knife") + ^PLURAL^ will have that abstract 
N5 N5
morpheme replaced by the bundles of features abbreviated 
alphabetically by /ma-/ by readjustment rules, giving
[jBagga]] + ma. Since in Shona the plural morpheme Is
Nk Nc0 5
prefixed rather than suffixed to the noun stem, the rules
will prepose the plural morpheme to the stem:
d mk + Sar)ga U 
N6 N6
Transformational phonological rules will then convert
this phonological surface structure into Its correct phoneti
representation. The following rule applies only to
[6] - commencing class 5 nouns (see 6.3*5).
Rule 3* 6------ .^p/ma-j- ----V...]] , i.e. [mapa^ga]
N 6
(where "V" is the first vowel of the stem,
preceded by the initial consonant of the stem).
There is also the tonal rule which says that the addition
of the low tone plural/class 6 prefix to a class 5/singular
stem in this particular utterance does not result In any
change in the lexical tone pattern of that stem.
Various underlying representations require
different numbers of rules before a final phonetic
representation is derived. Thus S.A. Schane (1973 p.91)1^
"Between the underlying and derived 
representations, there may be many 
intermediate representations, one for 
each of the rules which applies to the 
form in question. These Intermediate 
forms are not of any great interest."
One must, however, add that unless the rules deriving
the phonetic representations are correctly ordered, those
representations will be incorrect.
6.3.1 The derivation of class 9/10 nouns from verbs.
In chapter 1, a problem arising from Fortune’s 
(1955) failure to work within the framework of a well- 
defined phonetic theory was mentioned: namely the problem 
of not making use of underlying regularities to po&it 
rules accounting for superficially disparate processes. 
There is the risk, when one is not making use of the 
concept of natural class, of grouping together items that
15. Schane, S.A. (1973) op.cit.
jDU
have little in common and making general statements 
about them. The two processes of "bilabialisation1 and 
"supradentalisation" (Fortune, 1955, pp.36-37) are 
discussed as though they had nothing in common. The 
following examples of bilabialization are given:
(i) /~*l$iona/ "see"----- [mboni], "pupil of eye"
/- vuta/ "blow"—— — y [mvuto] "bellows*
/-pSka/sminial^BantuL* [mfiuka] "animal"
/-Sereka/ "carry baby on back"--- ^ [mbereko]"apron for
carrying baby on back1.1 
(I have added slant brackets and tone marks, not found in 
Fortune. The derived nominals have been put in square 
brackets. The tone pattern of these nouns is usually 
the same as that of the verbs from which they are derived.
A summary of the rules governing the tones of the nouns 
is given in Appendix I, pp.AA6-AA8 ).
Examples of the processes called bilabialization 
and supradentalization by Fortune are numerous, as the 
following lists will show:
(ii) N-+/-ponda/ "kill"______^ [mfjondi] ,^ "murderer"
N-+/-pei}ga/ "be mad" [mfier^ go] "madman"
N-+/~popota/ "shout at"— ^[mfjopoto] "slanging match"
N-+/~pomba/ "commit adultery"— > [mfiomb^e]"adulterer(ess)"
t / / / / \
N-+/-paridza/ "preach"'— ^ [mnaridzo] "sermon"
N-+/-pindura/ "answer"(v.t) ^[m^induro] "answer"(n.9/10)
Examples involving alveolar sounds are also 
widespread:
16. There seems to be no regular rule accounting for the 
change from the final vowel of the verb to that in 
the final syllable of the derived noun.
(iii) N-+/-tema/ "cut"- — ^ [nfiemo] "chisel"
/ / z
N-+/-tetemba/ "greet ceremoniously- ■ [nfietembo]
"praise poetry"
N-+/-tumwa/ "be sent" y[nflumwa] "messenger"s w s
N-+/-taura/ "speak" -> [nfiauro] "Talks" (n,10)
N-+/-tapxa/ "be captured" ^ [nfiapxa] "captive(s)"
The process also affects verb stems commencing 
with a voiceless velar plosive; with a minor modification:
(iv) N~+/-koka/ "invite" > [fioka] "b eer party for work"
 > [fiujo] smaller of 2 grinding
stones
N-+/-kuja/ "grind"
N-+/-kurukura/ "discuss" >[fiurukuro] "discussion(s)
N-+/-kunda/ "gather refuse' ^ [fiundi] "chaff"
for disposal"
N-+/-koromo/ra/ "acquire large amount"-— ^ [fioVomori]
"professional criminal"
N-+/-ku^ura/ "beguile"- [fiu^uri] "scrounger"
For all the three places of articulation for 
plosives, the derivation of class 9/10 nouns seems to 
take place in two stages. First, the nasal prefix, N-, 
of classes 9/10 becomes homorganic with the plosive at 
the beginning of the verb stem:
Rule 4
~<£, ant 
cor I -conu
Verb
[+nasal] > #-
’ c
c/ ant
f> cor • • •
t
-voice -1
(This rule applies only to the examples marked (i),(ii),
(iii) and (iv) above). This rule, which we shall call 
the nasal assimilation rule, gives representations at the
beginning of each of which there is a complex of the 
nasal and the unvoiced plosive. /mp... , nt. . . , £)k/.
But nasals do not combine with unvoiced consonants in 
Karanga.
The second rule adds breathy voice or h-quality 
to the nasal. The breathy-voiced nasal has been represented 
as Nft instead of N to facilitate the rule affecting the 
velar plosive (see below). Another way of seeing the 
second rule is as a process whereby the voiceless plosive 
becomes the breathy-voiced glottal fricative;
Rule 5.
T^ cont /
-cont -tvoice / 1r° i i-voice — > -Mow / * +nasa]J— - . . .-del.rel. +breath /
N9/10.
This rule yields representations written in square brackets 
for the examples (i) - (iii) above. But for the examples
(iv) the representations derived are not Karanga forms: 
e.g. /*r^oka> r^jfiujo/.
A third rule, which we may call the velar nasal deletion 
rule, derives the phonetic representation required:
Rule 6.
~ +nasal 1 r+cont 1
-ant K, }o, /#..___ +voice • • • * » «
-cor - - * ( X  / +breath
_+voice_ / + low _ N9/10.
The reason for the deletion of the velar nasal here has ,
I believe, to do with the fact that the segment [rj] or,
i  *
as written here, [gfi], is rare in non-borrowed words in 
Shona. Karanga of the midlands region has many words with
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-commencing syllables borrowed from the Nguni
i *
group of languages:
Karanga Ndebele/Zulu
/-mapara/ /-marjala/ ’’report a crime”
/-l^ arja/ /-TParja/ ”be in a hurry”
/^uzu/ / £  uzu/ ”a type of dance”
/-rjora/ /-ij£|ola/ ”be unclean”
/-rurja/ /-lurja/ ’’become disciplined".
*■ » « *
The importance of the rules just posited lies 
in their utilization of the concept of natural class.
The nasal assimilation rule replaces the processes called 
"bilabialization”, "frication" and "supradentalization" ' 
by Fortune (1955,pp•36-37) by taking into account those 
features shared by [p,t,k], the class of segments which 
are [-cont,-voice,+breath].
It will have become evident by now that the 
rules which X have posited above do not account for all 
the examples given by Fortune in (i) above. The examples 
which I have (deliberately) omitted are those derived 
from underlying verb stems which commence with the foll­
owing sounds: 6, cf, v]. In terms of this theory, only
those strings which have the same structural description, 
and undergo the same phonological processes can be grouped 
together and accounted for by the same rules. The rules 
of so-called "bilabialization", "supradentalization" and 
"frication" as formulated by Fortune do not account for 
why the voiceless plosives [p,t,k] yield respectively [mR, 
nR, and R] - commencing class 9/10 nouns; why [v] alone 
yields a [mv] - commencing class 9/10 noun, and, finally,
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why ip, S,cf] yield, respectively [mb,mb,nd] - commencing 
class 9/10 stems.
The point I am making is this: the segments 
[p,iP, 6,v] have some bilabiality in common. So that 
is perhaps why Fortune attempted to account for them all 
by one "bilabialization" rule. But there are some 
internal differences among them which anyone writing or 
learning a Shona grammar must take into account:
"fvoice ~
^-breath 
1-voice ~~
+breath 
Ivoice 
fbreath
Anyone learning the language for the first time would 
be corrected if they were to derive [mb]~commencing stems 
from [p] or [v] , for example:
N-+/-ponda/ "kill"-----^.*[mbondi]
N-+/-vuta/ "blow”---- ^^[mbut'o]
The asterisked examples are not Shona words, although tftey 
do not violate the morpheme structure conditions of the 
language: they are accidental gaps.
There is another, more important reason why they 
are unacceptable forms. The processes (1) - (3) above 
fall into two natural classes: Dl?, 6,<f], the plain-voiced 
group; [p*v], the [+breath] group. Addition of the [tvoice] 
N-prefix to the former class yields plained-voiced consonant- 
commencing stems; while it yields breathy-voiced ones when 
added to the latter class. In the former class we may
(1)
(2)
[^].. -> [mb] |
 — >  [mb ] J
[y]- [mv]
(3) [p ] - > [rafi]
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include one other segment omitted by Fortune, namely 
the rolled [r] illustrated in (vi)(b) below.
Labial:
(v)(a) N-+/~£?ona/, "see"----- s*. [mboni] "pupil of eye"
N-+/-'^imba/ "trust"— > [mbimba] "trustworthy person"
\ N \ \ \ \
N“+/“i?irisa/ "cause to ferment"-- >■ [mbiriso] "yeast"
N-+/-13^za/ "carve"  ^[mbezo] "adze"H
N-+/-l?^arira/ "try too hard" > [mba75h.riroJ
"excessive persistence" 
N-+/-7?ar}garadza/ "harden heart"— > [mb^gara^zo]
"medicine to make soldiers brave"
(b) N-+/-6ereka/ "carry baby on back"— > [mbereko] "apron
for carrying baby"
N-+/-6at-a/ "hold" > [mbato] "pincers"
N-+/~6atwa/ "be caught" (Zezuru)— ^  [mbatwi] "captive" 
Alveolar:
(vi)(a) N-+/-dfiki/ "small" (cl. 5) > [ndiki] "small" (cl. 9/10)
(b) N—fr/ rima/ "plough"(imp.)— > [nd\ma]"portion of land
allotted to one person or group to weed"
/ \ / / \ /
N~+/ rumure/ ideo. of weaning— >[ndumure] "young child
after being weaned"
\ \ \ s \ \
N-+/-rarama/ "survive"--- —^ [ndaramo] "means of surviva
\ \ \ v \ \
N-+/-rurama/ "be righteous"— [nduramo] "righteousness"
/ \ f \
N~+/ rume/ ideo. of proposing—> [nduma] "engagement
token"
\ \ n N \ \ V n
N-+/-raggarira/ "remember" ^ [ndarjgariro] "thought",
"recollection"
The nasal assimilation rule applies to the
.fvoi ce -I
examples (v) and (vi) , all of which begin with a [ _^reath^
segment and derives the following representations:
/ f V  ^
(v)(a) /mlsona/, /m’^imba/ etc.
(b) /m£atwa/, /mBereka/ etc.
(vi)(a) /ndiki/
>» / / t t
(b) /nrima/, /nrumure/ etc.
In all cases, the nasal agrees in voicing with the 
segment at the beginning of the verb stem. A second 
assimilation rule then applies: since tv, b, d, r] do
not combine with other consonants in the system, they 
are replaced by homorganic plosives:
Rule 7•
+voice 
-breath 
aCant 
j^cor _
cont 
+expl.
"c ^
+nasal
S^ ant --- . . .
^cor _
N9/10
Apart from the final vowels, which do not seem 
to be determined by any regular rule, and have to be 
accepted as given, the above rule derives the correct 
phonetic representations on the right hand columns in 
examples (v) and (vi).
The [v]-commencing underlying verb stem is the 
only one given by Fortune that yields a [mv3—commencing 
class 9/10 noun stem. But [v] Is not the only segment 
that behaves in this way in the language. It belongs to 
a different class of segments which are pronounced at 
the lips, and at the alveolar ridge: they all yield 
breathy-voiced naso-oral-commencing stems:
(vii) N-+/-vuta/ "blow”----->  [myuto] "bellows”
S N \  \
N-+/-bvuma/ "agree”  7"[mvumo] "permission"t t » *
N~+/-bvu??ira/ "add yeast"— >[mvui?irb] "yeast"
N~+/~byor}godza/ "stir water". ^[myoi}gWe] "muddy water"
N-+/-bvarura/ "tear" V[mvaru-mvaru] "bits and pieces» *> ** 0f
But the process whereby a breathy-voiced fricative or 
affricate changes to a breathy-voiced homorganic naso- 
oral complex when the N-prefix is added to a verb of 
which it Is the initial segment is not limited to the 
labials:
(viii)(a) N-+/"^ara/ "give birth" >-[n|ara-kamwe] "a mammal
with one off-spring"
N~+/-cfc^mbora/ "steal" [rrgombori] "pickpocket"
N-+/ d^opo^ ideo. of pulling back skin [n^ ojio]
"circumcision"
t / / ^N~+/-d^ei]g^_redza/ "cover up a mistake"
— ^  [n^e^geredgb] "speech to divert suspicion"
(b) N-+/*^iraV squander someone’s money — ^ [nj^ ire]
"exploiter"
Two rules are needed to derive the phonetic representations 
on the right. The first rule will change the affricates 
into their corresponding fricatives:
[by]  -------------g d
[d^] ------------- [£]
Then the nasal assimilation rule will apply:
N-+/-V.../---- >. [mv] ; N-+/^.../-- >-[rt|]; N-+/-|/--- > [n^ ]
Using features:
[idel.rel. ]--— ->[ + cont.] / # —  ... 3
verb
This rule , affecting only the affricate-commencing verb 
and ideophonic stems, derives the following represent­
ations:
is the Zulu/Ndebele verb from which we have borrowed
giving the correct phonetic representations in examples
(vii) and (viii) above.
Rule 8.
The inclusion of Htf, 6, p, v] under one rule - "bilabial­
ization1 - without explaining important internal differences
under one rule - "supradentalization" - , also without 
explaining why
is grammatical analysis at the level of observational 
adequacy: it does not give a principled explanation of 
what the processes under discussion entail. Phonological 
rules can be formulated using phonemes as unanalysable 
wholes, as Fortune did, at the risk of obscuring those
(vii) /-bvuma/- ^  /vuma/ - (interesting since latter
/-bvuma/) 
S. N \ y  ^
/-byu'M.ra//vu7?ira/
(viii) /-^ombora/— $>- /^ombora/
/ / / V , / / V ,
/-cjgerjgeredza/ /^eggeredza/
Finally, the nasal assimilation rule applies,
[inasal] *>•
dC ant 
^icor 
ground 
+cont_
round
N9/10
among them (see p .j u  above), like the inclusion of [t,cf]
/cf/. >  [nd]
while
/t/-
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traits which such phonemes share, and do not share. So 
important is the concept of natural class to generative 
phonology. Thus, although Fortune, in his formalization 
of what is involved in phonological processes (1955s p.19 
para 45), speaks of the nature of the sounds that undergo 
change, and of the nature of the sounds that result, from 
this change, his notion of the "nature” of sounds seems 
to be founded on an inadequate phonetic study.
6,3.2 The Derivation of Class 5 nouns from /p,t,k/-commencing 
verb stems.
The significant linguistic generalizations 
achieved by rules deriving nouns from the infinitive 
inflection as the underlying representation are not limited 
to class 9/10 nouns. Similar generalizations characterise 
the rules whereby class 5 nouns are derived from certain 
verb stems.
Corresponding to the three places at which plosive 
consonants are pronounced in the language - the bilabial, 
alveolar and velar - three sets of class 5 nouns may be 
derived from verbs whose stems commence with unvoiced plos­
ives.
(ix) /-pakata/ "carry under arm” ^[6akatwa] "big knife"
/-pakura/ "serve food”  >.[6akuro] "gift to mother
of bride”
/-pamba/ "plunder” ------- [Samba] "bullying"
/-pembera/ "celebrate"— ^-[Se^bero] area in which dancing
takes place.
/-paradza/ "destroy"----=^[6aradzo] "destruction"
/-pereka/ "hand back love token*'— ^[Sereko] "token paymen
for divorced wife”
/-pesana/ "disagree1' >  [6^ sarjwa] "confusion"
(x) /-tambudza/ "torment" .^[cfambudzo] "vexation"
/~taggwa/ "be started"— >[cfaQgwe] "first born"
/-tamba/ "play" -----[cfambe] "practical joke"
/“t/nda<Jza/ "entertain others" >  [cfandadzo] "pastime"
(xi) /-kupura/ "send wife back to her parents— >-[gup'uro]
"token of divorce"
/-karjga/ "fry"—  ** [garjgo] "frying pan"
/-kapa/ "mix"  ------[gapo] "soil mixed for
plastering"
/-karuka/ "be start led"->[garuko] "fear"
/-karudza/ "cause to be startled"—>[garudzo] "talent for
shocking people" 
/-kuQgur^/ "regret" (v.i.)— ^[gurjgura] "regret"
What seems to be common to all the examples above is 
the voicing of the plosive at the beginning of each 
verb stem:
Rule 9«
~-cont
voice..
[ivoice]
N5
This rule produces the following intermediate stage:
f  / / / ■' /
(ix) /bakata, bakura etc./
(x) /dambudza, darjgwe/
\ \  \ / /
(xi) /gupura, garjga/.
But since the plain-voiced bilabial and alveolar plosives 
occur only in naso-oral complexes, the segments [b] and 
[d] at the beginning of the stems in (ix) and (x) above 
have to be shown to be implosive, and so another rule is 
required:
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Rule 10.
•fexpl.
>  E-exp 1,3 /+ant N5
There are no velar implosives In Karanga* so the above 
rule does not apply to [g]-commenclng representations. 
Instead* a rule changing the plain-voiced velar plosive 
into the breathy-voiced segment operates* since [g] does 
not occur otherwise than in the naso-oral complex [r^ g] 
in Karanga:
Rule 11.
Writers on Shona believe that there was a class 5 prefix 
/rl-/ which has been lost. This is corroborated by the 
fact that nouns of this class have a grammatical concord 
of the for^/rV/* i.e. /ri-, ro-* re-* ra-* ru-/, depending 
on the syntactic environment.
6.3-3 Three derivations of plural forms by (i) altering
The addition of the plural morpheme to the stems of 
nouns of various classes in Karanga results in a number 
of Interesting phonological changes. In this section I 
shall formalise the processes required to derive the plural 
forms of the nouns of classes 3*5 and 7* It is important
P-ant
-cor
-cont
+voice
-breath
>- [+breath] / #
N5
the vowel, (il) adding a prefix and (iii) changing 
a consonant.
to remember that the plural morpheme manifests Itself 
In various ways. The three noun classes to be discussed 
here represent three ways in which the plural morpheme 
Is realised: by vowel alternation^ by the addition of a
prefix to the singular form, or by a change in the feature 
composition of a consonant.
Where class 9 nouns are concerned, the "derivation" 
of the plural, i.e. class 10, noun does not cause any 
phonological changes. Rather, whether the noun concerned 
Is singular or plural is seen in the grammatical concord 
associated with it.
6.3.3.1 Prefixes in Primary and Secondary Function.
As Fortune (1955, pp. 5*1-55) points out, most 
nouns in the language are associated with at least two 
prefixes - one indicating the singular and the other the 
plural form. For example, the stem /~koi?a/ may have the 
prefix /ru~/ of class 11, or the prefix N- of class 10, 
the former indicating the singular while the latter 
indicates the plural:
/ru-lto'&a/ "river"
\ \
/Ro'iSa/ "rivers™
These two seem to be the prefixes with which the stem 
/-kot^a/ is primarily associated. However, since this 
stem is also associated with other prefixes with different 
semantic significance, it Is necessary to distinguish 
between the two types of prefix. Fortune quotes the 
following examples:
/ka-katfa/ "small river", cl.13.
/tu-ko^a/ "small rivers", cl.12.
V,
The prefixes /ru-/ and /N-/ are called 
"prefixes in primary function", as opposed to /ka-/ 
and /tu-/, which Fortune calls "prefixes in secondary
function"; and the relationship holding between the 
prefixes and the stem are called "relationship of 
primary function" and "relationship of secondary 
function", respectively.
and the plural prefixes derived from them have a 
relationship pf primary function with the stem. To 
include the other prefixes would make this discussion 
inordinately long. In any case, the rules posited for 
the derivation of the plural forms using primary prefixes 
will not be fundamentally different from those which 
would be required to account for prefixes in secondary 
function.
6.3*3*2 Plurals formed by vowel alternation, i.e. class 
3 to 4.
process of plural form derivation, only classes 3 and 4 
are related by an alternation in the vowels associated 
with the class prefix. Class 4 is the numerical plural 
of the nouns of class 3- The following are some of the 
words illustrating this process:
(xii) Class 3 Class 4 English
In this discussion, the singular prefixes,
Of the noun classes chosen to Illustrate the
[mi-nda]
_ N \ \ \ „
->• [mi-namatoj
_  \  r / \
[mi-jqgowaj
->[mi-Ja]
/mu-namato/-
"field(s)"
"prayer(s)" 
"name of tree"
"home(s)"
The plural forms are derived by changing the
17vowel of the prefix from /u/ to [i]:‘
Rule 12.
V
+back
j-high
^backj
"C r r -t
Lnasal __4  STEM
+voice n 3/4
-breath_ PLURAL
6.3.4.0 Plurals formed by changes in the feature
composition of the consonant of the prefix,
i.e. class 7 to 8.
.The prefixes which have a relationship of 
primary function with the nouns of classes 7 (singular) 
and 8 (plural) have the shape /tj*i-/ and /rgi-A respectively, 
before consonant-commencing stems, and /tjv and before
vowel-commencing stems. But this does not affect the process 
of plural form derivation since the latter involves only 
a consonantal segment change:
(xiii) Class 7 
/tj* i~po/_
/tj* ~'uru/----- 5*-
i-garo/-
Class 8 
[•^ L-po]
C;^ -uru]
s s \
[•^i-garo]
s
[i^i-tima]/tji-tima/
-apupu/----- >  D^-apupu]
a S : oto/  — C^-oto/]
English 
!,gift(s)"
"ant hill(s)" 
"stool(s)" 
"train{s)" 
"witness(es)" 
"fire place(s)"
The change from singular to plural is effected as follows:
17* It will have become clear by now that the phonetic
shape of the plural morpheme in Karanga is different 
to that of other languages in that it does not seem 
to be conditioned by surrounding sounds. In English 
this morpheme may be realised as £s^ in /kset/'vy ts] 
because it is preceded by the voiceless [t], for 
example. In Karanga the form of the morpheme is given.
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Rule 13.
+del.rel. 
-voice 
-ant 
+cor
+high
back
+ cont 
Pant 
fcor 
-{-round 
+voice 
_+breath
f(C) . . .
Stem7/8
PLURAL
6,3*5 Plurals formed by the addition of a prefix, i.e, 
class 5 to class 6,
The derivation of the plural form of the nouns 
of class 5, i,e. the derivation of class 6 nouns, is 
effected in three stages: first the plural prefix is 
added to the underlying singular (class 5) form, then 
the initial consonant of that underlying form is 
explosivised and devoiced (if it is an implosive):
(xiv) (a) Class 5
/fiarjgaA
/Sarjgo/. 
/Sere/ - 
/fapu/ - 
(b) /aura/—- 
/(fan da/
Class 6
[ma-pagga]
r v \ \Lma-parjgoJ
r v N N -1[ma-perej
[ma-pVpu]
[ma-tura]
\ f t
[ma-tanda]
English
"knife"/"knives" 
"pole(s)"
"hyena(s)"
"lung(s)" 
"grain-store(s)" 
"big pole(s)"
/,fs w  ^* * /derjg ana/-
/funduru/—
[ma-terjgwana] "basket(s)"
[ma-tunduru] name of fruit
In the first place, the plural morpheme is 
preposed to the underlying singular form:
Rule 14,
----------  -riicl£>ciJL .
-breath f V / §- - - — 4
Q  >  1 '
+nasal
Pant 
-cor
Plow N5
PLURAL
This rule produces the following representations: 
/ma-/ + /6agg^/ /mk-6ai}ga/
/ma-/ + /danda/—------>■ /ma-danda/ etc 
Then the second rule, changing the implosive into an 
explosive in the environment of the plural morpheme, 
applies:
Rule 15.
This rule yields representations with the plain- 
voiced bilabial [b] and alveolar [d] plosives as the 
initial segments of the forms:
But since these two segments do not occur as single onsets 
to a syllable in the language, the final rule can either 
devoice them, make them breathy-voiced, or, as we saw with 
Rule 10, make them implosive since [p, b or G]; [t, d, cf], 
can occur in that environment: it so happens that they are
devoiced:
Rule 16.
"-cont
-cont
+voice
-breath PLURAL
/mkba'rjga^  mabere/ 
/madanda, madura/ etc/
+voice 
-breath 
+expl,_
This rule produces the correct phonetic represent­
ations in square brackets in examples (xiv)(a) and (b) above. 
When, however, the class 5 noun begins with one
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of the following breathy-voiced segments, the devoicing 
rule does not apply. Instead, the plural or class 6 form 
is derived by the mere preposition of the plural morpheme 
Sfma] :
(xv) Class 5 Class 6 English
(a) bilabial stop
/bewura/.
/bandit1/ 
\ \
[ma-bewura]
/bipa/
. / N ' .
/bodoro/-
"big axe(s)" 
[ma-banditi] "bandit" Eng.w *
\ \ \
[ma-bijia] "robber(s) rapist(s)"
"bottle(s)"[ma-bodoro]i •> * *
(b) alveolar stop
/dada/_ ♦* * *
/ \
/damu/_
/diba/ -
\ ^ \
[ma-dada] »* «■ *
y \
\ y \
/doroba/
(c) labio-dental fric.
s  s
/vudzi/-
f i *
 ^\
/viri/—
[ma-damu]M « t
[ma-diba]it 11
[ma-doroba]
>
/virjga/- >-
[ma-vudzi] u * # *
\ / ^
[ma-viri]
[m a -v l r jg a ]
(d) dental fricative 
/\
/zai/ :-----
/zamu/- 
/zu^a/ -
(e) palato-alveolar fric.
N
[ma-zai]
[ma-zamu]
[ma-zu^a]
/ ^ m wi/----
(f) alveolar fricative 
/zere/ ----
[ma-^enc^e]
[ma-'7umwi]
/^imbigwa/-
•*
[m a -z e re ]  
X / \
"duck(s)"
"dam(s)"
"dip tank(s)"
"town(s)"
"hair(s)"
"wheel(s)" Eng.
"dry clay blocks"
"egg(s)"
"breast(s)"
"day(s)/ sun(s)"
"huge flame(s) of 
fire"
"fruit name"
"^ oun(J maize stock(s)"
>[n^a~^mbig™a] "name of fruit"
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Class 5
(g) glottal fricative
/fiure/^----
/fiatfi ./---
/fianls'j./---4 *
(h) velar stop
/gafiaA
/ gadi/--
/gake/
Class 6
[raVfiure]
English
-> [ma-ftatji]
T,harlot(s) "
"horse(s)"
->. [ma-fianisi] "harnessCes)"^ Eng.
Percentage 
"tin(s)" ^
"solid blocks of 
soil"
[ma-ga6a]
•
[ma-g'adi ]
/gambirjga/- [ma-g^.mbigga] "crocodile( s) "
' s \>  [ma-gake] "cucumber(s)"
The' rule accounting for all these examples is: 
Rule 17.
+nasal 
-f ant 
-cor 
-breath
■flow
C
Pvoice 
J* breath
Tl
N5
PL
Although this rule accounts satisfactorily for 
all the examples (xv) above, it cannot serve as the general 
rule whereby class 6 nouns are derived from class 5 nouns 
commencing with breathy-voiced consonants. The examples 
below show that some nouns commencing with breathy-voiced 
segments devoice those segments when the plural morpheme 
is prefixed to them;
(xvi) Class 5 Class 6 English _ -
"baboon(s)"->■ [ma-kudo]/gudo/------
/gomo/------------ [ma-komo] "mountain( s) "
/goroqga/-- [ma-koroggal "gourge(s)"
/ gumbo/- [ma-kumbo] "leg(s)"
%age
3 H
This behaviour is paralleled by that of some breathy- 
voiced affricates ranging in place of articulation 
from the labio-dental to the palato-alveolar, namely 
/by, dz, dg, A number of class 5 nouns with
these affricates as their initial segment undergo 
devoicing when the plural morpheme is affixed, while 
others do not.
There being no bbvious way of deciding which 
set of examples to regard as exceptional to the rule 
of plural form derivation, a word count was made to 
determine the number of words belonging to each group. 
The words counted are those listed in Hannan’s (197^0 
Standard Shona Dictionary, hence the percentage score 
against each representative word list.
Below, each affricate has two lists, (a) and 
(b): one comprising a sample of those examples which 
undergo devoicing, and the other those which remain
breathy-voiced:
(xvii) (a) /bv/.-------- Cpp ]
Class 5 Class 6 English Perce
/bvupa/------->  [mk-pfupa] bone(s)
/bveni/--------[ma-pfeni] baboon(s)
“ ' V r v / V n V  6/bvunde/- — [ma-pfunde] stock of sorghum /
/bvura/ ------>- [ma-pfura] fruit type \
(b) /by/ -------- > [by]
/ljyi/ ------- [mk-byi] "knee(s)" ^
/ / \ \. / / \
/byai^isi/ ----- ^ [ma-byai5isi] "wet piece(s) of
firewood" V
/byoro/  ------^  [ma-byoro] "type of mouse/
mice"
/byu^zo/ ------> [ma-byunzo] "examination^)1 S
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(xviii) (a) / d z / — >  [ts]<♦*
Class 5 Class 6 English Percentage
^Jzanza^------- ->. [mva-tsanza] "old blanket (s) "
/izats-L/-------- > [mk-tsatsf] "bundle(s)" 7$
/dzimba/-— — — > [m^-tslmba] "foot .print (s)"
(b) /dz/-------- ^  [dz]
/izats'atsa/ [ma-dzatsatsa] "bowel(s) of hare"
/izlrjgid^ i/------- [ma-dziggidzi] "bee-fly/flies" j 93%
/dzinza/------— :>  [ma-dz'inza] "line of descent"' ->« V > ' M M
/dzira/------- [ma-dzira] "fibre in sweet
potato or meat".
y  20%
(xix) (a) [dj]------ ^  [t*]
/d^-ktY/------- >  [ma-t^ati] "small measure of 'N
liquid"
/d^at^atqa/ >- [ma-t^at§atqa] "spider(s)"
/d^>oti/' *----- [ ma-t^ubti] "large measure of
liquid"
(b) /dj/ >  [d^]
/d^ipu/------ >- [ma-d^ipu] "lizard(s)" Y
/d^-iti/------- [ma-d^iti] "invader(s)" ( 80$
/cfcg\d(zf/------— ^  [ma-cj^ Ldzi ] "5car(s)" J___________
(xx) (a) /$*/—---- >- [t[ 1
/^gak™!/! [ma-tj’akw/] "surface water
and path"
/d^ek\/— ---- >- [ma-tjeka] "sharp bladed y 13$
grass(es)"
/(Jgakawaj a/---— >-[ma-tj*akawaj\] "j umble "
38l
0>> /fe/
Class 5 Class 6 English Percentage
[ma-cgere] "gaol(s)"
^  [ma-^uru] "ant(s)"
^  [ma-c^0Qgwe] "cock(s)"
87%
/<g aj £/ [ma-cgaj ^ ] "strong your chap(s)
The percentages of the devoiced sounds compared
to those of their consistently breathy-voiced counterparts 
show that the affixation of the plural (or class 6) prefix 
to class 5 nouns causes very few breathy-voiced sounds 
to be devoiced. Such examples may therefore be treated as 
exceptions. So it does not matter whether a sound is 
bilabial, alveolar, palato-alveolar or glottal, whether 
it is a fricative or a plosive: what is important is that 
a sound is breathy-voiced. By far the greatest majority 
of breathy-voiced sounds at the beginning of class 5 nouns 
remain breathy-voiced when the plural prefix is affixed to 
them: they are all accounted for by rule 17 above.
voiced segments that do become unvoiced when the plural 
morpheme is affixed remains. The theory has a mechanism 
called a "rule feature" (Chomsky and Halle, 1968, pp.172-177; 
373-380) for handling items that behave exceptionally to 
a general rule. Linked to this concept are two types of 
features: exception features and morphological features.
The principal difference between these two types of features 
is that whereas the fact that particular lexical items are 
exceptional to a certain rule gives no indication, in terms
The question as to what to do with those breathy-
of exception features, as to which alternative rule(s) 
aPply to such items, groups of lexical items characterised 
by morphological features are subject to a particular 
alternative rule. Thus if all the items that undergo 
devoicing when the plural morpheme is affixed are 
characterised by the rule feature Rule 18.
it is obvious that they are subject to the devoicing rule. 
Rule 19.
since this would be redundant in a system with the 
morphological rule feature 18.
segments are unvoiced, be they fricatives, plosives or 
affricates. These segments remain unvoived when the 
class 6 prefix is affixed to them:
[- Rule 17],
+ voice" 
tbreath
+ ant
-cor
PLURA
Rule 19 will not be included in the grammar,
There are many class 5 nouns whose initial
(xxi) Class 5 Class 6 English
(a) /f%ndefa/ 9- [ma-fendefa] "flat stone(s)"
/fas it era/'— > [ m V  f a'sitera] "window ( s) 
(b) /sadza/- >  [ma-sadza ] "maize meal(s)"
/siriri/ [mk-s/r/ri] "edible caterpillar(s)"
/ simba/- power(s)"
(c) /^ o^ e*/------y  [ma-^o^e] "ant(s)"
bundle(s) of firewood" 
medium(s) of tutelary
spirit"
/ l^r}go/----- ^ [ma-^iQgo] "stone wall(s) "
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(d) /fawi/-
/Jura/-
/Joko/-
^  [ma-Ja^i]
-> [ma-Jurci] 
->• [ma-Joko]
(e) /t sirnb/-  >■ [mk-tsime]
/ts'ot si/---— >[ma-t sot si ]
'ancestral spirit(s)" 
’omen( s) "
'matter(s) for discussion” 
'well(s) " 
fcrook(s)"
(f)
(g)
/pfiwa/- [ma-pfiyja] ’hearth stone(s)"
\ /  \
/purazi/-
/  \ /
/porisa/-
->■ [ma-purazi]
/pep's./
/ N  X  ^/tirongo/-•J**
/ \ s 
/tapiri/—
-> [ma-
[ma-
->■ [ma-
v" [ma-
.X \ N . _ \
/toroho/ [ma-
. s \ \
/koViri/-
/kar^era/- 
/kejia/---
-> [ma- 
->[ma- 
->■ [ma-
 ^ /
-porisa]
-pep a] 
-tirongo] 
-tapiri ]
x x -i-tororo ]
/ \ \
-koiPiri ]
/ * v v
-kanJ^ era]
-kejia]
’ farm(s)”
’police-man/men" Eng.
’paper” Eng.
'prison( s)"
*potato(es) ”
'terrorist (s) ” Eng. 
'penny/ies”
'candle (s)" Z — Eng.
'mat of grass for thatching”
The following rule accounts for all these examples: 
Rule 20.
in,■fnasal"1 
-breath 
+ant 
bcor J
V n 
+ low
#- -f- [-voice] . ..
N5
PLURAL
Finally, all plain-voiced segments (produced with 
an egressive air-stream mechanism) at the beginning of 
class 5 nouns are not affected by the affixation of the 
plural prefix:
(xxii) Class 5 Class 6
x \ 
/t?i'^ i/
r \
[ma-Vrtfi]
\ \
/zPende/- [ma-2/ende ]
English
"huge fire (s)"
"gap left by extracted 
tooth"
Class 5 Class 6
f&onde/.---- >■ [ma-^onde]
 V" [ma-i?u^u]
(xxiii) /wara/-
/vjere/-
[ma-wara] 
->■ [ma-were]
Rule 21
Rule 22
>
English 
”fig( s)1
"blind fly/flies" 
"temerity" 
"precipice(s)"
R-nasal ~ j -fvoice ~
-breath r V "
h  1
-breath
+ant rflOW rsyll
.-cor
N5
A m i - ]  
C? U)-]
[pLURAL$-> y  - - -
^[ma-]
-f C...
stm 3/*J
#—f(c)
stm 7/8_
■tbreath
+voice
(rule 12) 
(rule 13)
(rule 17)
#— j/[-voice] t (rule 20)
R-voice 
-breath 
L^syll _
(rule 21)
PLURAL
N5
7.0
CHAPTER 7 
SOME TONAL PROCESSES OF KARANGA
7.1.0 Introduction.
The aim of this chapter Is mainly to discuss 
a limited number of tonal processes by way of illustr­
ating how a more comprehensive study of tonal phenomena 
may be conducted within the theory of transformational 
generative grammar. The chapter will Include the 
following sections:
1. the definition of a tone language;
2. the relationship between the consonantal margin and 
syllable pitch;
3. tonal assimilation and dissimilation;
the effect of the prefixes of similarity, association 
and instrumentality on the underlying tone pattern of 
the nouns of various classes;
5. the stabilization construction and tone, and
6. the object infix and tone.
7.1.1 A tone language.
Doke’s (1931) discussion of tone in Shona contains 
some general remarks on the nature of tone languages. His 
discussion, like most non-generative phonological studies, 
Is confined to surface tonal phenomena. Doke makes a 
distinction between what he calls ’'characteristic" and 
"significant" tone. Characteristic tone "is the particular 
method of grouping or succession of musical pitches which 
characterises a particular language, language group or
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language family," (1931, p.219)* example, says
Doke, English has a well-defined system of tone, "in 
which there is generally a rise in pitch on emphasised 
(stressed) syllables and a fall at the end of sentences."
Significant tone, on the other hand, "plays an 
active part in the grammatical significance of the 
language, may be a means of distinguishing words of 
different meanings otherwise phonetically alike, and may 
be used to convey varying emotions." Under significant 
tone, Doke distinguishes three types:
(a) semantic tone;
(b) grammatical tone;
(c) emotional tone.
Semantic tone is what is found in a language such 
as Chinese, the Cantonese form of which, says Doke, "has 
no less than seven significant tones."
Grammatical tone is found in the Sudanic languages 
and Bantu, he says. A tone inflection is sometimes the 
only factor governing the change in grammatical significance. 
But, as Doke later demonstrates, Bantu languages have both 
grammatical and semantic (what I shall call "lexical") tone. 
Grammatical tone is discussed at length in the last three 
sections of this chapter: but the following examples may 
help to show what Doke means by grammatical and semantic 
tone (see also 6.1.2 above):
Grammatical tone:
/muj’a/'', "a home" vs. /muj^a/, "it's a home"
/rukot^a/, "a stream" vs. /rukoVa/, "it’s a stream", 
where the distinction between a nominative form and a
stabilization construction is indicated by tonal sub­
stitutions.
Semantic tone:
/kutjera/j "to dig" vs. /kutj*era/, "to fetch water"
A?agga/, "scar" vs. /yarjga/, "those who were...", 
where words with the same segmental phonemes are distinguished 
in meaning by differences in their tone patterns.
Emotional tone "is much more varied and much more 
difficult to classify. All emotions of interrogation, 
sarcasm, emphasis, surprise, doubt, irritation, exultation, 
command and anger, etc., may be conveyed by a modification 
of tone," (1931,p.216). It may be queried whether an 
interrogative sentence or a command, for example, are 
emotional sentences. My view is that they are not.
Doke has, however, identified the two most Important 
features of a tone language which are found in Karanga 
(and Shona as a whole): the use of grammatical and lexical 
tone. He recognises three tones in Shona, High, Mid and 
Low. But he says, "From a careful comparison of examples 
it Is evident that of these three tones only two are 
really significant, that is, relative high and relative 
low tone." Both in the traditional phoneme theory, and 
in terms of the generative phonology paradigm, there is
no point in recognising three tones for a language if only
\
two of them "are really significant." We are interested, 
at the classificatory level, only In those tones which are 
phonologically contrastive. Environmentally conditioned 
variants (the mid "tone" in Karanga Is a Low between two 
Highs) are redundant and are specified only In phonetic
repre sentations.
However, what Doke (1931, p.217) says about
the pitch relationships among the tones of a language
Is Important:
"And it must be emphasised that these 
tones are never absolute pitches, but 
only relative, differing In actual pitch 
from speaker to speaker, from man to 
woman, from adult to child, and with the 
same speaker from time to time according 
to the amount of vigour, fatigue, dullness 
or brightness which Is his at the time of 
speaking.
p
According to Pike (1948, p.3) a tone language is 
any language "having lexically significant, contrastive 
but relative pitch on each syllable." Whereas significant 
pitch distinguishes the meanings of utterances (Doke’s 
"grammatical tone"), lexically significant pitch distingu­
ishes the meanings of words, (Doke's "semantic tone").
Pitch contrasts "entail one pitch being kept different 
from another in the immediate context. Only the relative 
height of tonemes, not their actual pitch, is relevant to 
linguistic analysis of tone languages."
7*1.2 Relative [+HIGH] and Relative [-HIGH] tone.
I have said a lot above, in an unstructured way, 
about the tones of a language being either high or low 
relative to one another. But the questions how high is 
[+HIGH] and how low is [-HIGH] need to be probed further.
What Is the relationship between the lexical categorizations 
[+HIGH], [-HIGH] on the one hand, and the intonational
1. I shall return to the question of relative pitch shortly.
2. Pike, K.L. (1948) Tone Languages. Ann Arbor, Univ. of 
Michigan Press.
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diversity we perceive?
The main proposal in two recent studies by 
scholars who have addressed themselves to this question 
is linked to the assumption that there is a "neutral” 
median pitch. Ian Maddieson (1970)*^  in particular speaks 
of this median pitch as being some extension of the neutral 
position of the vocal tract as described by Chomsky and 
Halle (1968 ,p.300). This leads him to the view that we 
should not expect languages with a greater number of level 
tones to subdivide the same range as languages with fewer 
tones Into smaller intervals, but rather to use a greater 
range. Pike (19^8,p.6) disagrees with this view: "A 
language with two registers tends to have the contrastive 
levels farther apart than are the levels of four-register 
systems." And his illustrative diagrams have the same 
range for two- three-, and four-toneme systems.
Maddieson maintains, however, that even at the 
phonetic level we need only deal with pitch as a relative 
not an absolute, phenomenon. This consideration may have 
deterred linguists from positing anything as absolute - 
sounding as a point of origin from which to measure variations 
of pitch except where this was taken to be the highest or 
the lowest. Maddieson argues that besides there being 
phonological justification for the establishment of an 
unmarked tone level, there is also some evidence of a
3. Maddieson, I. (1970) "The Inventory of Features required 
for handling Tone in Transformational Phonology", in 
Tone In Generative Phonology: Research Notes Vol.3j 
Parts 2 and 3. Department of Linguistics and Nigerian 
Languages, Univ. of Ibadan.
phonetic nature that the middle of the pitch range of
the normal speaking voice is the origin for higher or
4
lower pitches* This was suggested by Longacre as far
back as 1952 in connection with his study of Trique.
He posited five phonemic pitch levels for that language,
remarking (1952)
"... this brief impressionistic sketch 
of the phonetic characteristics of the 
five levels seems to indicate the 
possibility that the levels with their 
subphonemic variations could be described 
in terms of a hypothetical norm of the 
speaking voice and the degree of departure 
from the norm.,, The tonemic oppositions 
may be conceived of as consisting essent­
ially in a bi-directional spread from a 
relative norm. This centrifugal opposition 
is actualised in five relative levels.
The centre level, lying close to the phonetic 
norm, may be considered the structural norm 
of the system. The highest level represents 
one pole of the bi-directional tendency, 
the lowest level represents the other pole,"
Maddieson takes this evidence from Trique as
confirmation of the existence of
"a linguistic phonetic (not physiological 
phonetic) pitch norm which is the middle 
pf the voice range in use at any particular 
time. This norm cannot be given an 
absolute value in physical terms even for 
one individual speaker but is at all times 
relative."
A similar view was expressed recently in a paper 
that is more interesting because it is a study of tone 
within the generative phonology model. G.N. Clements (1976)
4, Longacre, R.E. (1952) "Five Phonemic Pitch Levels in 
Trique". Acta Linguistica, 7, pp.62-8.
5. Clements, G.N. (1976)/fTones as speech melody: a new 
theory of Terracing," in Papers from the 6th Meeting 
of the North Eastern Linguistic Society, McGill 
University. May, Volume o, pp.49-67^
claims that the relation of these pitch levels to a 
hypothetical norm is part of the native speaker's know­
ledge of the language in question. He hypothesises that 
"the tonal representations generated by the tonal phonology 
are projected upon sets of abstract tone levels, separately 
defined for each tone... language. Accordingly for each 
well-defined tone, there is an associated tone level."
These levels, Clements claims, constituting scales, provide 
a constant frame of reference for the production and rec­
ognition of tone melodies,
"abstracting the invariant pattern from 
the pitch variation due to intonational 
influences or, (what is particularly 
relevant to Karanga "depressor" tonology), 
to segmental conditioning... This frame 
of reference or scale is assumed to 
constitute one component of the speaker's 
full tonal representation."
The scale itself is not to be understood as
constituting an absolute set of acoustic parameters.
Rather it is subject to modification as a result of the
intonational processes that apply to it.
"The identity of the scale itself, however, 
is not affected by these modifications.
In this respect the scale might be compared 
to a grid drawn upon a flexible sheet, 
which retains its identity in spite of the 
distortions which result if the sheet is 
stretched or twisted."
In other words, the relationship between the scale and
the multiplicity of pitches is maintained for each tone
In the system, irrespective of the different modes of
speech and environment.
In conclusion, Clements says the scale is an
ordered set of tone levels, each of which is separated from
its neighbour by a (nonnull) Interval. If a language has
three well-defined tones, Clements would provide it 
with a scale consisting of three tone levels, H, M, and 
L.
"The independently-generated tone 
formulae are related to the scale 
by a convention P which projects 
each tone, upon its corresponding tone 
level. The well-formedness of the 
relation between the two is maintained 
through a simple condition requiring 
each tone to be associated with one and 
only one tone level throughout the 
course of a derivation."
Longacre (1952) was concerned mainly to divide 
the pitch range into two, with a hypothetical neutral 
above which tone levels are said to be high, and below 
which they are low. Clements (1976) takes this for 
granted. He concentrates instead, on providing a mechanism 
for keeping the various tone levels (both in the high and 
the low ranges) separate in a multi-tone system such as 
Longacre's Tique. Their views are complementary.
The concept of a hypothetical pitch neutral 
from which all other pitches associated with various tones 
centrifugally diverge, is attractive. The two tones of 
Shona [+HIGH] and [-HIGH], are realised as a variety of 
pitches depending on the phonetic environment. And this 
way of viewing the phenomena brings order to what would 
otherwise be a confusing situation.
7.I.3 Downstep and Downdrift.
Downdrift Is an intonational phenomenon 
characterising some tone languages, including Shona. It 
is the automatic lowering in pitch of the second of two 
high tones between which there is a low tone in the same
utterance. Downdrift is one of the features of the 
structure of language which anyone learning a tone 
language will have to know.
The difference between downdrift and downstep 
was very clearly set out in The Principles of the Inter­
national Phonetic Association.^  In that publication,
Igbo is described in the following terms:
"The essential tones are (1), high level...
(2) low level... and (3) a lowered high tone 
shown by* preceding the syllable. All high 
tones following* are on a slightly lower 
level than those preceding until the end 
of the sense-group, when fully high tones 
are generally resumed. The lowerings shown 
by"* have grammatical or other significance,"
i.e., this Is downstep. It is not automatic.
"High tones also undergo a certain lowering 
whenever a low tone precedes ... lowerings 
caused in this way likewise continue to the 
end of the sense-group, after which the 
normal high of high tones is resumed. These 
latter lowerings are in the nature of tone 
assimilation. They have no semantic value, 
and it is therefore not necessary to mark 
them in transcriptions."
Except that this neglects to mention that low tones are
also lowered, this latter part of the I.P.A. quotation
Is a good working description of downdrift.
Our understanding of phenomena such as downstep
and downdrift depends very much on the adequacy of the
phonological theory within which research is being conducted
Some studies are preoccupied with notation and make only
the basic phonological distinction between what is and
what is not significant. Different theories are designed
6. The Principles of the International Phonetic Association 
I949. (Reprinted" 1972), p.45
to achieve different goals. Sharp (1954)^, comparing
a monosystemic approach to tonal phonology with a
polysystexnic one says of the former, that it
"... achieves (as does its sister 
methodology ’phonemics’) what is 
essentially an overall reading 
transcription best adapted for the 
recording of Individual utterances 
or Individual texts .... niether its 
assumptions nor its findings must be 
held to have cogency outside their 
own legitimate sphere.1
We cannot condemn a theory for failing to achieve what 
it was never intended to achieve, seems to be the thrust 
of Sharp’s remarks. The problem arises, I suppose, when 
excessive claims are made for a theory by its proponents.
The theory espoused In this and the last 
chapter attempts to explain the surface phenomena in 
terms of derivation by ordered rules from an underlying 
simpler structure. Fivaz (1970) says "The reason for 
the difference between these two treatments (the taxonomic, 
which forms the main body of his book on Shona Morpho­
phonemics and Morphosyntax, and the transformational 
generative, his Appendix II, pp.224-39) is essentially 
due to the transformational deep:surface structure 
distinction as opposed to the surface structure nature 
of taxonomic analysis."
7. Sharp, A.E. (1954) "A tonal analysis of the disyllabic
noun in the Machama dialect of Chaga". Bulletin of
the School of Oriental and African Studies, Vol.XVI,
No", ll 157-169. Also In Jones and Laver (eds) op.cit.,
PP * 305-319•
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7*2.0 The consonantal margin and syllable pitch.
In general, whereas the consonantal margin
affects the pitch of a syllable, the reverse is not
the case. The consonantal margin plays an important
role in determining the pitch characteristics of the
two tones of Karanga, [+HIGH] and [-HIGH], There seems
to be an affinity between unvoiced consonants and high
pitch on the one hand, and between voiced consonants
and low pitch on the other. Of the two types of voiced
consonants in Karanga, the plain-voiced and the breathy-
voiced, the latter are noted for the lowering effect
which they have on the pitch of syllables of which they
are the initial segment. This is why these consonant's
are sometimes called "depressors". A comparison of the
_ / / _
pitch of the first syllables of the utterances [manda] 
"animal fat" and [mand^] "fork in branch of tree", Mingo- 
grams 4 and 5 respectively, will show this.
The pitch of the first example is higher and 
level whereas that of the second starts very low and glides 
upwards as the nucleus of the syllable is reached, away 
from the depressor margin:
[momo] "crowd" [ — ^  ]
[^u^urudza] "drag along the ground [ —/
8. Fortune, G. (1968,pp.27-31) contains an extensive 
study of the various phonetic environments which 
determine the pitch at which the two tones of the 
language are realised. I shall therefore not go 
into detail here: that study being well researched 
and amply illustrated.
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7.2.1 Tonal Assimilation and Dissimilation.
These two processes were briefly discussed in 
Chapter 1, In the review of Fortune's (1968) Shona 
Grammatical Constructions. There remains, however, 
one seemingly puzzling point to raise about them as 
formulated by Fortune (1968, p. 30). He Itsays that 
assimilation occurs in
(1) sequences of substantives;
(2) substantive phrases;
(3) sequences of verb and object complement, and 
(*l) in certain auxiliary verb constructions.
Taking case (3) as an example, we may have the
following:
/k'htora/ ”to take” + /sadza/ "food" [kutora sadza]
/kuScf/ ”to steal” + /rjombe/ "cattle” [lm6a r^ ombe]
Case (1) may be exemplified by:
/murume/ ”a man” + /murefu/ "tall” [murume murefu].
This means that a low tone coming immediately 
after a high one in the preceding word in the same sense- 
group, is raised to [+HIGH]:
Rule 23.
/. . . -H/ y [+H] / ---$ + H § ------ $ . . .
1V.A.V
(where "...” = any tone pattern; ”3" - syllable boundary 
"N.A.V.” = noun, adjective or verb.)
Thus, assimilation results in a sequence of high tones 
across word boundaries.
Tonal dissimilation, on the other hand, results 
in sequences of high and low tones across word boundaries, 
even though the grammatical constructions may be the same
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as those resulting in assimilation allowing [..,+H#+H..]:
/mukadziy "wife" + /warjgu/ "mine" ^  [mukadz^i waggu]
/kuroy'a/ "to beat" + /jioka/ "snake"— >-[kuro29a jioka]
Rule 24,
i.e. /. . ,+H/— > [-H]/. . . $ —  § [+H] $ ...J
N.A.V.
However, if the two words in one sense-group 
have low tone next to their boundary, neither assimilation 
nor dissimilation occurs: whether the construction concerned 
is a verb-object complement, a sequence of substantives, 
etc., does not seem to be relevant:
/munu/ "a person" + /mutema/, "black" --- ^  [munu mutemal
/kut|aka/ "to look for" + /sadza/ "food" [kut^aica sadza
Understanding of tonal assimilation and dissimilation is 
enchanced by postulating an underlying tonal representation 
for the words concerned, from which a phonetic representation 
is derived. Such a representation will differ in shape 
depending on the syntactic marking of the brackets in 
phonological surface structures.
7.2.2 Downdrift in Karanga.
This has already been defined as the intonational 
process whereby the absolute pitch of the second of two 
[+H] or [-H] syllables is lowered if the syllable between 
them bears the opposite tone.
The exact value of the amount of lowering does 
not seem to matter very much, since this will vary from 
context to context. What is constant is the relationship 
between [+H] and [~H] in the same sense-group. A low
syllable following a downdrifted high syllable will also 
be lowered so that their relationship prior to downdrift 
is maintained.
One way of formalising this is as follows: 
we shall specify all high tones as [+H:Pitchn], while 
all low tones are [-H-.Pitchy]: Pitchn/m being the average
level for high and low tones respectivelyP We hypothesize
that the pitch drop for downdrifted high tones is the 
same as that for downdrifted low tones, and give this 
drop the value 1.
The rule for the first downdrifted [+H] syllable 
will therefore be:
Rule 25.
[+H:Pn] y [+H:Pn-l]/#[+H:Pn] $ [*-H:Pm] $—
The second downdrifted high syllable will be [+H:Pn~2] and 
so on. Similarly, the rule for the first downdrifted low 
syllable will be:
Rule 26.
t-H:Pm] ^[-H:Pm-l]/# C-H’.Pj $ [+H:Pn] $--
(In both rules "#" marks the beginning of the sense-group 
and marks a syllable boundary) .
7*3*0 The effect of the adverbial prefixes of "similarity" 
and "association" on the tone pattern of some nouns.
Our aim in this section is to posit some general 
rules whereby the underlying tone patterns of various nouns 
are changed by the affixation of certain grammatical pre­
fixes. The two prefixes which are involved here are the 
adverbial prefixes of "similarity" and "association", so-
called because they express the idea of "being like Nx" 
and "with" or "in the company of Nx" , respectively.
In section 6.1.2 some ways in which phonology depends 
on information from the syntactic structure of a string 
were discussed briefly. In this section we are concerned 
with those nominal phrases marked
if ff   if if or if i f  ff if
sim sim assoc. assoc,
for "similarity construction" and"association construction" 
respectively in their phonological surface structures.
These adverbial prefixes will have the under­
lying forms /sxa-/ and /na-/. Although their'underlying 
tone remains the same, i'.e. [-HIGH], these prefixes 
sometimes undergo processes of substitution and coalescence, 
being realised segmentally as /so-, se/ and /no-, ne/ 
before the nouns of certain classes.
Because there is so much symmetry between these 
two adverbial prefixes and since they seem to cause the 
same tonal perturbations on nouns of similar tone patterns, 
they were included in the same rules. The way the study 
was conducted was by grouping the nouns of each class 
into tone groups, affixing the adverbial prefixes and 
then observing the resulting tonal modifications.
7.3.1 The nouns of class 1 and 2.
(i)
Tone Pttn Class 1 with /na-/ with /sa-/
-H-H /mu-nu/----- [no-mu-nu] [so-mu-nu]
"a person" with a person like a person
Tone pttn Class 1
/mu-ruqgu/  y
"a white man”
, \ S ' .
/mu-roj i/-
-H+H+H
-H+H-H
>
"a witch"
/mu-jgi/
"an eater"
/mu-gwi / _ >  
"a drinker"
\ t f
/mu-rume/----
a man
/mu - k ad z i /----
a woman
/mu - k uru/-— -— y-
an older person
with /na-/ with /sa~/
[no-mu-rui}gu] [s’o-mu-rurjgu]
with a white man like a white man
rN 7Lno-mu-roj i J r \ /  v \ „[so-mu-roj i]
with a witch like a witch
i—
i
3 <t
fr [so'-mu-i^ f]
with an eater like an eater
[no-mu-rjwi] r /  \  w /_[so-mu-rj i]
with a drinker like a drinker
Lno-mu-rume J r /  \ /  /- ,[so-mu-rume J
with a man like a man
[no-mu-kadzi] / v / /Lso-mu-kadzi]1 c “*
with a woman like a woman
r 7 s i 7 7 -iLno-mu-kuru] [so-mu~kuru]
with an older person like an older
person
/mu-gore/~----
a guy
N /
/mu-tog a/-
r ' v 7 ALno-mu-gore J
it
with a guy 
r  ^  ^ +. 7 -i[no-mu-tog a]
r  ^ v / v Lso-mu-gore]
like a guy
r 7 N , 7 -iLso-mu-tog a]
an outsider
\ /  \
/mu-koma/ >~
older brother
mu.-ramu/-----
sister-in-law
with an outsider like an outsider
[no-mu-koma] 
with the older
brother
r / s / \ _Lno-mu-ramu]
[so-mu-koma] 
like the older
brother
r /  x / x  i[so-mu-ramuj
with sister-in-law like sister-in-
law
-H+H-H+H /mu-komanct/' 
a boy
/mu-sikana/- 
a girl
[no-mu-komana]
r / \ f \
[no-mu-sikana]
[so-mu-komana]
with a boy
with a girl
like a boy
_ t \ /\
[so-mu-sikai
like a girl
Tone pttn Class 1 with /na-/ wlth/s’a-/
/mu-rumbyana/. ^[nc^-irm-rumb^na] [sc^-mu-rumb^ ana]
a male heir with a male heir like a male heir
-H-H+H /mu-rombo/ -> [nb-mu-rombo] [so-mu-romb^]
a pauper with a pauper
/mu - r o^i /----->. [ no -mu-ro^i ]
a member of the with ....
Rozvi clan
like a pauper 
[sVmu-r'’q ] 
like a .....
-H+H+H-H /mu-po^oti/
an announcer
r / \ / />- [no-mu-popotiJ r / \ * nLso-mu-popoti J
with an announcer like an announcer
/mu-nuijuna/* [no-mu-nuijuna]
a young brother with a younger
/mu-kuwaf a/-
brother
/ \ / / \
[no-mu-kuwaj'a]
a brother-in-law with a brother-
in-law
. r  /  \  , W ^Lno-mu-k eguruj. \ , w ^   ^\/mu-k eguru/-
an elderly person with an elderly
person
\ f. 7 / \ / \  n I I \
/mu-J akabvu /--->■ [no-mu- jakabvu]
the deceased with the deceased
/ \ / ✓ \ n
Lso-mu-nurjuna J
like a younger
brother
/ \ t  /  \
[so-mu-kuwaj'a]
like a brother- 
in-law
r  f  \  W y  / N  ,
[so-mu-k eguru] 
like an elderly 
person 
[ s o-mu-J"akab vu ] 
like the deceased
The tonal processes caused by these two adverbial 
prefixes follow a general pattern: the prefixes, with 
underlying [-HIGH] tone, assimilate to the tone of the 
initial syllable of the noun stem. And, just as these 
prefixes consistently assume the same tone as the Initial 
syllable of the noun stem, so the noun class prefix (with 
underlying [-HIGH] tone) consistently assumes the opposite 
tone to that of the initial syllable. Since, however,
these prefixes have different vowels depending on the 
class to which the noun to which they are affixed belongs., 
in writing the rules we shall use the abstract forms 
[Sim.Prefix] and Assoc.Prefix], for "similarity" and 
"association" prefix respectively. So the rule accounting 
for all the examples above will have the form:
Rule 27.
"-HIgH
/
'-CHIGH «
SIM or ASSOC.->[o£high] /— f 1,^-Pref ix fctHIGH $___
prefix
Sim/Ass
(where qC" ~ "the same as"; "N-^-Prefix" = "the prefix of 
noun class 1"). '
The same rule will account for the nouns of 
class 2, with the following modifications: (1) the N2~prefix 
is /^a-/, instead of /mu-/; (2) the prefixes of similarity 
and association will retain their underlying segmental 
form /sk-/ and /nk~/. So the rule can be made more general 
as follows :
Rule 28.
-HIGH / loCHIGH
SIM or ASSOC. Nf/g-Prefix jdCHIGH $ . . .
prefix
/
Sim/Ass.
7.3.2 The nouns of class la.
The nouns of this class have no explicit prefix.
So in the following examples, the prefixes of association 
and similarity are affixed to the noun stems directly.
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(ii)
Tone Pttn Class la. 
-H+H /n\r}gi/---
+H
+H+H-H
so-and-so 
/sisi/--
sister
/ggana/-
so-and-so 
/
/6a6a/
father
with /na-/ 
[na-nirjgi] 
with so-and-so 
[na-s\sij 
with sister 
[na-rjgana] 
with so-and-so 
[na-Sa6a] • 
with father
with /sa-/ 
[s^-nii^gf] 
like so-and-so 
[ssa-s\s/] 
like 3ister 
[s'a-ggaim] 
like so-and-so 
[s'a-SaSa] 
like father
/Je7
the chief
hA-J' e ]
with the chief
[ s\-J e ]
like the chief
/te2jarva/-
father-in-law
y / .,w/ v r/say ira/-
a ritual friend
[na-te^ara] 
with father-in-
n N / ^ \ _
Lna-sajy ira] 
with a ritual 
friend
[sa-tezara] 
•law like'* father- 
in-law
r V t
[sa-saj ira] 
like a ritual 
friend
+H+H+H
+H-H
-H-H+H
/sekuru/ ^
uncle
[na-sekuru] 
with uncle
[s'a-sekuru] 
like uncle
+H-H+H /ne^an^eA-— >■
Chief1s * favourite 
son.
[na-neTPang e ] 
with the8",...
[s'a-ne^amge ] 
like..... .
. / \ ,
/tenzi/
an owner
r  \  . /  \  -i[na-tenzi] 
with an owner
r V / \ _
Lsa-tenziJa?
like an owner
/tj'iremba/' —
doctor
[na-tj iremba] 
with doctor
[s'a-tj' iremba] 
like doctor
The affixation of either the similarity or the 
association prefix to the nouns of class la of whatever 
tone pattern does not seem to lead to any change in the
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underlying tone pattern: nor is the underlying tone of 
the prefixes themselves changed* So the rule for the 
derivation of either the similarity or association 
construction seems to be fairly straightforward;
Rule 29.
n -HIGH /
SIM.or ASSOC, /—  j- STEM
„ Prefix / la
Sim/Assoc.
7*3-3 The nouns of class 2a,
/
When the prefix A?a-/ appears before the stems 
of certain nouns, it indicates the honorific plural and 
such nouns (with the prefix >i?a-/) belong to class 2a. 
The prefixes /madzi-/ and /z?^ .na-/ on the other hand, 
indicate the numerical plural of class la nouns which, 
by virtue of those prefixes, belong to noun class 2a.
The prefixes of similarity and association behave 
differently in these two types of context:
(iii)
Tone Pttn Class 2a with /na-/ with /sa-/
(1) a.
the chief 
/ v v \
-V [nk-l9aj'e ] 
with the chief
/  V \  \/ \ \ \ \ \
/^a-te^ara/ y  [na-lPa-te^araJ
the father-in-law with the father- like the father-
[sa-"^ a-j e ] 
like the chief
n \ t A \ \
[ s a-'i^ a-t e^ar a J
in-law in-law
t \ \ \ \ f \ \ \ _ ..'k ' \ \ \ -
/i^a-sekuru/ y  [na-Va-sekuru] [sa-!?a-sekuruj
the uncle with the uncle like the uncle
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Tone Pttn Class 2a
/
with /na-/
+H-H+H /is>a~tete/ ^ [na-i^a-tete]
the aunt with the aunt
/ V/S / y / W\ /
/iPa-m ene/ [na-^a-m ene]
the mother- with the mother
in-law -in-law
with /sa~/
r V / v» /-.[sa-'tfa-tete]
like the aunt
r \ t
[sa-^a-m ene]
like the mother 
-in-law
b . +H+H-H /va*-sadtza/-
Mr. Sadza 
/  n / \
-> [na-lia-sadza] [sa-l%.~ sadza]
with Mr Sadza
/  n  / \
A?a-Juro/(cl. 9^10) Cna^a-J"uro] 
Mr Shuro with Mr Shuro
like Mr Sadza 
[s'a^a-^furo ] 
like Mr Shuro
(2) -H-H+H /madzi-mai/ ^  [n\-madz\-mai] [sa-madzi-ma/]
the mothers 
/
with the mothers like the mothers
\  /  v  / _/majzi-^fe/ -- ^  [na-madzi-j'e ] [sa-madzi-Je]
the chiefs with the chiefs like the chiefs
/madzi-sekuru/—^[na-madzi-sekuru] [sa-mad^i-sekuru]
the uncles with the uncles 
/ - V .  / V
like the uncles 
/ \
/mad^i-mbuja/—-V [na-madzi-mbuja] [sa-madzi-mbuj'a]
the Grannies with the Grannies like the Grannies
, > v v / \ \ , _ \ / s \ / \N \ / \ \ /
-H-H-H /madzi-tateguru/[na-madzi-tateguru][sa-madzi-tateg-‘ ' >t  U H ‘‘ >C
the Ancestors with the Ancestors Like the \iru
Ancestors
/madzi-Bafia/— ^  [na^madzi-fJafia] [sV-madzi-BaSa]
the Fathers with the Fathers like the Fathers
N \ \  ^ N / \ \ \ \ / S. \ \
/madzi-mambo/— y [na-madzi-mambo] [sa-madzi-mambo] 
the Kings with the Kings like the Kings
(3)
-HIH-H+H / F a n a - [ n a-^an a -£o^ > e ] r / A / V A[sa-^ana-^p^e J
Mr Svosve and Co. with Mr Svosve like Mr Svosve
and co. 
/
and co. 
/ \ / \ /\ ' \ f ' S f \ f r ' f '
/i^ana-r^iqgi/ [na-T^ana-niQgi] [sa-i%na~nii}gi J
So-and-so and co with so-and-so and co Like so-and
-so and co.
^06
Class 2a examples seem to fall Into three 
major categories in as far as their response to the 
affixation of the two adverbial prefixes is concerned. 
Those in category (1) can be accounted for by the 
following rule:
Rule 30.
$
" -HIGH ~
/
~+HIGH ' 1
Sim orAssoc. At N0 -Prefixl a _ | STEM
Prefix _
Sim/Assoc.j
The difference between the examples (1) a. and b. is ]
that the latter are proper names ordinarily designating j
objects other than human. They have been adapted from ■
their usual classes (indicated), whereas group a. are 
intrinsic 2a examples. The division into group la. and b. 
has no tonal implications, however.
When the adverbial prefixes of similarity and 
association are affixed to the nouns in category (2), 
with the class prefix /madzi-/, i.e. /-H-H/,
(a) the tone pattern of the class 2a stem is not changed, but
(b) the first syllable of the class prefix becomes [+H], while
(c) the second remains [-H];
(d) the adverbial prefixes retain their underlying tones:
Rule 31*
^HIGH
SIM or Assoc.
Prefix
■HIGH 
jnadzi.
[+H-H]I + STEM
Sim/Assoc
With the examples in category (3)a both the 
prefix and the'2a stem retain their lexical tone 
pattern. But the adverbial prefixes of similarity 
and association are raised from their lexical [-HIGH] 
to the phonetic [+HIGH] :
Rule 32*
" -HIGH
j
Sim Or Assoc —  ^[+HIGH] /- -f [t?ana] STEM
_ Prefix _
J.
Sim/Assoc.
7.3*4 The nouns of classes 3 and 4.
When affixed to the nouns of class 3* the 
adverbial prefixes of similarity and association, with 
underlying forms /sa-/ and /na~/, are realised as /so-/ 
and /no-/ in Karanga, their tone depending on factors 
to be discussed below. And since the nouns of class 3 
have the prefix /mu-/, the rule governing their combin­
ation with these adverbial prefixes is predictably the 
same as that posited for the nouns of class 1 above, 
which also have the prefix /mu-/.
(iv)
Tone Pttn 
-H-H. . .
Class 3 with /na-/
\ \ s \ /* \ \ _
/mu-namato/ y  [no-mu-namato]
a prayer 
v s \
with a prayer 
/ \ _ v
/mu-ridzi/—— — >- [no^mu-rid^i] 
instrumentalist with an instru­
mentalist 
/mu-dzi/---- >  [no-mu-dzi]1 • '
a root with a root
with /sa-/
[so-mu-namat o] 
like a prayer 
[so~mu-ridzi] 
like an instru­
mentalist 
[so-mu-^ziJ 
like a root
Tone Pttn Class 3 with /na-/ with /sa-/
/mu-nurjguru/-^— >  [no-mu-nui^guru] [so-mu-nui)guru]
a " " tree with a u " tree like a 11 n tree
-H-H+H /mi -tamba/--[ni-mir-tamba] [s^-mu-tamba]
a 11 " tree with a " !l tree like a " ” tree
/mu-Jamba'/-----y  [no-mu^famba] [so-mu-Jamb a]
a ” " plant with a " ” plant like a 11 ,f plant
/ x S / f, . r  ^ / \ I f -\ r N * \ J  f~\/mu-ririro/->  [no-mu-ririro] [so-mu-ririroJ
a characteristic with a charact- like a character-
-H+H..
ring eristic ring istic ring
/mu Ja/
^  \  r* /
V [no-mu-J a] r / v f7-!Lso-mu-J aJ
a home with a home like a home
/mu-pururu/—--y [no-mu-pururu]
/ \  / / /
Lso-mu-pururuJ
ulutation with ulutation like ulutation
/mu-soro/-----— Lno-mu-soroJ [so-mu-soroJ
a head with a head like a head
x  /  /
/mu-sana/----- r / \ / /— V  Lno-rnu-sanaJ
/  N  /  /
[so-mu-sana]
a back with a back like a back
/mu-kambo/— r / \  / /-,----[no-mu-kambo]
/  \  / /
[so-mu-kambo]
a factory reject with a factory like a factory
rej ect reject
These examples show that the same rule that 
accounts for the tonal processes resulting from the 
combination of the two adverbial prefixes with the nouns 
of classes 1 and 2 also operates here. So rule 28 need 
not be so specific as to pinpoint classes 1 and 2 in the 
environment since classes 3 and  ^ are also covered. That 
rule will now have to be modified so that it accounts not 
only for the examples from classes 1, 2, 3 and 4 (the class
prefix of the numerical plural of the nouns of class 
3, is /mi-/), but also for most Karanga nouns with a 
class prefix both in the underlying and in the derived 
representation; all nouns, that is, except those of 
classes la, 2a, 5, 9 and 10:
Rule 33.
" -HIGH 1
r-oCHIGH
-1 /_>[^ CHIGHl / I rSIMor Assoc. foCHIGH $ . . .
N-Prefix
_ Prefix _ N-STEM J
Sim/Asso
This rule states that in a similarity or 
association phrase, the prefixes of similarity and 
association will always have the same tone as the initial 
syllable of a noun stem, itself preceded by its noun 
class prefix, bearing the opposite tone.
7.3*5 The nouns of classes 53 9 and 10.
As we have said in a previous section (6.3.2), 
the class prefix of nouns in class 5 has been lost. The 
tonal processes brought about by the affixation of the 
two adverbial prefixes /na-/ and /sa-/ (realised with 
classes 5, 9 and 10 as /ne-/ and /se-/) are different 
from those caused by the same prefixes when attached to 
nouns whose class prefix is extant.
(v)
V V
with /na-/ with /sa-/Tone Pttn Class 5
-H-H
(1)
/gucfo/----- y  [ ne-gu 'cfo]
a baboon 
/gumbo/—
with a baboon
[ne -gumb o ]
a leg with a leg
[se-gucfo] 
like a baboon 
[sVe-gumb'o] 
like a leg
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Tone Pttn Class 5
/gurokuro/-
with /na-/ 
[ne-gurokuro]
a gullet with a gullet
/ ze^e zG&e/---->■ [ne-~zei?e^ e'L^e ]
with /sa-/
[se-gurokuro] - «
like a gullet 
[ s e -ze^e zVe ]
00 < * J
whispering with whispering like whispering
+H-H / cfumwa/---------- [n^ ~cfuinwa]
(2)
+H+H
a charm 
/(fotjje/-
with a charm 
[ne-aob^e ]
[se~cfumwa] 
like a charm 
[se-dob^e]
wild fruit 
/ \
/tsime/---
with wild fruit like wild fruit
a well
-> [ ne-t sime]
with a well
/gurumwandira/^Cne~gurumwandira]* *»
Q- big crowd with a big crowd like a big crowd
[se-tsime] 
like a well 
[_se-gurum andira]
/Barika/-
_  / r \ \ \
->* [ne~barika]
bigamy with bigamy
/cfendera/ ^  [ne-dfendera]
a ground hornbill with a ground
hornbill
Lse-barika] 
like bigamy 
[se-cTendera] 
like a ground 
hornbill
-H+H
(3)
/g&Ba/- -V [ne-gaBa]
a tin with a tin
/gororjga/ ^ [ne^ -gororjga]
a ditch with a ditch
/cferjgwana/ [ne-dei]gwana]
/ / / n\ / /
a basket with a basket
/ge{)ena/---------[ne^ -gefiena]
hell with hell
[se~ga£a] 
like a tin 
[se-goroQga]
like a ditch
r  ^S' w /Lse~der}g ana]
like a basket
[se-gefiena]
%• ••
like hell
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Tone Pttn 
-H-H...
(1)
+H+H...
(2 )
+H-H+H
Classes 9 and 1C with /na-/ with /sa-/
/ftqf a/ — > [ne-ftofa] [s'e-ftoj’ a]
an illness with an illness like an illness
/rfombe/ — > [ne-g£>mbe] [se-rjombe ]
cattle with cattle like cattle
/J oka/------7^ [ne-Joka] [se-JokV]
feet with feet like feet
/ftarab^a/—--->
r \ f s \ , ,x
Lne-harab^aJ [se-jjarafc^ a]
an old man with an old man like an old man
/fiurudza/M M ---> [ne-fturudza]m * r [s>e-fturudza]
a successful with a successful like a successful
farmer farmer farmer
/fturu^ a/-
dust
-V [ne-fturu'ZS'a]
/ \
/ftaqgiro/-
a frying pan
/ / \
/mari dz o/«---
with dust 
A \ N
[se-fiuruya]
like dust
/  '  r -H -H
[ne-haqgiro] [se-hai^giro]
with a frying pan like a frying pan
a sermon
i / \
/mopoto/-
/ V. V. \
[ne-maridzo] 
with a sermon
s \ \ \
[ne~mopoto]
a row 
/fiakatV
lots
/ftar}ga]}Wa/ [ne-fiai}gar}Wa] [se-[\ai}g'arjwa]
with a row
/ fx\ N \
[ne~nakata]L. J
with lost
/ f\N X
/  X ' X
[se-maridzoJL t i  * <
like a sermon
/ \ \ \
[se-mopoto]
like a row
[se-ftakata]
like lots 
/ 0\ x w /-
forgetfulness 
/ ' /
with forgetfulness like forgetfulne
/fi^ana/. ^  [ ne -ftW a n  a ] [seWa^ana]
a small pot 
/fiukwana/—
with a small pot like a small pot
[n/-ftukwana] [se^ftuk^ana]
like a chicken
/ rA f
[se-hohoriJit ■
a stout person with a stout person like a stout
person
a chicken 
/ftopori/—
with a chicken 
[ne-fio fori]
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Tone Pttn Classes 9 and 10 with /na-/
-H+H
(3)
/Rapxa/
an armpit
/fiatPI/
craving
/ dzur^gu/
peanuts 
/ /
[ne-fiapxa] 
with an armpit 
[ne*-fiawi]
with /sa-/ 
[se^-Rapxa] 
like an armpit 
[se'-fia'^ i]
with craving 
[ne-dzuqgu]
with peanuts
/ N / / [ne-fiuriti]
like craving 
[se-<Jzurjgu]
like peanuts
/ c v / ^[se-huriti]/Ruriti/
a green pigeon with a green pigeon like a green
pigeon
What is common to the examples (1) in both 
class 5 and classes 9 and 10 above, is that the first 
of a sequence of [-HIGH] tones, or the one [-HIGH] syllable 
in a monosyllabic stem, is raised to [+HIGH] in the phon­
etic representation after the affixation of the adverbial 
prefixes: the latter retain their underlying [-HIGH] tone: 
Rule 3^ .
[ “H ( -H . . ) ]-- -V [+H( -H • • ) ] j
"-HIGH
Sim or Assoc. t I
, Prefix __
1
; N5,9,l°
Sim/Assoc
In other words, there is dissimilation: both 
the adverbial prefixes and the first syllable of the noun 
have underlying [-HIGH], but the latter is raised when
the two are combined.
Examples (2) have in common that any high 
tone(s) at the beginning of a class 5,9 or 10 stem are 
lowered when a similarity or association prefix is 
affixed: but in any particular stem, a high tone coming 
after a low one remains high. In all cases, the adverbial
4l:
prefixes are raised from their underlying [-HIGH] to 
[+HIGH], So there are two rules: first the adverbial 
prefixes assimilate to the tone of the first syllable 
of the noun stem:
Rule 35*
-HIGH n
Sim or Assoc. 
Prefix
-y [+HIGH] f  j +HIGH. . J
N5 3 9 j10.
This rule results in such forms as 
/ne-cfumwa/
/n/-cfen dera/
/ne-fiuru'i^ a/
/ n e^-fi a g'aij wa /
Such forms are not acceptable: there must be tonal
polarization across the boundaries in these constructions.
So the high tones of the noun stem (except those coming 
after an intervening low tone) are lowered:
Rule 36.
Sim or Assoc. }
^Prefix
Sim/As soc
The polarization in tone realization which 
is a feature of the above examples can be seen at work 
in the examples (3). These examples have an initial 
[-HIGH] followed by a [+HIGH] syllable. First the [-HIGH] 
adverbial prefix is affixed to the noun stem.
Rule 37.
[+H(+H -H+H)] y  [-H( -H-H+H) ] /
-HIGH
Sim or Assoc, L---  j h+h ..
Prefix N5,9,10
Sim/Assoc
Ill
This rule gives the following unacceptable
forms
/ne-gafia/' /se-g&Ea/
#« • *
/ne-goror}ga/ /se-gororjga/
/ne-kapxa/ /se-B^pxa/, unacceptable because
they have a sequence of like tones across a morpheme 
boundary. So, as in the examples (2), the adverbial 
prefixes are raised to [+HIGH], while, here, the noun stem 
retains its underlying tone pattern:
Rule 38.
r*HIGH 
Sim or Assoc. 
Prefix
[+HIGH] /- \ -HIGH+HIGH..
Sim/Assoc
7.4.O The Adverbial prefix of instrumentality.
In this discussion, it will be assumed that the 
adverbial prefix of instrumentality collocates with nouns 
which have the semantic feature [-HUMAN]. The syntagm 
in which the prefix occurs has the following shape: e.g. 
[Farai akaro‘tf>a Juro ne^imbo] "Farai hit a rabbit with a 
knobkerry."
Pred-Phrase
-Inatr.Phr.
Pro;
Stm
Instr. 
Prefix
Instr
Past
Imbone-uroFarai a-
In this discussion we are interested only in the tonal 
structure of the instrumentality phrase on the extreme 
right of the above tree.
The adverbial prefix of Instrumentality has 
the underlying representation /nh-/s i.e. "with" or "using".. 
When affixed to the nouns of class 3» this prefix sometimes 
has the shape /nb-/, for some Karanga speakers, e.g. 
[no-museiPe] "with an arrow"
It will have become obvious by now that this
prefix is homophonous with some realizations of the prefix
of association in the previous section. Although in the
context of the nouns of classes 3,^,5,9S10 these two
prefixes have the same phonological shape, they are
semantically distinct, as their English renditions will
show. But this distinction may not be too transparent
where the two prefixes combine with the same nouns.
For example, we have an instrumentality and an association
construction using the word /muti/ "medicine":
/ K /
(a) [no-mu-ti] "with medicine": association.
t  s ^(b) [no-mu-ti] "using medicine": instrumentality.
In sentences:
v  ^ / / \ / / /\ / /i\ / p \ /
[ndasija sa^za rako nomuti pego net]otoj
"I have left your food together with your medicine near 
the hearth".
rW\ / \ / \ \ N . \[m ana waiPamasamba^siyana anogonatj ikoro nomuti j
"Mr Masambaasijana*s^ son excels in class using medicine".
Because the adverbial prefix of instrumentality
9. This is a popular name given to wily medicine-men or 
witch-doctors.
has the same underlying tone as the prefixes of association 
and similarity, there is no need to posit some rules 
governing the tonal processes resulting from its combin­
ation with the nouns of the various classes in Karanga.
The same rules whereby these prefixes were seen to combine 
with the nouns of classes 3 ,5,9*10... will also serve 
here. And those five classes were chosen only as examples.
The adverbial prefix of instrumentality does not combine 
with some nouns, e.g. those belonging to classes 1,2,1a and 
2a.
7.^.1 The Stabilization Construction.
By the "stabilization construction” we mean 
essentially the same structure as defined by H. Carter 
(1956)10, i.e. "a form which is capable of standing by 
itself as a complete sentence, other than a free verbal tense” 
There are many word-types that can be stabilized, e.g. 
independent and dependent nominals, proper names. But in 
this discussion we shall limit ourselves to independent 
nominals belonging to a number of noun classes. We shall 
also limit our discussion to affirmative stabilizations, 
i.e. those translated 
"it's. . .”
and leave negative ones, i.e. those translated 
"it isn't. . . ”
Both types are discussed by Carter (1956) for Manyika.
10. Carter, Hazel (1956) "Stabilization in the Manyika
Dialect of the Shona Group" Africa, XXVI,4,pp.398-405.
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The stabilisation constructions we have chosen 
fall into three groups
(i) those indicated by a high-tone class prefix;
(ii) those indicated by the stabilizing element /i-/;
(iii) those indicated by the stabilizing element /ndi-/.
7*4.1.1 Stabilization Constructions with a class prefix* 
There are many independent nominals with class 
prefixes and which belong to many different noun classes.
As such, it would be cumbersome to treat each of the 
classes separately. We shall therefore use examples 
from classes 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 6, and 7 and 8, and posit 
some rules which will predict the way other nouns from 
the remaining prefixed classes will behave.
(vi)
Tone Pttn Class 1 Stabilized form English
\ * ~ f
(„H)“H /mu-nu/ *>- [mu-nu] he’s/it's a person
a person
(1) /mu-ran da/ [mu-rand'a] he’s/it’s a subject
a subject
/mu-ruqgu/ [mu-rurjgu] he’s/it's a whiteman
a whiteman
(-H)+H-H+H /mu-sikana/ [mi/-s\kana] (s)he’s/it's a girl
a girl
(2) /mu-komana/---y [mu-komana] he/it’s a boy
a boy
/mu-rumb^ana/— v [mu-rumb^ana] he’s a male heir 
a male heir
Tone Pattn Class 1 Stabilized form English
(-H)-fH-fH. . /mii-rume/,----V [mu-rume] he T s a. man
a man
/mu-kadzi/ ^ [mu-kadzi] she’s a woman
(3) a woman
/mu~rot9ora/ ^ [mu-ro29ora] she’s a bride
a bride
/mV-komboreri/_^ [md-komboreri]' he 1s a benefactor 
a benefactor
(-H)-H+H /mu-romboA--- ^ [mu-rimbo] he’s a pauper
a pauper
(4) * N \ ^ / \ / */mu-t|ene/~-- ^  [mu-t^ene] he’s a holy one
a holy one 
Glass 3
(-H)-H-H /mu-namatoA~~^ [mu-namato] it’s a prayer
a prayer
\ v \ / / \
(1) /mu-ridzi/.--- y  [mu-ridzi] he’s a instrumentalist
an instrumentalist
, V V  ^ . \ \ \ ^/mu-nuqguru/— y  [mu-nurjguru] it’s a munurjguru tree
a ” ” tree
(-H)+H-H+H /mu~J*o^owa/— [mu-j'o^owa] it’s a mu o owa tred 
a " " tree
(2) /mu-tj'inc^ikwa/^.[mu-tj'in(^ikwa] it’s a cross
a cross
(-H)+H+H /mu - pururu/— >  [rm^-pururu]it’s ululation
uiulation
(3) /mu-soro/---- >- [mu-s'oro] it’s a head
a head
m ±y
Tone Pttn Class 3 stabilized form English
/mu-c^e^e^e/^[mu-^^^ecfc^e] it's a hair style
a hair style
(~H)-H+H /mu-tamba/---- v [mu-tambci] i t ’s a m^ta-mba" tree
a " ” tree
(4) /mu-Jamba/---->  [mu-Jamb a] i t ’s a muj a m b /  plant
a " ” plant
/rim-dombo/------y  [mu-d^mbo] it ’ s snuff mixture
snuff mixture
/mu-rerero/---V  [mu-rerero] i t ’s a way of bringing
way of bringing up child up a child
(-H)-H-H /ma-ku<fo/ V  [ma-kucfo] they are baboons
baboons
(1) /ma-kumbo/ y  [ma-kumbo] they are legs
legs
/ma- paja paJa/— > [ma-pajapaj a] it’s abundance
abundance
v v v v \ / / \ \ \
/ma-kurokuro/— y [ma-kurokuro] they are gullets
gullets
(-H) +11-H+H /mk-pur'ls^/- y [ma/-pui'isa]they are policemen
policemen
(2) /ma-gu^ugWa/— y-[ma-gu#ugWa] they are sloughs
«* 9 4 ► r •*
sloughs
\ / \ / /  ^ \ /
/ma-tsikombi/~~y [ma-tsikombi] they are big girls
big girls
/ma-kukugwa/-— y[ma-kukugwa] , i t ’s debris, 
debris ** “
Tone Pttn Class 6 Stabilized form English
(-H)+H+H.. /ma-koko/-- ^  [ma-kok^o] they are bits of crust
bits of crust
(3) /ma-kcito/--y [ma-ko^o] it's chaff
chaff
\ t t / \ /  v \  N  ^
/ma-komboreroA>- [ma-komborero] they are blessings 
blessings
(-H)-H+H.. /mh-simbsf/ y [ma-s'imb^ i] they are powers
powers
(*0 /ma-puraz^i/ y  [ma-purazi] they are farms
farms
\ \ y \ / \ ^ \
/ma-tikiti/— y  [ma-tikiti] they are tickets Eng. 
tickets
/ma-purarjga/— y  [m/-pur/i]ga] they are planks Eng. 
planks
Class 7
(-H)-H-H /tj'i-ruijg'u/ y  [ibji-ruggu] it's English
English
\ r / /
(1) /tj i-nu/ y [tji-nu] it’s a thing
a thing
/tfi~pa/ y  [tj'i-pa] it's malice
malice
Aj\ -ru2gurira/>[tji-rurjgurira] it's heartburn 
heartburn
■*—  --- —  - - - . . .  -    — ,, ,      .  .................
(-H) +H-H /tJi-Sagwe/ y  [tJi-SagWe] it's maize
maize
r ^ / \ r / \ \
(2) /tj i-buku/— ^  [tl i-buku] it's a small book
a small book 
r\ /
/tj i-ndig ana/->[lj i-ndig ana] it' s a small plate 
a small plate
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Tone Pttn Class 7 Stabilized form English
/tj*!- mbudzana/>[tf/- mbudzana] It’s a kid 
a kid
/ \ \ r / \ \ \
/t\ i-bokisi/— > [tj i-bokisi] it’s a small box Eng,
a small box
(-H)+H+H.. /tf I-gwj/ndi/ri//L^  [tJjf-gwindlrf] he’s a short strong
M f »
a short strong person person
(3) /tji-papata/-— > [tji-papata] it’s bread
bread
/tj i-6atiro/-— [tJ*i-6atiro] i t ’s a handle 
a handle
( -H) -H+H. . /tj'’ i ~^ £>n d <f/~— [tji^^ndc^] it’s an ankle -
an ankle
\ / r /  N /
(4) /tj i-ganu/.— [tii-ganu] it’s a milk containerV )■ “ J tl
milk container
f-y \ /\ f / \ /\
/t \ i~t ai u^na/— [t\i-t al^ una] it's a small Kaross
a small Kaross
Examples from classes 4 and 8 have been omitted 
from the above lists because they differ from those of 
classes 3 and 7 (respectively) , their numerical singulars, 
only in the segmental shape of their class prefixes - /mu-A^ 
/mi-/ for 3 and 4; and /tj* (i) -/rv /^( i) -/ for 7 and 8. 
Otherwise the stabilization construction is derived using 
the same rules.
In the lists above, the examples from each class 
are divided into four categories, depending on their tone 
pattern. And rules of the stabilized form derivation will 
be posited for each category. What is common to all these
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examples is that the class prefix, with an underlying 
[-HIGH] tone, is raised to [+HIGH] in the stabilization 
construction:
Rule 39*
"-HIGH
N-Prefix
^  [+HIGH] j  f N-STEM
STAB.
(where "STAB" - Stabilization construction).
The rest of this discussion will be designed 
to systematise the repercussions for the tone pattern of 
the noun stem of raising the class prefix to [+HIGH].
All examples marked (1) above have stems comm­
encing with a [-HIGH] syllable, which is followed either 
by zero or by another [- HIGH] syllable. The tone of 
the third syllable, if there Is a third syllable, does 
not affect the process. Only the first [-HIGH] syllable 
is raised to [+HIGH] in the stabilized form:
Rule 40.
..)] y [+H(-H, . . .•)] /
N-STEM
So here we have a tonal assimilation across 
'morpheme'boundaries, where, in the similarity, association 
and instrumentality constructions we have a polarization 
of tone realizations. Whether we have assimilation or 
polarization, therefore, is grammatically, rather than 
phonologically, determined* So these are transformational 
phonological rules, as opposed to non-transformational ones, 
which do not take the syntactic categorization of an item 
into account.
All the examples marked (2) have in common that
'+HIGH
,N-PrefIx f ~ .— J
the class prefix and the Initial syllable of the stem 
are on opposite lexical tones: [-HIGH] and [+HIGH] 
respectively. This dissimilation is maintained In the 
stabilization construction. Given the general rule 39: 
that the class prefix is raised in this construction, 
this means that the Initial syllable of the stem is 
lowered. The second feature shared by the examples (2) 
is that their second syllable is [-HIGH]. And any [+HIGH] 
syllable coming after that second syllable, is unaffected 
by the stabilization derivation:
Rule 41.
[+H-H..(+H)]----^ [-H-H. . (+H)]/
N-stem Stab
“+HIGH
-I- '
.N-Prefix
T----
Examples (3) have stems commencing with 
sequences of at least two [+HIGH] tones. In the 
stabilization construction, only the first two tones are 
lowered, unless a sequence of three [+HIGH] tones is 
followed by a [-HIGH] fourth syllable, In which case 
all three [+HIGH] are lowered:
Rule 42.
./(a) [+H+H(+H)]---->  C-H-HC+H) ],N-STEM - .
(b) [+H+H+H-H]— [-Hj,] /
+HIGH ~n
1 ...
N-Prefix
T *..—
t+HIGH
1
N-Prefix
STAB
STAB
is an ad hoc abbreviation for [-H-H-H-H])
All the stems in group (4) commence with a 
[-HIGH] syllable immediately followed by one that is [+HIGH].
This tone pattern is maintained In the stabilization 
construction:
Rule 43.
"-HIGH /
—  }
~N-STEM
■-- >  [+HIGH] /—
N-Prefix I _-H+H
STAB
7.4.1.2 Stabilization constructions indicated by /!-/ 
To illustrate this construction, only the 
nouns of classes 5 and 9/10 will be used. These have 
also been grouped into tonal categories.
(vii)
Tone Pttn Class 5 Stabilized form English
it ’ s a baboon
(1)
+H~H
(2)
-H-H.. /gucfo/.
_ / /r\ 
_y [i-gudo]
a baboon 
/gumbo/—
/ / \
■> [i-gumbo] it1s a leg
a leg
N \ \ \ / / \ \ \
/gurokuro/ y  [i-gurokuro] It’s a gullet
it
a gullet
\ \ \ N / ^ \ \ \
/zelfiezeTPe/----> [i-zeiAezel^ eJ it’s whispering
whispering
/ <fumw a /---- y  [ 1-cfumw a ]
a charm
/tfotgfe/   [i-dTotjj'e] it' s a wild fruit
it’s a charm
wild fruit 
/ \
/tsime/-- r  /  N ^  1[i-tsime] it ’ s a well
a well
/gurumwandiraA> [i-gurumwandira] it’s a crowd 
a crowd
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Tone Pttn Class 5
/Carika/-
/ « \ x \
[1-barika]
Stabilized form English 
It ' s bigamy 
bigamy
/cfendera/ [i^ -cfendera] it's a ground horn-
ground hornbill bill
-H+H.. /g'aRa/----------[i-gafiX] it’s a tin
(3)
a tin
/ \ -/ \ / s\ ' ' f ^
/gorogga/ V  [i“goro^ga] it's a ditch
a ditch
/dTerjgWana/ [i-ferjgWana] it’s a basket
a basket
/geRema/ [‘/-g'efiena]•» " ». ••
hell
it’s hell
/gija/- >  [i-glja] it’s a gear
-H-H. .
(1)
a gear 
/rlzl’aA 
a trap
/ \ v
[i-ri^a]
Class 9/10
/Roja/- ■> a]
an illness
\ s
/rj.ombe A
t / \
[i-^ombe]
cattle
/J'oka/ ^  [i-Joka]
feet 
' s
it's a trap
it's an illness
they are cattle
they are feet
/Raral^ a/~— >  [i-fiaraRjj’a] it’s an old man
an old man
/Rurudza/— [i-Rurudza]
a successful farmer
/gWajanaA r /[i-g ajana]
it's a successful 
farmer 
it's a lamb
a lamb
+H+H-H /Rurhiia/ ^  [i~Rurul)a] it’s dust
dust
Tone pttn Class 9/10 . stabilized form English
/fia#giro/—  — ^  [i-fia^giro] It’s a frying $an
(2)
-H+H
+H-H
(*0
a frying pan
/ f N / \ \ \
/maridzo/ V  [i-maridzo] It’s a sermonto r \-t<
a sermon
/ / \ / \ \ \
/mopoto/- ^  [1-mopoto] it's a row
a row
/ftakata/--------[i-fiakata]
lots
/fiapxa/-------- [i-fiapxa]
'Va /
an armpit 
/fiapl/ -—
/ fS /
[i-nal?i]
craving 
s / / \ /
pea-nut 
/ /
/Kuriti/ •— — V  [i~£uriti] 
a green pigeon____________
/frum^eA -> [i-fiumv^e ]
beer working-party 
/Raj^ana/—  V  [i~(ia!gana]
a small pot
/ \ \ / \ \ ^
/nariti/--- — [i-nariti]
a needle
/ Pojoro/--  — ^  [i-fojoro] it’s a shovel
a shovel
they are lots
it’s an armpit 
it’s a craving
(3) /dzuggu/----- [i-dzurjgu] it’s a pea-nut
it1s a green pigeon
it’s a beer working- 
party 
it's a small pot
it's a needle
What is common to all these examples is the 
general rule:
Rule ^4. ^  [i-] /— | N5 s9/10
STEM
STAB.
All the examples marked (1) are made up of
stems commencing with at least two [-HIGH]*tones (althoughi
there'are [-HIGH] monosyllables in both classes). The 
initial syllable Is raised to [+HIGH] when the stabiliz­
ation prefix [I''-] is affixed to these nouns:
Rule 45.
[-H(- H . ..) ]----->  [ +H(- H . . .) ] I [i-] f
N5,9/10 STAB
At least the initial syllable of the examples 
marked (2) and (4) is on, a [+HIGH] tone. In the 
environment of the stabilization prefix this first 
syllable (or the first two high syllables) is lowered 
to [-HIGH]: if there is a third high syllable, it
remains high: being lowered only when followed by a low: 
The examples (2) and (4) here are therefore similar to 
the examples (3) in section 7*4.1.1 above and can be 
accounted for by the rules 42a and b, with the stabiliz­
ation prefix [i-] In the place of the [^p^efix^ :
Rule 46.
(a) [+H(+H +H) ]--- >-[-H(-H +H]/ [i~] +
N5,9/10 STAB
(b)--[+H+H+H-H>---y [-H^] / [i-] +---J
N5,9/10 STAB
All the examples marked (3) are made up of 
stems whose first two syllables are on [-HIGH] and [+HIGH] 
tone respectively. This tone pattern remains unchanged 
in the stabilization construction, which is derived by 
affixing [i-] to the stem:
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Rule 47
>  [i-]
-H.f'H 
N5 ,9/10
STAB
/
7.4.1.3 Stabilization constructions indicated by /ndi-/
✓
Independent nominals which take the prefix /ndi-/ 
in the stabilized construction belong to noun classes la 
and 2a.
(viii)
Tone Pttn Class la Stabilized form
-H-H..
(1)
/mambo/-
/ / \ 
[ndi-mamboj
English 
he ' s a king
a king
\ \ \/fiombarume/— [ndi-fiombarume] he's a successful
successful hunter hunter
rx  ^ / / r v  ^-i/tj iremba/ [ndi-tj iremba] it's doctor
doctor
-H+H
(2)
/s\si/
sister
'  \ /_
[ndi-sisi]
/6a&a/  [ndi-6a£a]
father
X  //qgana/ ^  [ndi-t}gana]
so-and-so
/n\i}gi/ [ndZ-niqgi]
it's sister
it's father
it ' s so-and-so
it's so-and-so
so-and-so
/ / \
+H+H. . /te^ara/---—>  [ndl-te;^ara j it *s father-in-law
(3)
father-in-law
/safiwira/ [ndi-sa£wira] he's a ritual
a ritual friend
/sekuru /----^ [ndi-sekuru]
uncle
friend 
it's uncle
Tone Pttn Class la Stabilized form English
+H-H+H • /yatete/ ^ [ndi-z&tete] It's aunt
aunt ______
(4) +H /J®/ >  [ndi-Je] he 's a chief
a chief
For examples (1) and (4), the initial syllable 
of the stem Is realised on a tone opposite to that which 
it has in the underlying representation:
Rule 48.
IcCHIGH,'. ]--- > [— cC HIGH. . ]/[ndi^ -] -f___
STAB
The majority of the examples above, marked (2) 
and (3) do not change their tone pattern when the stab­
ilization prefix is affixed to them:
Rule 49.
^   ------y  [ndi-]/---  | la STEM J
STAB
(ix)
Tone Pttn Class 2a Stabilized form English
(+H) -H-H /V a^ -tezjara/  [ndi~7?a-te^ara] it's the fathe r-
the father-in-law
/YPa-tenzi/-
i t
the owner
x i s ^[ndi-iPa-tenzi]
in-law 
he's the owner
(+H)-H+H /^a-mWene/ / / WN /[ndi-Va-m ene]
the mother-in-law
it's the father 
in-law
(+H)+H+H-H A?a-safiwira/ [ndi-z^a-saRwira] he's the ritual
* * tb
the ritual friend friend
/ / \
(+H) +H-H /tfa-titja/
the teacher
_  _  /7a
[ndi-t?a-tltj a] he's the teacher 
/L Eng.
Tone Pttn Class 2a Stabilized form English
(-H+H)-H+H A?ana -nlrjgi'/— > [ndi-tfana^nirjgi] they are the 
the so-and-sos so-and-sos
,  X \  r  /  \ /  v / n/i?ana-^o^e/ ^ [ndi-l^ana-^o^e] it’s Mr Svosve
Mr Svosve and co, and co.
(-H+H)+H-H /^ana-sadza/-[ndi-15'ana-sa'dza] it’s Mr SadzaW A  M J
Mr Sadza and co. and co.
, \ / r , r / \ /\
/t?ana-Juro/ [ndi-iflana-J uro] it’s Mr Shuro and
Mr Shuro. and co. co.
_ /  \  /  /  \  n
/2^ana-mambo/'— ^ [ndi-i%na~mambo] they are the kings
the kings
Although the examples above fall into several 
tone categories, and into two groups depending on the 
prefix, their tone patterns remain unchanged when the 
stabilization prefix [ndi-] is affixed to them:
Rule 50. r r „ s n A— --- —  fOtfa-] 1
f y  *  [ndl- ] /—  + ( [Wanci] J + 2a STEM
STAB
There Is another category of class 2a nouns 
whose prefix is /madzi-/. These nouns behave differently 
in two ways: they do not take the stabilization prefix 
[ndi^-]; they undergo tonal modification when the stab­
ilization construction Is derived:
(x)
Tone Pttn Class 2a Stabilized form English
(-H-H)+H.. /madzi-J'e'/’ > [madzi-J'e^ ] they are the chiefs
the chiefs
(1) /madjzi-sekuru/-^ [madzi-sekuru] they are the uncles
the uncles
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Tone Pttn Class 2a Stabilized form English
/madzi-mai/-— > [m/dzi-mai] they are the mothers 
the mothers
/madzi-mbuja/— ^ [m^dzi-mbuja] they are the grannies 
the grannies
(-H-H)-H+H /madzi^tateguru/[madzi-tateguru] they are the 
the Ancestors Ancestors
(2) /madzi-6a£a/— [madzi-fiaGa] they are the fathers
the fathers
/madzi-t^te/-— ^ [madzi-tete] they are the aunts 
the aunts
These examples fall into two categories. In 
the first one, where at least the first syllable bears 
[+HIGH] tone, the stabilization construction is formed 
by modifying the tone pattern of the class prefix, that 
of the stem remaining unchanged.
Rule 51.
-HIGH / +H... 7
---v [+H-H] / -- +
madzi / 2a STEM
STAB
This rule accounts for all 2a stems above 
except those whose first two syllables are [-H+H..].
In the latter cases, i.e. stems which are [-H+H], both 
syllables of the class prefix are raised to [+HIGH]: 
Rule 52.
-HIGH / -H+H 7
•---- 5- [+HIGH] /—
madzi — *« —
1 2a STEM
STAB
fsTAB.J
4 5 'd
Rule 53
+HIGH 
N-PrefIx
f# -f +H(-H)..J (rule 40)
N STEM .
§ — I +H-H..(+H)J (rule 4l)
N-STEM
f[-HfH +H)]? 
| [-H-H-H-H]]
-H+HJ
■STEM
N-STEM
(rule 42) 
(rule 43)
[i-]
>
[ndi-]
+H(-H) J
N5,9,I0
[-H-H-H-H]
-H+H.J
N5a9,10
N5,9 s10
# +-aCHIGH
la STEM
C[-H+H..] 
{[+H-H. . ]
la STEM
(rule 45) 
(rule 46) 
(rule 47)
(rule 48) 
(rule 49)
(rule 50) 
2a STEM
[madzi]
[madzi]
# + +H...JJ (Rule 51)
2a STEM
§— ^  -H+H. 3  (rule 52)
2a STEM
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7.5.0 The treatment of the object infix in Karanga.
with nouns functioning as objects, this final section 
will not deal with intransitive verbs. In sentences 
or clauses where the object of a transitive verb Is 
mentioned explicitly, the syntagmatic relationship 
between the two is
If, as we have done throughout, the infinitive Inflection 
of the verb is taken as the underlying representation, we 
get the following examples in the language:
these when the object is not referred to directly, but by 
its grammatical concord. Examples (a)-(c) will have the 
form:
Example (a) In particular shows that a transitive
verb may have its underlying tone pattern modified when 
an object infix is used. The purpose of this section is 
to posit some tonal rules whereby that underlying tone 
pattern of the transitive verb is affected by the use of
Since it is transitive verbs that collocate
verb - object
(xi)
w\ //m ana/
t samb'k/
'English
"To look for firewood"
"To calm a baby"
"to write a letter"
The object infix arises in clauses such as
(xii) (a) "to look for them"
(b) /Ku-mu-paradza/
(c) /Ku- j jf-jiora/ 
1
"to write it"
to calm him/her
(i.e. the concord is ^ infixed11 between the two parts of the
verb).
the object infix. The influence of the object infix 
on other inflections of the verb (past and future tense) 
was also investigated. In these cases, it was assumed 
that the derivation of the phonetic representation 
containing the object infix takes place in several stages: 
the past tense is derived from the infinitive Inflection 
and then the clause or sentence with the object infix is 
derived after that. We are only Interested In the latter 
process.
7.5.1 The infinitive inflection and the object infix.
The verbs used In this discussion are of two 
kinds: those whose stems have low tone, and those which 
have high tone.
7.5.1.1. [-HIGH] STEMS
(xiii)
Verb Infinitive with Obj. infix category of infix
/ku-rumbidza/ "to praise’Ly [kurmm-rumb\dza] "him", n.class 1 
/ku-roqgedza/ "to arrange!>.[ku-gZ-ra'pg^dza] "them" n. class 8 
/ku-nonotsa/ "to delay"— v [ku-b’a-nonot sa] "them" n,class 2 
/ku-woneka/ "to bid farewellT.L^ .[ku-1 i-woneka] "us" 2nd person
plural pron.
/ku-jamura/ "to help" y [ku-ku-jamura] "you" 2nd person
sing. pron.
/ku-vundupura/ "to unravellyCku-^zi-vundiyura]"them" n.class 10
Throughout, it is assumed that the grammatical 
concord or class prefix (functioning as the object infix) 
has an underlying [-HIGH] tone. Since in all the examples
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given above the object infix is realised on a [+HIGH] 
tone, there is a general rule:
Rule 54.
-HIGH / -HIGH -HIGH T
-- > [+HIGH] / \ --+
0. I. Ku- STEM
V.T.
(i.e. the object infix, with an underlying [-HIGH] tone, 
becomes [+HIGH] in the context [-HIGH] infinitive particle 
to the left and [-HIGH]-commencing transitive verb to 
the right).
The second stage in the derivation is a tonal 
assimilation rule: the initial syllable of the verb stem 
becomes [+HIGH], like the object infix before it:
Rule 55.
/ -HIGH +HIGH
+[-HIGH..]—  v  [+H-H , . ]
V.T.
~
I
Ku- 0 .1 .
7.5.1.2 [+HIGH] stems.
In all the following examples, a minimum of 
one, and a maximum of three, syllables is/are on [+HIGH] 
tone :
(xiv)
Verb infinitive
/ku-Jamisa/ "to surprised [ku-^a-Jam/sa] "them” 3rd person
pron.pl.
/ku-bugumura/ "to hit hard’ly[leu-gi-bugumura] "them" n.8" »« (Z * *
/ku-6ata6ata/ "to fondle'^[ku-mu-Batafiata] "her" 3rd person
pron. sing.
/ku-ve^e^gura/ "to shakeT_^[ku~ku-vezerjgura] "you" 2nd person
pron. sing.
_________  with object infix category of infix
r ,  _\  I' J  . /  L  I
In all the examples the tone pattern of the 
high tone verbs remains unchanged. So the rule is 
fairly straightforward;
Rule 56.
-HIGH
-..r+HIGH]/
-HIGH
+ ----
+h i g h !
t
_p.I._ * I _ku- _ STEM J
7.5.2.0 The past tense Inflection and the object infix.
Since the derivation of the past tense 
inflection of transitive verbs from the underlying 
infinitive is not central to (but is assumed for) this 
discussion, it has not been included here, but is briefly 
set out in Appendix II (pp,^9-^51 ')• Verbs with an 
underlying (i.e. infinitive representation) shape of 
[-HIGH...] behave as follows.
7.5.2.1 [-HIGH] stems: with 1st and 2nd Personal Pronouns 
as subjects.
(xv)
(1 ) (2) (3) (*t)
Verb infinitive Past tense With ob.inf. Category of infix
and 1st and 
2nd Person 
Pronouns as 
subjects.
/\j, * W X \/ W/\-i -1 j/ku~x aja/--->- gr-a-ka-x ajm] [t-a-ka-c^i-x ajia] we crushed
,rto crush" them N.10
\ \ / c /  \ \  \  /  \ p  ' \ \
/ku-Jopera/ > [m-aka-Jopera] [m-a-ka-^i-Jopera] you saw
"to fortune tell" fortune teller about it_ N.8
/ku-ruka/ y  [nd-V-ka-rukV] [nd-a-k^-tj^i-ruka] I_ knitted
"to knit" it N.7
/ku-wombeka/ y  [nd-a-ka-wornbe^a] [nd-k-k/~kii-wo/rnbekh.] I_
"to baptise" baptised you 2nd Per. Pron. Sing
Given the general rule that a low verb 
stem has its initial syllable raised to [+HIGH] in the 
past tense when a first or second person (plural and 
singular) pronoun is in subject position, (Appendix II) 
the clause with the object Infix is derived as follows: 
Rule 57.
-V
-HIGH / -HIGH 1 +HIGH
_0.1 / Noun T Ipast^ +- +H-H.. v.STEM
(where
-HIGH
Noun - 1st or 2nd person (sing, or plural) 
pronouns serving as subject; " PAST " = [-ka], and "S" = 
sentence.)
7.5 * 2.2 [-HIGH] stems: with 3rd Personal Pronouns and 
[-HUMAN] concords as subjects.
When the subject of the sentence is either the
3rd personal pronoun (singular or plural) or the grammatical
+HIGHconcord of a [-HUMAN] noun, i.e. the subject is 
the tone pattern of these same sentences will be as 
follows:
Noun-Subj .
Subj. {PAST$ obj.infix Verb
[+HIGH] [-HIGH]
4" 4'
[(b^akomana) ^a Kci
[+HIGH] 
* /
[+HIGH-HIGH..]
/ ^  \ru ka ]
Note that the verb retains its past tense tone 
pattern whereby the initial syllable is raised to [+HIGH].
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If,as we have been doing, the underlying (surface 
structure) tone of the morpheme £PAST3 is regarded as 
[+HIGH], the rule for the examples with [+HIGH] grammatical 
concords as subjects is as follows:
Rule 58.
(a) +HIGH / +HIGH
j —
-HIGH
Jp a s tI
--* [-HIGH] / } +H-H../ Noun 0.1._ V . STEM
Subj .
Then the tone of the object infix is raised to [+HIGH], 
like that of the initial syllable of the verb stem:
(b) -HIGH 
0 .1 .
[+HIGH]
+HIGH
Noun
\
“Subj .
"-HIGH
{past}
+H-H..
V. STEM
(In both (a) and (b) , 'T+HIGHlNoun = 3rd person (sing, or
Subj .
plural) pronoun i.e. [a] and [i?a], or all [-HUMAN] concords).
7.5.3*0 [+HIGH] stems: with 1st and 2nd Personal Pronouns 
as subjects.
As is explained in Appendix II, high stem verbs 
are lowered to [-HIGH] in the past tense if they are 
associated with first or second person pronouns functioning 
as subjects. We want now to see what the effect of intro­
ducing an object infix is on the tone pattern of such verbs:
(xvi)
(1) (2) (3) (*0
Verb infinitive Past tense With object infix Category
and 1st and 2nd of object
Personal Pronoun infix
as subjects.
/ku~tegga/—— [nd-a-ka-te^ga] [nd-a-ka-tj£~tejga] I bought it 
Mto buy" (N.7)
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/ku-seiPenz^sa/_>. [^-^-ka-sex^enzesa. .] [t -ka-^i-se^enzesva] we 
"to use" ’ used them (N.8)
/ku-bvarur//— ^ [w-a-kd^-bvarurk. . ] [w-a~ka-dzi-bvarura] you 
"to tear" tore them (N.10)
/ku-rumura/ [m-k-ka'-rumura. . ] [m-a~k/-m\i~rumu:/a] you (pi.)
"to wean" weaned him 3rd. per. sing.
As can beseen by comparing the first three 
columns above, the underlying tone of the verbs (1) is 
[+HIGH] up to the third syllable: but it is lowered to 
[-HIGH] in a sentence of the form (2):
Subj. + -^PAST^ + Verb + object (where the object 
slot is indicated by
When, however, the object infix is introduced, (3) above, 
the verb stem regains its underlying tone; the {past} 
morpheme retains its [+HIGH] and the object infix remains 
[-HIGH] :
Rule
JL f-HIGHl / f-HIGH
Q   /
0.I . ' Noun
+
Subj .
+HIGH
jPASTJj
+
+H+H... 
V STEM
7 • 5 . 3 • 1 [-t-HIGH] stems : with 3rd Personal Pronouns and 
[-HUMAN] concords as subjects.
When the subject noun is represented either by 
the third person (singular or plural) pronoun or any 
grammatical concord of non-human nouns, the situation is 
different to that in the previous section:
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(xvii)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Verb infinitive Past tense With obj. Infix and Category of
3rd pers. pron. or infix
In h u m a n] concord " 
as subject
/ku-tei]ga/ — — >  [/-ka-ter^ga] [a/-k^-tj>i^tertga] "he bought it1'
"to buy" ( tfcun d^ )
/ku~se19enz4 sa/->[i?-a-k\-selfenzesh.] [is-a-ka-gi^selSenzesa 1l <■ —■ * * —  'if - • t
"to use" they used them (N.8)
/ku-bYarura/—-> [r-a-ka-bvarura][r-a-ka~4z/-bvarur£] "it tore 
"to tear" them (N.10)
/ku-riWir£/- [gw-a-ka-rumura] [gw-a-ka^dzi-rumura] "it_ weaned
* V 41
"to wean" them"(N.10)
i.e. the verb stems retain their underlying tone in (2) 
and (3)* What changes is the underlying tone of two 
morphemes: the £PAST^ from [+HIGH], assimilating to the 
underlying tone of the object infix:
Rule 60.
"+HIGH(a)
{PASTj
^  [-HIGH]I+HIGH -HIGH-f----f
Noun 1 o H 1
+H+H T 
V .STEM
Then the tone of the object infix assimilates to that of 
the initial syllable of the high stem verb:
(b) -HIGH 
0.1 . > [+HIGH] /
+HIGH -HIGH
+ + ------1
_Noun_ PASTL- —
+H+H
V.STEM
Subj .
It is essential that rule (a) should precede (b) : the
{p a s t} must first assimilate to the underlying tone of the 
object infix, [-HIGH], before the latter in its turn 
assimilates to the tone of the initial syllable of the 
high tone verb stem.
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117. 5 . 4 . 0 The Future tense Inflection and the object infix.
This section, like that dealing with the past 
tense, is divided into two major parts: one for low stem 
transitive verbs; and the other for high stem ones.
Each of those parts is further subdivided into two 
subparts: for low stem verbs with 1st and 2nd personal 
pronouns functioning as subjects, and with the 3rd personal 
pronouns and [-HUMAN] concords functioning as subjects.
The same subdivisions are made under the high stem verbs.
7.5•4.1 [-HIGH] stems: with 1st and 2nd personal pronouns 
as subjects
(xviii)
(1) (2) (3) (“0
Verb infinitive Future tense With object infix Category
and 1st and 2nd of infix
personal pronouns 
as subjects
/ku-ramba/-
"to reject"
\ \ \ .
/ku-ruka/—
"to knit"
->• [ n d - i -1 jV- ramba] [nd-i-t f a^ .^ i-ramba] "I_ shall
shall reject them"(N.8 
[. .u-tj*a-ruka] [u-t fa-tji-ruka] you (sing.) will
knit it_ (N . 7)
/ku-bvumlra/—— y [m-u-tJa^byumira][m-u-tja-mu-byumira] you (pi.) 
"to allow" will allow him (3rd per.sing
/ku-wombe£a/— ^ [t-i-tj'a-wombeka] [t-\-tJa-ku-wo'mbeka] we shall 
"to baptise" baptise you (2nd per.sing.)
Here, as with the past tense, the insertion of 
the low tone object infix between the [+HIGH] tense marker 
([-tj'a-] for future) and the [+HIGH] first syllable of 
the verb is all that is needed. So Fule 57 above-will .
11. Rules whereby the Future tense inflection is derived from 
the underlying infinitive are set out in Appendix III, 
pp. 452-453*
have to be rewritten to make it more general: 
Rule 61.
*
-HIGH / -HIGff +HIGH ~f
_0,I._ / Noun
«
1— 
•mJO3m
{PAST} 
{ FUTj
Verb
[+H-H. .]
(* This notation is being used to indicate that both 
options are acceptable.)
7.5. M.2 [-HIGH] stems; with 3rd personal pronouns and 
[-HUMAN] concords as subjects.
The third person pronouns (plural and singular) 
have high underlying - tone - as do the concords of [-HUMAN] 
nouns.
(xix)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Verb infinitive Future tense With 3rd personal Category of
pronoun and [-HUMAN] object infix 
concords as subjects
\ \ \  / (' / / \ / A  t / \
/ku-ramba/ y [a-tj a-ramba] [a-tj a-gi-ramba] "he will reject
"to reject" them" (N.8)
/ku-ruka/ [T^ -a-tf a-ruka] [ff-a-tja-tji-ruka] "they will
"to knit" knit it" N.7
/ku-xwapa/ [<j£-i~tja-xwajia] [dz-i-tja-ti-xwajia] "they will
"to crush" crush us"
2nd pers.plural
\ \ \ \   ^ p / / \ \  ^ f / \ \
/ku-tjvob’ora/ ^.[r-i-tl a-byo^ora] [r-l-tl a-j i-byo^ora] "it will
"to pierce" pierce it" N.9
/
The rule operating in these examples, like rule 
5g above, has two parts: and the object infix and the future
4^3
tense marker undergo similar processes as the comparable 
morphemes in that rule, which will now be incorporated 
in a more general one:
Rule 62
(a) "+HIGH
1 +HIGH" -HIGH +H-Hi
|PAST^ __ ^ [-HIGH]/ Noun + I 0.1. - > V.STEM
Jf u t Z* Subj . S
i.e. the. tense markers assimilate to the tone of the object 
infix which they immediately precede. The object infix 
itself then assimilates to the tone of the initial syllable 
of the inflected verb:
(b) -HIGH / 1-HIGH -HIGH +H-H
u* [+HIGH]/ + IPAST^ - + V.STEM/ Noun_ {FUT .1 -L
Subj .
7*5.4.3 [+HIGH] stems : with 1st and 2nd personal pronouns 
as subjects.
(xx)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Verb infinitive Future tense With object infix and Category
1st and 2nd personal of infix 
pronouns as subjects
/ku-rumura/ [nd-i-tja-rumura] [nd-i-tja-m\i-rumura] "I shall
"to wean” wean him1 3rd person sing.
/ku-pe^^kedzaZ-^Ct-i-tJ'a^perekedza] [t-^ i-t f a-ku-perekedza] "we
"to accompany" shall accompany you" 2nd pers. sing
/ku-bvarura/ ^ [m-u-tf a-bvarura] [m-V-iJa-cjzi-bvarura] "you
"to tear" will tear them" N.10
/ku-se^enzesa/-^[u-tj a-se’^enzesa] [u-tj' a-j i-seFenzesa] "you
"to use" will use it" N.9
We have a process Identical to that whereby 
the past tense interacts with the object Infix. The 
high verb stem is lowered to [-HIGH] in the environment 
of the high tense marker - here [tja]: there is tonal 
dissimilation In column (2). Rule 59 will now be 
rewritten as 63 (a) and (b) below:
Rule 63
(a) VERB / -HIGH
-- >■ [-H-H . . ] /
FH+H
/ Noun
4
' +HIGH-1
[past} 
^FUT J
4
But when the low tone object infix is inserted between 
the high tense markers and the low verb stem, the latter 
regains Its high tone pattern:
(b)
&
-HIGH / -HIGH"
-> / _Noun_ 4
+HIGH"
[PAST?
I fut!
t— 4
+H4H..
V .STEM
7.5.4.4 [+HIGH] stems: with 3rd personal pronouns and 
[-HUMAN] concords as subjects.
(xxi)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Verb infinitive Future tense With object infix Category
and 3rd person.pron. of infix 
and [-HUMANJ concords 
as subjects
/ku~rumura/ [a-tj a-rumura][a-tj a-mu-rumuraj "she’ll wean
him" 3rd person pron. sing.
/ku-pereke^dzoi/-^ [<^ _~a- -perekedzV] [2?-a -ku-p e're/kedza]
"they’11 accompany you" singular.
/ku-rumur^/ y  [dg-i-tj a-rumura] [dp-^-tJ^a-j /-rumura] "they ’ 11
wean it" N.9
The derivation of the sentence with the object 
infix takes place in two stages. First, the tense marker 
becomes low in the environment [+HIGH] subject to the 
left and [-HIGH] object infix to the right:
Rule,64
(a) f+HIGH "| . I+HIGh|
-  +{ PAST$ 
1 FUT.]
[-HIGH]I Noun] +-
Subj .
-HIGH
0 .1 .
+H+H..
+ V ,STEM
Secondly, the object infix assimmilates to the 
tone of the initial syllable of the high stem verb:
(b) -HIGH
0.1
—-K+high] 1
"+HIGH
Noun__
+
-HIGH
[past]
, , +H+H.. T
t---T V.STEM
Subj .
{f u t .}
APPENDIX I
The tone patterns of derived nominals (see sections 6.3.1 
and 6.3*2).
Although In those sections our main concern is 
with the influence of the prefixes /N-/ and /ri-/
on the segments at the beginning of verb stems, an 
important part of those derivations is the assignment 
of tone to the derived nominals. This is done by rules 
of the phonological component. An outline of those rules 
will now be given.
Two classes of nominals were discussedthose 
belonging to class 9/10, and those belonging to class 5* 
There are no differences in tone pattern between these 
classes. The examples used fall into two categories, 
the regular and the irregular. Thus all the examples 
marked (i) in 6.3.1 are regular in that the tone pattern 
of the verb is retained in the nominal derived from i t : 
Verb Nominal
/+H+H/ [+H+H]
/-H-H/ [-H-H]
/-H+H/ [-H+H]
/-H-H-H/ [-H-H-H]
The examples marked (ii) are also all regular. 
Since the nominals are all derived from verb stems, they 
fall into two tonal classes; the [+HIGH] and the [-HIGH], 
Each [+HIGH] verb stem with three syllables yields a 
nominal with [+HIGH] on the first two syllables, the third
being lowered to [-HIGH]: 
Verb
/-popotci/ ----
/-paVidza/
Nominal
[m£to/pot'b]
[mfiar^dz'b]
When the verb has two [+HIGH] syllables, they retain 
that pattern in the derived nominal, e.g.:
/-parjg^/ ------->- [mfierjgo]
Low stems retain their tone pattern irrespective of 
the number of syllables involved
/ - H - H / ----------V- [-H-H]
/-H-H-H/ ---------- V  [-H-H-H]
The examples marked (iii) and (iv) have some exceptions 
to these general rules:
(iii) /-tumwa/ --------^
(iv)
/-tapxa/
/-koka/
>
[nfiumwa]
[nfiapxa]
[Hoka]
All 5-HIGH] verbs with four syllables, i.e. with the tone 
pattern l+H+H+H-H], retain this pattern in the derived 
nominals:
. . / / / \ .
(iv) /-kurukura/
/-korc^mora/—
/ / / \
(v) /-iPa^arira/ —
/-z^ arjgaradza/- >
[fiurukuro]
[fioromori]
j /  / \  _ 
[mba^ariro]
[mbaggara<3£o]
The only other exceptions, i.e. the Irregular examples, 
are found In examples marked (vii):
------- ^  [myoggwe]/-byorjgodz^/-
/-bvarura/
I f /
and (viii) /-^gira/ —
-7*’-
•>
[ my arXx -my aru ] 
[nj^ire]
/-pesana/-------- >- [6esarjWa]
/-t'arjgwa/---------- ^  ■ [<faggWe]
/-tamba/  >  [cfambV]
APPENDIX II ;
The derivation of the past tense inflection from the
underlying infinitive (ref. Section 7.5,2.o ,pp456-Aoabove)
inflection of the verb was taken as given in order to 
avoid digression from the primary object of positing 
tonal rules affecting and effected by the object infix, 
here we need to give at least some indication of how 
that inflection is derived by rules of the phonological 
component.
tense from underlying [-HIGH] stems; and the other from 
[+HIGH] stems.
(a) [-HIGH] stems: with any noun or pronoun as subject.
The derivation of the past tense in these example 
takes place in three stages
Rule 1 (i) the infinitive prefix is deleted:
Although in the above section the past tense
We need two types of rule: one deriving the past
Infinitive
/ku-ramba/
/ku-netsa/
Past tense
v / / \
[nd-a-ka-ramba]
/ku-regedzu/
/ku-pindura/
[t-a-ka-netsa]
/ / / \ \ _
[t^-a-ka-regedza ]
[a-ka-pindura]
[ku-] y to / [Noun]-   + STEM
Subj . Past
Rule 1 (ii) then the tense marker is Inserted:
Rule 1 (iii) finally, the initial syllable of the[-HIGH] 
verb stem is raised to [+HIGH], i.e. assimilates to the 
tone of the PAST morpheme which immediately precedes it:
[-H-H. . ]---->[+H-H...] / [Noun] +
Vh Sub j
+HIGH~
1T
N.B. this happens irrespective of the tone of the [Noun] , .S U D J •
in as far as [-HIGH] verb stems are concerned.
(b) [+HIGH]stems
The tone of the [Noun] . , has to be taken intosubj .
account where [+HIGH] stems are concerned. Throughout 
our discussion, the 1st and 2nd personal pronouns function­
ing as the subject of the verb were treated separately, 
as having [-HIGH] underlying tone, and as being responsible 
for tonal processes distinct from those caused by the 3rd 
personal pronoun and all concords referring to [-HUMAN] 
nouns, which have [+HIGH] underlying tone.
(i) with 1st and 2nd personal pronouns functioning as subject
Infinitive 
/ku-rumura/—
/ku-teqga/ —
,  \  / / / \
/ku~ s el&e r] p e s a,
, \ 1 1 1 ,/ku-bvarura/ .
Past tense
r .a N i /[nd-a-ka-rumuraJ
N / \ \
[t-a-ka-terjga]
r X i / V ' 1[w-a-ka-se^enzesa]
h. * c
[m-a-ka'-bvarura]
i.e., after the application of the preliminary Rules 1(1) 
and (ii) above, the [+HIGH] tones of the verb stems are 
all lowered:
Rule 2.
[+H(+H--- )]yb_> [ -H ( -H . . . ) ]
-HIGH +HXGH
Noun > + {past}
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(11) with 3rd personal pronoun and [-HUMAN] concords 
functioning as subject.
When, however, [Noun]sub  ^ is the 3rd personal 
pronoun or a concord referring to [-HUMAN] nouns, i.e. 
is [+HIGH], the situation is different from that summar­
ised by Rule 2:
[(mu^zimai) a-ka-rumura]
/ \ , /  /
l?-a-ka~ljyaruraj
/ \ *j -a-ka-turjga]
r- x \ /  / s[ (iPakuru)
[ (rjombe)
[(tj'itima) tj-a-ka-putsa]
i.e. in this case, the verb stem retains its underlying 
[+HIGH] tone pattern. But the ^PASt] morpheme dissimilates 
to that and to the tone of the [Noun]
Rule 3.
+HIGH
Subj .
+HIGH
{past]
-V [-HIGH]
Noun
Rules 2 and 3 show that for [+HIGH] stem verbs,
I
Subj
•f +H(+H...)
[Noun] , . bears the same tone in the phonetic represent- subj .
ation as the stem of the verb.
Rule 4.
[Noun] subj IpCHIGH] / +
+HIGH
+ <*H(oCH...)
_PAST
APPENDIX III
The derivation of the Future tense inflection from the
underlying infinitive.
There is remarkable tonal similarity between 
the past and future tense inflection of low and high 
stems, as the following examples will show:
(a) [-HIGH] stems: with any noun or pronoun functioning
as subject.
Infinitive
* \  \  \  \  .
/ku-pukuta/------ V
/ku-n^tsNa/ ______ ^
/ku-jopera/----- >
/ku-rondedzera/------^
Future tense 
[nd-i-tj a-pukuta] 
[m-u-tj'a^-netsa]
[ a-tj Jop era]
[2$ - a~ tj"a^ -r on de d ze r a ]
The rule operating here, after the deletion of [ku-] and 
the insertion of the tense marker [tj"^ -], is the same 
as Rule l(iii) above. Rule 5 will therefore be made 
more general.
Rule 5•
t[-H-H...]-- >  [+H-H...] / [Noun] |
Vb sub].
+HIGH
£futJ
{past]
(b) [+HIGH] stems.
As with the past tense inflection, high stem 
verbs have to be treated under two subsections: when the 
subject Noun is the 1st or 2nd person (singular or plural) 
pronoun, i.e . [-HIGHJ,and when the subject Noun is the 3rd 
personal pronoun (sing, or plural) or any [-HUMAN] concord.
(i) With the 1st and 2nd personal pronoun functioning
as subject.
Infinitive 
/ku-rumura/
/ku-terjga/
/ /nz * «
/ku-b v ar ur a/
/ k u - s e't^ e  eVk /— >
- >
Future tense 
[nd-i-tj^a- rumura] 
[ m-u- t_f a-1 e 9 ga ]
[ u - tj* se^enz^ s"a ] 
[t-i -tj g^ -b var lira ]
The rule operating here is the same as Rule 2 
above, dealing with the past tense inflection. Rule 6 
will therefore incorporate both Inflections:
Rule 6.
[+H(+H. . . )]--
-HIGH
Noun ■f
Subj
+HIGH.
{fut}
{past]
+
(ii) With the 3rd personal pronoun and [-HUMAN] concords
functioning as subject. 
Infinitive 
/k u - r urn ur a/ ---
/ku-te^ga/ —  
/ku-seiier^zesa/ 
/ku-bva^rura/
Future tense
r /-ufN / / /i La-tJ a-rumuraj
/ // rk / '[t?_a_tj a-tegga]
/ r\ / / /\ _
[r-i-tj a-sei?er}zesa]
'  r\  i  t /
[d z-i-tj a-bvarura]
The rule here is the same as Rule 3 above. So
Rule 7 will incorporate both inflections: 
Rule 7.
+HIGH
>  [-HIGH]{ f u t ] 
[p a s t]
+HIGH
Noun
Subj
| +H(+H..
i.e. the tense marker dissimilates from the surrounding 
[+HIGH] syllables.
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(i)a simba 
[s trength]
(i)b. -pasa 
[pass] (v.t.)
I
(ii )& zimba 
[mansion]
(ii)b. -paza 
[destroy]
(iii ;a.simbo 
[knobkerry]
/BIB! .
(L 0X015. 
V Ujtfiv.
( iii )b. -^aua 
[dry or wilt]
(iv)a. /vi-Po 
[gifts]
( v )a. Jumb a 
[lion]
(vija. ^ene 
[ear]
(iv)b. z^ama6a 
[what you have stolen]
[wash]
(vi)b. ~3amba 
[cry hysterically]
(vii)a. 4iwa 
[be feared]
_
(ix)a. -tema 
[cut or hit with object]
(x)a. diba 
[dip-tank]
5
/ \ '  '  Cviii;a, ^iw a
[be eateri]
(ix)o. -tama 
[move house]
(x)b. dad a 
[duck]
cTima(xi )a.
[darkness of night]
(xi)b. cfamba 
["fruit"]
(xii Jo. manda 
[animal fat]
 .
(xiiija. -pona (xiii )b -p ana
[survive or give birth] [give each other*
(xiv)a. jiimo 
[bambara groundnut]
(xiv)b. jiam& 
[meat]
(xv)a. nzimbe (xv)b. -wanza
[sugar cane] [increase in quantity]
(xvii)a. n^o 
[greediness]
(xviii)a. tsime 
[well (cl.5)]
(xix)a. dzimba 
[houses]
(xvii)b. n^ai^ga 
[grain store]
(xviiijb. tsamba 
[letter]
(xix)b. -dzama 
[be profound]
(xx)a. it^a (xx)b. mat^a
[burn!] [new ones (cl. 6.)]
/ \ x ' (xxi;a.
[stumble '• ]
(xxii)a. tS ipo 
[gift]
(xxii)b. t$apa 
[careless person]
(xxiii)a. mud^ir^ga (xxiii)b. d^aoa
[at the foot of a hill] [light brown (adj.cl
(xxiv)a. nd3 iua 
[dove]
(xxv)a. -rima 
[farm or plough (v.t.&i.)]
(xxv)b. marara 
[dirt or refuse]
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